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Orientation to.M7icipal Wastewater Treatment

-Th = course is for persons unfamiliar with municipal wastewater
t -atment facilities afld processes, who require a basic course

/to provide an overview knowledge in this area. For some students
/ this training should be preparatory to other wastewater treatment

coutses we offer. Some workeis in regulat)ry agencies will find
this course valuable for administrative or clericaL support functions.

After completingthe course, the student will have basi knowledge
about- the principal methods of municipal wastewater t eatment
-currently in use; significant new or devglo-ping me ds; and the
general design, operational, and maintenance features of municipal

. wastewater treatment fdcilities. Incidental to other aspects of
the course, the participant will acquire a working vocabulary
associated with wastewater treatment facilities and unit processes.

Ti. Si ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Office of Water Program' Operations

National Training and Operational Technology Cente'r
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manufacturers is for purposes of. example and il 1 ustiation..
,

Such references do not constitute endorsement by the

Office of Water Program Operations, S.EnOronipenti)4

Protection Agency.
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INTRODUCTION

The Material herein consists of extracts from °a manual, used in a home study

program for wastewater treatment pliwoperators, developed by SaCratento
State College, in cooperation with the California Water .poilfltion Control

association, under a Technical Trarning Grdnt from the Water Quality Office;

U. S. EPA. Only a small portion,of the -content of the manual is included.

Much material dealing with details'ofplant operatiokand maintedahce,
laboratory analyses,6Mathematics, Analysis and Presentation of'Data, and Report
Writing; has, not beep included, sipte it is not considered perti!neni to. the

objectives of` this course. 4,6

o

If you are interested in obtaining the complete home study manual., or^in
participating in the home study prograt write to':

.

II

..

,

Professor 'Kenneth Kerri
Department Of Civil Engineering'

. .

. vs, Sacramento,State 'College

6000 Jay Street

''.

Saciapeflto, California 95819 ..

.

,

1

Title of the manual is "Operation of Wastewater Treatmeht Plant Field
.-

: ,

.

Study Training Program" ". 4

, ot40

Charge for the manual alone is $25400. .Charge for taking the course is $30,00

1

.
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e .CHAPTER 2. WHY TREAT WASTES?

2.0 PREVENTION' OF POLLUTION
,

.

The operator's mainjob'is to protect the many users of receiving
waters. He Must do the best he can td remove any substances
which'will linreasonab4y affect thdse users.

Many people think an discharge of waste to a body-of water is
p011ution:._4However, with our presentsystem,of using water to
carry away the waste products of home and industry, it would be'
impossible and perhaps unwise-to prohibit the discharge_of all
wastewater to oteanstreams, and groundwater basins. It ds,
possible.under'present,day technology to'treat.wastes in such
a-manner tliat existing-or potential receiving water uses -are nOt
unreasonably affected. /Definitions'of pollution'include.any
interference with beneficial reuse of water or failure to meet
water quality requirements. 'Any questions or -cements regarding

-thii definition.mu9t be settled by the appropriate enforcement
. agency.

2.,1 WHAT S PURE WATER ?'

Water,js a combination of two
parts hydrogen and one ,part.
oxygen, or ,H2O. This is true,
howemer,' only for '!pure" water

such as might be manufaetured
in a laboratory. Water as we
((now it is not "pure" hydrogen
and oxygen. Ev.en the distilled
water we purchase in the store
has measurable quantities of
various substances in addition
to hydrogen and oxygen. Rain

water, even before -it reaches

the earth, contains many sub-
stances., These substances,
since they arc not found in
"pure" water, may be consider-
ed "impurities ". When rain
falls through the atmosphere,
it, gains nitrogehiand other -

gases. .iks soon,as the rain

-!.,flows overland it begins to

.2 -1

(-1 (./1/ . 7

, i g . 2.1 Wate + Impurities



dissolve- from the earth and rocks sucfrsubstances as calcium,
magnesium, sodium, chlorides, sulfates, iron, nitrogen,
phosphorus-, and many other materials. Organic matter (matter

derived from plants and animals) is also dissolved by water

from contact with decaying leaves, twigs-, grass,` -or- ,small

in1ects and animals. Thus itishould be realized that a fresh

flowing mountain stream may 46a4k up many natural "impurities",
some possibly in harmful amounts, before it eVer reaches.
civilization or is affected by the waste dischargeof man.
Many of these substances, however, are needed in small' amounts

to support life and be useful to man. Concentrations' of im-

&urities must be controlled or regulated to prevent harmful

levels in receiving waters.

QUESTIO6S

2..1A What are some of the dissolved substances

in water?

2.1B Wm does water Rick up dissolved substances?

2.2 TYPES OF WASTE ,DISCHARGES

The w to discharge that first comes to mind in'any discussion

of st am pollution is the discharge,of domestic wastewater.

Wastew ter contains a large amount of organic waste.' Industry

also c ntributes substantial amounts oTTIWITEWile. Some
of these organic industria) wastes come from vegetable and

fruit packing; dairy prose meat packing; tanning; and
processing of poultry,,oil;;paper and fiber (wood), and many

more. %

1 Organic waste (or-GAN-nick). Waste material which comes from

animal or vegetable origin. Organicwaste generally will be
consumed by bacteria and other stall organisms. Inorganic

wastes, are chemical' substances of mineral origin and may con-

tain carbon and oxygen, whereas organic wastes contain. mainly

carbon and hydrogen.along.Vith-other elements.

al
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Another classification of wastes is norganic wastes.2 Domestic
wastewater contains inorganic material as well as organic, and many
industries discharge inorganic wastes which add to the mineral
content of receiving waters. ,For instance, a discharge of salt,
brine (sodium, chloride) for water softening-will increase the
amotnt of sodium and chi-oxide irthe receiving waters. 'S'ome
industrial wastes may introduce inorganic substanbes such us
Chromium or copper, which are very toxic to'aquatic liTe. Other t

indUstries (such as gravel washing plants) diicharge appreciable.,
amounts ofsoil, sand'or grit, which also may be classified as
inorganic waste.

.

,

There are twq-otherajor types, of wastes that do not fit either
the-organic or inorgariic classikicationvlbese are heated
(thermal) wastes and radioactive wastes. waters with tempe -
atures exceeding the requirements of the enforcing agency m
come from cooling processes used by industry and from thermA
power StationSITenerating electricity: Radioactive wastes
are usually controlled at their source, but could come from
hospitals, research laboratories, indnuclear power .Plants.

.10E8TIONS

2.2A Several of the following contain significant
quantities of'organic material. 'Which are
they?'

a. Domestic Wastewater
b.' Cooling Water from Thermal Power Stations

c. raper
d. Metal Plating Wastes
e.' Tanning Wastes

V
2.2B List four types of pollution.

2.3 EFFECTS OF WASTE DISCHARGUS

Certain substances not removed by wastewaterlireatment proCesses
can cause problems receiving waters. This section reviews

. some of these substances and discusses why they should be treated.

0

2 Inorganic waste (IN-or-GAN-nick). Waste material such as sando
talt, iron.", calcium, and other mineral materials which are not
cbnverted in large quantitiesby organism action. Inorganic
wastes are chemical substances of, mineral origin and maycontain
carbon and oxygen, whereas organic' wastes are chemical substance's
of animal'or vegetable Origin and.contain mainly carbon and

.hydrogen along with other elements.

2-3
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. 2.30 Sludge and Scu4
4

If c6rtai n.wastes (including domestic wastewater) do not

. . receive adequate treatment, larger amounts of solids may

accumulate on the.banks Of the receiving waters, or
.

they .

may settle to the *tom-No.1/0m sludge deposits or ,float

to the surface and form -rafts of scum. Sludge deposits ,

and scum are.not only unsightly; but if-they contain
organic material, they mayiglso cause oxygen depletion and .

1;,e a,,souxce of odors. Primary treatment3,units in the/waste-
water treatment plant are designed and operated, to remove
the sludge and scum before they reach the'receiving waters.

2.31. OxyJen Depletion

Most living creatures need oxygen to survive, including fish

and other aquatic life.. Although most streams and other

surface waters contain less'than 0.60Mdissolved.oxygen
10 milligrams of oxygen per liter of water, or 10 mg/1),4

most .fish can, thrive if there are at least S. mg/1 and .other

conditions are favorable. When oxidizable wastes are dis2
charged to a stream, bacteria begin to feed onthe waste,
and-decompose orabreak'down the complex substances in the

waste into sithple chemical compounds. These bacteria also
use dissolved oxygen (similar to ,human respitation or.
breathing) from the water and are called 46robic bacteria.5
As more'organic waste is added, the bacteria reproduce

3 Primary treatment. A wastewater treatment process consist-
.

ing of a rectangular or circular tank %Mich allows those
-substances in wastewater that readily settle, or floato
be separated from the water being treated.

Milligrams per liter, mg/4 (` LL-i-ORAMS per .,EET-er). A

measure of the concentrition,by weight ofca substance per
unit volume. For practical purposes; one mg/1 is equal to

one part per million parts (ppm). Thus, a liter of water
with a specific gravity_of 1.0'weighs.one million milligrams; -.,
and if it contains 10 milligrams of dissolved oxygen, the
concentration it 10 milligrams per million milligrams; or
10 milligrams per.riVer (10 mg/1), or 10 parts of oxygen per
million parts of water, or 10 parts per million' (10.v?m).

Aerobic bacteria (AN-0-bick, back-TEAR-e-ah). Bacteria--".-

which will live and reproduce only 'in an environment con-L

taining oxygen which is-available for their respiration,
such as atmospheric oxygen or oxygen dissolved in wpter.
Oxygen combined cbenically; such as in. water molecules,

1120, cannot be used for respiration by aerobic bactOia.

'1

.2 -4 10
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rapidly; and as their_popul4ption increases, scidoes their use,

of-oxygen. Where waste flows ire.high.the population of
bacteria may grow large enough to'use, the entire supply of .

oxygen from the ,stream faster than,it can be replenished by
natural diffusion from the atmosphere. When this happens.

fish ,and most other Living things in ,the strestream .which require

dissolved oxygeh"die: o

-

mgerw.iti...:2315P.(-414-kPs.,
L.;;;;niikt4

o

Fig. 2. Oxygen depletion
.

Therefore, one of the principal objectives of wastewater teat- .

ment is to prevent as much of this;nokygen-demanding" organic
material as possible from entering:the receiving water., The
treatment plant'actually removes thporganic material the same.,
way a stream but it-accomplishes the task much more
efficient4, by-removing the wastes froM the wastewater. .

Secondary treatment6-units are designed and operated to use
_natura1:organisms such as bacteria in the plant to stabilize7.-
and,remove'btiganic material.. .

4nother effect or:exygen depletion, in addi-tion -'-to- the killing
of fish and other aquatic life, is the problem of odors. When

./Tj
,

.

Secondarytreatment. A.-.'Wastewatcr treatment process used to

convert' dissolved or.silsperided materials dnto,a form more

readily separated. kro7:Ve,water being treated.

.

Stabilize. Ib'convert to a form that resists change. . .

Organic material i'5 stabilized.bAbacterieliich convert
,te mhtexial to gases and other relatively inert substances.
Stabilized organic material generally will mot!give_o_fl,
obnoxious odors. 2 -: : .- *

.
A
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all the dissolved oxygen has been removed, anaerobic bacteria8
begin to; use the 'oxygen twhich; is ccmbined chemically with
other elementi the form -of chef cal compounds, such as
sulfate (sul-Cur and oxygen), which are also dissolved in the .

water. When anaerobic -bacteria remove the oxygen, from, sulfur
compounds, hydrogen srilfide (H2S) it-v leased which has a
"rotten egg" odor. ; This `gas is not only very odorous, but , it
also erodes doncrete and can,,distolor and remove paint from' 'I
homes and structures. Hydrogen sulfide a so may form explosive
mixtures with air and" is °capable of paralyz our respiratory
center.. Other products of anaerobic decomposition (putrefaction:
PU1tree-iack-SHU11) also can be objectionable., -

3

2.32 Cther Effects
4:st

Some wastes adversely affect the clarity and color of the
receiving waters; making them unsightly and unpopular for
recreation.

b:ahy industri r-1,1 wastes, are highly acid or alkaline, and
either condition 'can interfere wi th aquatic. life, domestic
use, and other uses. NI accepted measurement .cf a waste's
aridity CeN. alkalinity is its p11.9 Before 'wastes .a.re
charged they should have a pH similar to. that of the receiving
water. . a

,

Waste discharges 11?4y contain toyic-subseances, such as heavy-
metals cr cyanide, which, may affect the use of the receiving
water .?"Or domestic Purposes or,fol aquatic life,.

'' .' .

8' Anaerobic bacteria (AN-air-&-bick backi-TEARZe-ah) Bacteria
that liVe and reproduce in an environment containing no i.

, "free" Or 'dissolved oxygen,. Anaerobic bacteria obtain
their oxygen supply by breaking down chemical compounds 'c'
which contain oxygen, such as sulfate (S(A+) and nitrate I

. (N01).1
. . ) .

\ . .

9 pH.- Technically., "thVs is
,

the logarithm of 'the reciprocal
of the hydrogen-don concentration, which will .be explained . I,
in Chapter 14, Laboratory Procedure and Chemistry) For
now it is sufficient to understand pH may range
from O. to' 14, Wile-te..0-is!"-most acid and 14 is most alkaline]
aria .7 is sneutral. Most natural waters have a- pH between

.
6.5 and 8.5.. . ..

,
. . i. , ...

.

. ,

r
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Taste--and odor-producing substances-May-reach.levels in. the
receiving water whith are readily detectable in drinking water
or in the flesh of fish.

4'
Treated wastewaters contain nutrients" capable oencourag-
Ing excess algae and plant growth in receiving waters. These

,growths hamper domestic, industrials and recreational uses.'
Conventional wastewater' treatment plants' do not remove 'd

major portion of the nitrogen and phosphorus nutrients.

ftUESTIONS

. 2..3A What causes oxygen.ddpletiOn when organic
wastes are discharged to the water?

2.3B ,What kind of bacteria cause hydroge6 sulfide
gas to be released?

2.33. Human Health

Up to now wed have discussed the physical or khemicaleffects,
that a.waste discharge may have on the uses of water. More

important, however, may be the effeeX on human health ithrousgh--.

the spread. of disease-producing-bacteria and viruses." Initial

efforts to control human wastesevolved fromthe need to prevent_
the spread of diseases. Although untreated wastewater contains
many billions of bacteria per gallon, most of these,,are not
harmful.to humans, and some are even helpful-in wastewater .

treatment processes. However, humans who have a disease,which
is caused by bacteria or vi,rusei'May discharge some of these
harmful organisms in their body wastes. Many seriousoutbreaks
of.communicable diseases have beentraced to direct-contamination,
of drinking water or food supOies,by the body Wastes from a
human disease carrier. '',1,! T

I 10 Nutients. Apstances which are required to suppOrt living
, .

,' /'' plants and organisms. Major nutrients are carbon, hydrogen,.
.

- oxygen, sulfur 4 nitrogen:and'phosphorus. Nitrogen and

/11 -,

phosphoriA areldifficult to remove from wastewater by con-

,
ventionalitreaTept-processes because they are water- soluble
and tend I() recycle.,

1
I
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Some known epmplesof diseases which maybe spread through
wastewater discharges are:

' Fig. 2. ilDii,eases.

:

Fortunately these organisms that grow in the intestinal tract
of diseased humans are not iely to rind the environment in
the wastewater treatment plant or receiving waters favorable
for their growth and reproduction.- Although many of these
pathogenic organisms11 are removed by natural die-off during
the normal treatment processes, sufficieat'numbers can remain
to cause a threat to any downstream upe involving human contact

or consumption. If th e uses exist downstream, th
treatment plant must also clude a disinfection12 process.

The disinfection 'process historically employed is the addition

of chlorine. Proper chlorination of.a well - treated, waste will

usually result in essentially a complete kill:Of these patho-

genic organisms. The operator must realize, however,,that

c

la Pathogenic organisms (path-o-JENrnick OR-gan-iz-ums).
Bacteria or viruses which.can cause dise'ase. There are

manytypes of bacteria which do not cause disease and
which are not called nAthogenic.

.

12 Disinfection (DIS-in-feck-shun). The p'rocess by which

pathogenic organisms are killed. There are several ways

to disinfect, but chlorinationlisl,the'most frequently

used Method in water and wastewater treatment.

c'
4

2-8
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1 No.

breakdown or malfunction of equipment could.result in the
discharge at any time of an effluent which contains 'patho-

genic organisms.

QUESTIONS

2.3C Where do the disease-dausin organisms
in wastewater come from?

2.3D, What is the term which means. "d'sease-

- causing"?

2.SE What is the most frequent Means --,dis-

infecting treated wastewater?

2 4 SOLIDS IN WASTEWATER

One of the primary functions.,of a treatment plant is the

of solids from wastewater,

2 . 40 Types of Solids

; In Section 2;2 you read about the different types cr."' pollution:

organic, inorganic, thermal, and radioactive. Tor normal

municipal wastewater which contains domestic wastewater as well
as some industrial and commercial wastes, the concern'of the

treatment plant designer and operator usually is to.remove the
Organic and inorganic suspended solids, to remove the dissolved
organic solids (the treatment plant does little to remove
disssolved inorganic solids), apd to kill the pathogenic orpnisms

by disinfection. ..Thermal and radioactive wastes require special

treatment,

Since the main purpose:of the treatment plant is temoVal of
solids' from the wastewater, a detailed discussion or the types

of sblids is in °order. Figure 2.4 will help you understand the

different terms.
0.

2,4.1 Total sSolids

For discussion imrposes 'assume that you obtain a one-liter

sample of raw wastewater entering the treatment plant'. leat

this sample enough to evaporate all the water and weigh- all

the solid material jeft'cresidue); it weighs000 milligrams.
Thus, the total solids concentration in "the 'sample 'is lOnn
millitrams per liter (.mg/1). This weight includes both

__dissolved' and suspended sblids. .

Os

1 t'
2-9. -Lk)
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2.42 Dissolved Solids

How much is dissolved and how milch is suspended? To determine
this you could,take an identica:1 sample and filter it through, a

very fine-mesh filter such as a membrane filter or fiberglass. ,

The suspended solids will be caughtom the filter, and.the
dissolved solids will pass through,with the water, You can

now evaporate the water and weigh the residue to determine the
weight of dissolved solidi. ,In Fig. .2.4 the amount is shown

as 800 mg/l. The remaining 200 mg/1 is suspended, solids.

Dissolved solids are also called.filterable residue.

2.43 Suspended Solids

Suspended solids are comppsed of two parts :' settleable and

nonsettl4able. The difference between settleable and nonset-
tileable solids depends on the size, ,shape, and weight.per unit
volume of the solid particles; larger-sized partidles tend to
setile more rapidly than smaller particles. It is important

to know the amount of settleable solids in the raw wastewater
for design of settling basins (primary, .units), sludge pumps,
and*sludge handling facilities'. Also, measurpg the amount .-

ok settleable solids entering and leavingthsettling
basin allows you to-calculate the efficiency of the basin

for removing the setilikble solids. A device called an

Imhoff Cone" is used 'to Measure.settleable solids in
Milliliters per liter, m1/. (The example in Fig. 2.4 shows

a settleable solids concentration of 130 1110. ,The.settled

solids in the,Imhoff Cone had to be dried and weighed by proper

procedures to determine/' their weight.

.

It is possible to calculate,the weight ofknonsettleable solids
by subtratting the weight of dissolved/and settleable solids

from the' weight of total solids. In Fig. 2.4 the nonsettleable
solids concentration isshOWn-as 70. mg/l. Suspended solids are

also called nonfilterable.residue.

O 6

JOr

*5

13 ImhOff Cone. A clear cone - shaped container marked

with graduations usedltOleasurecthe volumetric
concentration Of settleable solids in wastewater.,

wL

f
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2.44' Organic and Inorganic Solids

,For total solids or for any s parate type of solids, such as
dissolved, settleable, or nons ttleable, the relative amounts,
of organic and inorganic matter can e determined. This

information is important for estimating sblids handling

c'apacities and for desisk.,1;g,reatent ptpdeSs-es forreMoVint
.

the Organic portion in was e. The rganic portion\can, be.
.

very harmful to receiving waters.

/
2.45 Floatable Solids

There isano standard method for the measurement and evaluatio

of floatable solids. Since treatment units are designed to
remove these solids, it is important for you to be aware of

floatable solids In raw wastewater-and.treated effluent. -
Floatable solids are undesirable in the plant effluent-from an
aesthe.tic viewpoint because the sight of floatables in receiv-
ing wafers indicates the presence of inadequately treated

wastewater.

r

V

2.5 ADDITIONAL READING

of

Fora detailed discussion of the physical andchem cal compol
-sition of wastewater you may wish to -ref r to

1. MOP' 11, pp 4-7

. *2. New York Manual, pp 1-10

3. Tekas'Manual, pp 1-18 .

QUESTIONS

2.4A An I off Cone is used to measure
solids.

,

2.4B Why is it eces,sary

'tF..
2,4C ,Total solids are made up of ,u and

Olds, both of -whi44' `contain
-

organic and in matter. -. .

/

2-12
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CHAPTER 3. WASTEWATER- FACILITIES

.3.0 OLLECTION, TREATMENT, DISPOSAL
t

Facilities for handling wastewater are usually considered to haVe

three major components or parts: collection, treatment, and

disposal.. For a-municipality these components make up the
"sewerage" system or wastewater facilities; but for an individual

industry which handles it wastewater, the same three components

are necessary. This mini c rse is directed priMarily to plant
operators for mun palities, so-the discussion in this and later

/ .

chapters will in terms of*.tna-w,a1 wastewater facilities.

a
. COLLECTION OF WASTEWATER

0 3

Collection and'transportation of wastewater to the treatment plant'

is accomplished through a complex network of pipes and pumps of

many sizes. .

Major water using industries which co tribute waste to the dollec-
tion system may affect the-efficiency of a wastewater treatment
plant, especially if there are periods during the day or during
the year whenthese ind9trial yasta flows are a major load on
the plant. For instance,- canneries are highly seasonal in their

. operations; therefore, it is possible to predict the time of year
to expect large flows from them; A knowledge of the location of
commercial and, industrial dischargers in,the collection system
may enable an operator to locate the source of a_problem'in

i

the

ti
plant influent, such as oil from a refinery or a gas statio .-

t/
Therigth of time required for wastes to reach your plant can,
also affect treatment plant efficiency. Hydrogen sulfide gas

(rotten egg gas) may be released by anaerobic bacteria feeding
on the wastes if the flow time is -quite long and the weather is
hot; this can cause odor problems, damage concrete in your plant;
and make the wastes more difficult to treat. (Solids won't settle

easily, for instance.) ,Wastes from isolated subdivisions located
far away from the main collection network often have this "aging"
problem.

3-1
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3.10 Sanitar m and Comb _Seviers

.. .
.

For most sewerage systems the sewer coming into the treatmen
,plant .carries wastes from households and comet-dial esthblis
meTts in the city or district, and possibly some industrial
waste, This type af sewer is called a sanitary sewer.1 All

storm runoff. from streets, land, and roofs of 'buildings is

collected separately in a storm sewer,2 whidh normally dis

charges to a water course without treatment. In some areas
only one network of sewers has been laid out beneath the
city to pick up both sanitary wastes and storm water in a'
combined sewer.3 'Treatmeht plants that are designed to handle. ;11,

the sanitary portion of the wastes sometimes must be bypassed
during storms due to inadequate capacity, allowing untreated
wastes to be discharged iUto receiving waters. Separation of.

combined sewers into sanitary and storm sewers is very cosily
and difficult to accomprish,

ti

P.
. 1)

6
!

0

Even inlareas where `the- Sanitary and storm, sewers are separate, 'i'i, ,

.
infiltratian4"of groundwater or stbrni water into sanitary%

.. 4

.

lisewers through breaks or'open.joints can cause high flow. ,r--,

problems at the treatment plant. Weplaeement or sealing of .

, ,

'leaky sections of Sewer pipe is calied.for in these:cases.., '' g -

.1he treatment plant operator is generally the firstoto know
- about infiltraption.ftoblems because of theinmivally high' . 7
flows he .observes at .the plant during pelliods of storm water.

runoff. -, - . .

-vb
-t

I

1 Sanitary Sewer (SAN-th-!tar-ee SUE-er). A sewer intended

, to carry wastewater from homes, businesses; and industrie.0

2 Storm Sewer. A
storms, Surface
cludes domestic

3.Cambined sewer.
wastewaters. and

separate sewer that arries runoff from ,

drainage, and street Wash, but -that ex- .

and industrial wastes.

ti

A sewer designed to carry both sanitary

or surface water runoff.

4'Infiltration (IN-fill-TRAY-shun). Groundwater that seeps

into pipes through cracks, joints, or breaks. ,

V

(

*f.

.>`
* .
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Sanitary'sewers are normally placed at g slope sufficient to
produce a velocity of approximately two feet per second. Ts
velocity will uaually prRvent the deposi,tion of solids that may

clog the pipe or cause odors. Manhbles tav p4aced,severy'300 to

1 SOO feet, to _allow for

inspeCtion (Fig,3.1) and
cleaning of the sewer:

. --:

rer .

When row.areas of land must

&be sdWefed'o'i where pipe

depth under ilit-grOund
surface becOmes excgssivex4
pump Stations 3.2)

are normally installed.
These pump "gtations lift
the wastewater, to a high. r

point film which it mays
again flow by'grvity,
or thb' fPastater 'may lie

pumpe'unCler pressure
diredtly'to they treatment
.plant: A large pump station
locatedjust,aheid of the-
treatment plant, can create
406blems tty periodically
sending largevolumes of

Fig. 3.1 Manholes allow flow tthe plant onesminute,
inspection of the ,and qrteally nothing the
collection system' next minute.

...- ...

-)

,t.

3.1A Why shoUlti
wcstewator

QUESTIONS

. I
the operator-be'familftr with the
collection and transportation network?

. .

3.18 List three types of sewers..
a

3.1C What problem, ply, occur When it takes a long-time
or wastewater to flow through the .collection

sewers to the 'tre'atment plant?
.7 .

.
3.1D Why are combined sewers a problem?'

r .

0

I
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3.2 TREATMENT PLANTS

Upon reaching a wastewater treatment plant, the wastewater flows
through a series of- treatment processes (Fig. 3.3) which remove
the wastes from the water and reduce its threat to the public

...
health\before itis didcharged from the plant. The number of
treatment processes and the degree of treatment usually depend

on the, ses'of the receiving waters,. Treated wastewaters dis-
charged\into a-small stream psed for a domestic water supply
and swithning will require considerably snore treatment than wasteF

water discharged into water used solely for navigation.
1

To provide you with a general picture of treatment plants, the
t

.

.

,

remainder of this chapter will follow the paths a drop of waste-
water might travel as it passes:through a plant. You will be
introduced to the'names of the treatment processes, the kinds
of wastes the processes treat or remove, and the location of the

. 'proce'sses in the flow path. Not all treatment plants are alike;
however, there are certain typical' flow patterns that are

Similar rom one plant to another. .. .

When wastewater enters a treatment plani, it-usually flows 'through
a series of pretreatment processes -- screening, shredding; and

grit removal. These processes remove the coarse.matcrial froM

the wastewater. :low- measuring devices are usually installed

after pretreatieent processes .to record the flow, rates And
"vofumes of wastewater treated by the plant.

Next the wastewater will generally receive primary treatment.
During primary treatment some of the solid matter carried by
the wastewater will settle out or float to the water surface,
where it can be separated'from the wastewater being treated.

Secondary treatment processes usually follow primary. treatment'

.and commonly conpist of biological processes. This means that

organisms living in the contrdffed environment of the proCess
are used to partially stabilized (oxidize) organic matter not
removed by, previous treatment processes and to'couvert it into
a form 40ich is'eAsier to remove from the wastewater.

4r4

haste material removed by the treatment processes' goes to
solids handling 'facilities and then to ultiMate,disposal.

,

Waste'treatment.pondsaay be used after pretreatment, primary.

..49" treatment, or secondary treatment. 'Ponds are frequently con-
structed in rural areas where there is sufficientAvailable
land._

p
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Advanced methods of waste treatment are being developed for
general cleahup of wastewater dr removal of substances not
removed by conventional treatment processes, 'They may follow
the treatment prbcesses previously desciibed, or they may be
used instead of them. Before treated wastewater is discharg-
ed to the receiving,waters,dt should be disinfected to
prevent the spread of disease.

In the fol lowing ections these treatment processes will be
briefly discussed to provide an overall concept off a.treatment
plant. Details will be presented in later chapters to provide
complete information on each of these processes: ,

A

,---- 3.3 PRETREATMENT

3.30 General

Pretreatment prOC'ees commonly consist of screening, shredding,5
and grit removal to separate coarse material from the wastewater,'
being treated.

,

3.3l Screening

Wastewater flowing into the
treatment plant will occasionally
contain.pieces of wood, roots,
rags, and other debris. To pro-
tect equipment and reduee-any
interference with in-plant flow,
debris and trash are usually
removed by a bar screen (Fig.
3.4),. Most screens in treatment
'plants consist of parallel bars,
placed'at an angle in a channel
in such a manner that the waste-
water flows through the bars.
Trash collects on the bars and
is periodically rakedoff by
hand or by mechanical means.
In most plants these screenings
are disposed of by bbrying or
burning. In some.cases they are
automatically ground'up and re-
turned to the wastewater flow.for
removal by.a'later process.

,"
5 Shredding.
pieces of
or damage

--

Fig; 3.5 Screened
& ground

0
4mechanical treatment process which

wastes intosmaller pieces sa they won
equipment (comminution).

3 -8 28
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3.32. Shredding

Devices are also availple which cut up or shred' material while

it,remains in the wastewater stream. Th6 most comMon of these

are the barminutor (Fig. 3.,6) and the comminutor-(Fig. 3.7).

One of these devices usually follows a bar screen.

,layalpsy

o.

Fig. 3.6 Barminutor

(CoUrtesy Chicago Pump)

3-9

Fig. 3.7 Comminutor
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- 3.33 Grit Chambers

Most sewer pipes, are laid:at,:a slope steep- enough to maintain a
wastewater'fl'ow of two feet per second (fps). If the velocity

is reduced-Slightly below

that, say to 1.5 fps,
some of the larger,
healiier particles will
settle' out; . If the

yelOcity is reduced to .

about 1 fps, heavy .

inorganic material such
as sand, eggshells, and
cinders will settle; but
the lighter organic
material will'remain in
suspensin. The Settled
inorganic material -is
referred to4S grit.6
Grit should be removed
early in the treatment
proessbeOuse it is

' abrasive and will rapidly
wear out pumps and other
equipment. Since it is
mostly inorganic, it can-

. not be broken down by any
`biological treatment pro-
cess and thus should be
removed as soon as possible.

Grit is' usually removed in a lyong, narrow trough called a Grit

Chamber (Fig. 3.'9). 'The chamber is designed to provide a flow -'
through velocity of 1 fps, ±The settled grit may be removed
either by.hand ormechanically, Since,there is normally some .

organic solid material deposited along with thegrit,-it,is
usually buried to avoid nuisance conditions. Some plants are'
equipped with "grit washers":that clean some of the organic

0 material out of the grit so that organic solids can remain in
the main waste flow to be-treated,

May treatment plants have aerated grit chambers in which, com-
pressed air is added through diffusers to provide better separation
of Aft and other'Solids; .',Aeration in this manner also "freshens"
a "stale" or septic wastewater, helping to prevent odors and
assist the biological treatment process.

Fig. 3.8 Removal of eggshells

6 Grit. The heavy miners material present in wastewater,
such as sand, gravel, mders, and eggshells.

- .

zy
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. Fig. 3.9, Grit chamber

WPCF MOP No. 11;
Operation of Wastewater Treatment Plants.

UESTIONS

3.3A. Why is grit remove early in the treatment
process?

.3..3B What is usually done with grit which has been
removed- from the 'wastewater?

.3-11
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3.4 FLOW MEASURING DEVICES

4

Although flow measuring devices are not for treatinexwastes!

it is necessary to know the quantity of wastewater flaw so .

adjustments can be made on pumping rates, chlorination rates,l,
aeration rates, and other processes'in the plant.. Flow rates
must be knowp, also, for calculation of loadings on treatment
processes and treatment efficiency] Most operators prefer to

11a e a measur;ng deVice at the headworks of their treatment 4

The most common measuring device is a Parshall Flume (Fig. 3.10).
Basically, it is a,narrow place in an open,channel which allows
the quantity of flow to be detecmined by measuring the depth of
flow.. It i a widely,used metho&for measuring wastewater because
its smooth. constriction doesnot offer any protruding sharp
edges or areas where wastewater particles may catch or collect
behind the metering device.

.40

Another 'measuring de #ce used in open channels is a weir? (Fig.
3.10).' A weir is a wall placed across the channel over which
the waste may fall. It is usually made of thin metal and 'lay

have either a rectangblar or V-notch opening. Flow over the
weir is determined by the depth of waste going through the
opening. A disadvantage pf-a weir, ids tKe relatively dead
water space that occurs just ups4eaaaf the weir. If the

weir is used at the head end of the plant, organic_solids
may settle out is this area. When this Occurs odors and

unsightliness can result. as the solids accumulate the

flow reading may become incorrect.

A good measuring'device for flows of treated or untreated waste-
water is a Venturi meter (Fig. 3.10)... It is a special section
of contracting pipe, and it measures flow in much the same way

as a Parshall flume. It does not offer any sharp obstructions
for particles to catch on. Magnetic °flow meters (Fig. 3.10)

also are being used successfully to thpasure wastewater flows.

7 Weir-(weer). A verticdro tion such as'a wall or plate,

placed in an open channe and c librated in order that a

depth of flow over the weir can easily.beconverted to a
flow rate-in MGD-(million gallon per day).

. 3-12
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3:5 IMARY TREATMENT

We have 'previous

incoming .waste t

to settle* out he

in the treatment

y discussed the reduction in velocity of the
,4 approximately one foot per second in order

vy inorganic material or grit. The next step
process is normally *called sedimentation or

primary treatment,. In this' process the waste is directed into
and through a large tank or basin. Flow velocity in these
tanks is feduced to about 0.03 foot per second, allowing the
settleable so dscto, fall. to the bottom of the tank, thus
making the. stewater much clearer. It has therefore' become
common p ct ce to call these sedimentation tanks "clarifiers".
The fi t clarifier that the wastewater flows into is called a
prim ry clarifier. We will discuss later the need for another

ier after the biological treatment process. This second
clarifier is cca led a secondary clarifier.-

Clarifiers normall are either.rectangular (Fig. 3.11) or
circular (Fig. 3; 2). Primary clarifiers areusually designed
to provide 1.5 to 2 hours detention time.9' Secondary clarifiers

`usually provide slightly more time.

Generally the longer the detentiOn time provided, the more
removal'of solids that takes place. In a tank with two hours
detention time, apptoximately 60 percent of the suspended solids
in the raw wastewater will either settle to the bottom or float
to the surface and be removed.
usually reduce the Biochemical
waste approximately 30 percent
the amourit.of BOD,contained in

Removal of these solids will
Oxygen Demand (BOD) 9 of the-

. The. exact removal depends on
the settled material.

All primary clarifiers, no matter what their shape, must have
a means for col1ecting4he settled Solids.(called sludge") and

8 Detention Time. The time required to fill a tank atoll
given flOP or the theoretical time required.f0- a given
flow quantity of wastewater to, flow thrOUgh the tank.

9 Biochemical Oxygen Dematd or'BOD (BUY-o-KEM-ik-cull
. OX-zi-gen'de-MAND), The'BOD indicated the rate of

oxygen utilized bY''wasteWater under controlled con- $

ditions of temVerature and time.
.

1.° Sludge (sluj). The settleable solids separated'from
liquids during processing or deposits on bottoms of
streams or other bodies of water. .

o

-/
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the-floating solids `(called scum). hn rectangular tanks,

_sludge and scum collectors are usually wooden beams ("flights")

attached to endless chains. The collectol. flights travel on,

the surface, in the direction of the flow, conveying grease

and floatable solids down to the scum_trough to be skimmed

off to the solids (sludge) handling facilities. The flights

then drop below the surface and return to the influent'end
alongthe bottom, MovingpIhe settled taw sludge to the sludge

hopper. The sludge is periodically pumped from the hopper to

the sludge handling facilities.

In cikular tanks, scrapers or,"ploWs", attached to a rotating

arm, rotate slow y around the bottom of the tank. The.plows .

pUsh the settled sludge toward the center and into the sludge
hoppers- Scum is collected by,a rotating blade at the surface.
As in the case of-the rectangular tank, both scum and sludge

J
usually pumped to the solids or sludge_handling facilities.

,---

The clear surfade water of the primary tank flows out of the

tank by passing over a weir. The weir must be long enough to

allow the treated water to 4eave at a low velOcity; if it leaves

at a high velocity, particles settling to the bottom or those

already on the bottom may be picked up and carried out of the

tank.

QUESTIONS

3.SA What is the purpose of "flights" or "plows" in

a-clarifier?

3.SB. What happens to the sludge-and scum collected

in a primary clarifier?
,

ti
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3.6 SECONDARY TREATkIENT.

3.60 General

In many treatment plants the wastewater flows out of the '

primary clarifier into another unit where receives secondary

or bioluical treatment. This means that the wastewater is
exposed to living organisms (such as bacteria) which eat the
dissolved and nonsettleable organic material remaining in the
waste. The two processes used almogt universally for biologic-a$

treatment are the trickling filter and activated'sludp. These
are both aerobic biological treatment processes, which means
the organisms require dissolved oxygen (Fig. 3.1-3) in order to

live, eat, and reproduce.

Fig. 3.13- Organisms reqpire dissolved oxygen

3:61 Trickling Filter

The trickling filter is one of the oldes/t and most dependable
4 the biological treatment processes,/ Most of these plants
are removing 65 to 85% of the BOD and suspended solids present</--

, 0in the influent. a o

1111411.
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The trickling, filter is a bed of 11/2 to 5-inch rock, slag

111 .: wastewater from the primary clarifier is distributed (Fit.
blocks, or specily manufactured "media""" over which settled

3.14). The settled wastewater is usually applied by an
overhead rotating distributor and trickles over' and around

the media as it flows downward to the effluent collection,
channel. Since the media andt the voids in between ,them are
large (usually 2.5- to 4-inch diameter)", ,and since the applied

. I Wasewater no longer has any large Particles (they settled
\

out in the clarifier), the .trickling filter does not remove

111

solids.,1,y a filtering action. *It would be more correct to

Caththe filter a'bioiogical contact bed or_biplogical reactor
since this is the function it performs.. The filter bed ,offerg

`-,.._ .,
a place for aerobic bacteria and other.46osganiscmsro attach.1 themselves and multiply as they feedon the passing waste-
water.. This process of feedihg on, or decomposing-, waste is

!"
exactly the samelas the process occurring in the stream when
waste 'is Vischa.r0ed to et. In, the trickling 'filter, however,I , the organfsms use the oxygen which enters the 'waste from the
surrounding air, rather tan using up the stream's supply of

`"."' dissolved oxygen. Thus the voids between the media must be,

I
.

... large so sufficient oxygen can be supplied by circulating air.
---,

The wastewater being distributed on the filter usually has

111 ,approximately 70 percent of its original organic matter,
passed through a primary clarifier, but it still containsp

which represents food for organisms. For this reason a

I
tremendous 'population of organisms develops on the media.

. This population continues to grow as .mdre.waste is applied.
Eventually the layer tof organisms on the media gets so thick 6.

ithatsome of it. breaks off (sloughs off) and is carried into .

:

'' humus.. Since it is principally organic matter; it% pres 'bnce in
'the filter effluent channel. This material is normally called

a stream wou _ld be untlesirabte.

Humus sludge from the
It is usually removed by

in a secondary clarifierI secondary clarifier is usually returned to the primarrtlari-
fiery:co be resettled and pumped to the sludge handling faciliz.
ties along with the "raw" sludge which settles out as previously

I described. .

.
ilt.,

.

1

I _
-,.

. .
1

11: Media. Thethaterial in a trickling filter over'which

I settledwas'tewater is sprinkled and then flows over and
around during treatment. Slime organisms grow on the
surface; of the media and treat the wastewater.

. .

I
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'3.62 Activated Sludge

Another biological treatment unit that is used in secondary
treatment, following the primary clarifier, is the aeration
tank.' When aeration%tanks are used with the_sedimentation

4
process, the resulting plant ins called an activated sludge

plant: The activated sludge process is wiTeiTuSed by large
cities and communities where land is expensive and where
large volumes must be highly treated,-economically, without
creating a nuisance to neighbors, The activated sludge plant
is probably the most popular biological'treatment process
being built today for larger installations or,small package
plants. These plants are capable of BOD and suspended solids
reduction of up-to 90 or 99(i, The activated sludge protes$
is A.Abiological.process, en it serves tit same function as

ka trickling filter. Effluent,from a primary clarifier is 1,

piped to a large"aeration tank (Fig. 3.15). Air is supplied
to the tank by either introducing compressed air into the
bottom of ;the tank and letting it bubble through the wdste-
water and up to the top, or by churning the surface mechanically
to introduce atmospheric'oxygen.

Aerobic bacteria and other:organisms thrive as they travel
through the aeration'tank. With sufficient, ood and oxygen ,

they multiply rapidly, as_in a trickling filter. By the time

the waste reaches the end of thi tank (usually A to 8 hours),
most of the organic matter in the waste has been.used by the
bacterirfor.producing new cells. The effluent from the
tank, usually called "mixed liquor", consists of a suspension
containing a _large population of organisms and a liquid with

very little BOD. The activated sludge forms a lacey network
that captures pollutants.

4.0

The organisms are removed, in the same manner as they were
in the trickling filter plant. The mixed liquor is piped'
to a secondary clarifier, and the organisms settle. to the
bottom of the'tank while the clear effluent flows over the
top of the effluent weirs. This effluent is usually clearer
than a,trickling filter effluent because the suspended
material inhe mixed liquor settled to the bottom of the
clarifier More readily than the material in a trickling
filter effluent. The settled organisms are known as
activated sludge. They are extremely valuable tothe treatment

4
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Fig. 3.15 Aeration tank'
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process. If 'they are removed quickly from the secondary clarl-
fier,they will be iei,00d conditionand.hungry for more fold

(organic, wastes) (Fig.

3.16). They are there--
fore pumped back (re-
Circulated) to the
influent end of the
aeration. tank where

they are mixed with
the incoming waste-

-water. Here they
begin alr over again
to feed on the organic
material in the waste,
decomposing it and
creating new organisms.

Left uncontrolled, the
number of organisms
would eventually be
too great, and therefore

Irksome must periodically

be removed. This is ,

accomplished by pumping
a small amount of the
activated sludge to the
primary clarifier. The,

organisms settle in the
clarifier along with
the raw sludge and are
removed to: the sludge

handling facilities.

There are many,variations of the conventional activated sludge.
proces, but they all involve the save basic principle. These

variations will be discussed in Chapter 7,,Activated Sludge.

. 3.16 Hungry organisms
ready for
more food

3.63 Secondary Clarifiers

As previously mentioned, trickling filters and activated sludge

tanks produce effluents that contain large populations of-micro-

organisms and associated materials (humus). These microorganisms

must be.removed fr8mi'the flow before.it can be discharged to the

recelying waters. This task is usually accomplished by a

secondary clarifier. In this tank the trickling filter humus or
activated sludge separates from the liquid and settles to the
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bottom of the tank. It it.removed to the primary cla"rifier to
be'retettled rtith the'prinfary sludge or returned to the'begin-
ning of the secondary process-to continue treating. the waste-

water. The clear effluent flows over a weir at the top of the

tank.

giESTIONS

3.6A Would it be a g'sOod;,idea to ae trickling filter
media of various sites so it could pack together

better.

3.6B Why is a secondary.,clarifier needed after a
trickling filter or aeration tank?

3.6C Activated sludge can be pumped from the secondary
clarifier to

$

6

4

7
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3.7 SOLIDS HANDLING AND DISPOSAL

3.70 General
11. ..Fm.

441firt f

Solids removed from wastewater treatment processes are commonly
broken down by a biological treatment process called sludge.

digestion. After digestion an dewatering the remaining,

material may be used for fertili r or soil conditioner. .

Some solids, such as scum from a Cl... ifier, mayPbe disposed of

by burning or burial.

3.71
(
Digestion-and Dewateling,

Settled sludge froth the primary clarifier and occasiona
settled sludge from the secondary clarifier are periodical

.pumpedto a digestion tank, Thetank is usually completely
sealed to exclude any air from getting in (Fig. 3.17). This

type'of digester is called an anaerobic digester because of
the anaerobic bacteria that abound in the tank. Anaerobic

bacteria thriVe in an environment devoid of dissolved oxygen
by using the oxygen which is chemically combined with their

-food supply.

Two major types of bacteria are present in the digester. The

first group starts eatingon the organic portion of the sludge
to form organic acids and carbon dioxide gas. Theg'e bacteria

are called "acid formers". The second group breaks down the

-organic acids,to simpler compounds and forms methane and

Pcarbon dioxide gas. These bacteria are called "gas formers".

The gas is usually used to heat the digester or to run engines

in the plant. The, production of gas indicates that organic

material is .being eaten by the bacteria. A sludge is usually

considered properly digested when 50 percent of the organic.

matter has been destroyed and converted to gas. This normally

takes approximately..30 days if the temperature'is kept,at

95°F.

Most digestion tanks 'are mixed to continuously bring the food
to the organismsoto provide a uniform temperature,-and to avoid

the formation of thick scum blankets. When a digester is not

being mixed the solids setty to the bottom, leaving an amber-
colored liquid above the sludge known as supernatant. The

d
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supernatant is displaced from the tank each time a fresh'
charge of raw sludge is puffiped from the primary clarifier.
The displaced supernatant usually is returned from the
digeSter back to the $lant'headworks and mixed with in-
coming raw wastes. Supernatant.return should be slow to
prevent ove'rloading or shock loading of the plant.

Above the supernatant lever a scum blanket will usually
, develop. Scum blankets consist of grease, soap, rubber
goodt, hair, petroleum products, plastics, and filter tips
from cigarettes. These scum blankets may contain most of
the added food or sludge. Digestion organisms'are usually
beloi the supernatant and, little digestion willoccur if
the organisms and food-don't get together. Co ,ptrol of

scum blankets consists of mixing the digester contents
and.burning or burying skimmings instead of pumping them
to.the digester.

Above the scum blanket or normal water level is the gas
collection area. Digester gas is, normally about 70% methane s.
and 30% carbon dioxide.' When mixed with air, digester gas
is extremely explosive (Fig. 3.18

4

v 4

1

Fig. 3.18 Don't allow digester-gas and air to mix

In most newer plants digesting takes place in two tanks. The
first or primary digester is usually heated and'mixed. Rapid
digestion takes place'along with most of the gas production.
In' the. secondary tank, the digested sludge and -supernatant are -

alloWed to separate,, thus producing a clearer supernatant and
better digested sludge.

Digested sludge from ,the gottop,of the tank is periodically
removed for dewatering. This is accomplished in sand drying
beds (Fig. 3.19), lagoons, centrifuges, and vacuum filters'

i(Fig. 3.20). The sludge is then burned, buried, or used as
fertilizer-on certain crops,(not on crops which are eaten
without cooking). Sludge that has been adequately digested
drains readily and is not offensive.

B
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Fig. 3.19 Sludge drying bed
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Some of today's activated sludge treatment plants are equipped

with aerobi.c digestei.s. An-aerobic digester is ususally an

open tank with compressec1411.1- being blown through the sludge.

Destruction.of"Organic matter Wacconlished by bacteria
which'require dissolved oxygen to;survive. One adVantage

of this .process is that there is n 696,14ive gas being pro-

duced. On the other hand, this is alid'A.Aisadvantage since

the anaerobic 'digester gas is used as.a' fuel for boilers and

engines around the plant. Aerobic sludge from an aerobic

digester doesn't thicken as readil as. sludge from an an-

aerobic digester. Aerobic sludge ilters about as well as an

equivalent concentration of anaero is sludge.

3.72 Incineration

Burning of wet sludge by wet oxidation or of.dewatered sludge

are posisithe methods of ultimate disppsal;.however, ,the Focess

must not create.an air pollution problem: To prevent skimmings

from clarifiers causing operational problems, inineration or

burial are used...",
$

C

QUESTIONS :'-r--
3.7A What two basic"types of bacteria are present

in an anaerobic digester ?.,

3.7B Why are digesters mixed?
.._ .__......

,

3.7C ,Listpmefof the ways to,di4ose,o.f digested

. . saudge. .
,

Y., .
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3.8 -.VASTE TREATMENT PONDS

4

A special'method of biologicil treatment deserving attention
is wastewater treatment ponds (Fig. 3.21). They do not
resemble the concrete and steel *struetu'res or the mechanical
devices that have,been previously disaulsed. But these simple
depressions in the ground are capable- of producing an effluent /0

comparable to some of the most modern plants with respect to..
BOD-and bacteria reduction. t

a

In some treatment plants,waste,watet being treated may fl

through a coarse screen and flow meter befoie[it flow
a series -of ponds. In otfier,,,plants the pondsAmay b
after primary treatment,, white 1,n some plants ,they a
after trickling filters. /Thw-tyPedf. treatment, process
the locatidn of lipnds are determined y the design -engine
on the basis of economics and the degree of treatment 'required,
to meet the water quality standards of the receivinZ.waters.

. 4

Wheri wastewater-is discharged to a pond, the settle le solids
fall-to the' bottom just as they do in a primary cl rifler.
The° blids begin to decompose and solonlise up all t e die.solv.ed

n in the nearbY water, /A poptilationof anaerobic bacteria
on,t4nues the decomposition, much the same .as in an

steer : ,As the organic -matter is cle'siroyed, methane

.

iy

hrOugh__,
ocated
placed

and

P?(Y
then

'ater WT,"c
and
to de,
oxyOn By
process us

e some' of it,,,is se4i, bye algae, whiCh convert it to
sxide When the carbon dioxide rises

r. ..-4..

toces of pnotoSynthesis.12 This is the same
y living,,,planfe;;Aerobic bacterial,,j.lgae, and

other microorganisms feed on' t,tie diSSolyed sd.lic44, in the upper
layer of the pond much the same way'tuhey!aisifn ktrickring
filter or aeration tank. Algaeoprocr evb7xygeij x the other..
organisms to use. . 6T,

Some ,shallow ponds (3 to 6 feet
throughout their entire depth.
ponds. They usually have acme

'3' plus their oxygen supply f

-

have' dissolved oxygen
ese otictS ar$ called aerobic
ca ,app ratus.adding oxygen

ae.
s

Co

12 Photosynthesis (foto-SIN-tha-sis) A. proCess in ,which
chlorophyll %green plant tiss . converts carbon dioxide
and inorganic substances to oxygen and additional plant. .

material utilizing'sunlight for eirrgy. band plants grow
by. the same piOcess.

Jz

1

" ,
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Fig. 3.21 'Pond
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Deep C8 to-12'feet), heavily loaded ponds may be devoid of
oxygenthrouglitiut their depth. 'These pond? are called anaerobic

ponds. At times,, these ponds can be quite"odorous, and they
are uied'in sparsely popu/ated.areas

ei Ponds that contain an ndrobic Vop layer` and an anaerobic

bottbm layer ate called facultative poridsi These are the

ponds. normally seen in most areas. 'If they are properly
designed and operated,they are virtually odor free and produce -1#
a well-oxidized (low BOB) effluent.

Occasi3Onally ponds are used after'a primary treatment unit.
In this case, they aredtsually called oxidation pond's. When

they are--used to ti-eat raw wastewater, they, are called raw .

wastewater lagoons or waste stabilization ponds.

The effluent froivonds is. usually moderately lbw in bacteria...
This is espeCiallyltrue when the effluent runs from one pond _

to another er morieN(seties-flow). The long detention time,,
114-

Usually a month oVronore,-is required in order for harmful

/ bacteria and undesktarkle solids to be iemoled from the pond

effluent. If'the:f.eceiving waters are used for water supply

or body contact sports, chlorination of the effluent may still

be required.

,q1JESTION,

4

3.8A How are' facultative ponds similar to:

1,, a clarifier?
.

2. atigester?

3. ) an aeration tank?

Q 52
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3.9 ADVANCED METHODS QF TREATING WASTEWATER

4
.3

The treatment prodesses described so far in this chapter are
considered conventional treatment' processes. As our population -,,

.

grows and industry expan more effective treatment processes
will be required. Advance methods of:waste treatment may .

follow conventional processeor they may k used instead'af
these processes. eometiMes advanced methods,of waste treat-
ment are called tertiary (TER-shetAIR-ee) treatment.because .

they frequently follow secondary treatment. Advanced methods

t
of waste treatment inclu coaplation-sedimentation (used in
'water treatment plants),,adsorption, and electrodialysis.
Other new treatmentorocesses that may be,used'in the future / ,

.

include reverse osmosis, chemical oxidation, d the use of .

polymers. AL

Advanced methods of treatment are used t reduce the nutrient
, r--

content,(Aitrates and phosphates) of wastewater to pr' vent

kblooms of algae in lakes, reservoirs, or streams. Ca bon
filters are used to reduce the last traces)pf organic aterials.
In some parts of the arid west advanced methods are used to
enable the use.of the plant effluent for recreational reser-
voirs.

QUESTION

3.9z If wastewater from a secondary treatment
plant Mere coagulated wfth alum or lime
and settled-in a clarifier, would thiS be
considered a method of advanced waste-
treatment?

3-33
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3.10 DISINFECTION'

Although the settling process and biolpgical p ceases remove -

a.great ndmberoblorgtnisms from the 4stew r flow, there
remain manythouShlids of bacteria in every milliliter of
wastewater leaving the'econdaryclarifier. If there are

human wastes in the water, It is possible /hat some of the
bacteria are pathogenic, or harmful to man... Therefore,
4f the treated wastewater, is discharged to a receiving water
that is used for a drinking water- supply err swimming or:wading, '

the water pollution control agency or health 'departmentAd.11 . .:

usually require disinfection of the effluent prior to discharge.,

44
Disinfection is. usually defined as the killing of pathogenic
organisms. The killing of all organisms is called sterilization.
Sterilization is not accomplished in treatment plants as the
final effluent after disinfection always contains some living
organisms.aue to the, inefficiency of the killing process:

Disinfection can be accomplished by almost any process that
will create a harsh environment for the orwisms. Strong .

light, heat, oxidizing chemicals, acids, alkalies, poisdns,
and many other substances will disinfect. Most disinfection
in wastewater. treatment plants is accompli Sited by chlorine,
which is a strong oxidizirigIchemical.

Chlorine gas is used in most treatment plants although so e
of the smaller plants use a liquid chlorine solution as their
source. The dangers in using chlorine gas, however, have
promptedsome of the larger plants to switch to hypochlorite
solution (bleach) even though it is more expenslve.

.

Chlorine gas is withdrawn from pressuyized cylinders tonetining
liquid chlorine and mixed with water or treated wastewater to
make up a strong chlorine solution. Liquid hypochlorite solution
can be used directly. The strong chlorine solution is then mixed
with the effluent from the secondary clarifier. The effluent
is then directed to a chlorine cbntact basin. The basin can be
any size or shape, but better results are obtained if the tank

-is-long and narrow. THis shape,,prevents rapid movement or short
circuiting through the tank. Square or rectangular tanks can
be baffled eo achieve this effect (Fig. 3.22). Tanks are usually
designed to provide approximately 20,1161rminutes theoretical A4
contact time, although th4 trend is to longer times, If the
plant's outfall line is of sufficient length, it marfunction as
an excellent contract chamber since"short circuiting will not occur.

rk

_ r
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CHLORINE CONTACT BASIN
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Fig. 3:22 Chlorine contact basin
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41. 3.11 ADDItIONAL READING

/MI

Some books you can read to obtain further informati8n on
the treatment plant and the various processes involved are.:

. -

a. MOP 11

b. NeW-York/Manual

c. "-Texas Manual

r

. I'

Sewage treatment Practices, by,Bloodgood

., and E.' Robert Bauman, Sewerage and

lO.75.
John Wiley and Sons, New York, Eighth

.

e., Babbitt, Harold
Sewage-Treatment,
Edition* 1958. $

t

-f.

.

,Wmmary Report*, Advanced, Waste. Treatment, July 19641
July-1967, U. S. Department of Interior, -FWPCA, WP-2p-
AWTR 9. Available frot.the Publications' Office, Ohio
Basin Region, Environmental Prot.ection:AgencY, Water'
Quality Office, Cincinnati, Ohio 45226.

'g. Santee Recreatiejfoceedings, Santee, California; .S.
Department ofInteriorr FiRcA; W 120-7 11067): Available
from Publications Office seurc§ ven in (f)above.,

h.' A Primer on Waste Water Treatment, prepared by the Office'
of Public Information, Federal Water Quality Admfnistration,
CWA-12, Ocfober 1b69. Available from Superintendent of

.Documents., U.S. GovernMent Printing,Offioe; Washington,

4

D.C. 20402._ Price $0Vt

i(
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4:1 INTRODUCTION TO PRETREATMENT

41

In various ways, a little or a lot of almost,eVerything finds
its way into sewers and ends up at the wastewater treatment
:plant. Cans, bottles, pieces of scrap metal, stibks, rocks,,,
bricks. plastic toys-, plastic lids, caps from toothpaste tubes,
towels and other i&gs4 sand--all Are found in the plant

influent.4=0,.11
0 :

_These materials are tioublesome in: various ways. .'Pieces of

metal, rocks, and similar items will cause pipes to plug, may
damage or plug pumps, or jam sludge tollector mechanisms in
settling,TanksTclarifieri).2. Sand, eggshells, and similar
Materials'(grit) can ?Iug,pipes, cause excessive wear pumps,

And use Up valuable space in the sludge digesters.'

t

el" a. buried or, otherwise inaccessible pipe -is plugged, or a e.

sludge collector mechEnism jams,,or a-critical pump is put out
of commission, serious consequences.Can,resul . Reducecplant
efficiency allows a' hgavy'pollutional load on the receiving
waters, causing healtn hazards to downstream w er users, sludge
deposits in stream or., lake (with resultant odors and unsightliness),
and sometiffies causing the death of fish and other aquatic life. :

Also, a gaqd deal of hasometimes rather-unpleasant) work,is
involved,'and usually there are heavy (and unbudgeted) expenses.

With these things in ,rind, it is evident that an important part
of a wastewater treatment plant is the equipment used to remove.
.the rocks and `other materials as early as possible; These items

of .equipment are screens, rackscomminutars, and 'grit\remollio
devices and irecalled pretreatment facilities. See Fig. 4.1 for

locatiOn of these processes in a typical plant.

.

.

A

1 fnfluent WasteWiter.or other 14quid---1-awor
partry.treated--flowillg,into a reservoir,basin,-treatment.
process,, or treatment plant.

2 Clarifier:(i=r117=ifire) (settling tank,f'sediment,ition'basin):.
`A tank or; basin in which wastewater is held for averiod of
time so that the heavier solids settle to the bottom and'the
Lighter Material will float to the water surface.

3digester (die-JEST-er). A tank in which sludge is placed to
allow sludge digestion.to occur. Digestion may occur under
anaerobic rmore common) or aerobic conditions.

4-1
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4.2 SCREENS ANE RACKS

Parallel bars may be placed at an angle in a channel in such
a manner that the wastewatjes will flow through the bars, but

.the largesolidS will be caught on the bars. ,These bars are

commonly called racks.when the- spacing betWeen them is 3" to

4" or more. When the spacing is about 1" to 2", they are
usually called bar screens.

4.2'0 Manually Cleaned Bar Screens

Manually cleaned bar screens (Fig. 4.2) require frequent,
attention. As debris collects on the screen, it blocks the
channel, causing the wastewater to back up into the sewer.
This, in turk,icauses organic materials to settle out;

of.the dissolved 4xygen5 is depleted. and septic6 conditions
develop, producing hydrogen sulfide which causes a rotten egg

odor and is corrosive to concrete, metal, and paint. If
.

cleaning of the screens is infreqUent,the sudden rush(when
they do get cleaned>) of septic'waStewater creates a sudden
"shack" load on the plant;-sometime resulting in -..poor

quality plant,effluent7

4*

6

'OTganic,Material. Material. Which com's from animaPor
vegetable sources. Organic material' generally can be

consumed by bacteria and otherssmadl organisms. .Inorganic

materials are chemical substances of mineral origin and-
materialsmaycontain carbOn .and oxygen, whereas-organic .

' ',contain Mainly carbonand hydrogen along with other elements.

Dissolved Oxygen. Atmospheri oxygen dissolild in water
or wastewater, usually abbreviated DO.

-6
Septic (SEP-tick). Wastewaters devoid of dissolved oxygen.

If teVerw, the wastewater turns black,, giving off foul
odors and creating a large oxygen demand.

7
7 Effluent' (EF-lu-ent) . Wastewater or other*tiquid--raw",,
partiallyor completely treated;-flowing froma basin,
treatment process, or treatment

4-3 41,
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Cleaning of bar screens is accomplished with a rake with tines

(prongs) which will fit between the bars. Extreme caution

. should be taken when rakin the screen- - footing ma be oor

water-and rease underfoo

r ,
to stand,

location of t e receptacle for t e debris, etc. You s ould look

this area over carefull to soot hazar4 and take corrective action.

Goad, house ee ,a :card rail a han:4r or oth r tora

t e ra e,_pod'fouting, etc. will greatlyreduce t e possi ility

of iOury42

0 for

4.21 Mechanically Cleaned Screens

Mechanically cleaned screens (Fg. 4.3) -overcome the problem of-

wastewater backing up and greatly reduce the time equired to

take care,of this part of,your plant. There, are various types .

of mechanisms in use, the more common bqing traveling sakes

which briing the debris up out of the channel and,into hoppers -

or other receptacles. .You should keep these units well lubricated,

and adjusted. Follow the manufacturer's recommendations carefully.A4

A few minutes spent in proper maintenance procedures can save hours

or days of trouble and help to keep the plant operating efficiently.
go. ,

Occasionally some debris will be present which the equipment

'cannot remove. Periodic checks should be made so that,these *

iomaterials can be removed by hand. To determine if some.materi0

-iis stuck ii tie screen, divert the flow through o her channel\

or "feel''' across the'screen with a rake or similar d ice.

41*
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1.

Always shut the unit off first. Never reach into the operating range
of machinery while it is rUnting. Slow-moving equipment is especially

hazardous. Because it moves slowly, it does not appear dangerous.
However; most geard-down machinery is so powerful that it canap sh

'almost any obstruction. A HUMAN HAND, FOR.INSTANCEI OFFERS LI LE

RESISTANCE TO' THIS TYPE OF'EqpIPMENT.

Various other'methanical methods are in use, involyineactual coarse
screens or perforated sheet metal. These units are automatically
cleaned with scrapers, rotating brushes, water sprays, or air jets.
The screens may be in the form of belts, discs, or druffis set in a
channel so that the wastewater flows through the submerged portion,
with the collecteddebris,..being removed as it passes the_brushes'or

sprays.
,

4.3' DISPOSAL OF SCREENINGS
7

The-material'reMoved from the screens, is vety offensive and hazardous.
It produces obnoxious odors and draws rats and flies. .Burial,
incineration, and shredding or grinding are thrie common methods

of'disposal. If the screenings are buried, at least six inches
-II

of earth cover must be provided immediately. The final earth
cover must be'deep enough tocprevent flies from reaching the
screenings through, cracks caused by settling. At small plants with
manually,cleaned bar screens, an enterprising operator can make 114

a "press" from a 'piece of,steell)ipe or casing, using a heavy screw, 1

dewater the screenings before, disposal. The 'practice of using 11

rack and'pinion, or even an automobile jack to provide.prssure, to

grinders (shredders, disintegro.ters, etc.) to cut up screenings and
return them to the effluent can impose a great load .on following

treatment processes.
II

4-6 .
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4

' 4.4 COMMINUTION (com-min-00-shun)
4

Zomminutors are devices which act as a cutter and a screen.

Their purpose is-to shred (comminute) the solids ana.leave

them in the wastewater. This overcomes problems of screen-

. ings disposal. As with screens, they are maerfted in a

channel, and the wastewater flows through them. The rags,

etc'., are shredded by cutters (teeth) until they can pass

through, the openings. Pieces of wood and plastic'a&rejected

and must be removed by hand. Most of these units have a

shallow pit in front of them to catch rocks and scrap metal:

The flow to the comminutor should be shut off periodically

and the debris removed from the trap. The frequency of

checking the trap can be'determined from experience. However

it is notwiseto-allow more-than a few days between checks.

A comminutor consists of a rotating drum With slots for the

wastewater to pass through (Fig. 4.4). Cutting teeth are

mounted in rdWs on the drum. The teeth pass. through cutter

bars or 'combs" with very small clearances so that shearing

action, -is obtained.. The wastewater passes into the vertically

,mounted- drum through. the slots in the'drum and' flows out the

bottom:, A rubber saali held in place by a bolted-down ring,

prevents leakage under the drum. This seal should be checked

whenever the rock and scrap metal trap is checked.

some comminutors also have a mercury seal (Fig. 4.5) to keep

water out of-the bearings. This is because these units are

designed so that, at their rated capacity, the top of the

drum will be under several inches of water, This head loss8

will be specified in the manufacturers instructions. The

mercury.seal:should be checked annually or after a particularly

heavy flow. Drain the mercury; weigh it (the amount of mercury

will be specified y weight); and if it-is:dirty, strain it>

through some heavy material (such as, denim or chamois) before

putting it back in the,comminutor. (You"will probably have, to

8 Flead LeiSs.' "Head" is a,common term used in "discussing'_
pumps.. It is a way of expressing pressurein terms pf .

the height'of vertical column of water. Ii this cases, .0

the_head loss is the height to which the water must .build

up in front of the drum until there is sufficient pressure

to.force that particular amount of water'through the slots,

(Rig. 4.4).

r
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MERCURY FILLER PLUGo
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MOTOR
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'Fig.. 4.5 Mercury seal In comminutor
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.

squeeze the mercury through the cloth'or, if laboratory equipment
iseavailabie, use a suction flask.)- Add more, merCury.i-f,needed.

.

CAUTI OW
cAUTioN

CAUT I 0

,*

.

Mercury is poisonous. Breathing the fumes'can,be fatal or cause

loss orhair and teeth. Wash'up thbroughlY after handling it.
Remove gold 'rings, etc., froM your hand's first, as-they may end up
coated with mercury. 11 your.ring is .thus coated; 4.e will have to
be heated_to burn off the mercury. If you must handle or work with,
mercury, be "sure to.work'overa ldrge tray in order to.catch any "
spills. Plenty of fresh air ventilation is anjabsolute must.,

?'

. :
. /

% .

There are ju yarfations of the comminutbr One of the more common
ones' has the. trade name of,"barminutorw(Eig. 4.6). This unit con-.
sists of a bar screen made 01,U-shaped bars-and a rotatirrg'arom with
teeth and "she* bars". The rotating drum trave$ up and_doWn,the
baricreen. Careful "attention im,Ust'be given to maintaining%the-oil
level in these Manine%; otherwise,' water may get into the bearings.
Consult the panufaaurers instructions for detailed procedures.

#

,-

.,
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/4.5 GRIT REMOVAL

0

\ *-1

4

0-

*

#
A

Grit (sand, eggshells, cinders, etc.) is the heavier mineral' 4

matter in wastqwater which.* will.not decompoie or "layeak

It causes excessive wear its pumps. A mixture"of eit, tar,,
grAise and other cementing materials can _form a solid mass In 1-10 40'
pipes and digesters that will not 'Move 'by:ordinary means.

Consequotly, git should be removed as st, n as possible after
.........)

,'

reaching the plant.
8° .

1 4

a rq'
I

. 6

4.6 GRIT CHAMB S `(Fig. 4.7)

, /

The simplest means of removing grit from the wastewater flow

is to pass it through channels or tanks which allow 110k,velocity

of flow to be reduced to a iange.of 0.7 to. 14 ft/sec. The

objective is to' allow the grit to settle to the bottom, while

keep**Aheiqigher organic solids moving along'to,the next

'-&reatmentsunit.. Experience has shown'tliat a.flow,.through

velocity of one per second (ft/sec) is best.

Velocity is controlled by several means. Wilt multiple-

channel installasions, the operator may vary the number of

channels ( chambtrs) in service at any one'time to,maintain.a

.
flow velocitY..-of approximately one ft/sec in Oe grit chambers,
Othermethoas involve the use of proportional weirs (Fig. 4.8) .

at the, outlet for automatic regulation.

00

0o0
5 O

.

0 4
a

°

at
1,6

0.4'6 °.
Fig. '4.8 Proportional Weir

$
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The proportional Weir in Fig. 4.84in...tend to decreate the
velocity in the grit chambers when the flows increase
the'exit area will decrease, thus 'increasing the depth of water
flow in he channel. If the operator wishes to increase the
velocity in a ,grit chamber, he could use a proportional weir
and turn it over so the exit area increased as the flow in-
creased. This would tend tokeep the depth of water flow in
the channel low and causehigher-velocitie A barrier with
a variable height at the outlet of the giit chamber can be
used instead Of a proportional weir to regulate velocities.

Flow velocities also may be reguratevi by'.the shape of the grit

chamber instead of placing devices at the outlet. Some grit

chambers have -sectional similar to a proportional
weir. The operator mg), regulate the valocitiies in a grit
chamber by using bodrds to change cross-sectional shape, but

4he should seriously consider-any niaintenance or, ,operational
problems that might develop when trying to'keep the grit chamber
glean.

A simple method of estimatinCthe velocity is to place a stick
in the channel and time its travel for a measured distance.
Calculate as follows:

Velocity, ft/sec

Example;'

A stick travels 25 feet in 20 seconds:

Distance traveled, ft
Time, sec

Solution:

Velocity, ft /sec
Distance; ft
Tive, sec

25 ft
-
- 20 sec

o

= 1.25 ft/sec.,

1.25,

20 F2.717115'
20

St°
4 0

1 00

1'00

0

'The actual velocity probably will be slightly higher than your
estimate, but It is a very qui k way to check the grit chamber
velocity.

01,
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Removal of-grit ranges from use of'ascoop shovel to various

types of collectors and conveyors. For hand-cleaned chambers,

the frequency of cleaning, is determined by experience. If

the channel can be removed frpmstrvice during the cleaning
operation; the job is made easier, and no grit is washed into

the plant;

Since there is always a small amount of organic matter in the
grit chamber, disposal of grit should be treated the same as
screenings.. Burial is the most satisfactory disposal method.
Failure to quickly cover grit^results in odors and attracts

. -

flies and fats.

Cleaning :rit chambers manually can b

.:11111:1,

'
e '

uite hazardous. Take

precautions against .

slipping and back,
strain. Beware of
dangerous gases when
working in covered
grit chambers.

There aremanythes
of mechanical grit.

collector pechanisms.
Common ones are chain-
driven scrapers
(called "flighti")
(Fig. 4.10) that are

11N-Aag;..
moved slowly along

the bottom and up
%.

11
an incline out of
the water to `a

hopper, or along
the bottom to an
underwater trough

e.',k where a screw cop-
,/

ileyor lifts th &grit to a storage hopper or truck. Some

designsttuseconveyor belts with buckets attached.
4?

'4St)An aerated4rit chamber is actually a tank with a'roping
botT-Oniaria. a hopper or troughdn the-lower end (Fig. 4.11).

Air is injectedvarong the 'wall of the tank above the trough.
The rolling action'df the water in the tank moves the gr. °

along-the bottom to;the grit hopper. Grit is removed'fr m
the hopper by a conveyor system.

4

Aefated grit chambers are most frequently found c vated
sludge'plantS where there is a readily available supply,

and the pre- aeration helps'to-,Pfreshen" the wastewater. The
older wastewater becomes the more difficult it.is to treat. A
freshening process tends to make later processes more effective.



v

_ 1m 1 I I I I 2.

4

Fig. 4.10 -Chain-driven scrapersc(fliyhts)

(Courtesy Jeffrey .Ifg. Co.)

A grit chamber with a slower flow veloci4' than recommended may
allow appreciable organic matter to settle out with the grit.
This mixture of gilt and organic matter is called detritus.",
In some plants grit chambers art called detritus tanks. Organic
matter -may- -lie s-gparated-fTom-the- grit -by-bdowingEair-th gh-op-
washing the detritus to resuspend the organic matter. Centri;
fuges alsb areusea to.separatt grit from sludge .or or anic matter
from grit. .

E

I

10 Detritus .(de-TRI-tus). The heavy,-rEoarse material carried'
t' by wastewater.

4-16
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4.7 QUANTITIES OF GRIT

I

Plants having well-constructed separate wastewater collection
systems can,usually expect to-average 1 to 4 cu ft of grit
per millionitallont. se' quantities have been,rising in

Eli\recent year due to h.use ola garbage grinders. They can
°also be enlected to increase during storm periods.

-,.

. Plants receiving waste.fromocombined collection syStems can
expect to average4 to 15 cu ft of grit per million gallons
with peaks during storm periods many times-higher. Grit
collected during stort periodS has been reported at over
sop cu ft per mi,ilion gallons, probably the result of flow
from broken sewers'or open channels.

Records, of grit quantities should be kept in the same manner
as for screenings.

O

QUESTION as

4.7A Your ,plant has an average Tfow of
.An average of 4 cu. ft of grit is r
each day. How many cu It of grit
offlow are removed?

4.8 GRIT WASHING

2.0 MGD,
emoved
per MG -3

In some cases it is necessary or desirhble tpt,:use grit as

! fill material. ,Since.h small amount of arganictioaterial

4 settles out with the sand, etc., it becomes necessary tk.-
"wash" the grit. .,There 'are a number of devices built for 0

this purpose.,(Oost use water tt'wash the 'grit as it Is
beineremovea fipinhe grit chamber (Fig. 4.12).. In aerated
grit chambers,the,.grit iS ordinarily free enough. of organics
that it may be-,considered "washed". Chapter 5, of the Water
Pollution Control Federatpnis Manual of Practice No. 11
has-additionalinformation and should be.:read by
the operator.. .,

.

11
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.QUESTION

ear
.4.8A Why is 'it sometimes necessary or desirable

to "wash" grit?

4.9 PREAERATION-

I

. .

wastewater, remove gases, add oxygetl; promote flotation of I
Preaeration is a wastewater treatment process used to freshen,

grease, and aid coagularion. The freshening of wastewater
improves the effectiveness of following treatment processes.

. Th rocess is usually located ,before primary sedimentation
. II(F . 4.1). Other prdgesses used to accomplish freshening

inc ude ozonation and prechioiination.

11Preaeration consists of aerating wastewater in a 'channel or
, separate. tank for 10 to 30 minutes. Aeration may be accomplished

by either mechlitical surface aeration units or diffused air.'
system." Air application rates with a diffused .air system IIh mally range Prom 0.5-to 1.0 cu ft of air per, gallon of waste-:
ater treated. ,c ,

/ 1

e3.0 ADDITIONAL READING.-
",...-4..

. ,
.

/
, : J1

,

II

/

Mt

o.

a. MOP 11, pages 17-24

b.' New York ManuaL,1pages 27-'29

4,
c. Texas Manual, pages 160-173

Qd. Sewage Treatment'Practices b, by Blood o0
pages 19-22 and -26 -34

" See Chapter 7, Activated Sludge, for a discussion of
aeration faci.lities.

dit
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CHAPTERS. SEDDTNTATION AND FLOTATION ,

(Lesson'l of 3 Lessons)

I

5.0 INTRODU$TION

Raw or untreated wastewater contains some materials, which
settle to the bottom or float to the water surface readily
the wastewater 'velocity is allowed to become very slow. Sewe

are designed to allow the raw wasteater to flow rapidly to
prevent this from ppening. Grit,chambes (see Chapter 4) ate
designed to allow he wastewater to flow at a slightly,Slower'
rate than in'the se ers. so that heavy, Inorganic grit'will
settle to the bottota where it can be 'removed. Settling tanks"
decrease the wastewater velocitylarbelow the'velocity in a
collection sewer.'

w

O

oz)

n

s

a 4

In most municipal wastewater treatment plants, the treatment unit
which'immediately follows the grit chamber (see Figs. 5.1 and
5.2 for typical plant layout) is the sedimentation and flotation
unit. This sometimes called a settling tank,- sedimentation

tank, or-clarifi6r.. :The most common name is primary clarifier,
since it.helifs, to clarify or clear up the wastewater.

A typical plant (Figs...5.1-and S.2) 'mar have clarifiers located

'at two different points. The,one which immediately follows the
bp. screen or comminutor or grit Chamber (some plants dont,t have -_

all of these) is called.the primary clarifier, merely because it --.-
is the, first clarifier in the plant, The Other, which follows
the biological treatment unit (if there is ,one), is called-the, .

secondary clarifier. The two.types of claritiers operate. almost
exactly the same way. - The reason for having two types .is that
the biological treatment unitconVerts more solids to the
setieable_form, and they have to be removed from thetreated
wastewater.,

The main differen
sludgedensity h

.secondary sludge
clearer than prima

ft

between the two tykes of Clarifiers is in the
d: 'Primary sludges are dsually denser than .

fpent from a secondary clarifier is'normally
effluent.'

v

7J.
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Solids whith settle to the bottom of a,clarifier are scraped
to one end (in rectangular clarifiers)' or to the middle
(circulix clarifiers) into a sump, From the sump the solids
are pumped to the sludge handling or sludge disposal' system.
Systems.vary.from plant to plant and include sludge digestion,,
-vacuum filtration, incineration, land disposal, lagoons and-

Fig4res 5.3 and 5.4 shoW detailed sketches, of'rec-
tangular and circular'-clarifiers. ,

Disposal'of skimmed,solids varies from plant to plant. They

may be buried with material cleaned off the bar screen, in-
cinerated, pumped to the ggester, or they may be even sold
for.iheit grease and oirtontent. Pumping skimmed solids to
a digester is not considered good practice because skimmings
can cause operational problems in digesters.

4

1."

6

This chapter contains information on start -up, daily operapion,.

. and maintenance proceidures;'samPling and laboratory' analyses;
some problems to look out for; safety; and basic principles of
sedimentation and flotation. Yop may wish to refer to the'two
chapters containing details of laboratory analyses and mathe-
matics for further information.
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5.2 SAMPLING AND LABORATORY ANALYSIS

%

5.20 General
4

,

Proper analysis of representative sampl.es. is the only con-
clusive method of measuring the efficiency of ,clarifiers.
Tests may be cbnducted in, the plant at the. site where the
sample is colleted or in the laboratory. Tile particular
tests- depend upon whether thefaeluent from the clarifier
goes to another treatment proc.ess or is- di-scharged, to
receiving waters.

e

The frequency of testing and the- exp'eeted ranges will vary from
'plant 'to plant. Strength .of the ,wastewater, freshness, .charac-
teristics of the water supply, weather, and industrial wastes
will all serve 'to affect the "common" range of tke various test-
results..

4

Tests ,

1. Dissolved
Oxygen (DC)

o.

2 jSettleable

A

e..) . .

,._ Fre3uency _Location -. -Common Range
i^

Daily - Effluepe ." o' - 2 mg/1
%

Daily . Influent, 5 15 ml
Effluent.' 0.3 4 ml

3'. pfi c,' . J,. - '' 'Daily, Influent
PI .% , . f,ffuent - 8.0*

. ..,

4,. oTe'mpeii.tua
..,

' Daily ': Influent
- .

.....,

.
'Itie:ek 1)p, - Influent ,1.50 - 400 mg/1

.st (Minimum),
4 Effluent . 60 't.160 mg/1

II

6.5 -f 8.0*

1
*

0
50 85 *.

,

BOD'

. a.le
Co

5, Suspended tYaelt.ly ":-Infltefft.S 400 mg/1

a `

150

(Minimum). - Effluent' - 60 ,-. 150 ,mg/1
.

. ' .
17..:1:hloine; f.

1 ''.
;

ally . s, Plant
tlika4Resi- , e

4'. . 'Effluent-
a V% I a.

',' i'
e - needed)

. ..
. ,

'- At-a___.: , ,,. ;., 8 /Coll on)* .ftekly -,Effluent,/ ..

... ', -: ' ..CrOUP a t .) , z
.

a. Bacteria,
f needed)

e' o

.r0.5 --3.0 mg/1

soo,doo moon .

Per 100

. , *Dep on region,,, water supp ,ly, and dischalies .to the collectigni,
re. .

.-..;;-.. : ;system ,
.

if.
.

7 ,s' . - . ,., ...
-... ...:

. ...,

,-; , -
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. 5.21 Sampling

Samples of the influent to the clarifier and the effluent from
it will give you information on the .clarifier'eficiency for

,removal of solids;
bacteriai. and, BOD. As
with all sampling, /the
purpose is to coliOct
gamples which represent
the true nature of the
t4astewater or stream
'being sampled. The
amount of solids, ND,
bacteria, and the
clarity and pH will '
probably vary through-

, ,f1:: out the day, week; and
year. You must determine
these variations in order
to Understand how well
your clarifier is doing '
its job.-

. '-

4

4

.

5,722 Calculation. of Clarifier Efficiency
'4 . , .

.
. 1 .

: . . . lip.---)\ ,.e*''.._,. , .../ . . .
To calculate: the efficiency of any Wastewater treatment cess,,

. yoneed to collect a sample of the influent and.-there,gluent..._ .6`

of the, process, prefera ly composite samplds -for a.. 24 -hour. period.'.
'. Th4 pa (-1particular water 14 lity .indiCators (BOD, suspended 'solids)

you are interested in are 'measure'd and the efficiency. is -calcu- ',
lated. Yoll"can calculate the,efficiency of 'a .clarifier in i

. 4 removing several different items, such as efficiency in removing
BOD or efficiency .in removing stIspented., solids,:Salculations of

. treatment: efficiency ,are for procesg control ,purpds'eS. Your main, ,
. , concern mus; be ,the4quality of the plaiit effluent, regafdl,ess of

percent of wastes remAd. . , : 1 .
. . .. -;

. ' I, 4.
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I
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L23 Typical' Clarifier _Efficiencies

, . a
., .--

Following is a list
if . some typical peicentages foi primary,

clarifie^fficiencies: 1
. k '

e
!f. ,

,Expected
'

.. s

a

'' Remmtal L

w Effikiency.

O

4* - Example)'

*

The influent BOD to a primary.clatifier is 200 mg/1, and the

effluent BOD.is 140 4/1. What is the efficiency of the primary

clarifier in removing BOD?

Formula:
dr

Efficiency, c,

In

l

O

(In Outi 0
1,00 -6

_ ,)

(200 li ig/F -I2LLIi/1).
100%

200 mg/1 6 .

\(0r ms/l),
,,..
-.r. .

.200 mg/1
. ..

-=' ( .30). 100 ts ,

= .30% BOD Removal

'Settleable solids

Suspended solids,

-Total-solids

ti

s.

, 90% 'to 95%,

-40% to 60%

0% to15%
asa

Biochemical oxygen demand 25% to 353

Ira teri.' 25% to 7.5%-

.... - ./' :'
pH igil generally not be affected -significantly by, A. clariher.

can expect wastewater to have a pH 'of -about 6.5 to 8.0, ' .

depending'sm the region, uth.ttr, supply. and,waites discharged .-.

into the coUe.dtion system.
-ir. . 1 : _ _

a
.. '.. .,

.

I

2

.
4 C
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clarieer-efifiierreles are affected by. many. -f. insiii.din. g :
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.
.

. ....,-: .3... : 'Mies of so lids .i15. the was ii4:015/"., -4pecjATy if there: -

is a'Ns iknificant amount of:,industrial w"4"Ates ..-.. .- -, , ....- .-

.

, .

2, Age of wastewater wheir.:it,.ika4!)-::_the.:.
$w a s toviater la e comes- .St*.te..or: -i.e.;p,t,,..-).'-an
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.

.
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5..3 'SLUDGE, AND SCUM PUMPING

,'

The ,particles which settle to the floor df the clarifier are
The accumulated sluife should be removed fre.;

quently, and" this is accomplished by mechanical-cleaning devices
and pimps in most tanks,(See-Fig.5.3 and 5.4) Mechanically
cleaped tanks need not be shut down for cleaning. Septic

. caffditions3 may develop rapidly in primary- clarifiers 'sludge,

is not removed at regular intepials. . The proper interval is
dependent on many, conditions .add may vary from thirty minutes
to eight hours, and as much as wenty-four hours in a few
instances. .Experlence will dictate. the-proper: frequency_of
removal. S ludge :septycity can b recognized when sludge gaS -

i fi cati on 4 causes'large clumps of sludge to float on the water
surface, Septic sludge is generally .very odorous and acid
( }gas' a- ',VW pa.

.

Excess-yatef. should be eliminated from the sludge if -possible
-because of its effects.,on the'volume of -sludge,. pumped, and on

digesteroperation. A good thick primaTy slddge Ain contain
frohi 4.0, to 8.0 percent-dry solids. as indicated' by the ,Total

ar Suspended Solid5 Test in the laboratory. Conditions which
may affect sllidge: coilEentration are the specific gravity, size
e'and shape Of the particles, aril. temperature, and. turbuIente,.
in the tank.

-
I

A
F

3Septic condititis (SEP-tick). A condition produCed by anaeAmic
organi=sms. If severe,:the'.wastewater turns off .

foul odors and creating'a heavy oxygen demand. .4f:'

Sludge gasification. A process in which .soluble

organic matter are' converted into gaS. Sludge, ga

will 'form bugbles of gas 4.11 the sludge and cause
of sludge to rise and.float on the water surfaces

and suspended
sification -

large clump's

2
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Withdrawal (pumping) rates should be slow in-Order to prevent'
pulling too. much water with the sludge? ;,hi le 'the _sludge is

being pumped, take samples frequently and examine they, visually
for excess water., Tf the samples or a "thiV sludge, it i.s .

time to stop pumping. Practice416rning to recognize the
.differences betwethin at,:concedtrated sludges. There' are
several methods 1,Or'determining "thick"or "thin" sludge
out a laboratory.analysis:

34,

1 )Sound of the sludge pump.
The sludge pump will
usually have # different
sound when the sludge is
thick thdn When it is
thin.

#1 11
2: Pressure gauge readings:'

Pressure kill .be higher
. on the ,discharge side gf
the pumplvhen sludge is'
thick.

3. Sludge density gauge
readings.

4.... Visual obselation._
small quantity (gailont.

el,
' or less) . ( ,

.

. .
- . ! A 5 Watch sludge being pumped

throughl site-glass in,',4'
f

.5(, the sludge llinev
.' '''. t&: .1.

hen you learn to rase the lit i tors liAted ubeire, you s
. ! l

d compare
.t1ei frequefftly with ta6 test The laboratory-Total StNids.lest is
the only accurate v,ethod for .4.4erminingoxtict density.. However,'

-this analytical procedure i * gloat. far $ontrolling 'a routine
pumping operation. ;.!4ny o a'rers usg.!the centrifuge test to obtain

:, :.%.,quick results.. -. - ..
,

.

. .
. -

Cleating material (sum) may le. ttesthe clarifier at tne effluent 45

unless a method has been provided for holding it back.- A:baf.fle-

P ' -is geneally proyided inthe:tank at some f6Gation to collect scum. ./
PriMary crarifieo,Aoften'haVi'a Scum c011e:-..tion area where the scum

' is skimmed ofi 4Y*ome mechi:inieal\method,-usually a skimming arm 01,
alpaddie wheel. ,If me_chariicatmethbds a nut provided, use hand
.Locis such as skimming dipper; 'attached o a broom handle. .

:. ,

____ , .

,.....:

wingFrequently check the scum tiroughl?.o bk sure.it is w ing properly.
5

Cloan the b'ox with a brusIO'and hot water. Scum maylW disposed of
1 .

. by aburning or buril. '
. ,

.,
..

0 .e,)
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I
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CHAPTER' SE.DIRENIATION:?'AND . FLOTATION

seLes on 2

,6f7

S.6 PRINCIPLES. OY.' OktRATION'

,- .
5.60 General ,,,i

,,--
... ..

,),1 P /. ...- .
. .. -

Stal-Mentati 9n 411d flat titan units are designed' td rem'oiiejhiSica
those solids which it :ttle ,easily .tO.the bottom or fIlt..t 'easi..,y,
.to the top. ;Sedimentation is usualiji..4the Principal basis ,of' desi. 2
in -Such units and will i),0 dis)cusSed ,i,n, more detail in this: Section...
clotation of fats), oll.s-, hair, and other:iightirmaterial also is
very important t protect the..esilletios, of receiving wat s.. , ..:

, , .) °., . ,-A.,
- -.

sedimen tati on and flotation. units .commonly, fOund 'Sre:
. : .:- ft .

....-. , ..
- IA ', Primark. clarifiers - : ..',#

, \. 2. ,SecondarY, clyxfierS ''' ,rte
3;`( Flotat,forr- nits . `- ''..---,;

4. Imhoff ta -' :,.- , .

.ip fr. . ..t.41..., , ,

This section will de each, ufiit..IndiVidlially,' as it relates to
another process or..as a procers- by.A0pO; z''

- .---
._ .--\,. "i ._ -

.'

N.

° " 41%`,

5.61 Primary Clarifiers.

The most impcttant func.tion of the- piimary slarifierNis-to remove",.
as much settleable and floatable material as possible. Or is
settleable solid removal is very important because it" caus6s a
high demand for oxygen (D) in receiving water or subsequen.Lbio-_,
logical ;treatment units in the treatment plant.

,

Many factors influence the-design of clarifiers. Settling charat-
steristics of, suspended particles in water are probapy the most
important considerations. The design .engineer must'consider the
speed at which particles will settle in order to determine the
correct dimensions for the tank. Rapid movement of water
(velocity), Will hold, most particles in-suspension and carry them
along until -the velocity of water is slowed sufficiently for
part'cle settling. The rate of downward travel Nettling) of a
particle is °dependent on the weight of, the particle in relation

iktv,
.

0,

r. =
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toi.theAiglit of-an eq plume of water (specific gravity)

ithe:,OaTticle size and shape-, -arid the temp Lure oE,the liquid. .

Organic settleable solids are seld more than 1 to 5 Tercent heavier

than .kater; arid, therefprar their settling rates' are slow.

. ,

Tf'the h0r4Ontal velocity of water is slowad,to a rate of-1.0 to-2.0

feet of travel per minute (grit chamber velocities were ay6uniot-1 ft,/sec)'

inost-partfcles with a specifN gravity of 1.05 (5$. more than water) °

settle 'to the bottom of the container!. Specific-griVity, of water

1.000 at 4.0 degrees Celsius (formally Centigrade), or.39°Fi

lbs pergallon. Wastewater solids'-With a specific griVity.61:10,5:-

will weigh 8.76 lbs per gallon (1.05 times,e54,1hs

gallon)^. The relationship pf the particle set4ing rate to 1,1,q10 5

.-:'..v0ocity may be explained very simply by use
. ,

o

.

10

) 't;47,5,

° ,op
..,,;fei,.I

//., :4,...,.4,%.."/
VERTICAL 'Ci:iJ'

SETTLING RATE =

1 FT/6 MIN OR
.:\\\ :

A

.r

10-FT/60 MIN .

(10 20 30, 44) 501 : 60 7

TIME IN MINUTES'

# '4
,

'

LENGTH = 200 FT

HORIZONTAL FLOW OF WATERgr-

- 200 FT/100 MIN
I

N

DIRECTION OF1
FLOW (2 Ft/mrN)°

-

,Fig. 5.5 _Path of settling particle

80 or iloo

4

%

r'

SuppoSe-t quid velocity is horivntal at the rate of 2.0 feet per

minute an e tank is 200 feet long. It wilb,take 100 minutes (200 ft -

divided b 0 ft/min) to travel through the tank. Ifthe particle,. 1:

during its diagonal course of travel, settl,es vertically /toward the;

/

5 Specific gravity. Weight of a particle or substance in ,relation

to the weight of water: -Water has -a specific gray.ity of 1.000' at

4°C (or 39'- F) Wastewater perticXe, miy_haxe, a_speOlfic tr vity

of from 0.8 to 2.6. If the specific gravity of a particle s less

than one it will tend to float), and if greater than one it will

tend to sink. Most organic sludges hive' a specific gravi y be

tweeri 1.01 and 1.05.1

. 5-14 4'95
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bottom of the tank at.a rate of 1.0 foOt ,in 6 minutes, it will rest on
the floor: of the tanly in 60minutess if the tank is 10 feet 'deep. If.,
tNe particle settles ap,the rate..of 10 feet,in dO minutes, it should .

'settle in the first dik,,percent pprtionof the tank becaitse the liquid
surrounding it requires 100 -minutes toy flow through th'e tank. ' (

*

°
There ar6:)tany fact&rs which will influence 'settling characteristics
in a particular Clarifier.. A fey of,the 'more common. ones are as
lollows -

r Y

O

Temperature.= Water expands as,,,temperaturePincreases .(above '4°C) and

.contracts as temperaturg deveases. (above, 49C) . Below ,49C: the oppo-
s'.te is true. In general, as waf4 temperature increases,' settling'
rate of particles 'increases; and, as temperaturedecreases, so does,
the settling rate: 1olecu1e0 of water react tf) temperiture changes.
They,are together-When liquid temperature is lower; thus,
densit'7 increases and water becomes heavier, ,per. given volume because

there is more 'of it in the same'spati As water becomes more dense, 4
the density-differenc-e:.betAen water and soli1 particles'becomes less;/
and therefore the "articles' settlVsloWer. This is illustrated in
Fig. ,

WATER: MOLECULES ARE EXPANDED. WATER - MOLECULES ARE CLOSE.
TH FS ALLDWS*FOR EAST-SETTLING. PARTICLE SETTLING-DIFFICULT,`''t

WARM WASTER
. .

100°C (LESS DENSE)
(7.989. LOS/GAL)

R

'COLD WATER, ,

1 4°G; (MORE DENSE)
".( 8, 3,35 L8S'GAL)

.

Fig... 5.6 Influence of tempetgture on settling

411

ci.

, . Molecules (MOLL-ee-kules),, The smallest portion of an element
. or compound retaining or exhibiting ,all 'the properties of the

. .0

1; subs,tance. AP

If
4 ttopk,7
, Density (DEN-sit-:tetiO. The weight Ili- unit volume of any sub'-

'

,

-
.

.

. .

, stance., .The density of watereat 40C). is 1.0 gram per cubic
. centimeter (gms7cc) or about. 62.4 lbsper...cubic foot. If one

ancubic centimeter of 'a substance (such as iron) weighs 'more than
.1.0 gram (higher d6nsitY*), it will sink or settle oat when put
.in water., If -it weighs less' (lower density, such as oil), it

I '': 'expressed in gmslicc.
will ..rise to the i6p -and float. -"Sludge density is normally .*

I * )5-15
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.)
Short' Circuits. As wastewater enters the settling tank, it
should be aenly dispersed across the entire cross section of
the'tank and should flow at the 1pame velocity in all areas
toward the discharge end. When the velocity is greater in
some sections than in othe'rs, serious "short circuiting" may
occur.' The thigh velocity area may decrease the' detention
time in that Area, and particles may.be held in suspension
and pass through the discharge end of the tank because they
do not have time to settle out.j On the other hand, if velocity
is too low, undesirable septic conditions may occur. Short
Circuiting may easily begin at the inlet end of the sedimen-
tation tank (Fig 5.7). This is usually preVented by the, use
of weir plates, baffles, port openings, and by proper design
jbf the inlet channel. Short circuiting also may be caused by
turbulence and stratification of density layers due to temperature
or salinity.

L

,

J

O

,r
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SEPTIC CONDITIONS AND ODORS X x
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TopView Looking Down,
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X
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X
x

- X .

Side View - Warm Influent

sIC

-1

Side View - Cold Influent

Fig. 5.7 Short circuiting
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,Detention Tjme.8 Wastewater should remain in the claDkflie
long enougbto qllow'sufficient settling time for solid 'par
ticles. if the tank is too small for. the quantity of flow
and the settling rate of the particles, too many particles
will be carried out the effluent ofthe clarifier.t The relation-

ship of "detention time" to "settling rate" of the particles
is important. Most engineers design for about.2.0 to 3.0 hours of
'detention time. This is, of course, flexible and dependent on
many circumstances.

Detention time can be calculated by use to,two known factors:

14

1. Flow :in gallons per day,(gpdl

2. Tank dimensions

F

Example:

I

' The flow is 3.0 million gallOns per'day (MGD), or 3,000,000 gal /day.
Tank dimensions are 60 fe4t,long by 3.6 feet wide by 10.feet deep.
'What is the detention time?

Detention nine. The time required to fill a tank at a given
flow or the theoretical time required for'a.given flow of
wastewater to pasg through A tank.

5-18
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1

Formulas:
t

,

i
'''

4

1 :414

Detention _ Tank Volume
..,

cu flk x 7.5 gal/cu ft x 24 hr /day;
Time; hrs .-FTow, gaol day

.- .
*V.

Tank Volume, cu ft = Length ft x Width, f x Depth, ft (-
4. -

Calculations:

Tank Volume, cu ,ft = Length, ft'x Widt% ft x' Depth, ft

60 ft x"30 ft x i0, ft

18,000 cuft
lk

Detention Tank Volume, cu ft x .5..gal/cu ft I" hr/day
Time, hrs Flow, gal/day

P

.
= 18,000 Cu ?t x 7.5 gal/cerft x 24 hr /day. ; ,.,_

. 3,000,600 gal/day
&.,.

3,240,000 gal -hr /day' 24 18,000-
3,000,000 gal/day, .. x7.5 180'

/ ,. 120 t,r457,"6.-07-
= 1.08 hours .

168 1 806'(1
' ' '- 1.80.0 32. ,40-,000

. .

, ( ,

Evaluation. If aetentio time is only .t,tk hours and if labora-
tory tests indicate poormoval of solitls; then additional tank
capacity should be placed _into operatienWf available)* in order t

to obtain 'additional detention time. YOu,,,,must realize that flows
fluctuate' considerably during the day andolighet and, any calculated
detention time is ,for a specific flew. ,"i

,',--Discussion. Thp formula given in this, secT.100 allOws*.you to
6ara-amthe theoretical detention, time. ':146ctual de.ettion time
is less than the detentioh time. calculated .iting the forpula and
can be measured by the use of dyes, tracers for flos,

.:,,,k,., ., ..,.., °

411
\ V c

, s
^

.. ,. x .,. c*.

i, t .'

.

-

a
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Weir Overflow Rate. Wastewater liaves the,c/arifier by flowing ever
_

'weirs and into effluent-troughs=(launders)9 or some type of weir°
arrangement. The number of lineal'° feet .of weir in Telatiqn to the
flow is important-to prevent short circilkis.ar high,yelocity near
the weir or launder which might pull settliAg'solickS'into the
effluent. The weir oveTflowJrate 1:s the number of gallons of waste-.
water that flow over one lineal foot of weir per day. ,Mos*t deSigners
recommend about 10,600 to 20,000 gallons'per day per lineal foot of
weir. Higher weir overflow rates have been used for materials with
a high settling rate or for intermediate treatme4., §econdary'clari-
fiers and high effluent quality requirements gengralli need lower,
w41 overflow rates than primary clarifiers. The calculation for
w'ir overflow rate requires two-known factors:

1. Flow in gpd

2. Lineal feet of weir
.4)

)

Example:

The flow is 5.0 MGD dn a circular tank with a 90-fOot weir
diameter." What is the weir overflow rate? .

.4

9
Launders._ (LAWN-ders). Sedimentation tank effluent trqugJs.

6
When the flow haves a sedimentation unit, it usually f4wsWhen

a trough after'it leaves the flank. The top edge of'.
the trough over which wastewater flows as it t.lters the
trough is ',considered a weir.

10
Lineal (LIN-e-al). The length in one direction off

'

a line.

For example, a board 12 feet long hast12 lineal feet in its
length. 1

0

I
Weir' Diameter'(weer) . Circular
clarifiers have a circular weir
within the outside edge of die
clarifier. All the water leaving
the clarifier flows over this

.weir; To find the length of this
weir, the weif diameter must be-
known. The diameter is.the. *

length of a line from one edge
'of a weir to the opposite edge r

and passing through the center
t.c
of the Circle formed by the weir.

Iv

5-20
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Formul3s:

Whir Overflow,. gpd/ft

. o

Flow, Rate, 00:

Length of Weir, ft

Length of vCiroulat Weir = r,,Weir Diameter, ft

.

.4

Calculations:

4
Length of Cir-
cular Weir, ft = 3.14 x .(Weir Diameter, ft),

Weir Over-
gpd/ft

ee'

r
o .

t 3.14 x 90 ft

SS

= 283 Lineal Feei, of ,Weir

Flpio Rate, 1;lpid

Length of Weir, tl,

5,000,000 .gal/day' '

- 283 ft ..

= 17,668 gpd /.ft

.r

0

lis)
5-2r
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3.14

. 90

282.60

745 17,668

20316;000,000'
2' 831

4

2 170
1981 '`'N
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169, 8.

1920
16 98
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Surface SettiiniRate or Surface LoadinRate. This term IS
expressed:in terms ofgpd/sq ft of4 tanklgiurfact_area. Some
designers and operators Iltre indicated. that the surface:
loading rate has a direct relationship to the settleable solids
removal efficiency in the settling tank. The,suggested
loading rate varies from'300 to 1200 gpd/sq ft, depending on
the nature of the solids and the treatment requirements. Low
loading rates are frequently used in small plants in cold
climates. In warm regions, low ratts-may cause excessive
"detention which could lead tosepti"city. The calculation for
surface loading rate requires two.known factors:

1. Flow in.gpd

2. Square feet of liquid'surface,area

Example:

The flow in a secondary plgnt is 5.0.140 in a tank 90 ,feet long,
and 35 feet'wide. What is the surface loading rates'?

6
q;

Formula:,

. am
Surface Loading Rate,.gpd/sq ft

Flow Rate,.gpd t

Area, .s% ft

,calculations:

Surface Arei, sq ft = .sLength, ft x Width ft
.

= 90 ft x 35 ft

.

= 3150/sq ft

Suilace LoadingV_ Flow Rate,"gpd
Rate, gpd/sq ft '1 Area, sq ft

--,

5,000,000.gpd
3150 sq ft

3

0

= 1587 gpd/sq ft "e)

100

I
1I

1

1
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Detention Time, Weir Overflow Rate, and.Surface Loading Rate are
three matheMatical methods of' checking the performance of exist-
ing facilities against the design values. However-, laboratory
analysis Of samples is the only reliable method of measuring
clarifier efficiency. If laboratory results indicate a poorly

. --operating clarifier, the mathematical methods may help you to
identify the problem.

QUESTIONS`

5.6A What .is "short circuiting" in a clarifier?

5.6B Why is "short circuiting" undesirable?

5.6C How can "short circuiting" be-eorredted?

5.6D .A circular clarifier has a diameter of 8b feet and
an average depth o? 10 feet. The flow of waste-
water is 4.0 MGD. Carculi.te the following:

1. Detention Time, in hours
2. Weir Overflow Rate, in gpd/ft
'3. Surface Lodding Rate, in gpd/sq ft

3'
1

h

43.
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CHAPTER 5.. SEDIMENTATION AND FLOTATION

(Lesson 3 of 3 Lessons)

5.62 Secondary,Clarifier's or Final Settling Tanks

Secondafy clarifiers,usuaily follow a-biological process in the
$ flow pattern of a treatment plant. (See Figs. 3.1'and 5.2.)

The most' common biological processes are the. Activated Sludge
Process12 and the Trickling Filter."

In some plants a chemical process may be used instead of a bio-
' 'logical'process, but thelatter'is far more common for munidipal

treatment plants. 1

The final settling tank is sometimespreferied to as a '"humus tank"
when used after i trickling4filter4a settle out sloughings14
from the filter media. Filter sloakhings are eproduct of bio--
logical action in the filter; the material.is generally
high in Blip and will degrade the effluent quality unlessiit is
removed. The specific description 9f trickling filters is covered
in Chapter 6.

12 Activated Sludge Proceis (AC(C -ta-VATE-ed sluj). A biological
wastewater treatment process in which a mixture of wastewater
and activated sludge is aeratedand agitated. The activated
Sludge is subsequently separated from the treated wastewater
:(mixed liquof) by sedimentation, and wastedor-returned to the .

procesa as needed.

13 Trickling Tiqter. A treatment process in which t'he wastewater
.trickles over media that provide the opportunity-for pie form-
ation of slimes which clarifyand oxidize the wastewater:.

,

'4 Sloughings (SLUFF-ings). Tridkling filter slimes that have
II

. .

. .

been washed off the filtef media. They are generalb quite 6.

high in BOD and will degrade effluent quality unless removed.

1

,

0

1 Oa
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Secondary clarifier detentidn'times are about the same as for
,primary clarifiers, but the surface loading and weir overfloW"
rates are generally lower due to the less dense characteristics
of secondary sludges. The following are rangesof loading
rates for secondary clari,fiers used after biological, filters:

Detention Time - 1.0 to 2.0 hours iv

Surface toading Rate .4.4,..300 to 1200 gpd/sq ft

Weir Over loVeRate - 5,000 to 16,000 gpd/lineal ft

I

The amount of 'solids settling out in a secondary clarifier
following at trickling' filter will be very. irregular due to- a

. number of varying conditions in the biological treatment proceps..
In general, you can expect. to pump about 30% to 40% hs much
sjudge from the secondary clarifier as from the primary; thus,
total sludge pumping will increase by that amount. These figures
indicate how the trickling filter Vcreates" settleable solids
whiO were not presenl in the raw wastewater in settleable form.

The sludge in the secondary settling tank will usually have a

completely different appearance and chtracteristics than the
sludge collected in a primary Settling tank. It will usually
be much darker in color, bur should.not be grey or Mack. A'

grey sludge usually indidates insufficient biological stabili-
, zation (treatment). Sludge will turn black if it is

allowed testay in the secondary clarifier too long. If this, -
happens, then the return sludge or waste sludge pumping rate
should be increased or the time'ofemping lengthened or made_.
more frequent. Secondary sludges,generally require continuous
or frpquent pumping at. a rate .suffipient to maintain a

reasonably concentrated sludge and a low sludge blanket in. the
clarifier.

The particle sizes may be very irregular with generally good
(rapid) settling charaEteristics. The sludge may appear to
be a fluffy humus type.of material and will usually have little
or no odor if sludge removal occurs at regular intervals. The'

sludge collected in the Anal settling-tanks is sometimesdis-
posed of-by transferring to a primary settling tank to be mixed
with primary, sludge, and it is sometimes transferred directly
to the digestion system, dependingon the particular plant design
and the characteristics of,the sludge.

Final settling tanks which follow the activated sludge process
are designed similarly to those used for the trickling filter,
except that they are more .conservative in design because the
sludge tends to be less dense. Their purpose is'identical;
except that the particlep to be settled are received'from the
aeration tank rather than the trickling filter. Most_final
sedimentation tanks used with.theactivated sludge process are

5-25 L)1,
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mechanica,lly cleaned due to the importance of rapidlyliTturning
sludge'to the aeration tank. (This.is explained in Chapter 7,
Activated Sludge.) nie sludge volume in the secondary tank will
be greater from the activated sludge process than fromthe
trickling filter process.

The.standard-laboratOry tests used to measure solids removal in
primary settling tanks. are used also for secondary settliAg
tanks.

QUESTIONS

5.6E Why are secondary clarifiers needed in secondhry
treatment plants?

5.6F What usually is done with the sludge that settles
out in secondary clarifiers?r.

1*

N
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5.7 FLOTATION. PROCESSES
,

4.

Wastewater always Contains.some solids' in suspended form that
neither settle nor float to thesurface and therefore remain
in the liquid,ai it passes through the clarifier. Dissolved

travel thi4ough the claxifiers,becaue
they are unaffedted-4Y these units. There are two Other types
of solids in wastewater known as "Colloids".and "Emulsions"
that,are very'difficult to remove.

1

'A "colloid" is a particle held in suspension due to its very: .

small aize and,its electrical charge. It is usually less that,
1 200 millimicrons15 in 'siid, and gene'ral'ly will not settle' ,

readily. "If organic, it exerts a high'oxy.gen demand, so.its re-
mokaI is desirable, .\.

- o
.1

An "emulsion" is a' liquid, mixture of two or more` liquid sub-
stancs riot:normally dissolved inAne-another, but one, liquid
held in suspension in the other. .It usually contains suspended
globules of ones or more of .the substances., Tha globules
usually 'consist of grease,'oil, fat, or resinous substances.
This. material also_exertsa highoxygen demand. .

On'e method for removing emulsions and colloids is by_a "flotation
process",.pumping air into the miictureto cause the suspended

' material to float to the- surface where_ it can be skimmed off.

A

11,

.

t.

15 Millimiron (MILL-e-MY-croni. One thousandth of a ticron

..

ior a millionth of a millimeter.
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The particles can bellocculated" with air
and forced or carried to. the liquid surface

FigUre 5.8 shows the chain q event's in the
' 4 '

sr

or chemical coagulant517
by minute air bubbles.
flOtation process.

SMALL PARTICLES SMALL PARTICLES FLOCCULATED, PAR- ACCUMULATED
WILL NOT SETTLE, 1.14 FLOCCULATED , TICLES ATTACHED SCUM OR FOAM

FORM. JO AIR BUBBLES: ON SURFACE.

l
BUBBLES CARRY , MOST AIR BUY-

PARTICLES TO BtES ARE

SURFACE. - RELEASED.

Fig. 5.8 FlotatiOn.process.

Most:of the air bubble are released, at the liquid Iurface. Particles

, are removed in the form of scum or foam by skimming. .

There 'are two common flotation. processes in practice today:

1. Vacuum Flotation. The wastewater is aerateld'for a short

time in a.tank where it becomes saturated wiTh dissolved
'air. The air supply is thet.cutoff and large air/bubbles
jass to the surface and into the atmosphere. Ile taste-
water then flows Ito a vacuum chamber which pulls out dis-
solved air it the form of tiny air bubbles'which float
the sby0s to the top.

. ,

2. Pressure Flotation. Air is forced into the wastewater
in a pressure chamber where the air becomes dissolvedin-
the liquid. The pressure is then released from the
westewateriband the wastewater is returned to atmospheric -

pressure where the dissolved air is released from Solution
in the form of tiny air bUbbleS. These air bubbles rise
to th'e surface and, as they rise, they carry solid to
the surface. "

16 Flocculated,(FLOCK-you-lay-ted).- An action resulting in the
gathering of fine particles to form larger particles.

17 Coagulants ,(ko-AGG-you-lents). Chemicals added to destabilize,
aggregate, and bind together colloids and emulsions to improve
etleability, filterability, or drainaliility. .

.1
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AnyliotatiT process is based upon release of gas bubbles in'
the liquid suspend'ion (Fig. 5.8) under conditions in which the
bubbles and solids Will associate with.each other to form a
"combination with a lowerlspeCific gravity than the surrounding

liquid. They must stay together long enough for the-combin-
ation to rise to the surface'and be removed by skimming..

QUESTIONS---,--

5.7A Why is the ."floetiOn process" used in some waste-
- water treatment plants?

111. . 0
. .

;;, 5".713. Woula!yoUsplaCe the flotation process before or

after primary-sedimentation?

I

)1i

5.7C Give i vei-y,bripf.description of: .'

1. Colloid
.2. Emulsion

5.7D Give a brief description of the Vacuum Flotation
.process.

r .
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5.8. rMHOFF TANKS

Imhoff tanks are rarely cohstructed today. Your plant may

consist of on an Imhoff tank if it serves a very small com-

munity or if it was constructed many years ago. It is quite

possible that you may never have operating responsibility for
one of these units: They will be discussed for general know-
ledge and for the few operators who will have operating
responsibility for thew.

kir

The Imhoff tank combines sedimentation and sludge digestion.
in the same unit. Ybere'is_a top compartment where sedimen-

tation occurs and a bottom compartment for digestion of settled
particles (sludge). The two compartments are separated by a
floor and a slot desigOd to allow settling particles to pass

through to the digestic#eompartment (Fig. 5.9).

Wastewater flows slowly throuk the upper tank as in any dther

standard rectangular sediMentgtion unit. The settling solids

pass through the slot to the bottom sludge digestion tank:

Anaerobic digestion of solids is the same as in a separate

digester. (as bubbles are formedikthe digestion area by

bacteria. As the gas bubblps rise to the surface they carry

: solid particles with them. The slot, is designed to prevent
solids from'passing back into the upper sedimentation area as
a,,result of gasification where they would pass out of the unit

with the effluent.

1
.

4 The same calculations pjreviously used for Clarifiers can ):)e used

to deterMine loading rates for, the settling area 9f the Imhoff

tank. (Chapter 8, Sludge Digestion, will explain the anaerobic
process in the sludge digestion area of tIlis unit.) Some typical

values for design and operation of Imhoff tanks are:

Settling AreaSt

Wastewater Detention Time -
, Surface Settling Rate -

Weir Overflow Rate -

Suspended Solids Removal -

BOD Mmoval

1.0 to 4.0 hdurS
600 to 1200 gpd' /sq ft

10,000 to-20,000 gpd/ft
45% to 65%
25%.to.35%

Digestion Area

Digestion Capacity.
SlUdge Storage Time

- 1.0 to 3.0 cu ft/person
- 3 to 12 ifonths

c, 1

1

, 111
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SLUDGE WI THDRAWAL L I NE

Fig. 5.9

L

Imhoff tank
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Here are a few' operational, suggestions:
.

1. In general, tflere is no mechanical sludge scraping device
for removing settled solids from the'floor of the settling
area. _Solids may accumulatebefore passing through the slot .

to file digestion area. It maybe necessary to push the accu-,.,

mulation'through the slot with a squeegee or similar. device
attached to a rang-pole.Dragging'a chain"on he floor ark
allowing it to pass through the slot is anothe method for
removing. the sludge accumulation.

2. Scum from the sedimentati6n area is usuallycollected by hand'
tools in a'Separate container for disposal. It may also be
transferred to the gas venting area Where it will work down
into the digestion compartment. Scum in the gas vents, should

'water or by Punching holes in it and mixing it with the liquid(

be kept soft and broken up by soaking it periodicallywith'

portion of thedigestion compartment. The addition of 10 pounds
of hydrated lime per 100Q connected population per day may be
helpful for controlling odors from the gas vent area and also
for adjus ing the chemical balance of the scum for easier
digestion.

ti

3. Some Imhoff -tanks have the piping and valving to reverse the
direction of flow from one end toward the other end. 1f
possible, the flow should be reversed periodically for the
'purpose of maintaining an even sludge depth in the digestion

' compartment. The sludge level in,the digestion areamust be
lower than the slot in the floor of the settling area to
prevent plugging of the slot. A line of gas bubbles directly
.over the slot indicates the sludge level in the digestion
°chamber is too high.

II
4. The explanatiOn of sludge digestion in Chapter 8 will

supply information that can be applied to the digestion
'area in the Imhoff tank. Neither sludge mixing nor heating
devices litre used in'an Imhoff tanO-Sludg loading rates,
withdrawal rates, laboratory tests,'and visual appearance
of sludges are very similar, to what they are inan unheated

11digester. If visual appearance is the only, method 751.77aVe
of judging the sludge, it is safe to assume that if sludge
in the digeition area is'relatively odorlessr or has a musty
mell and is black or very dark in color, the process is

working satisfactorily.

11
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The laboratory testing program for anImhoff tank Should be.,
complete enough to identify operational problems°6nd to Supply
necessary.inforMation to regulatotr'agenc s. The,following -.

minimum program, is suggested, assiving adeq ate labbratory 1

facilities, personnel, and size of the system.

SUGGESTED ANALYSIS USUAL RANGE
.

,

TYPICAL
REMOVAL %

'settling Area

Settleable Solids 3.0 - 10.0 m1/1 75 = 90

Suspended 861ids 200 - 400 mg/1 45 - 65

pH 6.7 - 7.3

Alkalinity 100 - 300 mg/1

BOD 200 - 500 mg/1 25-35

Digestion Area

pH 1 6.7 - 7.3

Alkalinity 1000 - 3000 mg/1

Vol. Acids 100 - 500 mg/1

Efficiency of operation can be determined by measuring the settle-
able solids, suspended solids; or BOD of the influent and effluent.

P

co

3
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QUESTIONS

A

5.8A What are the two components of an Imhoff tank?

5.8B Describe.the sludge' from an Imhoff tank which
is operating properly. -.4s\

5.8C How could you maintain a fairly level sludge
blanket in the digester'portibn of an Imhoff tank?

5.:8D HoW can you force settled material into the
digeition compartment?

5.9 SEPTIC TANKS

Septic tanks are used mostly for treating the wastewater from
individual homes or from small populations (such as camps)
where sewers have not been provided. They operate very. much

--14A49--an-Imhoff tank except there is not a separate digestion
compartment. Detention time is usually long (12 to 24 hours)
and most settleable solids will remain in the tank. They
must be pumped out and disposed of periodically to prevent
the tank from filling up. Part of the solids in the septi.c
tank are liquified and discharged with the wastewater into
the soil mantle. Conditions are not favorable for rapid t

gasification,and most waste stabilization occurs in the soil.

Septic tank effluent is usually disposed of in underground per-
forated pipes cajled "leach lines", and sampling of effluent may
be.impossible. The ability of the soil mantle to leach the
septic tank effluent,is the critical factor in subsurface waste
disposal systems.

For additional information on septic.tanks, refer to the Manual of
Septic Tank Practice, U.S. Public Health Service, Washington, D.C.
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CHAPTER 6. TRICKLING FILTERS

, (Lesson 1 of 3 Lessons
.

5

'INTRODUCTION

6.00 General Description

10,1n theinitial chapters of this courser you have learned about,
physical methods of wastewater treatment. In general, these 4, .

techniques (processes) consist of the screening of large particles,
settling of,heavy material, and floating of light material by 'pre-,
liminary and primary treatment units (screen, grit chamber, clarifier).'_'Although primary treatment is very efficient for removing settleable
solids, it is not capable of removing other,,lighter suspended solidi
or dissolved solids which may exert a strong oxygen demand on die

,receiving waters.

In order to remove the very small suspended solids (colloids) and
dissolved solids, most waste treatment plants now being built include

'- "secondary treatment".1 This additional process increases overall
pfint removal of suspended solids and BOD to 90% or more. The.twomost common secondary treatment processes aretrickling filters ando activated sludge. This chapter will deal with.frickling filters..2

r.

1

..10eeek

=11,=GIMp.III.III=Mmgw.p.gwgm.w..mwnpoile.....g..olIp.p.).....

1 Secondary treatment. A wastewater treatment process used to
convert dissolved or suspended materials into a form more'
readily separated fsomhtb4xwatewAging treated.

ty
2 Trickling filters a re sometimes called biofilters, accelo

filters, or aero-filters, depending on the recirculation pattprh.

6-1
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_figures 6.1 and 6.2 show where a trickling` filter is usually
located in a"plant:

More trickling filters, have been built _in this country than
any Ether type of secondary' treatment deyice. Most trickling'
filters are large in diameter,-shallow, -cylindricabstructures
filled with stone" and having an overhead distributor. iSee
'Fig. 6.3.). Many' variations of this desigp have been bult.
Square or rectangular filterS have been constructed with fixed
sprinklers for wastewater distribution. --

6.01 Principles of 'Treatment Process

Trickling filters, or biological oxidation beds, consist of
three basic parts:

1. The media (and retaining structure).
2. The 'underdrain system
3. The distribution system F

The media provide, a large surface area upon which a biological
slimdtgrowth develops. This slime growth, sometimes called a-
zoOgleal film;3;^containsthe living organisms that break down
.the organicMaterial., TN media may be rock. slag, coal. briCks.
redwood block's, molded plastick.or any other_sound,
durable material. The media' should be of subh'ipizes^and Stacked
'in such a'fashion to provide voids foncair to ventilate the filter_
and keep conditions aerobic. For rock, the size will usually be,,.-

from about two_inches. to fouD inches. Although-actual size Is, '
not too critical, it is important that the media be uniform in
size to permit'adeqUate ventilation. The depth ranges-from about
three to eight feet."

- -

The tlnderdrain'system has a sloping bottom, leading tra center
AW channel, which collects the filter' effluent. It'also supports

the media and permits air flow. .Common methods are the use of
spaced redwood stringers, or any ofa number4of,prefabricated
blocks-of concrete,. vitrified clay, or othermaterial.

. .

3 Zougle41. Filet (20E-glee-a1). . A complex population. of organisms
that farm a sliMe growth on the trickling filter media and .

break down the'organic matter in the wastewater. These slimes
consist. of living organisms, silt, and other dec,r4. Slime
growth is a more common definition: _

.:,

ed
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DISTRIBUTOR. ARM
ROTATION

0

I'
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VENTILATION
-PORT Is

.0 4.,\

\

\
\ I

PEPE,

OUTLET
VALVE

SLOPED FLOOR,

UNDEROAIN CHANNEL

OUTLET BOX

OUTLET PIPE

Fig. 6.3 Trickling filte,r,,'
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The distribUtion system, in the vast majority'of cases, is a
'rotary-type distributor which consists of two or more horizontal
pipes supported a few inches above the filter media by a central
column.' The wastewater is fed f4m the column through the hori-

. zontal pipes and is distributed over the media through 'orifices

focated along one side of each of these pipes Co arms).

Rotation.OT the arms is due either to the "jet- ike" or rotating
water. .sprinkler reactiog from wastewater flo g out the orifices

or by some mechanical means. The i 'strib rs,areequipped' with

'.mercury or mechanical type seal at the.center column to pre-
vent leakage and protect the bearings, guy rods for seasonal
adjustment of. the pipes (arms) to maintain them in a-horizontal

- position, and quick-opening gates at the end of each arm

permit easy flushing., '

Today the fixed nozzle distribution system iSqlot as common as
thdrotavy typee. Each fixed nozzle consists of a--circular orifice
with an inverted coneTshaped deflector mounted above the center

'" which breaks the flow inn) a spray. Some types- have a steel-ball

in the inverted cone. ("See Fig. 6.5.) the figed nozzle system
requires an elaborate piping system tb insure relatively even
distributibt of the wastewater. Flow is usually intermittent tend
igcOntrolled by automatic siphons which regulate the flow frOE,
dosingt.anks.. (See.Fig. 6.5.) -The nozzles extend six to twelve
Inches-above the media and are-shaped se that: an' overlapping spray

.pattern,ekists at the start of dosing when the. head in the dosing
tank is the greatest,- The pattern,is carefully worked out to kb--
vide a relatively even disribution4of the wastewater.

Principles of_Ciporation4
of c.

The maintenance of a-good'growth df organisms on the filter media

is crucial tO,successful o ration. 4'

.6 -6 -
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(,)Theterm "filter" ig rather misleading, indicating that solids
are separated from liquid by a straining action, but thrs'is not
the case. ,Passage of wastewater through the filter causes the
development of a gelatinous coating of bacteria', protozoa, and
other organisms on the media.. Thisgrowth of organism's abssirbs
and utilizes much of the suspended colloidal and dissolved organic
matter from the wastewater as it_Passes'over the growth in a
rather thin film. Part of this material is utilized as food'for
production Of new cells, while another portion is oxidized to
carbon dioxide and water. Partially decomposed organic Matter
together with excess and dead film is continuously or periodically
washed (sloughed) off and passes from the filte'i With the effluent.

For the oxidation (decomposition) processes to be carried out,
the biological film requires a continuous supply of dissolved
oxygen, which may be ab'Sorbed from the air circulating through
the filter voids (spaces between the rocks or other media).
Adequate ventilation of the filter must be,provided;'therefore
the voids in the filter media must be kept open. Clogged voids
can create operational problems, including ponding and reduction
i overall filter efficiency.

A method of increasing the efficiency of trickling filters. is to
add recirculation. Recirculation is a process in which'filter
effluent is recycled and brought into. contact with the biological
film more than once. Recycling of filter effluent increases the
contact time with the biological film and helps to'seed'the lower
portions of the filter with active organisms. 'Due to the increased.
flow rate per unitof area, higher velocities occur which tendto
Cause more continuous'and uniform sloughing of excess growths,
thus preventing ponding and restrlction of ventilation. This
increased hydraulic loading also decreases the opportunity for
snail and filter fly breeding. It has been observed that the
thickness of the biological growth is directly related to the
organic strength of the Wastewater (the higher BOD, the thicker
the layers of organisms). By the useof recirculation; the strength
of wastewater applied to the filter can be'diluted, thus preventing
excessive build-up.

Recirculation may be constant or intermittent and .at asteady or
fluctuating rate. Recycling may be practiced. only during periods

tof low flow to keep rotary distributors in motion, toTrevent
drying of the filter growths, or to prevent freezing. Recirculation
in proportion to flow may be utilized to reduce the strength of the
Wastpwater, aliened to.the filter while steady recirculation of a
constant amodit keeps the distributors in operation and also tendS
to even out the highs and lows of organic loading, but involves
higher pumping costs.

4
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It is generally agreed that any organic waste which can be
successfully treated by other aerobic-biological processes
can be treated on trickling filters. This inCludeS,'in

) additiorito domestic wastewater, such Wastewaters as might
-2Come frOM food processing, textile and fermentation industries,
and certain pharmaceutical processes,. Industrial wastewaters
which cannot be treated are thpse which contain excessive con-

. centrations of toxic materials', suc pesticide residues,
-heavy metals, and highly acidic or line wastes.

For maximum efficiency, the)slime growths on the filter media
/should be kept fairly aerobic. This can be acdomplished by
proper design of the wastewater collection system and'prOper
operation of primary clarifiers, or ]py pretreatment of. the
wastewater by aeration or.addition of recydldd filter effluent.
The air supply to the slimes may be improvedby increased air
or wastewater recirdulatibn. The thin slime growth may be
aerobic on the surfate, butmnaerobic next to the media. A
trickling filter media of .rock oar slag coin accumulate slimes
only on the outside.slarface, but manufactured media provides
considerably more surface area per,unit of.dead space.

0 .

6-9
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The temperature of the.
`wastewater and of the,
climate also affects
filter- operation, with 0
temperature of the waste-
water being the more

'Amportant. Of course,
temperature of the
wastewater will vary
with the Weather.
Within limits, activity-
of the organisms increases
at the temperature rises.
Therefore, higher loadings
and greater efficiency
are possible in warmer
climates if'ae'robic conditions
can be reasonably maintained
in tilt filter.
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5.12 Daily geeiation

. Once gro%4th on the media has-been established and the plant is in
"normal operation", very little routine operational control is
required. Careful daily observation is important. Items to be
checked-daily are:

r

c

1.. Any indiCation of,Tonding
2. Filter flies
3.' Odors

Plugged orifices
5. 'Roughness or vibration of the distributor aims
6. Leakage past the mercury seal

Occ9ionally the underdrains should be checked for accumulation of
- debris in order to prevent stoppages.

Refer to the appropriatedParagraphs.in the following section on
operational problems for procedures to correct these conditions.

Operation of/rifiers is interconnected with trickling filter
operation. If the recirculation pattern TeAits, it is .a. good idea
to return filter effluent to the primary clarifier. This is a very
effective odor control measure. In some'plants, increasing the
recirculation rate will increase'thehydraulic loading on the
clarifier. Be sure the hydraulic loading remains within the
euineering desip limits. If the hydraulic loading_is too low, -
septic conditions may develop in the clarifier, while excessively
high loadingi may wash solids out of the clarifier.

Recirculation during low inflow periods of the day and night may
help to keepothe slime growths wet, minimize fly development and
wash off excessive slime growths. It may be necessary to reduce
or stop recirculation during high flm.4) periods to avoid clarifier
problems from hydraulic overloading. Recirculation of final
clarifier effluent dilutes influent wastewater and recirculated
sludge improves slime development on the-mediA.4-1"

6-10,
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You should, by evaluating your own op ating records, adjust the
process btain the best possible re Its for the least cost.
Use the Lowe t recirculation rates'that will yield good results
(but nqt caus pOnding or other problems, to conserve power.
Power costs a e a large item in a plant b get. Also, reduced
hydraulic loadings mean better settling in e,clarifiers, re-
sulting in less chlorine usage in plants which isinfect the
final effluent,' since organic matter exerts a high chlorine demand.
If filter effluent; rather than secondary clarifier effluent, is
recirculated, the hydraulic loading on the secondary clarifier is
not affected. ,

'9"

o

.
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6.2 SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS

6.20 General t

The trickling filter is a biological treatment unit and therefore
loadings and efficiencies of the'unit are normdlly determined on
the basis of influent characteristics (inflow, and biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD) test) and require&quality of effluent or receiving
waters (dissolved oxygen and solids).

The frequenCy
of each test and expected ranges will Vary from lant to plant.
Strength of the wastewater, freshness, characteritics of-the
water supply, weather, and industrial wastes will all serve to
affect the "common" range of the various test results.

621 Typical Trickling Filter Plant Lab Results

Test , Frequency Location Common Range

1. Dissolved Daily Effl. 1.0 - 2.0 mg/1
OxygeT!,

A1

2. Settleable Daily Influent . 5 - 15 m1/1
Solids

3. pH Daily Influent 6.8'-'8.0
Final Effl. 7.0 - 8.5

4. Temperature Daily Influent .1.11

5. BOD Weekly Influent , 150 71 400 mg/1
(Minimum) Prim. Effl. 6q-- 160 mg/1

Final Effl. 15 40 mg/1

6. Suspended Weekly 'Influent' 15a - 400 mg/1
Solids (Minimum) Prim. Effl., 60 - 150 mg/1

Final Effl. 15 = 40 mg/1

7. Chlorine

Residual
Daily, Final Effl. 0.5 - 2.6 mg/1

8. Coliform a

Bacteria
Weekly

(Minimut)
Final Effl.,
Chlorinated

50 - 700/100 ml

9. Clarity Daily Final Effl. 1 - 3 ft

6-12
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NOTES: Results of tests listed on-the previ9us page as "Primary
Effluent" may vary at different plants due to the many
variations. in recirculation patterns and activities of
the %taste dischargers into the collection system.

dirs

Settleable solids tests of the effluent may be required
by some regulatory agencies. Lf your plant is operating
fficiently, the settleable soliiis will be so 19w as to

e unreadable. In this case, record as "Trace'.

Dissolved Dxy gen and Settleable S- olids or Clai-ity Tests

on trickling filter effluent are sometimes useful in evalu-
.atiqg problems when they occur. The operator should know
what rangej.s "common" for his plant.

,An easy test that should bo made periodically by the operator is to check
the distribution of wastewater over the filter. Pans of the same
size are placed level with the rock surface at several points long
the radius of a circular filter. The distributor arm should then
be run long enough to almoiitfill the p;tns. The arm is then stopped
and the. amount or depth.cf water in.eaal-pan is measured. The amount
in eaL an should not differ froi the average by more than 5%. If

the distr.bution is not uniform, the orifices Must be adjusted.

I

t.
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CHAPTER 6. TRICKLING LTERS

(Lesson 3 of 3 Lessons)

6.6_ CLASSIFICATION OF FILTERS

6.60 General
.

-------
.

.

.
..,,,

Depending upon the hydraulic and organic loadings aplied, filters
are classifiea as Standard-rate, high -rate, or roughing filters.
Further designations, such as,single-.stage, two-stage, series or
parallel, and others are used to indicate the flow.pattern of the -

plant. The hydraulic, oading applied ;to'a filter is the.totaf volume
of liquids including recirculation, expressed as gallons per day
per square foot of filter surface area (gpd/sq ft). The organic
s .

:

. loadihg is expressed

IIas theepoun s of BOD '

app1i4 per ay per-
,

,
000 cubic t of
filter media
(lbs B06/day/1000,cu ft).
Where recirculation...04s '"

t4r.c.,

OP
, organic loading will

used an, additional t

II
feale be placed on the

j''''j
..%?...

tv..<,. filter; hoitever, this

m*..,::,y4 q.::"..,A: ,.... *.v.....:. added loading is omitted:
',, ..'

4.,:::::-..,,:,..4

-i. in moft.4 calculations

-becauseit was included
in -the influentnfluent load.

.11
.,

.

, I

4

6.61 Standard-Rate Filters
°

I/

'"'
t

The standard-rate filter is operated with hydraulic loading range . .

of 25 to 100 gals/day/sq ft, and an organic BOD loading of § to 25
I/

lbs/day/1000 cu ft. The filtermedia is usually 6 to 8 feet in depth,
with application to the filter by a rotating distfibuto.r, although
many are equipped to provide some rec4rculation duri#g row flow periods. 1

,
. . 1

The filter growth is often heavy and in addition to the bacteria and
protozoa10 many' h)es of worms, snails,and inse& larvae can be found.

Vt,

"*.,!., .

10 Protozoa (pro-toe-Z0E-ah). kgroup oT microscopic aniMals,'
-,...IV.

prrncipally of one cell, that sometimes cluster into colonies.
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m The growth usually slougfis off ,at intervals, noticeably 'in
. spring and fall. 'The effluent from a standvd-rate -fitter

treating municipal wastewater is*44sually quite stable with.
BODs as low as 20 to25 mg/i%

6.62 High -Rate Filters

High-rate filters werephe result.of trying to'reduce costs
.associated with standlid-rae filters 'or attempttArto treat
increased wasteloads with the same facility. Studies indi-
cated that essentially the same BOD reductions could be obtained

% .at the higher design loadings..

High-rate filters are normally 3 to 5 feet deep with'reeommerided
loadings being 100 to 1.000 gal/day/sq ft and ;5 to 300 lbs BOD/ '

day/11100 cu ft. These filters are designed to receive waste- .

water continually, and practically all high-rateinstallations
utilize recirculation.

Due to the heavy flow of wastewater'over the media, more uniform
sloughing of the filter growths occurs. This sloughed material,
is'somewhat lighter than from ait!andard-rate unit.and therefore

more difficult to settle. ,Etfluent,with BODS as low as 20 to 50
mg/1 is sometimes produced by plants treating municipal

.

waste-
water, ,

I
th

I f ,6.63 Roughing. Filter ,
.

(.1-.
, . --

A roughing filter is actually a high-rate filter receiving a very
high organic loading. Any fllterj-eciving an'organic.roadithg of
over 300 lbs of BOD/day/1000reu ft of media is-donsidered to be
in this class; This type of*filter is,sed primarily to, reduce
the organic load on subsequent oxidation processeesuch as a c--'
second-stage filter or activated sludge prOaess: Many'Ximes
they axe used in plants which receive, strong organic industrial
wastes. They are also used where an ialtermediate (50-70% BOD

,

removal) degree of treatment is satisfactory.

Operation of the filter is basically the saat-as tor'the high-rate
filters with recirculation. Overall BODroductiOus are much lower,
but reductions per -unit vollmg7171ter media are greater: .

ti

tW u.
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'6.64 Filter Staging

Fig. 6.7 shows various 'filter and Clarifier layouts. The deCision
as to the number of filters (or stages) required is one of design
rather than operation. In general, however, at smaller plants

where the flow is fairly low, the strength of he raw wastewater.
is-average, and effluent,quality requirements are not too strict,
a single-stage plant (one filter) is often sufficient and most
economical. in.slightly overloadedplants the addition of some
recirculation capability can sometimes improve the effluen't quality
enough to Meet receiving water standards without the necessity of
adding more stages. t.

In two-stage filter plants, two filters are operated in a series.
Sometimes a secondary clarifier is installed between the two
filters. Recirculation is almost-,universally practiced at twq.4

'stage plants with many different arrangements being possible.

choice of recirculation scheme used is based on ,consioeration of
whicb arrangement produces the,best'effluent under the particular
conditions of jastewater strength and other characteristics.
(See 'Fig. 6.7.

quEsTioNs

6.6A What are t three general classifications of tricY-
ling filters?

6.6B What are the'principal differences between standard-
rate and high-rate filters?

6-16 7.
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INFLUENT

r,

RECIRCULATION LINE

PRIMARY CLARIFIER
TRICKLING FILER

SECONDARY

EFFLUENT

CLARIFIER

Typical-Single-Stage Recirculation. Patterns

1
e

, .

I

' Typical TwonSxage Recirculation Patterns

/.

6.7 Trickling Lifter recirculation patterns
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.6. 7 'LOADING PARAMETERS

6.70 Typical Loading Rates

STANDARD-RATE FILTER:

r; Media - 6 to 8 £t depth, growth sloughs
periodically, .

, Hydraulic Loading - 25 to 100 gal/day/sq ft"
...

11'0
Organic (BOD) Loading - 5. to 25 lbs BOD/1000 cu ft

HIGH-RATE FILTER: -..

II.,
. ,....-

Media g 3 to 5 ft-depth, growth sloughs
R,7 . continually

IIA

Hydraulic Loading . - 100 to 1000 gal/day/s5 ft: ;_;:l 1(

.
41b**

.4

Organic (BCD), Loading 25 to 300 lbs BOD/100 cu eft

6.11 Computing,HydrauliC Loading

In computing hydraulic loadings, several bits df information must
be gathered. To figure the hydrauli, loading, we must know: .(. I

-
1. The gallons per day applied to the filter; and
2. Ile surface area of the filter.

II
NOTE: Hydraulic loadings are expressed as:

o

gal /sq ft/day," or

gal/day/sq ft =- gpd/sq ft."
".

.., 0
IIBoth expressions mean;the same. The hydraulic rate indi-

lons of wastewater pet day applied- .L. fates the' number ofgalo.A

to each ,square foot of, surface area or the gallons. of water,
''

I applied to each square foot each day.

11 Lgadings as well as test result; should always be presented
using the same units. Theoretically a rate should have the
time unit la At (gal/sq ft/day); however, because flows are
calculated a gal /day, it is easier to understand if loadings
are-reperted as.gal7day/sq ft. The Water Pollution Control_
Federation's MOP No. 6, Units of Expression for Wastes and
Waete Treatment; uses both terms.

1 r)
6-18 --"Jt)
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Suppose we have .a high-rate I fi It e r that is fed ty# a pump oellted. sat

2100:gym, dnd the filter diameter is 100 feet. .

HAIraulic Loading, f l'how Bat,' gprd

.gpd/sq 'ft SurfaCe Area, sq ft

For_ our problem, we must optain the flow rate in gpd and surface
areal-2.in square feet ,or ft2.

t. (a% Flowi,Rate,

gpd

L

2100 x x
,gal 60 min 24 hrs=
yin hr day

= 3,024,000,gal/day

Surface Area,

s(i 4:LY

(c, Hydraulic
Loading,
gpd/sq ft

010085 x (Diameter, fl)2

= '0.785 x 100 ft x 100 ft

= 7850 sq ft

Flow Raigpd
Surface Area, sq- ft

10
3,024,000 gpd 385

7850 sq diti 785G 3,024,000.

2 355 0
385 gpd/sq

66D bo .

628-00'

.?41 000

39 250

^N. el
1 750

S

.

_

12 Area 6f a
0.7135 x Diameter, ft% x Diameter, ft, or

Circle, sq .ft .

13.785 412

6 -19 °
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It is important to mite in computing hydraulic loadings that when
filter effluent is recirculated to the filter influent, recirculated
flow oust be added to the primary clarifier effluent flow in order
to calculate the total hydraulic loading. Wha filter effluent is
recirculated-primary clarifier influent, recirculated flow
must-be added to the clarifier influent flow.

o

6.72 Computing Organic (BOB) Loading

.

Using the same Tilter as in the above example of hydraulic loading,
assume 'that the laboratory test results show that the wastewater
beinwpplied to the filter has a BOD of 160 mg/l. We need to know.
'the pounds of BOD applied per dayand.the volume of The media in
cu ft.

(
.

NOTE: Organic (BOD) loadings 'are expressed as:

lbs BOD/1000 cu ft/day, or

lbs BOD/day/1000 cu ft.

Both expressions mean the same,. The organic loading indi-
cates the pounds of BOD applied per day to the volume of
filter media for treatment.

Organic (BOD) Loading, BUD Applied, lbs/day
lbs BOP/day/1000 ,cuft Volume of Nedia in 1000 cu ft

To solve this problem we must first calculate the __BOD_applied in
lbs/day and volume of media in cu

tolume of 4ledia,
. (Surface Area, sq ft) (Depth, ft)1+cu ft

= '(7850 sq ft) (3 ft)

= 23,550 cu ft

V.olume of 1,!edia,
-%= 23.5 (1000 cu ft units)in 1000 cu ft

1

. r

1

1

= 23.5 thousand cubic feet A ,

6-20
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BOD Applied,
lbs/day

(BOD, mg/1) (FloW, MGD) 18.34 Ibpotl)13

100 8 . M gal 8.34 lbx .3?0,44 x
M mg day gal

2522 lbs BOD/day 3.024

8.34

1,2,096

.N)72

24192

25:22016

Organic BCD Loading, BOD Applied, lbs BCD/day
lbs BOD/day/1000 urft Voltime of Media (in 1000 cu ft)

2522 lbs BOD/day
23,5 2522.0

107.1

/23.5 'OW cu ft)
235

107 Is 60D/dpy/1000 cu it' 172 0

164 5

In computing BOD loadings, it is standard practice to ignore the :HOD
of the recirculated effluent, where 'recirculation is used. To attempt
to perform this calculatioh (using the recirculated load) is compli-
cated and makes it difficult to compare your loadings and resulting
effluent quality with other plants.

13 The units of this formula can be proved by remembering that
one, liter equals 'one million milligrams.

mg mg mg

L 1,000,000,mg M mg.

Therefore,

lb ma BOD M gal lbBOD x MGD x 8.34 x x lb BOD/day.
L gal M mg day gal

. a

9
6-211. %J..)



CHAPTER 7. ACTIVATED SLUDGE

(Lesson'l of 8 Lessons)

7.0 'INTRODUCTION°

7.00 Geneial k

When wastewater enters an activated sludge plant, the pretreatment
processes (Chapter 4) remove the coarse or heavy solids'(grit) anct
other debris, such as zoots, rags, and bOards. Primary 'clarifiers
(Chapter 5) remove much of the floatable and §ettleable imaterial. .

Normallysettled wastewater is'treated by the activated!sludge
process, but in some plants the rawwastewater flows frdm.the pre-
treatment processes directly to the Activated sludge process.

7.01 Definitions

ACTIVATED SLUDGE (Fig. 7.1). Attivated sludge consists of sludge
particles psodUced in raw or settled wastewater,(primary effluent)
by the growth organisms in aeration tanks in the presence of
dissolved oxygen. The term "activated" comes from the fact that
the particles ere teaming with bacteria, fungi, and protozoa:-

,

ACTIVATED SLUDGE PROCESS (F4. 7.1). The term activated-sludge .

process refers t8 a method or process of wastewater, treatment.
In'this treatment process there is maintained a biological culture
consisting of a largenutber of organisms. All of them require
food (wastewater or substrate), and oxygen to make the process-work.
The bacterial population is maintained at,some mass (solids concen-
tration) 1 to balance the food'available from the wastewater for the
microorganisms2,(foodimicroorganism ratio) with the oxygen input
capabi'ity of the plant equipment.
o

Itr
.

.

1 Solids Concentration. The solids in the aeration tank
carry bacteria that feed on wastewa:ter4'

2 Microorganisms. Very small organisms that oan be seen
only. through a microscope. Some microorganisms,use
the wastes in wastewater for food and thus remove or
alter much of the undesirable matter..

7-1
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7.02 Process Description

Secondary, treatment in the form of the activated sludge process
(Figs, 7.2 and 7.3) is aimed at oxidation and removal of soluble

or finely divided suspended materials that were not removed by
previous treatmene. This is accomplished in an aeration tank
by aerobic organisms within a few hours when the water is being
treated while it flows through the, tank. Soluble or finely
divided suspended solids areintended to be stabilized3 in the
aeration tank by partial oxidation to form carbon dioxide, water,
sulfates, and nitrates. Remaining solids are intended to be con-
vented to a forffi where they can be settled and removed as sludge
during clarification. .

After the aeration period the wastewater is routed to a secondary
settling tank for a liquid-organism (water-solids) separation.

Settled organisms are qUickly returned back to -the aeration tank."
The resultant clarifier effluent is'tsually chlorinated, and dis-
charged from the plant.

Conversion of dissolved and suspended material to settleable solids
is the main objective of high-rate activated sips:Igo processes,
-while low-rate processes stress oxidation. The oxidation may be
by chemical or biological processes. rn the activated sludge process,
the biochemical oxidation carried out by living' organisms is stressed. ,

The same organisms. also are effective -in conversion of substances to-
settleable solids if the plant is operated properly.

f'1 Stabilized Waste. A waste that has been treated or decomposed
to the extent,that,if discharged or relpased, its rate and
state of-'decomposition would be such that the waste would not
Cause a nuisance or odors.

4
7-3
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7.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTROL

. Control of theactivated sludge proce
of and action upon several interrelat
treatment of the influent wastewater.

1. EWlint'quality requirements:

2.. Wastewater flow, concentrattep
of the wastewater received.-

3. Amount of activated sludge (cbn aining the working
organisms) to be maintained'in he process relative.
to inflow.

s is based on evaluation
d factors,tb favor effective
These factors include:

and characteristics

4. Amount of oxygen required te st bilize wastewater
oxygen demands and to maintain satisfactory level No

of dissolved oxygen to meet organism requirements

.
S. Equal division of plant flow and waste load between

duplicate treatment units (two or mord clarifiers or
aeration tanks).,

6. Transfer orthe pollutional material (food) fjom the
wastewater to the floc mass (solids of workers) and
separation of the solids from the treated wastewater.

7. .Effective control and disposal of inprant re,siduds.
c (solids, scums, and supernatants) to' accomplish 0

ultimate disposal in a nonpollutional,manner.

8. Provisions for maintaining a suitable environment f r
the work force of living organisms. treating the.wastes
Keep them healthy and `happy,

.

Effluent qualiqrequirements may be stated by your regularoty l

agency'in terms of percpntage removal of wastes. -Current regu-
lations frequently Specify allowabI.,e quantities of wastes that
may be discharged..--These-qiiantities rare based upon flow and
concentrations. -of-sighificant items,suoiras,solids, oxygen demand,
colif4i4Gbacteria, nitrogen, and Oil as specified by your regulatory

101.44es.- 100.

.

The effluent quality requirements largely determine thlomode of
/activated sludge Operation and the degree of control required.
For example, if an qffluent containing 50 mg/1 of suspended solids
and BOD (iefers to five-day BOD) is satisfactory, a high-rate
actiViled sludge process is likely to be applicable. If the limit

1-6
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is 10 mg/1, the high-rate process would not be suitable,.
Ifsa high degree of treatment. is required, very close process
control and additional treatment '-after the activated sludge process
may be needed. .

3
g

....'-. I
,

Flow coricentrations and characteristics of the influent are subject --
to limited control by4he operator. Municipal ordinances may
_prohibit discharge to the collection system of materials siknifi-.>
cantly damaging to-treatment structures, or safety. Conti-61 over
wastes duthped into the collection system requires inspection to
insure compliance. It may be-nedessary to require alternate means
of disposal, pretreatment, or controlled, discharge of 4gnificantly
damaging items to permit-dilution to an acceptable :level by the
time the waste arrives at the,t.reAtthent plant.,

The material entering the aeration ,tanks 'is mi d with 'the acti-
vated sludge to forma misxture'of sludge, ca er wat41, and .

infltrewt--s-o-lids4, These solids come:ifrom r ofs or stre Lit

combined sewer sys't'ems nd also from the d charges fr omes,
factories, and,businesses. Included in the -turn slud ?e solids
are many differe t types of,helpful- living ,org isms that were
grown dlitting pre ious contact with wastewater. Tiuse organisms -

ware the workers in the treatment process. They 1.4Se the incoming
wastes for food and,as g source of energy.for their life professes

,

and for the reprOductPm of mor.organisms. These organisms will .

use more food contained in the wastewate in treating -the
activated sludge also'forms a bacy ma s that entraps-many

g; wastes.

. . - materials used p foogl.
. ,

% '''

,

,
. % -..

, '>, ,..v?4 .
.

. Some organisms (wqrkers)

11-

4 erk,*e -' .
,. , -

4 -
-.. ,),..._

. :i....ee- ., will -require a long time
AO

,.

,..

to use the available fault'
VT,0: 1.n the wasteWaterat a' ... A. :. AA .1,4

ter'

(1745117Mr

_iven waste colicentration.

I ---1-..7-'7S-3,-- ......, e. with each other in the'uses''' '''''

,. :Manx organisms will compete

_..

i. 4'
1".21.,, of available 'food '(was te) .

71-'to shorten the'time factor
and'increase,"the portion of

'waste stabilized. The 'ratio

., of food to organisms
piimary control in the
'activated sludge process.
0aniSms tend to increase

11 .5

with waste (food) load and
, time spent in the aeration

tank% Under favoDibkt con=.
- ditions the operator will

7-7 .'
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the required number of workers for effective waste treatment.
Therefore, removal of organisms from the treatmenprocess
(sludge wasting) is a very control technique.ve.

.

Oxygen, usually supplied from air, is necessary to sustain'the
living organisms and for oxidation of wastes to obtain energy
for growth. Insufficient oxygen will inactivate aerobic organ-

4, isms, make facOltative4.organisms work less efficiently, and
favor production of foul-smelling intermediate products of
'decomposition and incomplete reactions. .

An increase in organisms in an aeration tank will require greater
amounts of oxygen,. More food in the influent encourages more

)organism activity and more oxidation; consequently, more oxygen

JC:ency.
.

.
.

,

. .

.' + type or organism activity to achieve the necessary..treatment effi-
ciency.

(DO) content in the aeration tank iss an essential control test.
Scime Minimum level of oxygen must be maintailmedto favor the desired

for complete waste stabilization. Therefore, the digsolved oxygen

s required in theaeratiori tank. An excess of oxygen is required

Flows must be distributed evenly among two ormore similar treat-
ment,units..6. If your plant, is equipped with,a splitter box or a '

series of'boxes, it will be-necessary to periodically check and
estimate whether the flowia being split as intended:' /

'Acti ted sludge solids' concentrations in the aerator and the
secondary clarifier shoulA,be determined by the operator'for
process control purpres.- Solids are in a deteriorating condition
as long as they remain in the secondary olar,ifier. Dgpth of sludge
blanket in the.secbndary clarifier and concentrations of solids in
the aerator are very important for successiul.wastewater treatment.
Centrifuge tests will give a quick estimate of solids concentrations
and locationg.in the units. Precise solids, tests should be made
periodically for comparison with centrifuge solids tests. Before
any changes made in the mode of operation, precise solids
measurements shouid be obtained. Settleability tests' show the
degree irld volume of solids settling that may be obtained in a
secondary clarifier; however, visual plant checks show what is
actually happening.

4 Facultative (FACK-ul-tay-tire). Facu]iX I.,e ba.cteria can use either

molecular (dissolved) mtygen or oxygen.o tained from food materials.

4 1 ibt. -\
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:Primary clarifiers remove easily settleable or floatable material.
Activated sludge tends to convert soluble solids to suspended

,

cell'mass material andto gather and agglomerates particles too fine
to settle rapidly into readily separated material. If the soluble
solids transfer fails,. then the-process fails to provide- a satis-
factory effluent:.

There'must be organisms, oxidizing conditions, and suitable time
to cause the conversion of soluble solidS and to agglomerate the

. fine.particlesto form a floc mass.

This .floc mass consists of milli9ns of organisis (1012 to 1018/100 ml
in a good activated sludge),'including bacteria, fungi aft,

'protozoa:and worms. When a floc mass is returned to tHraerator
. from the .final clarifier, the organisms grow as a result of taking

food from the inflowing wastewater. The surface of the floc mass
is irregular -and promotes the' transfer of wastewater pollutants
into the soli4gqy means of mechanical entrapment, absoiption,
adsorption, or adhesion. Many substances not used, as food also
are transferred to the floc, mass,thus improving the quality of
the plant efflueatt

Material taken into the floc, mass is partially oxidized to form
cell mass and.oM.dation products. Ash or inorganic material (silt
and sand) taken in by the floc ,mass intreases- the density of the
mass. flixing i:6,,,the aerator promeles collisions and thus produtet
larger floc masses. The n effect after the aeration period is
td'form a floc mass which will separate from the wastewater and
,setfle to the bottom of the secondary clarifier. This sludge containstt--
most of the residual cohtaminants and organisms.

'Gr&th-of organislis and accumulated residues produce solids for
disposal (waste activated sludge). Certain materials are converted
and removed, from the wastewater to the atmosphere in'the form of

stripped gases.(earbon dioxide or other volatile gases), and also
as water and as solids (sTildge). To produce a good effluent the .

operator must strive to minimize the'reternof these solids (other
.

than as return sludge)to.tfie process. They must be removed from
the wastewater being-treated and disposed Of ip the plant by a

manner which prevents any material from returning to the plant flow.
For example, maintain as high a concentration of solids in the return
sludge'as possible -td reduce the amount ofwater needed to return
these solidi back to the aerator. Don't pump waste activated sludge,

5 Agglomerate. To cause the growing orLtoming together of dispersed
suspended matter into larger flocs or,particles which settle rapidly.

.0
t.
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directly to an anaerobic digester because it will return to the r

aeration tank as supernatant with an'added load on the organists.
The organisms have already attempted to treat the solids once and

won't be too effective next time. If screenings are removed at
the headworks; don't grind them up and return them to the plant

flow. Once material is removed from the wastewater, keep it outs
except as necessary to maintain the process.

To maintain the working ovganisms in the activated sludge, you
must provide a suitable environment. Intolerable concentrations
OTEcids, bases, and other toxic substances are Undesirable and .

may kill_the working ortanisms: Unduly fluetuating.joads may cause
overfeeding; starvation, and other factors that are all capable
of upsetting the activated sludge process. Insufficient pxygen

can cause an unfavorable environ nt which resulp iridecreased
organism activity),`

An outstandix example 'of a toxic .substance added by opeptors is
the uninhibited use of chlorine for odor control (,prechlorination).
Chlorination is for disinfection. Ch

should not be allowed to enter the
it is not selective with respect
'It may kill the organisms that

rine is a toxicant and
tivated sludge process because

type of organisms damaged.
u shoul&be retaining as workers.

Chlorine Is effective in disinfecting the plant effluent after
treatment by the - activated sludge pOcess.

The successful operation of an ixiated sludge plant requires the

operator to be aware of the many tors influencing the process

and to check them repeatedly. The actual, - control of the process

as outlined in this section is relatively simple. Control. consists

of maintaining the proper solids (floc mass) concentration in the

roping rite and regulating the oxygen supply to maintain d'satis:
erator inflow,the. waste (food) inflO by adjusting the waste sludge

li

factory level of dissolved 'oxygen in the process.

QUESTIONS

7.1A. why is airiadded.to,the aeration tank in the
activated sludge process?

7.1B What happens to the air requirement in the aeration tank
when the strength (BOD) of the incoming water increases?

QS

7.1C 'What factd.s could cause an Unsuitable environment for
the activated sludge proCess in an aeration tank?

40
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CHAPTER 7. ACTIVATED SLUDGE

(LessOn 2 of 8 Lessons)

7.2 BASIC VARIABLES AND RECOfflreElING

-7.20 General

Wastewater flows and constituents fluctdate daily. The activated
..sludgeplant operator attempts to maintain the process at some

balanced state that will bg capable of handling_the mintr variations
in flows or wastewater characteristics and produce the desired
quality of effluent. To accomp4sh this goaj hemust establish his
process on known data 'and knowledge obtained apt othgr,plants end.
relate them to his plant. ,After his Plan bec es operational, he
the at must relatt his control procedures to hi own experience. The
variations that affect hismOperation are -d: d from.two sources:
(1) the dischargers to the 011ectim system ,Ad (2) implant
operational variables.

0

7.21 CollectioninVaria b1 es o on Systemli

gy

7.210 Combined Sewer Systems

°

During storms the,treatment-plant\will receive an increase in flow
which may cause the foll9wing prohlems: -

.1. Reduced wastewater time in treatment units (hydrautic
oyerload). 45,

2. Increased amounts of grit and silt which lower the .
volatile (food) content of tithe

3. increased tmganic load during-initial waskouCof 4114

accumulated sewer deposits.

4 Rapid. changes in'Watewater temperature and solids content.,,

A

t

5I

', . ,0 ,
E TO

. . %17 . '
4 m

e'
,

1 .. .7.211 Waste Dischargrs to the '

,,,

. ,... .

.
. .

Various industries and businesses -Dan cause considerable fluctuation'
-

4 °1'
0 `'in flows and waste characteristics entering a plant. You should,becomg...

, -- 14
40; :
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acquainted with the managers
of plants whose discharges
could upset your treatment ,

processes. Convince these
.men in a friendly'manner how
vital it is to"yoUr plant
processes and the receiving
waters for you-to be notified
of-any potentially harmful
discharges. Try to obtain-

" their' cooperation and request
them, to notify you whenever
ah accidental spill, a process -

change, or a cleaning operation
occurs which could cause.un-
desirablewaste discharges.
This requires diplomacy to
obtain cooperation from dis-
chargers to regulate their own
discharges and to reduce the

'Timber of midnight dumps.

7.212 Maintenante of the Collection System

Advance notice 'of collection system maintenance, crew activities

can be very helpful. If'a lift station has been out of serlice
for a period of time, large volumes of septic wastewater could cause
a shock load on your treatment processes.4,Simika problems could ,.

bey created when a blockage in'a line is cleared or a new, line is

connected to the system: Analysis of inflow quantities and charac-
e'ri,stics when th0e flows, reach a treatment plant can indicate
whether or.not they will cause a serious probldm.

2

ve

7.22 Operational Variables

1

Continual review of laboratory test results isessential in determining
whether a treatment plant is discharging effluent of the required
quality in terms of such water quality.indicators as COD,'suspended
solids, and nitrogen. /If the desired quality of:the plant-effluent
is not achieved; the operator must4etermine what factor or factors
have changed to upset plant performance and thus reduce efficiency.

Xmportant factors that could have changed include.:

I. Higher COD/or BOD load applied to the aerator
(influent /load).

/

2. More difficult to treat wastes have adversely

.changed/influentcharacteristicS.

7-12
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3.' Unsuitable mixed liquor suspended solids'concentra-
tion in the aerator. )

.

44
a

Lower or higher rate of wasting activated sludge.
1 ...- ,..

: '

.

5. U;Isuitabre rate Of returnini:sludge to the aerator i.,.

could adversely Influence mixed liquor suspended volids.

.

6. Higher .soli ds concentrations in- igester supernatant6.

returned to the plant flow, or.retuTn too rapid.

7.

$ ,
4

,Dropping of oxygen concentration fin the aerator below
desirable levels. \.,-.'

1
'. .

Examination of plant'records should reveal the items.whfch have
changed that 'could Eave upset the treatment process.' ---f:---.

'9. , ,

clU ES T IONS -- -
. r

,
r 7.2A What two major variables affeCt the way en activated

,

,-. sludgelaplant is ~operated? . ,1L---
v

.

, 7.2B, What variables in ple collection system can affect they
'operaSion of an activated sludge plant? !A

.
, , . 1

.= ,-.

..
.7.2C What ppohl9ms can be caused in an activated' sludge*plant i

When excessive storm water flowthrbugh the process? .,

. '`

J

''' . , 4 '
0 .

6 Supernatante(s e-per-NAY-tent). Liquid removed from settled
,

sludge. CoMmonly refers to the "liqvid between%the sludge on A
the bottom and the scum on surface of an abeeTobiC di4gester.
This liquid is usually returned toi the infLuent,wet wlii or the
primary clarifier, -

1\
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7:24 ical Lab Results f an' Activated Slud Plant

Typical results of lab tests for an activated-isludge plant are
provided assist in the evaluation of lab result; and plant
performance.. Remember that every plant is.different and is
influenced by different conditions.

' Test Location Common Range

COD

O

BOD

SUSPENDED
SOLIDS

DISSOLVED
OXYGEN?

CHLORIKE
RESIDUAL

. (30 min.')

'COLIFORM GROUP
BACTERIA, MPN

CLARITY
(Secchf;Di6C)-

pH

Influent
Primary Effl."

Effl. .

" (Cony. Act. Si.)

Influent

300 4- 700 mg/1
200 - 400 mg/1
50- 70 mg/1

150 - 400 mg/1
Primary Effl.,' 100 - 280 mg/i
Fi 1-Effl. 10 = 20 'mg/1

. (C ny. Act: Si.) .- fi,

Influent' 150 - 400 .-Mg71
' Primary Effl: 60 - 160 mg/1

fixed Liquor 1000 -.4500 mg
rnRetU.Sludge. 2000 - 10', 000 mgt

.Final Effl. 10 « 20. mg/1
(Cony.oAct. Si.)

Mixed Liquor '- 2 - 4 mg/1 .

Final Effl. (Outfall) 2 - 6 mg/1

Final Effl.

Final Effl.

(Chlorinated)
23 - 700/100 ml

Final Effl. . 3 - S ft

Influent.
Effluent

6.8

7.0 -.8.5

* -tke,gulatory agencies%normally specify a chlorine residual
:-remaiwing after a certain time period.

,

,

-

'4 53
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7.25 'Design Variables

I 1

Several different -typps of .activated sludge plants have been
built using various flow arrangements, tank configurations, or

I oxygen applicatioitirequipment. Howevet, tall. of theeequipment. variations
-a re essentiall'''y modifi4tions of the, basic concept of conven-
tional activated sludge.°

,

.

7.250 Aeration Meth*
.4 .. .

1 Two methods. are commonly used to supply oxygen from' the air to
- .

the bacteria--mechanical aeration and diffused aeration. Both
It

methods are mechanical processes with the .difference being
whether the mechanisms. are at or in, the aerator or .at, a remote
location. ! s

Mechanical aeration devices agitate the water surface in the
aerator 'to cause. say and waves by paddle wheels
mixers, rotating blushes, opie other method of splashing
water into the air or a into .the water where the oxygen can
be absorbed.

Mechanical aeratprs in the tank tend t3 be lower in installation
,and maintenance costs. Usually they

area
.more versatile in terms

of .infixing, production of Surf'dcelarea! of bubbles, and oxygen
transfer per- unit of applied power. .1.
Diffused air systems use .a device called a diffuser
which is used to break up the air stream from the blower. system
into -fine bubbles,,I.34' the giAd lict.uor. 'The smaller the bubble,
the greater the- oxygen ir,ansfer due to the greater surface area
of rising air bubbles surrounded by water.' Unfortunately, fine
bubbles will tend to regroup into larger 'bubbles while rising
unlessloroken up by suitable mixing energyand turbOlence.

,7-15
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7.251 Variation Df Activated Sludge PrOcess
,

: ,
.

The activated sludge plant maybe operated in any oneDf.thibe
operational zones on the basis of "sludge age"" which is arCk
exgression'of pounds, of organic loading added per day per mount
of organisms maintained in the partiqular process._ Sludge age - rr(

is a control guide that is widely used and is an indicator of
the length of time a pound of solids is maintained under aeration '':

in the system. If the arfioun't of solids un4er aeration remains . .

constant, tha-an increase in the influent solids load
will-decrease the sludge age. Use of this measure of sludge
age is-recommended for the new activated sludge plant operator

IIbecause of the ease in understanding this approach. The experienced
operator may not accept this method of.control because it ignores
the soluble COD that is related to the solids production but not
measured by suspended solids tests.on the influent.

The following values are typicals ludge ages for different types
of municipal activated sludge plantts with negligible industrial
wastes. Actual loadings muse be related to -the type of waste and

-

local situation.

1. Hi h sate. A high-rate activated sludge plant opefates at
the highest loading of food to microorganisms; the sludge
age ranges'from 0.5 to 2.0 days. Due to this higher loading
the system produces i-lower quality of effluent than the' .11

other types Of actiliated.sludgeplants. This system requires
greater operational surveillance and conerol and is more
eas.kly upset.

2. Conventional. Conventional activated sludge plants' are the
most common type in use today. -The goading of food to micro-
organisms is approximately 50% rbwer than in a high-rate plant,
and. the sludge age ranges froM 3.5 to 7.0 days. This method
of operation producesas highquality.of effluent and is capable
of absabing some shock loads without effluent quality being
adversely affected.

.04

k

A

4

......-..........www.-.v-
10 S Age, days =

(Suspended Sol. in Mixed Lia,-; mg /1)` (Aerator Vol., MG) (8.34 lbstgal) -

(Suspended Sol. in Primary EfT1., mg/l) (Flow, MGQ) (8.34 lbs /gal)

Suspended Solids Under%Aeration, lbs
Suspended Solids Added, lbs/day

.
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-
3. Extended Aeration. Extended aeration is commonly employed in

smaller package-type plants orso-called complete oxidation
systems. These are the most stable 6f the three processes
due to the light loading of food to microorgadisms, and the
sludge age is commonly greater than ten days. Effluent
suspended solids commonly are Iligher.than fotind under con-
ventional loadings.

...

For a summary of the loadings for different types of activated
sludge processes, see Table 7-1.,

,

There are other variations of activated sludge processes such as
contact stabilization, step-feed, Kraus and complete mix which are
discussed in Section 7.9><

--

1

.

QUESTIONS 7

7.2G List,two,methods of supplying oxygen from air to bacteria
- in the, activated sludge process.

7.2:11 _Write the fdrmulu for'calculating 'Sludge age.
P e

,

-

444
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, TAB 7-1

AERATION TANK CAPACITIES AND PERMISSIBLE LOADINGS*

,

.7

.

-PROCESS

.

PLANT DESIGN
'FLOW, MGD

AERATION RETENTION'
PERIOD, HOURS

.

BASED ON DESIGN FLOW

,PLANT DESIGN
LOAD

lb- BUD /day

AERATOR LOADING
lb BOD per day/lb MLSS

SLUDGE
;AGE,
DAYS

Modified or,
"HIGH-RATE"

All 2.5 up

,...

2000 up '

-

1/1 (or less) 0.5 - 2.0

Cohventional
To 0.5

0.5 to 1.5
1.5 up

7:51

6.0 to 7.5
6.0

To 1000
1000 to 3000
3000 up.^

1/2 to
3.g

1/4

- 7.0

Extended
.Aeration

.

All

.

24
.

All

-.

As high as 00
to

As low as 1/20

10

or

Longer

___

IL .

.-. 4,,
Y

.
It

* Recommended, Standards for Sewage Works (10 State Standards), Great Lakes-Upper Mississippi
River Boas4 of State Sanitary Engineers, 1968 Edition, published by Health Education Service,
o.v. Box .7283, Albany, New York 12224. Price, $1.00. -5-
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CHAPTER 7.. ACTIVATED SLUDGE

(Lesson 8' of 8 Lessons).-

7,8 AERATOR LOADING PARAMETERS

-rf
7:80 General .-

Sludge age.hasjbeen suggested as the method for controlling the
activatedsolids in the ctivated sludge process. Other operational con-

trolS. used successfully by operators include the waste load
(food)/sltidge yolatile solids' (organisms) ratio and the mean,
cell residence time (MCM. Mathematically, one can show that
aerator loadings based oZ sludge age,' food /organism ratio, and
MCRT are theoretidallY similar. In 'each case the operator
selects,,a number or value for the parameter to start with on
the basis'of experience and data available from other plants.
He then adjusts this value until he, finds an operating range
which produces the best quality effluent for his pla4

In each: case, the efitical factor'is thevfobd/organism. ela't on-
ship which.calinot be precisely estimated arty 'specific, pla
The Opecator.attempts tq:maintain in the aerator tank sufficient
solids (organisMs) to use up the incoming' waste (fbod). He
doesn't want to many organisms nor too few organisms in the
aeration tank in relation to the.incoming'food. 'Operktion of
the activated sludge process requires removing the organisms
(settled activated sludge) from thesecondary clarifier. as
.quickly'as possible. 'The organisms are either returned to,the
aerator to use the incoming fodh, or they are wasted. Therefore,'
a critical.decision is tb deterMille-the amount of solids to be
wasted. This 'prt)cedute hat been discussel'and an example pro-
vided it Section 7.52.f6m the sludge"age/aeratorloadingparameter.
Select a method to operate your plant and stick with it Don't
continually try to.switch from one method to another.

'

0

7.81 Food/Organism Ratio

The food-6-organisM.loading ratio is based upon t
each day to the-microorganism mass,in the aerator.
provided,is preferably measured by the COD of the
aerator. CO iS recommended because test results

7-19
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within four hours and process changes can be made before the
process becomes upset._ Many operators load aerators on the,
basis of the BOD test, but results five days later are too
late for operational control. The ratio of food load provided
each day to the volatile solids in the aerator is the.recip-
rocal of the sludge age (see Table 7-1, Section 7.25). Typical .

loading parameters have been established for the three opera-
tional zones of activated sludge and are summarized as foll(Ns:

ti

1. HiO-Rate

' COD: 1 lb COD per day/1 lb of-41.16VSS18 under aeration.

BOD: >0.5* lb BOD per day/1 lb of MLVSS under aeration.
*

2. Conventional

COD: 0.5 to 1:0 lb COD per day/1 lb of MLVSS under aeration.

BOD: 0.25 to 0.5.1b BOD"per day/1 lb of MLVSS.under aeration.

3. Extended Aeration

COD: <0.2* lb COD per day/1 lb MLVSS under. aeration'.

BOD: 0.05 to MO lb BOD per day/1 lb MLVSS under aeration.

* > means greater than. Greaterthan 0.5 lb BOD.,
< means less than. Less. than 0.2 lb COD.

7.82 Calculation of Food/Orpnism Aerator Loading

Determine the amount of mixed liquor_ olatile suspended'solids' to
be maintained in the aerator of the conventional plant studied in
this chapter. Assume a food/organism ratio of.0.5 lb COD per day/
1 lb of mixed liquor volatile suspended solids undemaer.ation.

,

FreqUently this loading is expressed as 50 lbs COD per day/100 lbs
of MLVSS.

I

18MLVSS means Mixed Liquor Volatilespended Solids.

S;)
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Infoimation needed:

1. Average COD of primary effluent, trs'a mg/1

2. Average daily flow, 4.0 MGD,

3. Averlge volatile content of mixed liquor
suspended solids, 80%

Finc1/22EL2L2R2rov de d aeraer. day,.,

Aerator
Loading,
lbs COD/day

. ,

$4.%.*

O

r

= From. Effl. COD,thal x Daily Flow, MO x 8,34 lbs/gal

:.

150 mg/1 x 4.0 MGD x'8.34lbs /gal

5004 or 5000 lbs COD/day-.

Find desired pbunds of Mixed Liquor Volatile Susppnded Solids
aeration based u on b.5 lb COD- er Tfia /1 lb of MLVSS

MLVSS,
lbs

under,

Primary Effluent- OD. lbs/day
LOading Factor in lbs. COD/day/1 lb MLVSS'`

5000 lbs CSD/day
0.5 11) COD/day/lb MLVSS

5000

MLVSS

= "110,000.11:as MLVSS -uncler aeration
. . . . 'ki .

.
The NILVSS. is a meastrekof 'the organisms -in the aerator available to

. .

work on the incoming waste (food).. When _operating your plant on the
basis of MLVSSyOu should determine any flucuations that ,may occur .

during the week and make appropriate adjustment:
.

4
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If the COD load applied to the aerator increases or drops to a

. significantly different level for two consecutive days, a new'
mixed liquor solids value should be calculated and activated
sludge wasting adjusted to achieve the new value of solids'desired
under aeration. Calculation of waste sludge rates is outlined in

. Sections 7.52 and 7.53: `

7.83 Mean Cell Residence Time (MCRT)

. . .

Another approach for solids control used by opetators is-the Mean
Cell Residence Time (MCRT) or Solids Retention Time (SRT). This

,,. is a refinement of the sludge age. Both terms are almost the
sang. The equation for MCRT is:

A
MCRT, Pounds of Suspe d Solids in TotalASecondary System

, days. - Lbs of Susp Sol Wa ed/day ± Lbs of Susp Sol Lost inEffl/day

The mosfdesirable MCRT fbr a given plant is determined experimentally
just as with-the use of sludge age,gr the mixed'liquor volatile sus-
pendedpended solids concentration. The desired 1,:CRT for conventional plant
operation should fall between 5 and 15 days. (Don'.t confuse this time
with the recommended range for Sludge Age'of 3.5 to 10 days.)

A way of determining MCRT for the example plant'in this chapter
would be as follows:

Required Data:

1.

2.

Aeraf6r,

Final clarifier volume =

1,000,p00 gals

soolopn gals

Total secondary system volume = 1.5 MG

'3. Wastewater flow to aerator 1= 4.0 MGD

4. Waite sludge flOW for past 24 hrs = 0.075 MGD .

'5. Mixed liguor'suspended solids
concentration

4
= 2400 mg/1

6. 'Waste sludge (or return sl ge)

suspended-solids concentra ion = 6200 mg/1

. 7. Final effluent suspended solids
concentration = 12 mg/1

I

: 1 I

.1 1

I

i .."
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7.84 Calculation of Mean Cell Residence Time

MCRT,

days

MCRT

\

Sus ended Soli ±s in Total Seconda S stem lb%
Susp Sol Wasted, lb /day + Susp Sql Lost inEfflt lbs day

- Susp Sdl in'Mixed,Liq, mg/1 x (AeratcTQIG +(Final Clari=
tier VcJ-MG) x 8.34 lbs /el

(Susp Sol in Waste, mg/1 x Waste Rate, MGD x 8.34.1bs/gal)
+(Susp Sol in Effl,..mg// x Plant-Flow, MGD,x 8.34 lbs/gal)

=

. .

2400'm /1 x (1.0 MG + 0.5 flG)'x
6200 mg 1 x 0.075 MGD x8.34
+ (12 mg/1 x 4.0 MGD'x 8.34

2420 mg/1 x 10.5 MG x 8.34 lbs /5a1
(620 mg/1 x 0.0754MGD Z 8.34 lbs /gal)
+ (12 mg/1 x 4.VMGD x 8.34 lbs/gal)

_30,024 lbs

81% lbs/ al
is gal
lbs/gal)

3878,1bs/day + 400,1bs/day

30J024 lbs
4278 lbs/day'

= 7:0 days

If you are operating the plant on the basis of MCRT and the plant
operates satisfactorily at-the MCRT of 8, 9, 10, 11, or even 15
days, the main method of control is tp adjust the waste sludge
rate to maintain the MCRT at the, desired number of.days.

5+

o.
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...Rearranging the equation on the previous page, calculation of' the
4- sludge ,waste rate from the system merely means plugging in the

Chosen MCRT-(use 7 days) d. solids figures.

--- Example:

Waste°
Sus Sol in S s em lbs

Sludge, =
CRT, day

- Susp Sol in Effl, lbs /day
lbs/day ,

Ab

2400 mg/1 x 1.5 MG X 8.34 lbs/gal 12 mg/1 x 4.0 MGD
. 7 days: x 834 lbs/ga'

*

30 024 lbs
= 400 lbi§/day

7 days

= 4289 lbs/day - 400 lbs/day

= 4E19 lbs/day

The waste sludge pumpihg rate of 3878 lbs/day appears to be correct.
to maintain a Mean Cell Residence Time of 7 days.

QUESTIONS

7.8A. Why is it sometimes necessary to,

7.8B If you calculate that your plant
ligdor volatile suspended solids
9,000 pounds under aeration, how

,waste some activated sludge?

has ~12,000 pounds4ef mixed

anurider aeration you need
many-pounds should be wasted?

7.8C What should be the waste sludge pumping rite (GPM) if a'plant
should be' Wasting 3000 pounds per day and they concentration,

/
,-, .

`'' -
of return sludge is 6000 mg/1? .

..
.

0
1

7.8D Estimate the waste sludge ,ra.0e (lbs/day) 'from an activated
.

. sludge plant operating at an MCRT of 100ddys. The;system
- __.contains 40,000 pounds of suspended solids and the ef411Feq

has 'a suspended solids concentration of 10 ilea---B.t a flow

of 5 MGD.

0
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, MODIFICATIONS OF TEIEACTIVATEDSLUDGg PROCESS

4

#

4
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°
,

7.90 ReasOns for Other Mddes of Operation
T-

Modification of t4e 'Conventional vtetiv,ated sludge process.thas been
777-

'developed tw improve operationaljesuliti under certain circum Nances-,.o910°
t

'
7.91 Co

/
act Stagy i,zation (Fig. 7.9) .

.. Operation of an activated' slitdge plat 'on the basis of contact
.

stabilization requires two aeration tanks. IIII, tank is for
separate 'reaeration, pf the returi sludge for a period of at.,
least four hours before it is permitted to flow into the other
ae4tio,n flank to be mixed with the primary effluent requiring
treatment. Loading factors trethe same,,,as for conventional -
activated sludge, but at times the solids in the aeration tank-,.
may be althost twice as high as normal rangesin conventional

_,....,

plants. Nr
&

.

o

Some ,of thes condi,tibris may Ile:

1, Current or actual. loadings -are in_ xcessPof .

--- design loading, for conventtdfial eration.. .
,

. ,
. o'.. 0 4.. . t

2, WaStewater constituents require added nutrients
to 'properly treat influen waste load, .

3, now .pr streilgth of waste varies seasonally:

If the ^lids content in aeration' tank "A; (mixed liquor aerator,

I fig% .7,9) and aeration tank "B"' (return sludge aeration only) are
combined, the loading ratio of food/organismso is the same as
conventional operation, but if yo only 1pok at aeration tank "A"

,s where"the load is appiied,Ne approach double the load ratioI es tab 1 i slit d , f or sc4onventional". act iv*at e,0 sludge.
'..: ,

gt
.

Z,

111- , II

Contact-stabilization attempts to have organisms assimilate
.

and .
, .*

1 ° store /large portirons of the influent .waste doad.ip a i'hOrt time o(as short ass 30.minutes). The attivated sludge 1.4 separated from ,,/ the treated wastewater in the -secondary clarifier_ and returned to u/
I ,

the reaeration 'tank -"B". No new food is added to the reaeration .
- tank and the organisms must use the waste materials they co'llecfed
and stored 'in the, first aeration tank. When the storea.fodd, is

o . used up; the organisms begin searching for more food and are ",- 0
, teady to be returned to tank "A". . ,- ,...,-

.
0. I.

...

c.. M Process controls for a contact stabilization plant are the same
as those described for a conventional plant in_ this chapter. When,a pl t has exceeded design flows, or "is subject to perroOk 'high.

.
4,
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A

flows or shock waste loads, thenscontactstabilization_is-capable
of treating the plant influent beeause'a ready reserve of organisms .

is avail'able in the reaeration tank "B"..,_

II

.

7.92 Kraus Process (Fig. 7.10)

: *,
:147'

...

,.7,..
I

The
.

Kraus process is a modification of conventional activatet

I sludge, and the process is patented by its developer. The process
is widely used when the wastewater contains a much'greater ratio
of carbonatepus to nitrogenous material thl.int.found in normal

II
domestic wastewater.

This imbala ce commonly occurs_whelLwastes from cant/tries or

II

dairies ar treated. When the. organisms use-ail. of a limiting
consDituen , they refuse to remove the retaining portions of

digester supernatant and sludges. Feeding anaerobic digester

nitrogenous material which is readily available in anaerobic

the other constituents. Normally'this nutrient deficiency.is

supernatant or digester sludge to the aeration system will
usually supply the 'proper nutrients to maintain the balance,

,

The method of applicatiOn is very important.
, . . .

.
. ,

.1 S
0

In the Kraus process, the return sludge is. sent to the reaeration

I
aerator ("B") to be mixed with the digested sludge from a complAely
mixed digester. In the reaeration .tank (1-1B"), the digested sludge

, 0 and the return sludge are mixed, reaerated, and then-sent to the

II

mixed liquor aerator ( "A "). The amount'of digested sludge introduced
to the system is detertiped by laboratory evaluation and by carbo-
naceous material removal through the system.

. ( ,

-5... .
9 ,

.
.

. 1 Then same controls apply as described for controlling a conventional
activated sludge plant. The-main objective is to properly balance ,

...0,...

e .nutrients; however, one added advantage (similar,to contact,stabil1/4,._

II ''
.

zation) is the ability'to maintain a large mass sf organ -isms under.
aeration in a relatively smaller system

.
, -

''

1

7.93, Step-Feed Aeration (Fig. 7.11)
,

Step-feed aeration actually is a step-.feed process based on con-
ventional activated sludge loading parameters. The difference
'between step-feeduand conventional operation is that in conventional
activated sludge the primary effluent and return'sludge are intro-
duLd at one point only, the entrance to the aeration tanks. In
step-feed-aeration therqurn sludge is introduced separately and
in many cases 'allowed a short reaeration period by itself at the
entrance tb the tank. IlleprimaTy effluent. is admitted to the aeration
tanks ax several different locations. These locatitins distribute. 4

-44
X7-27
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NODE 1

Return Sludge
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Return Sludge

ODF 3

Keturn SlUdge

Return Sludge

NODES OF FLOW

100% Primary Effluent'

\Conventional'Flow Activated Sludge Process

*N.

259:
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.1

Flow

25%

Step - Feed.

25% 25%'Primary Effluent

o w
I !)

)11

Step-Feed

0% 33-1/3% 33-1/3'0 _33-1/3%

\X :

0%
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50% 50%

I 11. 1

*I,
Flow I . I I
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1004 Influent

Aerator .
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ii

4 4

Aerator
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-
.

Several possible modes.er seeding prillary efLluent to the aeration
tanks. Some tanks may haveriore.or rekter points of discharge into
the talik.

Fig. 7.11 !.:odes of step aeration
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7

the waste load over the aeration tank and reduces oxygen tags in
an aerator. If you introduce. the influent near the outlet end
of the aeration tank, the process will become similar to contact
stabilization.

. . 41.I
Step-feed aeration distributes.the oxygen demand from the wastewater
over the entire aerator instead of concentrating it at the inlet end.
Some of its,advantages over conventional operation include less
aeration volume to treat the same volumes of wastewater, better con-
trol in handling shock loads, and better control of the solids entering
the secondary clarifiers. When a conventional' plant is Qperating
above design loads and the secondary clarifiers cannot handle
the solids load, switching to step-feed aeration oripntact
stabilization allows the operator to maintain the desired amount "o

of.solids under aeration. SIlccessul operation requires good faaste .

storage transfer into the solids in the short time inter-Val-before
the waste reaches the effluent end of'the aeration tank.

This mode of operation is controlled by the.same procedures
used for the conventional process except that the mixed. liquor
suspended solids determinations must be made at each point of,
wastewater addition measure the waste content and dillition
factor provided by the primary effluent to determine the total
pounds of solids in the aeration tank. .

7.94 Complete Mix (Fig. 7.1
i

.",..?..', ,

f

The complete mix mode of operation is a design ification of °
: tank mixing techniques to insure equal ig.tribution of applied II

waste'load, diassolved oxygen, andreturn sludge throughout the
aeration tank. The theory of this modification is that all

IIparts Of the aeration tank should be similar in terms of amounts
4.

° of food, organisms, and air. This is accomplished by providing
diffuser location and application points of influent and return

.
, sludge to the aerator at several locations, -Providing a similar
condition throughout-the entire aeration tank allows a food/organis
ratio of-liltd,still _produces effluent qualities comparable to...
'conventional peration. Generally, smaller,aeration tanks are
more completely mixed than larger ones. -Usually aeration is more , II

efficient in a complete mix facility such as illustrated in

.%Fig. 7.12.hecause of. the. locations of the air headers.

il

I

1
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7.95 Modified Aeration .(Fig. 7.13)

a'

PRIMARY EFFLUENT

OR RAW WASTEWATER

RETURN
SLUDGE
10%

AERATION TANK
2 HOUR'S DETENTION

1

-4

EXCESS SLUDGE TO PRIMARY INFLUENT
IF PRIMARY IL IER AVARABLE

Fig. 7.13 Modified. aeration

/SECONDARY

CtARIFIER
EFFLUEN

TALTERNATE

EXCESS ShOGE
TO THICKENER

Mo fied aeration is also known as high -'ate activated sludge.
F equently it is used as intermediate:treatment where the dis-
charge requirements demand .higher treatment than primary, but
not as high as conventional activated, sludge, in terms of BOD
and suspended solids removals..

Either-raw wastewater or primary effluent is applied to an aeration
tekk with a de.cention time oftwo hours and .4 mixed liquor suspended'
solids concentration of less than 1000 mg/l. 5, Air requirements are
lower because of fewer organisms (solids) under aeration. Effluent
quality ranging from primary treatment to conventional activated'
sludge treatment can be achieved by the operator by controlling
the,air supply, aeration period, and,the pounds of solid under
aeration :a

4

-7-32
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CHAPTER' 8. SLUDGE DIGESTION AND41ANDLiNG

1 (Lesson 1 of 5 Lessons)

8.0 INTRODUCTION

Settled solids removed from the bottom and floating scums removed
. from 'the top of clarifiers and sediMentation tanks are a watery,
odorous mixture called raw sludge and scum. Frequently this raw
sludge is pumped to a sludge digester for treatment before disposal.
In the anaerobic sludge digester, the most common kind, bacteria -

decompose the organic solids in the absence of disSolved oxygen.
Figure 8.1 shows, the location of au anaerobic slpdke digester in
a typical plant. Figures 5.2, 6.4 and 7.2 also show plan views
of the Ideation of sludge digestion:,and handling facilities in
relation to-other treatment Processes.

8.00 Purpose of Sludge Digestion

Anaerobic digestidel reduces wastewater solids from a sticky, smelly
mixture to a mixture that'is relatively odor free, readily dewaterable,2
and capable of being disposed of without"cailsing a nuisance.

In thei$rocess organi/ solids are liquefied, the solids volume is
reduced. and valuabl e! methane, gas is produced, in the 'digester py_ the
action of two different groups of bacteria living together in the same
environment. One gr'up consists of saprophytic ouanisM43 commonly
referred to as ' formers". The second group, whin utilized the

AI?

\
4 Anaerobic Diges'tion (AN-air-O-bici). WasteVater solids and water

(about 5% soLids, 951 water). are placed in a large tank where .

bac'teria decompose the solids in the absence of dissollYed oxygep.
At least two general groups of bacteria act in balance:
saprophytic bacteria (see Footnote 3) and methane fermenters
break down the'acids to methane,, carbon dioxide, and water: /

4
4'Dewaterable. A material.is considered dewaterable if water will,

readily drain from it: Generally raw 'sludge dewatering if more
difficult than ` I.rate-r-rE4nov0---frem-d-i-ge-s-ted_slitrige

3 Saprophytic Organisms (SAP -pro-FIT-tik). Organisms living on dead
or decaying organic matter. They help naturardetompbsition of the
organic solids in wastewater.

aK
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acid produced by the saprophytes, arethe "methane fermenters".
The methane fermenters are not as 'abundant in raw wastewater as
are the acid formerst The methane fermenters desire a pH 'range
of 6.5 to 8.0 and will reproduce on4Y in that range.

The object of good digester operation is.o maintain suitable
conditions in the digester for a growing .(reproducing) population
of both acid formers and methane fermenters. you must do this by
the control of food gully (organic.solids), volatile acid/apcalinity

.relationship, mixing, and temperature. Generally, you have one your
job properly ifthe digester reduces the volatile (organic.) solids
content by between 40 and 60% of what they were in the ra4 sludge.

To obtain.the desired degree of organic solids reduction May require'
from5 to 12n days of digestion time. The time required depends on
how.good a job you are required to do on digesting the sludge, and on,
the adequacy of mixing, the organic loading rate, and the temperature
at which the bacterial culture is maintained.

,

8.01 How Sludge, Digestion Works-, (by, William Garber)
7 t. ''.0

, The equations shm4n in Fig. 8.2 illustrate one- way,of outlining what
happens in a digester. These equations indicate two "general types
Of eactions

- \

1., Acid forming. reactions which proceed at a rate
depAdent upon temperature,.pH, and 4bod°conditions.

2. Methane fermentdtion jeactions which proceed at a
- rate dependent, upon temperature, pH, and food conditions.

You must try to operate an anaerobic sludge digester so that the rate
of acid formation and methane fermentation are approximately equal;
otherwise the reaction All get out of balance. The most common condition
of unbalance t:lat occurs is that the methane- fermenters, which are
sensitive anaerobes, fail to keep pace and the digester becomes acid
because the rate at which acids are converted is too low.

The literature has been full of terms such as "Sandard-Rate" and
"High-Rate" digestion. These terms refer to digesterloading and
not td therates of bacterial action. In Nigh-Rate" systems,
mixing is used to obtain the best possible distribution of the.
substrate (food) and seed (organism) so that more bacterial reaction
can occur. o
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Mixing is the most important factor in the so-called "High-Rate"
processes, and it is considered to acc ish the following:

1. Utilize as"much of the total content of a digester
as possible.

2: Quickly distribute the raw sludge food throughout` the.
volume of sludge in the tank.

.

.3. Put the microorganisms in contact with the food.

, .

4. Dilute the. inhibitory by- products of MiCobiological
reactions ,throughout'the sludge mass.

5, Achieve good pH control by distributing buffering alka-
Unity througholi the 'digestion tank.

6: Obtain the Ntst possible distribution of he;.t through
the tank. '

7. Minimize the separation of grit and inert solids Ito"the
. bottom or floating scum material to the top.

4 digester may be operated in one of thee temperature zones or
ranges, each of which has its own partiicular type of bacteria. The
lowest range (in an unheated dige&-riutilizes psychrophilic (cold
temperature loving) bactetia.4 Temperature.of the sludge inside
tends. to adjust to the. outside temperature. However, below 50 °F
little or no bacterial' activity occurs and the necessary reduction

. in sludge volatiles (organic matter) will not occur. When the
temperature increaseb abOve 50°F, bacterial activity increases to
a measurable rate and digestion starts again. The bacteria appear
to be able to survive taueratures-well below freezing with little
QT no harm.t The psychrophilic upper range is,aroUnd 68 °F. Digestion
in this range' requires froM'50 to 180 days, depending upon the degree,
of treatment .(solids reduction) required. Few digesters are designed,
today to operate in this range, but there.are many still in use,
'including most Imhoff tanks and similar unheated digesters, with no'
mixing devices. Generally, these digesters are not very effective'in.
digesting sludge.

.

Psychrophili,c Bacteria (organisms). (sy,kro-FILL-lick). A group
of bacteria that thrive in temperatuies'below68°P4

'

4

1,0
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The middle ran,* of organisms are called the mesophilic (medium
temperature loving) bacteria5. they thrive between about 68°F
and 113°F. This-is tlitTinost common' operational range, with

temperatures usually being maintained at about 95'F to 8°F.
Digestion at that temperature may'take frOM'S to 50 days or more
(normally4-aroUnd:25 to'36 days), depending upon the required
degree of volatile solids reduction and adequacy of mixing. The

so-called "High-Rap" procestes are usually operated within the
mesophilic temperature range, These are nothing more than pro-
cedures to obtain good mixing so that the organismand the food
can be brought together to allow the digestion processes to pro-,
ceed as rapidly as possible. With the most favorable conditions
the time may be no more than five days for an intermediate level-

-

of,digestion.'

The third range of organisms are called thefmophilic (hot tempera-4
ture lov g) bacteria,6 and they thrive above 113'F. The time'
required for digestion, in this range falls between 5 and '12 days, .4
dependi upon operational conditions andidegree of volatile
solids reduction required. However, the prollipms of maintaining

temperature, sensitivity of the organisms to temperature change,
and some, reported pfoblems of poor solids-liquid separation are
re sons why only a few plants have adtuaIlybeen operated in the
t ermophilic range-. 410

p

ou cannot merely raise the temperature of he digesters and have
.a successful operation in another range. 'The bacteria must fiave.'
time to adjust to the new temperature zone rand to develop'a
balanced culture before continuing'to work. An gxcellent rule
for digestion is never change the temperature more than one degree
a day to allow the bacterial culture to becomes acclimated (adjust
td the temperature.changes).

Secondary, digestion tanks are,sometimes use40'to allow liquids
(supernatant)7 to separate from the solids, toprovide a small
amounS, of additional digestion, and to act as a "seed" source (the-
settled', digested sludge). However, digestion tanks geteralfy have
too small a "surface area to depth" ratio to be.goodsedimentation
tanks.. Separation of solids from liquids is more efficient in,

5 MeSophilic
that thrive

-6 Thermophili
that thrive

.

7.Supernatant
the''superna

the settled

Bacteria (mess-O-FILL-lick) A group of bacteria
in a temperature range between 68°F and 1,13'F

c Bacteria (thermo-FILL=lick). A group of bacteria
in temperatures above 113°F. %

(sue-per-vAY-tent). In a sludge diietion tank,
tant is the liquor between the surface slum and
slt:dge on thg bottom of the tank.

a
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lagoons or in tanks design ed for "separation. If a significant
9 amount of digestion occurs in the secondary tank, the result'

may be poor separation of solid's. Secondary digestirs should be
used for solids concentration and for a reservoir of alkalinity
and seed sludge Which may he returned to the primary digester
when needed.

:

You haVe certaidother.items you can use for control in addition
to mixing and temperature selection. These include:

1. Varyinghthe sludge 'concentration or water added to
the system,,

4 . . . .
. ; .

.

r 2. Varying the.rate and frequency of feiding,'With continuous
\ ,

feed the most desirable.'
IA. ;

I .

410

3: Closely controlling grit and skimming in order that
capacity.of,the tank is affected as little aspOssible
by thest matetials.

4.- peinidg 'regularly to maintain capacity. 40,

:S. A good maintenance program to' maintain the Aximum
degree 'of flexibility.

P °.re
6.- Maintaining records and laboratory control in order

that process condition is knowat all times.
.

,

Although digestion is a complex process and only a portion of its
theonYis Understood, enough as known to allow you to exercise
good operational' control. For sludge digestion as forany of the
wastewater.processes, remember that for themost successful opera-
tion you need to d6 the following:4.

4 N,
1. Understand the theory of the process so you know what
4 you are basically trying to do.

2. Know your facilities thoroughly so' that you can attain
(maximum flexibility of operation,

3. Keep carefUl records and.use laboratory analyses to
follow the processcontiwally.

4. Maintain your facilitie s in the'best possible condition
at ill' times,

41
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8.1 COMPONENTS IN THE ANAROBIC'SLUDGE DIGESTION PROCESS

To understand an d operate. an anaerobic sludge digester, the operator

mUst be familiar with the location and function of the .various com-
ponents of the digestion facility.

8.10 Pipelines and Valves
_...

..

11
. . \ ... .

Raw sludge pipelines are usually constructed of cast iron,or,steel
to withstand pumping pressures. In recent years glass-lined or'A

9

11

epoxy-lined sludge lineg have been used to alleviate4theprobleml
\ *,

: N
.

of grease deposits. These deposits cut Opacity and may cause

chemical solutions such agT.S.P., instead. 1 II

'e "go-devil" type cleaners and/or hot'stoppages. plants use

I,- %
.

The valves used in sludge and scum lines are mostly of the plug-
.. type. They give positive control where a gate or butterfly valve

max' become blocked by tags orother material which will not allow - ..

! the valve to seat. In some cases a gate or butterrlyvalve is ihdi-
cated'becattse a quick closing plug `valve could result in water hammer
and damage the pipeline.

,0

t

Nt)

Ii.v.erZ START A T701.7-eNe. DtSplArrmeNT
PUMP AGA1Wir A CLOSED VALVE ;.a-cAusg--
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gumricx1
. .

IA Why are p lug type valves used in sludge nes?

r01

MP, Why .diou I d a' pus i t i ve di.sp I acement, pump never

he started against 'a cI sed v I v,:

Why should a t.s Ludge of inc ne ve r he. e I used ;Lt. ihoth

t I The Di ges te r

t.

f

its

Digestion tanks, [Hy he cylindrica or cubical irishape. Most tanks
constructed tody r cylindrical. The Iloorol tilt tank is sroped
so. that sandityrit, and heavy sludge wOl tend to he removed from
the tank. Most digesters constructed 4.124.1ay have either. fixed or
f 1 c pit i pg covers

40 A. fixed cove r Tanks
. 0

A fixed cover tank has a statiodary roof, generally slab,*.conical,
or cone7saped, and constructed concrete or steel. Both types
of cove4mre normally designed toa ,maintain no morethan an eigt ch

water column of gas pressure 'on thetank roof (Pig. 8.), but some are
'-designed'for firessures of 25 inches or more. _he doted cover is
designqd to hold a larger volve of gas. Any,tyPei o mixing device
may be used with a fixed cover tank, and the Crank must be eq 'Ped.
with pressure and vacuum relief valves. 0. .

"A,fixpd cover digester can have an explosive mixture tank when
sludte is withdrawn if proper precautions are not tAken.to prevent

'4 from being drawn into t tank. Each time a new charge of Taw sludge,.:/'
is added, an equal'amo t of supernataniSse'displaW because the itank-
is maintainerat a fixed level.

4

Q

ro

.
13 . ' Floatim& Cover

.-

,
. . ..0.

A floating cover move Cup and down with the .tank level & gas prissug"..
, .

.-

Normally"the'Vertical travel of the cotir.is about eight fot;' . w)zth
.

stops, (corbels) ors4anding edges for.down (lowering).conrol'and .. -

> c
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o

maxiNum water 'level-for upward travel. Maximum viater.leVel.
ccntrolled by an ov blow pipe that must-bekepticidarto prevent

- ddMage to the floati g cover by overfilling. Gas pnedsuTeis
dependent upon the we'ght of the cover. The advantages of a
;floating cover inclu e less danger of explosiye Mixtures forming.
in the digetter, bet er convol-af supernatant wi Idrawal, and

...,better control of scum blankets., Disadvantages i ludehigher
,construction and maintenance costs.

C. Digester Depth )4' . -

A iypiCal operation depth for digesters is arodn 20 feet (side.
wall t,:atex Level depth). The bottom slopes dow and to the. center
of the tank. A gas space of two to three 1' t is usually provided'
above normal liquid sludge le\rel, but some loating.dovers allow.
more room for.gas storage,

D. Raw Saudge

Typically the- raw scludge feed is-piped to4he top of the, primary
digester and admitted on theside opposite the supernatant over-
flowpipe thi secondary digester. Typica:lly. this
line also carries any recirculated digesrersliadA.in the 'system .°

c) that the raw sludge is immediately seeded With bacteria as it
enters the tank.

4

E. - Supernatant Tdbes '.(Fig. 8.4)

, a

Oct a fixed cover digester there may be three to five%supernatant
tubes set at different levels for supernatant-rMovai. NorMally
only one-tube is used at a time. The Cube used is selected'to 4

ids
vided

,
,

return the aupernatant liquor, with the lowest quantity of so
back to the primary clarifier5'or'.to sludge, drying beds, prb I
lact is available'. . . . .

,

A single adjystable tube is also kited at some pla94. On the
.

l ---

floating cover digester there is tsuaIly only'one su pernatant .,,,.

tube.' This may be.adjusted to pu.11.supernatant -1i4Or-frok various
levels of the .ark Igy,raisinfOr lowering the tube.. In smaller.

. plants the supernatant'withdrawal may be'done'only once or twice.
'a day, because the,floating_oier allows the tanktokandle:volume'.
changet. An adjdatable tie usually allows a iupernatant, with the 1

least solids co tent ta be selected. The digester should be visually '

checked a mini
filling and s ructdraldam o the tarik.. 1

.
6

' -

- I

,um of once er day foios liquordevels to pneVent ovp0.;',L
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F.

F.- Sludge Draw -off Lilies

The sludge draW-off lines are typically placed on blockS.along
'I.-the sloping floor of the-digestier: Sludge is Witlidrawn from the

center -of the tank. ,Very seldom are` they placed under the floor

.,.. 'These :lines are normally me.# inches. in d ater,and
ofzthe digester because they would not be' of

blockages..

equipped With plug valves. ,The lines are used to transfer, the
digester sludge periodiodfly to a sludge disposal.sYstem 'of

I dither drying beds or some type of dewatering system. These
lines also transferseed,sludge.from the secondary digester to
the primary digester and recirculate bottom 'sludge-to seed and
break up a scum blanket.

..

QUESTIONS ti.

'Wh:y should you 'maintain no more' than an eight-inch

water column of gas pressure on the roof of -a fixed 45
cover digester?

- "".

,8.11B Why.must a fixed cover digester :be equipped with
pressUre and vacuuni relief -.vabps?

... ,:.-,

.8.11C. What-are the adifintages of a. floating cover in,.. .

... cOmparison with. a fixed covet digester?--

,8.11D. Why is it desirable to.mixrecirbulateedigester
sludge with raw sludge? , - -

:.. -

-.. .--

.

1

7

END OF LESSON 1 OF 'S'IISSONS

on,'

SLUDGE DIGESTION AND HANDLING
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CHAPTER 8. SLUDGE DIGESTION AND HANDLING

,

(Lesson 2Of 5 Lessons)

S.12 Gas System (Fig. 8.5)8

The anaerobic digestidn process propces 7 to 12 cubic feet of gas
for every young Of -volaalwmatter destroyed, depending upon the'
characteristics of thqr sludge. The gas consists mainly of methane
(CH4) and -Orbon diOxide.:(CO2). The methane -content of the gas in

O
a propely functioning digester will, vary from 65 to 70%, with.
carbon .dioxide running around 30.to 35% by volumd.' -One .or two
percent Of the ligester compoSed of various other gases.

Digester gas (due-to the ;Methane) possesses a heat- value of approxi-
Mately 500 to 600 .BTIP per cubic fo6t, whereas natural-gas" with d
higher methane content may range 'from 900 to.120 BTU per cubic foot.

.
..

.

Digester gas is utilized in plants in various ways: for heating the 0'
.

digesters; for he ling tht plane. buildings,stOr running enginest_for
air bleivers" _Ter ,t e activated sludge- _process ::.or for electribal power
for, the

,
-plant.

4
.

..,''', . : r.._ .

.

s

WARNING

66-rej2 CAK )(PrizEM-ELY \DANI.G.E120(J
'N -rwo vii40.1 M ix W oxycism
IT cR N.041 Vie M t x-ruizes ANT). i-r:

17:44'1)*IAT I ON o()12 0 XYGSN.
0.K1N 6 ; , OR

Ca. gva4."rPel-faAr5 AT2OLI
j2 4a1v&B .170/ARM-6- :FAG ILI11 E.

kt.4q_ cot
STARVATICkli,

MO4t
-c1-1E. Di Ci..47M

;:1 4
8 Many figures in thia;lection.were made 'available courtesy, of

, V.AREC; Inc., 3U1' East AlOhdra Blvd., Gardena, California D0247.
MentiOn. of comercial products cir manufacturers is for illustra-
tive purposes an does not .implr etdorsement by Sacramento State
College; tPA/W.Q0;4:0r any other 'state *or 'federal agency.

r.

9 BTU.: .British Thermal .t)i\at . Th amount of. heat required to -raise
the temperature of one pound o water orte degree "Fahrenheit..

41'1,

It,

R714 .1S3
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The ,gas s
or to he

... h:
. I

= .,
,..1T,' ' s t

, . .
, .. 0 1M2.item temciv's '-the -gas from the-digester to .a point of use,-,

lined, , ., .

lined, 4.14 the ,swaste gas burner as excess. , The 'following
item a're-OOmpOtients,!-`of the as ys,tern.

#, ' °

40
.4418.

A. Gas, Dome
J -7 o '\ This is a po t in :'diges;ter-,7±Oof Where-the- gas 'from, the tan

removed',,', On .i.-,,s0 cover tanks thttre,mayf also 'be a.itafe%.00,eal ,

(Fig. 8.3) incOrporat ek tp protect, the-T...tant.:4iiktirally-frim,eXcess
positive preSsire,1°` or Vacuum reate&hy.4thdgwaI ofsludge or . .gas too irapidly. 7 ._.. , ...,, :

.:- .

-,

:
If gas pressure j,,rt a.1.1.gwed to build up 11 inches= of water eolUmn
pressure; it °:INT..i:11 escape .aroun<the wat seal =to the 'atmosphere
without liffizIkthe roof If'ludge is. rawn_or.gas used too

1''' rapidly' the vacuum Could. exceed. Inches ande,bre* the water
seal; th sallloWing air= to enter the tank. ,-,With.Ct7thle,w.ater seal,
the yacuum d` becoine great enough to col:rapse: the 'nli'.: Air 4n
the yank. ,creaties an lexplosiv,4 condition. In addition, sUlphuri.
acid co rosion is often: fotilid wIlere' air i. consistently in contact_with, t gas. The pipellhe be"tweenthe. gas sto p:tank and the
digester,vill Protect the digesfet .fiom ,Water sea leaks, if the
line is clear... 'When liqUids .#e linmped-intbu the igester, gas On;
go out the line. to the storage tank*ndwhen liqu .aie pumped out.:
of the digester ),`gas can return, througlii,tbe.:line.

... :-. Q1 45traNs

8.12A Wha he:.two' comppnents of ,

digester gas. afAr 'g,as jai-oauc_tion -11:4S:becoine
well established? v . - .

8.12B Whikt., are some use/of digester gas?,

8.12.c Why must the dikes ter gas be 'cont-rolVo- yith
extreme" c,aution?

10 Positive Pressure. A .positive,pressure 1is a pressure greater
is measured as pounds per square inch
water column. A -negative pressure
atmospheric and is 'sometimes. measured

than atmospheric. It
(psi) or as inches of
(vacuu,m) is less than
in inches' of mercury,

8-15
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'B. Pressure Relief and Vacuum Relief Valves.
(Fig. 8., NEC Fig. No. 5800-81)

The pressure relief valve and the vadtum relief valve
attached to a common pipe, but each works independent

pressure relief valve is equipped.with a seat and weig
lead washer weights. each weight is stamped with its
water coluftn height 11 such' as 1" H2O or 31" H20. .There;

sufficient weights, combinedwith the weight of the pa
equal the designed holding pressure of the ,tank. The
is'normally established between six inbhes and eight in
water. If the gas pressure in the tank exceeds the pop -'off setting,
then the valve will open and vent toithe atmosphere for a couple
of minutes, through the pressure relief valve. This should occur
before the water seal blows out. The water seal can be broken
when a tank is overpumped or gas removal is too slow.

th are .

The
ed with .'

uivalent
hould be

to

pressure
es of

The vacuum relief valve operate's similarly to the pressure relief
valve except that it relieves negative pressures to prevent the
tank from sollapsing. Operating of either one of these valves is
undesirable, because this allows,the mixing of digester gas with
air and can create an explosion outside the tank if the pressure
relief valve opens and inside the,tankif the Vacuum relief opens.

(

WARNING

A AA 1.X-ru,R QA-r1 O -0C
Di cie-rS12 GIAS 1-
6,0v4r2 AND !Pp 1, I AA }-r> .

These,two valves should be
proper operation.

( ,

checked at least every six month for

r

Water,COlumnHeight, when pre'ssure builds up in a digester,
the gagl)ressure would force water up a tube'of water connected

':,,to. the outside of the digester. The higher the water column
th`e\ireater t e gas pressure.'

wr

1
c-

8-17
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PRESSURE RELIEF A D

VACUUM BREAKER V LVE

WITH FLAME ARRE TER

for Use on Digesters and eas Holders

The "Varec" Figure No. 5811 -81 unit consists

of a Figure No. 2000-81. Pr' sure Relief and

Vacuum Breaker Valve and a Figure No. 50-91
:4??'

Flame .Arrester. Maximum protection against ex-

cessive pressure and vacuum s afforded and acci-

dental ignition of sludge g s within the digester

and gas holder from extern sources is eliminated.

Valve :is light ,weight

construction. ,IriteriOr pa

for inspection and mai

are dead weight loade

and corrosion resistant

is are readily accessible

enance purposes. Pallets

and include replaceable

synthetii rubber sludg gas resistant seat inserts

to -insure 4s tight set ring and long life service

with minimum main enance. Seat' rings, pallets

and guide posts are .nodized for extra,corrosion

protection and are r movable.

Flame arrester consists of a flame arresting bank

assembly enclosed w thin a gas-tight housing. The

bank consists of a multiple number of individual

corrugated stamped sheets and is readily'remov-,

able from the housing for inspection and cleaning

purposes. The arrester is listed by Underwriters

Laboratories and is approved by Associated Fac-

tory Mutual Laboratories.

3-13

FIGURE NO. 5800-81
0

SETTINGS

Valves ,are furnished with variable pressure

settings from 2" to 10" of water in increments of

1" of water. Vacuum setting is 2" of water unless

otherwise specified.

STANDARD MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

Valt'e is substantially aluminum (impervious

to the attack df sludge gas) thrOughout except

for synthetic rubber pallet seat inserts and steel

studs, nuts and, screws.

Flame arrester bank is all . aluminum and the

housing consists of cast aluminum ends and cast

iron side and cover plates. Gaskets are graphited

asbestos.

N..

Ale

1

1
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C. Flame Arrestors (Fig. 8.8, yAREC Fig. No. 450)

\. .

A typical flame arrestor is a rectangular box holding approxipately
50 to:, 100 corrugated aluminum plates with punched holes. If flame
should develop. in the gas line, it would be cooled below the ignition
poll-it as it attempted to,pass through the baffles, but gascOuld flow
.through with little loss in pressure.

To prevent- explosions, flame arrestors should be installed:

1. Between vacuum and pressure relief valves and the
digester dome.

*
_

2.. After sediment trap on gas line from digester.

3. At waste gas burner.

Before every boiler, furnace,- or flame:

Flame arrestors should be servicedevery three months by
valving the gas .off, pulling one end1plate, and sliding
the baffle cartridge out of the housing. A build-up of
scale, salts from bpndensate, andresidue build-up,on the

'plates restricts gas flow.

)
The cartridge in the flame arrestor, is designed to slide open so
the baffles may be separated and washed without complete dismantling.
When the unit is reassembled it should be -tested for leaks by swabbing
a soapsuds solution over potential leaky areas and inspecting for
bubbles.

D. Thermal Valves.

Another protective device installed near a flame source and near
the'gas dome is. the thermal valve. This valve is round, with a

`weighted seat attached to a stem. The stem sets on a fusible disk
holding the seat up. If enough heat is generated by a flame, the
fusible element melts and drops the s.tem and valve seat to cut,off
gas flow. .Most xalves are equipped with a wing nut on top of the

, valve body. If ,ihe wing nut is removed, it uncovers a'glass tube
which shows visually if the stem is up. If the stem cannot be seen,
then the valve is closed-, and no zas. can flow. If this occurs, the
'valve is removed and heated in boiling water to remove the melted

8-19



fusible slug.:
.

A new slug ,is installed (slightly larger War an
aspirin tabfet), the stem replaced on-top of lit, and the valve is
ready fot service.

, These valves should be diSmantled at least aft
once a yea in order to be positive that the stem is free to fall
and not gummed up with residue or sole from the gas.

Figure Q.9 (VAREG Fig. No 440) shots a flame arrestor connected
to a pressure relief

QUESTIONS

8.12G How would you service a flame arrestor?

8.12H Why should you check the theanal valyes at least
once a year?

0

'a-2if

I)

If
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FLAME TRAP ASSEMBLY

IN.M1111,

f.

FIGURE NO. 450 v

Assembly consists of -Varec- Flame Trap Fig No
53-81 and Thermal Operated Shutoff Valve Ng. No. 430,

It is usually installed in all gas lines to gas utilization
equipment, as' close as possible to the points of corn
bustion, and, in lines leading from each digester and
gasholder May be installed in either horizontal or
vertical pipelines.

is designed to arrest and stop flame propagation
and to stop explosion waxes, thus insuring protection

of major equipment

FEATURES

Simple and positive flame trap. The fusible element
melts at 260' and stops gas flow within 1 seconds.

Compression type fusible element prevents shutoff valve

dosing unless contacted by flame. Three extra fusible
elements shipped'with each unit.

Since this unir ismanufactured of aluminum, it resists
the attack of any of the Corrosive elements common,
to sludge gas.

Indicator rod shows when valve is in normal open
position.

The ''Varec"- Flame Trap,Fig. No. 53-81 of \his unit
:is li-Sted by the Underwrfters' LaboratorieS and approved

by AssoCiated Factory Mutual Laboratories,

Net free area through flame arresting sank is approxi-
mately foci? times corekonding pipe size. Each passage.
way has a net free area of approximately 0.042 sq. inches.

By actual telt these units have more flow capacity with
less pressure drop than any known contemporary device.

Flow capacity curves are shown-on the following page
to assist in selecting the correct size of equipment.

Flame Trap element. is easy to inspect and clean. It
has good vertical and horizontal drainage. Drip Trap
connection is provided in case Unit is installed at- low
point in line

1

,MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

Flame Trap Housing , aluminum and cast iron
Flame Trap Element alummuril

Thermal Valve Body & Cover aluminum
Guide Stern stainless steel
Sight Glass pyrex "

CoVer and cap gaskets griphtted asbestosr
Sight glass gasket synthetic rubbef ).

Sprip stainless steel

* -1.

8-21
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PRESSURE RELIEF AND FLAME,TRAO, ASSEMBLY

. FIGURE NO: 440

Assembly consists of Varec" Figutfe No. 386 Back Pressure
Regulator, a Varec" Figure No. 53%81 Flame Trap and a
ThermalShutoff Control _unit.

It is-usually installed in the waste gasline, just upstream
of the waste gas bu'rner. ,

It is designed -to maintain a predetermined back pressure
throughout the gas system so that only surplus gas is wasted,

, -
'and to stop flame and explosion waves.

. ,
- FEATURES

Simple, foolproof, sensitive in operation and a positive,
flame trap. The fusible elemeht melts at 260°F. and stops
gas flow within 15 second. Compression type fusible element
ptevents shitoff valve closing unless contacted by flame.
Three extra fusible elements supplied with each unit,

Since'thei main bodies ,of the unit are constructed of
aluminum and the stems,' needle valve, and other important
moiling parts are of 18.8 stainless steel, this unit resists the

the corrosive elements common to sludgeattack of an

The "Varec" flame Trap Fig. No. 53.81 °is unit,is
listed' y the Underwriters' Laboratories and approved by
Askxiated FactorrMutual Laboratories. The Flame Trap

, element is,,easy to inspect and clean. Drip Trap connection
prOvided incase unit is installed at a'low point in line: ,

r

Net free area, through flame .arresting,,bank,is' approxi-

. mately four times corresponding.pipe size. ,Each passageway
;.%

.11

g t

1

a

has a net free area of approximately, 0.0,42 sq. inches. By
actual test these units have more flow capacity with lisspres-
sure drop lhaiynii kdown tontempdrp devicerig

Flow capacity curves are shown an the following page to
assist in selecting the correct size of equipment.

Thg Back Pressure Regulator unit is equipped with.setting
indicator so operator can easily adjust setting to requirements.

RANGE OF OPERVION
I 4

'bilge Of. operation is 2 (p. 2 inches water. Special springs
available for higher operating presiures. Equipment supplied
by factory set at 6 inches of waterrt not specified otherwise.,
Operator can adjust to his requirements.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

Reator Body cast aluminum
Diaphragm Case at aluminum
Bonnet cast aluminum
Sprig -,Cadmium.plated'stiel
Diaphragm corded synthethic rubber
Cap brass

Thermal Shutoff Valve aluminum, brass & stainless
steel *

Flame Trap Housing heavy cast aluminum ends and
. cast iron side and cover plates

Flame Trap Element aluminum

I
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E. Sediment Traps

A sedimenttrap 'is a tank e42 to 15 inches in diameter and two,
.to three feet in length. It is usually located ,on top of the
digester near the gas dome. 'The inlet gas line is near the top
of the tank and on the side. The Outlet line comes directly from
the top of the sediment tank:- The sediment trap is also equipped
with a perforated inner baffle, and a condensate drain near the
IpOttom. The gas enters the side at the top of the tank, pagses
.down` _and through 'the baffle, then .up and Out the top. Moisture
is collected from the gas in the trap, and any' large pieces of
scale are trapped before entering the gas system. The trap should
be drained of condensate frequently but mak,have to be drained twice
a day during -cold weather, lieause greater amounts of water will be
Condensed.'

.Drip Traps--Condensate Traps

',(Fig. 8.10, VAAEC Fig. Nos. 245 and 246)

,Digester gas is. quite wet and id traveling from the }seated' tank to
a cooler temperature the water condenses. The water must be trapped
at low points in the Systemland removed; or it will impede gas flow
and cause daMage to equipment, such as compressors, and interfere
with gas utilization. Traps are usually constructed to 'hav%a storage

, spice ()Lone to two quarts of water. All drip traps on ,gas lines
should be located in the open air and be of the manual operation type.
.Traps should be drained at least twice a day and pOssibly more often
in cold weather. Automatic drip traps are not recommended-because
many automatic traps are equipped with a float and needle valve
orifice and'corrosion, sediment, or scale in,the gas system can keep
the needle from seating. The resulting leaks may create gas concen-

. trationswith a potential-bazard to-life and equipment.

A

G.. Gas 'Meters

Gas meters may be
shunt flow;.prope
They are describe

,

off various types, such asbellows,,diaphrSgm,
lir, and orifice plate or differential pressure%
d in detail in the metering section of Chapter 11;

-Maintenance.

H. Manometers.

Manometers are installed at several locations to indicate gas pressure
within the system in inces of a water column.4

8-23
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I. Pressure Regulators (Fig. 8.11, VAREC Fig. No. 387)

*PTessure regulators are typically installed next to and before the
waste gas burner. Stich regulators are usually ofthe diaphragm
type and control the gas pressure on the whole digester gas system.
They are normally set ateight inches of water column by adjusting
the spring tension on the diaphragm. Whenever an adjustment of a
pressure setting is made, check the gas System pressure with a
manometer for the proper-range. If the gas pressure in the system
as below eight inches of water column, no gas flows to the waste
burner. When the gas pressures reaches eight inches pf water column,
the regulator opens slightly, allowing gas to flow to the burner.
If .the pressure continues to increase) the regulator opens further ,

to compensate. The only maintenance this unit requires is on the
thermal valve onthe discharge side which protects the system from
.back flashes; This unit is spring loaded and controlled by a fusible
\element that vents one side of the diaphragm, thus stopping the
gaa, flow when heated. Maintenance includes checking for proper
operation of the regulator and of the fusible element. Gas

. regulators are also placed at vrarious_points in the system to,
regulate the gas pressure to bdilexs, heaters,.and engines. Diaphragm
conditions in the regulators should be checked at periodic intervals.

J. Waste Gas Burner "(Fig..8.12)

Waste gas burners are used to burn the excess gas from the. digestion
system. The waste gas burner is equipped with a continuous burning 'w

pilot flame, so that any excess gas will pass through the gas regu--
lator and be burned. The pildt flame should be checked daily to be

`sur that it has not been blown out by wind. U.the pilgt is out,
gas ill be vented to the atmosphere creating an odorous and
pote tially, explosive condition.

QUESTIONS

8.121 How frequently, should you draina sediment trap?

8.12J Why must drip Or condensate traps be installed*in
gas lines?

8.12K What is- a ,deficiency in automatic drip and conden-
sate traps?

8.121, How Would you adjust the gas pressure of the digester
gas system?

8.12M 'Why shOuld the pilot flame in the waste gas burner,
be checked daily?

1

O
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DRIP TRAPS

AutomatiC

Varec Diip Traps are for collection and safe
removal of condensate from gas line's and equip-
ment6. Drip traps should be installed atall low-points
in gas pipe systems where condensation will collect.

The Varec Figure No. '245 Automatic Drip
Trap employ's a float operated needle valve which
automatically drains off collected tondensate. This-
feature is particularly desirable where%a closed cis- .

charge to drain is pormissii)le.and where condensate
occurs too frequently for manual operatioit

Standard -fonstrucfion is alum: body and cover,
stainless steel ball .Coat and needle valve assembly
and graphited asbeStos gasket. Available with 1/2"

NAT connections.

Rotating Disc Type.

The Varec .Figure No. 246 Drip Trap is manu-
ally operated. Handle routes disc from open inlet
position to drain position. Ports and disc are so
arranged that Bag cannot escape regardless of -disc
position. Both ports an'ol shaft are'positively sealed
by synthetic rubber -0" rings. Vent bole'is provided
to allow inflow of air to bow-1. ,

ti-te"le
Standard construction is cast aluminum bowl

4,4

and handle. Aluminum cover plate and disc are

201 ROTATING DISC TYPE

8.-25 .

anodized. Other working parts are stainless steel.
Heavy duty construction throughout Available in

J21/2 quart capacity with 1-,IPT connections.

FIG: NO. 246

FIG. NO. 245 AUTOMATIC

-molINMIto



BACK PRESSURE

'REGULATOR

SINGLE PORT

The Figure&o. 386 Regulator \P-alve is designed to
control upstream pressure in sludge g.as' lines. positive
shat -off as well as accurate control is irovided. pOinter
type indicator, in weather-proof bonnet, facilitates set-
ting adjustmcnl. No weight's of dismantling necessary
to make adjustment.

Val,ve.is the single port type operated by a spring loaded
diaphragm. .

Setting range is 2" W.C. tn12" W.C. as standard. Higher
. settings available (20'-'-W.C.,maximum) on special order

MATERIALSOF CONSTRUCTION:
Heavy cast iluniinum. valve body, diaphragm housing
and 'pailet, stainless steel operating shaft, heavy cor.ded
synthetic rubber diaphragm and cadmium plated steel
spring.

. FIGURE NO. 386

PRESSURE (REDUCING)

REGULATOR

SINGLE' PORT

The Figure No. 387 Regulator Valve is designed to
control downstream pressure:in sludge gas. lines.
tive shut-off as well as accurate control is-provided.
Pointer type indicator, in weather-proof bonnet, facili-

:tates setting adjustment. No weights or dismantling
necessary to make-adjustment. ,

Valve is single port type operated by a spring 'loaded
diaphralin.

getting range is 2- W.C. to 12" W.C. as standard. Higher
settings available (20" W.C. maximum) on special order.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION: r
Heavy cast alumintlm valve body, diaphragm housing
and pallet, stainless steel operating shaft, heavy cord id
synthetic rubber diaphragm and cadmium plated steel
spring.

8-26 2
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VAREC
WASTE GAS,AURNER

FIG. 23-9
BUILDING ye .a

.VAREC
FLAME CHECK

FIG 52

SLOPE

=

GAS PIPING SCHEMATIC
ENCLOSED INSTALLATION

VAREC FIG.70 -81 EXPLOSION RELIEF VALVES ..
VAREC

.
. ..

REMOTE COVER
..,-..-. -

POSITION INDICATOR 4.. ----e. -

FIG.102
--,......,

,..

VAREC
3 UNIT MANOMETER

FIG. 21.7.

VAREC
PRESSURE RELIEF &
FLAME TRAP ASSEMBLY

FIG. 4 40 ifi

riMETER

7113

(By others)

Iv . 0.

-.-TO WASTE GAS BURNER

VAREC
FLAME CHECK

GAS SUPPLY
TO. LABORATORY

VAREC
PRESSURE REDUCING
REGULATOR - FIG.387

. METER
(By others')

ViaJoet

PILOT SUPPLY TO-
WASTE GA5BURNER---7

\I

SLOPE.-

SLOPE

$IJLL SIZE 17"X 22" PRINTS
Of THIS "SCHEMATIC

/WAILABLE ON REQUEST

U 'NOTE,-INSTALL 'DRIP TRAPS AT ALL LOW POINT6

VAREC
DRIP TRAP .

FIG 245 OR 246

Fig. 8.12 Wigte' gas burher

Courtesy of VAREC

4

o

VAREC
`CHECK VALVE

FIG.211-92.

IUI

VAREC
DRIP TRAP

FIG. 245 OR 246

4

-BUILDING

to

to-

GAS SUPPLY -TO
SERVICE EQUIPMENT

VAREC
FLAME TRAP

,ASSEMBLY-FIG.450

GAS SUPPLY FAOM
DIGESTER

",. VAREC
SEDIMENT a DRIP TRAP
ASSEMBLY- FIG.233', 2181246

.
This schematic is for general guidance,purposes

only and is not intended to represent a specific 'design
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.8.13 Sampling Well (Thief Hole)

(Fig. 8.13, VAREC fig. Nos. 42-81 and 48,81)

The sampling well consists, of a 3- or 4-inch pipe (0.th a hinged
seal cap) that goes into the digestion tank, through the gas zone,
and is .always 'submerged a foot or so into the digester sludge.
This permits the sampling of the digester sludge without loss of
digester gas pressure, or the creation of dangerous Conditions
caused by the mixing of air and digester gas. However, caution
musbe used not to breathe gas which will alwayt be present in
the sample,well andwill be released when first opened. A sampling
well is sometimes referred to as a !'thief hole".

Digester .Heating

Dgesters.can be heated in several ways. Newer.facilities typically
provide digesters that are heated by recirculating the digester sludge
through "an external, hot water heat exchanger. Digester gas, is used
to fire the boiler, which is best:maintained between 140 and 180°F
.for proper operation. ,The hot water is then limped from the boiler
to the heat .exchanger where it passes. through one jacket system,
while the rearculating sludge passes through an adjacent.jacket,
picking up heatfrom the hot water, ID some units the boiler and
exchanger are combined and the sludge 'also is passed through the unit.

Circulation of 130°F water through pipes or heatinicoils attached
,to the insidewall'of the digester is another method of heating
digesters, although not too common in newer plants. This approach
creates problems of cookiig sludge on the pipes and insulating them,
thus reducing the amoiint'of heat transferred. Some facilities use
submerged combustion of the gas with heat exchange between the hot
gaseous products evolved and the liquid sludge.

4

Other plantS inject steam directly into the digesters for heating..
The steam is produced in separate boilers or is recovered in connection
with vapor phase cooling of engines. Careful treatment of the
evaporated' water to prevent scaling of the system is necessary so the
practice generally confined to plants with good laboratory control.

QUESTIONS

8.13A Why should a digester have' a special sampling' well?

8,14A What causes a reduction in the amount of heat trans -_

ferred from coils within the digester?

20J
8-28
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SAMPLING HATCH or

.H A N D-HO LE COVER
Non-sparking gas-tight .

.

VAREC Sampling Hatches or Hand-
hole Covers are fQr use on digester covers
or roofs. Insurance requirements are cop-_

plied with in, that this equipment is
non-sp'arkin& self - closing, and gas-tight.
Constructioras non-corrosive is sludge

sip sgas service.

r°

t

Above photo shows simplicity
of operatiori

r

Figure No. 42-81 incorporates a standard

125. lb. A.S.A. 'flanged base for mounting.

It is of extra heavy construction, basically

of aluminum throughout. Specialty features

are included such as a safety foot pedal for

quick opening, a hand wheel which may be

padlocked closed, and a synthetic rubber

insert in cover to insure a gas-tight seal.

t

* Figure No. 42-81
Flanged Base

Figure No. 48-81 is substantially, same as
Figute No. 42-81 in that it includes'all the
specialty features and is of same materials
of construction. However, the base is for

--Standard Pipe Thread mounting.

211" 8-29

Figure No. 48-81
Screwed Base
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8.1S Digester Mixing

Mixing is very important in a digester. The ability of the ,Mixing

equipment to keep the tank completely mfxed speeds digestion greatly.
Several important obj*ives
are accomplished in a 4,-
mixed dikester.

, ,,

''.!:,,\,:.a. Inoculation12 of the raVt..
7-0

,r '. . sludge immediately with
colag,. microorganisms.

4t,. 0 16141r , . .
Int- 4 V ,K
11 4011}

W:tig'0
,-, Prevention of a scum

-4.,, blanket from forming.
.;

4.1

4 ;
'e. Maintenance of homogeneous

'1 contents ,within the tank,
T 1 including even distributionI

offood, organisms, alka-
linity; heat, and waste

bacterial products.

A. Gas Mixing

d. Utilization of as much of
the total contents' of the

digester as possible and
minimization of the build-
'up of grit and'inert sorids

* on the bottom.

This type ,of mixing is the most generally used in 'recent years, and
various, approaches have beeh patented by manufacturers. Gas is pulled
from the tank, compressed; and discharged through gaS'outlets or orifices
within the digester, or at some point several feet below the sludge
surface. The gas rising to the surface through the digesting, sludge
carries sludge with it,creating.a gas lift with a rolling action of
the tank contents. The gas mixer may be operated "ohefther a start
and stop or a continuous baSis, depending upon tank conditions. The
coMponents'required for gas mixing include inlet and discharge gas
linei,\a. positive displacement compressor, and a stainless steel gas
line h6ader in the digester. The gas header is'equipped with a cross
arm to hold a specified number of. gas outlets, and may be mounted in
a draft tube.. The gas compressor is sized fdr the digester and may
range from 30 to 200 cfm of gas.

12 Inoculation (in-NOCK-you N-shun). Introduction of a seed
culture into a system.

8 -30
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Work with "natural gas evolution" mixing at the Los Angeles County
Sanitation District's plants has indicated that loadings of over' -.
0.4 pounds bf volatile solids per cubic foot per day were possible,
but that if the loading droppetbelow 0.3 pounds immediate strati-

,

fication occurred. In terms of gas recirculation, adequate Mixing
has been calculated from this study, to be of the order of 500 cfm,
(cubic feet per minute) per 100,000 cubic feet of tank capacity
if released at abouta 15-foot depth. If released at a 30-foot
depth, about 250'cfm per 100,000 cubic feet of tank capacity should
be satisfactory. If hydraulic processes are used, either by re-
circulation or by draft tubes and propellers, then something like
30 HP per 100,000 cubic feet of tank capacity is required.

Maintenance requires that the condensate'be drained from the lines
at least twice a day, that the diffusers'be cleaned to preyent.high
discharge pressures, and that the compressor unit be.properly lubri-
cated and cooled.

QUESTIONS

8.15A Why should a digester be kept completely mixed?

8.158 What maintenances necessary for the proper
operation of digester mixing by th4tuse of gas?

8 -3'
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B. MechaDical Mixing

, Proloeller mixers are found mainly on fixed,cover digesters. Normally
} -two or three:of these units are supported from the roof of the tank
with the prOps,subperged 10 to 12feet in the sllidge. An electric
motor drives the propeller stirring the sludge.

/

Draft tube propeller mixers are either single or multiple unit
installations,, The tubes are of steel 'and range from r8 to 24
inches in diameter.' The tdp of th? draft tube has a rolled lip
and is located approximately 18 inches below the normal water level'
of the tank. The bottom of the draft tube-may be straight or
equipped with a 900 elbow. The 900 elbow type is placed so that
the discharge is along tha-outside wall of the tank to create a
vortex (whirlpool) action. ,

.

The electric motor driven propeller is located about two feet
below the top of the draft tube. Thii type unit usually has
reversible.motorS so the prop may rotate in either direction.
In one direction the contents are pulled from the top of the
digester and forced'down the draft tube to be discharged at the
bottom. By operating the motor in the opposite direction,the
digested' sludge is pulled from the bottom, of the tank and dis-
charged over the top of-the draft tube to the surfaCe.

If two units are in the same tank, an effective operation for
breakinf up-a scum blanket is operating one unit in one direction
and the other unit inthe opposite direction, thereby creating a
ppSh-pull effect. The draft tube units are subject to shaft bearing
failure due to the abrasivenesi of sludge, and due to corrosion by

,

hydrogen sulfide (H2S)" in the digestei gas. Maintenance consists
of ,lubrication and, if belt-driven, adjustment of belt tension.

A limitation of draft tube,type mixers is digester water level. If ,

the water level is maintained at a constant elevation, a scum blanket
forthson the surface. The scum blanket may die a thick layer and the
draft will only liquid sludge from under the blanket, not dis-
turbing it. Lowering the level of the digegter to just three or four
inches-over the top of the draft tube forces the scum to move over
and down the draft tube. This applies mainly.to single direction`
mixers.

Pumps are sometimes ised to mixdigesters. ' This method is common
in smaller tanks, When exte51 heat.exEffangers are employed, a
-larger centrifugal pump is used to recirculate the sludge and dis-
charge it back into the digester throilgh one or two directional N
nozzls at the rate of 200 to 1000 gpm.

IAA

20')
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The tank May or may not be equipped with a draft Wig suchth,at',the
pump suction, may be from the top or valVed from the:bottom ;Af tite,r
digester. Control of scum blankets with-this method of mixing is
dependent upon how the operator maintains the sludge 'level and
where the pump is pulling 'from and discharging to the digester.

A.

normal luVricatAn and a good pump,
digested sludge:is abrasive and

pump packing,. shafts, wearing .
rings, and4mpellers are rapidly-4I
worn. Another probleb associated;':
pith pumpmixing is the'cloggingt

the pump impeller with rags,
ber goods, and plaStic material.

A p mp may run, for days'not pumpr
ing ue,to clogging because the
operator was not checkingthe
equipment for proper operation.

Maintenance of the pump requires
shaft sealing water system.% The

0

ru

Pressure gauges should be
installed on the pump suction
and discharge pipes. When a
gauge reading different than
normal occurs, the operator has

an indication that some condition
has changed that requires checking.'.

QUESTIONS

8.15C How would you break up a scum blanket in a digeSter
with two or more draft tube propeller mixers?

8.15D Why should pressure gauges be 'Installed on mixing
pump suction and discharge lines?

END OF LESSON 2 OF 5 LESSONS
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CHAPTER 8. SLUDGE DIGESTION D HANDLING

(Lesson 3 of 5 Lessons)

8.2. OPERATION OF DIGESTERS

A digester can be compared ith your own body.
Both require food; but if fe too much, both
become upset. Excess acid wil upset both.
Boar like ,to be Warm, with a bo temperature'
of 98.6 °F near optimum. Both hav digestive
processes that are similar. Both scharge
liquid and solid waste. Both utiliz food
for cell reproduction and energy. If ome-

thing causes upsets in a digester, just hink
how you would react if it happened to,you
and recall what would be the proper remedy.
The remedies for.curing upset digesters will
be discussed throughout this chapter.

8.20 Raw Sludge and Scum

flaw slud e is normally composed of solids

settled as d removed from the primary and
secondary arifieis. Raw sludge contains
carbohydrates, proteins, and fats,.plus
organic and inorganic chemicals that are
added by domestic and industrial uses of water.

Solids are composed ok organic (volatile) and inorganic material with the
volatile content running from about 60% to 80% of the total, by weight.
Some plants do not have grit removal equipment; so the bulk of the
inert (inorganic), material such as sand, eggshells, and other debris
will end up on the bottom of the digester occupying active digestion
space. The rate 01 debris accumulation is predictable so that the
amount is a functi n of the period of time between digester cleanings.
Where cleaning has been neglected, a substantial portion of the active
volume of the digester becomes filled with inert debris. Scum-forming
products, such as kitchen grease, soaps, oils, cellulose, plastics,
and other floatable debris, are generally all organic in nature but
may create problems if the scum blanket in the digester is not con-
trolled. Control is by providing adequate mixing and heat.

Sev ral products.end up in the digester that are not desirable because
the bacteria cannot effectively utilize or digest them, And they cannot
be rea ily removed by the normal process. These products include! ,

r 8-34
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petroleum products and mineral oils '

tubber goods
3. plastics (back sheets to diapers)
4.,' filter tips .from cigarettes
S. hair

,6. grit (sand and other inorganics)

4
Consequently, these items tend to accumulate in the digester and,
without adequate mixing, may form a hard, floating mat and a sub:-
stantial bottom deposit. On the other hand, a well-mixed tank may
.Vso present operational problems. For example,. the material
sfiredded bya commindter or .barminuter may become balled togethef
by the miking action and plug the digester supernatant lines.

Scum from the priTary clarifiers is comprised mainly of grease and.'
_other floatable material. It may he collected,and held in a scum
box and then pumped to the digester once a day, or it may be added
continuously or at a frequency necessary to maintain the proper
removal of scum from the raw wastewater flow. Many operators prefer
tot to pump scum to the digesters, but to dispose ofit by burning or
burial. Scum may also refer to the floating and gas buoyed material
fpund on the surface of poorly mixed digesters. This material may
contain ce lulose, rubber particles, mineral oil, plastic,
and other debris., It may become 5 to 15 feet thick in a digester,
but should not occur in a propeey operating digester. A thick.

4 , scum layer will reduce the active digestion capacity of a digester.

- 8:21 Starting a Digester

When wastewater solids are first added to anew digester, naturally
,dcCurring bacteria attack the most easily digestible food available,
such as sugar, starches, and soluble nitrogen. The anaerobic acid
producers change these foods into organic acids, alcoholsand
.carbon 'dioxide, along with some hydrogen sulfide. The pH of the

. sludge drbps from 7.0 to about 6.0 or lower. An "acid regression'
stage"" then starts and lasts as long as six o eight weeks. During
thistime ammoniaand'bicarbonate compornds arekt\formed, and the pH
gradually increases to around 6.8 again, establishing an environment

:for the.methane fermentifibn or alkaline fermentation phase. Organic
acids'are'available to feed the methane fermenters' La

ll

ge quantities
of methane 'gas are produced-as well as carbon dioxide,- d the pH
.increases to ,7.0 to 7.2. Once alkaline fermentation is well estab-

elished, strive to keep the digesting sludge in the 7.0 to 7.2 pH range.

15r j4

13 Acid Regression Stage.- A time period wheal the production of
volatile acids is reduded. During this stage of digestion
ammonia compounds form and cause the pH to increase.
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If tip() much raw sludge is added to the digester. the acid
fermenters will predominate, driving the pH down and creating an
undesirable condition for the methane fermentert. The digester
will go sour or acid -again.. When a digester recovers from a sour
or acid condition, the breakdown of the volatile acids and forma-
tion of methane and carbon dioxideis usually very rapid. The
digester may then foam or froth, forcing sludge solids through
water seals and gas lines and causing a faily serious operational
problem. A sour'digester usually requires 30 to '60 days to recover.

As noted at the beginning of this sectioti,-the first group of
organisms must do its part before food is available to the.neXt
group. ,Once the balance is upset, so is the food cycle to the
next group. When the tank reaches the methane fermentation phase,.
there is sufficient alkaline material to buffer the acid stage and
-maintain the proCess. Operational actions such as poor mixing,
-Addition of excess food, excess water supplied to dilute the alka-
line buffer, over-drawing digested sludge, or.improper temperatUre
changes can cause souring again. 1

.

L

The simplest way,tostart a digester is with seed spdge (actively ,

digesting material) from another digester. The. amount of Seed to
11use is dependent upon factors such as mixing po'rocesses, digester

us.

sizes, anti sludge characteristics) but amounts between 10 and 50% '

y

s of the- digester capacity havItbeen used. t I-\

of
4,

%OW
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8.22 Feeding
.

A,

NFood for the bacteria in the gester is the sl from the primary ts, ..,

and secondary clarifiers. lake every effert to as thick a
sludge to tht digester-as ssible. This may be omplished.by
-holding a blanket of sludge as long as possible i the primary clari-
fier, long enough to allow sludge -concentration, but not long enough
for sludge to start- rising. In some plants concentratipn is accom-
plished in separate slddge thickenineor flotation tanks.' ,0, .

Better open tiohal performance occurs when the digestor_is fed several
times a do, rather than once a day because you are avoiding temporary
overlclads'on the digester and you are usingjour available spd-ce More
effecively. If the plant is producing Only 500.galfOns of 6% sludge.'
a day, one feeding may be allowable; hole r, for volumes much greater
Ann 500 gallons a day, several pumpings: a.dax should be used. This
not only helps the digestion proceisr, but maintabps better conditions'
in the clarifiers, permits thicker sludge pumping, andpreven 4rts coning1in' the primary clarifier hopper. On fixed cover 'digesters frequent .

feeding sprea4s.the_return of digester supernatant. over the entire day
instead of a return in one slug with possible upset of the.secondary
treatment system." Sludge is.usually concentrated by holding a thick -

blanket on the bottom of the clarifier; but'if 4Tudge sets for pro-
longed 'period, lowest layers may stick to the bottom and will no .longer
flow with the liquid. When pumpingis-attimpted, liquid flows but
solids remain in the hopper in a cone-around tI4outIet.416

,

it is-never desirable to pump thin sludge or wateI to a digester.
A' sludge is considered thin if it contains less than-4% sOlidg'
(too much water) :. Reasons for not pumping a thin sludge include:

1.. Excess water requires .me felt than'may be available..,

2. xCess water

3. Excess water
,jeo ardizing
the acids in

reduces hplding-time of the s.lpdge in'tlle digester.
..

.
c' 4 ,.:.

forces'seed andalkalinity froM the digester,
1

the system due,to insufficient buffer's for'
the raw -sludge.

4.. .'

4.

. ,
.14 Coning (CONE -ing). A condition that may be established in a sludge

,

hopper during sludge' withdrawal when part ;of the sludge, moves toward
the outlet while the remainder tends to ay'in.,place. . Develbpment

. of a cone or channel of moving liquid surrounded by.reaattvely.
.-.

stationary sludge.
.

.,..,

15 Buffer. A'measure of the ability or capacity of a solution or liquid
.

/' to neutralize acids or bases. This is a measure of the capacity, of
. water or wastewater for offering a resistance to cihanges in the.0.

Buffer capacity is measured by titratipn-with standard alkali and
acid until the pH reaches'some ieferdnce*or end point (a pH of 4.5

,' or 8.5). The higher the volume (ml) of known 'reagent requirements,
he higher the buffer.vpacity.
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Sludge-concentrations above about r2% solids will usually not
digest well .1n.conventional digestion tanks since adequate mixing
cannot be obtained;. This, in 'turn, leads to improper distribution
of \food, seed, heat, and metaboliC prOducts so thaA--the souring
and a stucO digester results. However, most plants have diffi-

.

culty 171-71aining a raw sludge of 8% solids. Where a trickling
filter or activated sludge process is used as the secondary system,
.sludges may have a solids range from 1 to 3%. A ,good activated
sludge is'likely to be oxidized t6 the point of negligible action

'in an anaerobic digester.

. ... Feeding a digeiter must be regulated on thebasis of laboratory
t

test results in order to insure that the volatile acid/alkalinity
'reltaionship does not start to increase and beeome.too high. See

p, Section 8413.
-J

QUESTIONS

8.22A How Would you attempt to pump
.

as thick a
sludge as possible to a digester?

8,22B Why should sludge be pumped otcasj.onally Aroughbut
the day rather than as one slug each day?

--
8.22C Why should the pumping of thin sludge be avoided?

1

16 Stuck. A "stuck" digester does no decompose the organic
matter properly. Some operatprs refer ..*o it IS constipated.
It irearacteeized by low go prgduction, high volatile acid /..
afkaiinity relationship, and 'poor liquid-sofids,separatioff.
A digester in a stuck Condition is sometimes called a "sour".
digester.

p .
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8.23 Neutralizing a Sour bisester. 4' r
,

,
e recovery of a sour digester can be accelerated. by neutralizing

t h, e acids with a caustic material such as soda ash, lime, or
adponia, or by transferring alkalinity in the form of 'digested
s dge ffom the sec9ndarydigesier.ov Such' neutralization increases
'the pH to a level suitable for growth of the methanelermenters
and rovi.des buffering material which will help maintain the required

. 'Nola ile acids/alkalinity relationship and pH. When ammonia is added
to_a digester, an added load is eventually placed on the receiving'
wate s., The application of lime will increase th4ksolids handling
probl Ms. Soda ash is "more expensive than lime, 'but doesn't' add as
much o the solids deposits. Transferring secondary digester sludge
haste advantage of, not adding anything extra to the system .that _.
was n t,there at an earlier:time and,, if used properly, will reduce
both e_effluent load and the solids handling problem. .

.

Istion capaCity,and available recovery tile are great enough,
robably preferable to simply reduce loading while heating
ing So that natural recovery occurs. However, there are
ond4ions in which such neutralization is necessary.

. . ,

,

utralizing a digester, the prescribed dose must. be carefully
ted. Too little will be ineffective, and too much is both

toxic and wasteful. .1n considering dosage with lime, the small"
plant without laboratory facilities could use ds a rough guide a
dosage of abqpt one pound of lime added for every 1000 gallons of.

_ sludge to be treated.' Thu;, a 188,000-gallon digester fullof
sludge would receive 188 pbunds of lime. A more accurate method is- ,

te'add sufficient lime to neutralize 100% of the volatile acids in
th-e---digester liquor.

at is
and mi

When n

11

calcul

I
1

..*
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8.24 Enzymes"'

In recent years several products containing "commercial" enzymes
'or,other biocatalysts (BUY-o=tAT-a-lists) have been marketed for
starting digesters, controlling scum, or simply to maintain oper-
ation. biocatalysts or enzymes have never been shown to be
effective in controlled tests and could, in fact, cause is much
harm as good. A biological system stch as found in the digesters
'develops a balanced enzyme and biocatalyst system for the conditions
under which it is operating. The'quantities of natural enzymes
deVeloped within the digestimg.sludge are many, many times greater
than any amount, you could either add or afford to purchase.

.

8.25 Foaming

Large amounts of foam may,bIt generated during start-up by the almost
explosive generation of gas during the time of acid recovery. Foam-
ing is the result o'f.active as production while solids'separation
has not progressed far enough (insufficient:dllgestion). It is

encouraged'sturing start-up by overfeeding. Foaming can be prevented
by adequate mixing of the digester contents before foaming'stqrts.

Bacteria can go to Work very quickly when they 'have the prober
environment. Almost overnight they can generate enough gas to

r
1

.# , . .

create a terrific mss of black foam and sludge. The foam not only-
plugs gas piping s stems, but, cam, exert'excess, preSsures on digester

covers, cause odor/problems, and ruinpafnt jobs on tanks and build-
ings.

17 Enzymes (EN-zimes) .- Enzymes are substances produced by
living organisms tat speed up chemical changes.

1

t.-
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',To clean up the mess first dsgp the level of the digester a
couple of feet by withdrawing sate supernatant. Next, cut off

the gas. system and flush it with water. Then hose the outside

of the digesteToff as soon as possible or the paint will be
stailned a permanent grey. Drain end refill the water seal to
remove the water fouled by the foaming. Use a rainer type

skimming' device to remove any rubber ggods an plastic materials
that have entered the water sealL,7

',To control-the foaming the best metho&is to stir the tank gently
to release as nuch of the trapped gas frori the foam as possitle. .

Some operators even stop mechanical mixing equiIiment and stir
with long, hocden poles.' Try not to add too much water from the'
gleaning, hoses- as this reduces the temperature and dilutes the
tank, which could create conditions for More foaming later. .Do

nop feed the tank heavilypreferable not at all, until the foaming
subsi\ded.

roaming mu occur when a'thick s
ture changes radita3ly, or the s
increased. Avoid any conditions
opportunity to p.duce more fot-A
handle, because when the methane
work to fast,

ludge blanket is bioken up, tempera-
ludge. feeding to the digester is

that give. the acid formers the
than the methane fermenters *wsl
fermenters are ready, they may

If there had been adequate mixing, foaMinurdblems would not have
developed. Start mixing'frOM top to bottom of the tank before foam-

11-
ink starts, not afterwards'.

/ 1'

I

8.26 GaS Production
. , , ,

`711 1.

When a digester is flrst.stated, extremely odorous gases, are produced,
including a'number of.nitrogen and sulphur compounds such as skatole, "k

indole, mercaptans, and hydt4gen Sulfide.. Marly of these are also .

produced during normal digestion Phases,but they are generally scL,ii
diluted by carbon dioxide and metfiane that they are hardly.notice-
able. Their presentp can. be deterffined by testing if so cls,ired.

.i.1,-....-
. . -

During the Tirst phases of digester start-up, most-of the-M-is'
carbondiOxide (CO2) and hydrogen sulfide (H4S). This combiWatidh- ,

,. ...- .

will not burn anttherefore is usually vented to the atmosphere'. ' `..-

When meth* fermentation starts and the(methane content reaches
around 60°1-.',°the gas will be capable of burning.' Methane

prOductiOn eventually should predominate, generating-a gas

8-41 2 I -9
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with 65% to 70% methane and 3'0% to 35% CO2 by volume. Digester
gas will burn when'it.contains.56% methane, but is not usable

as a fuel until-the methane content approaches 62%. When the

gas produced is burnable,,it may be used to, heat the digester

as well as for powering enginet and for providing building

heating.

QUESTIONS

8.24A What is the function of enzymes in digestion?

8.25A How wOuld Kou attempt to control a foaming digester?

rr
8.25B What eventive measures would you take to prevent

foami g from recurrinO

L9Why as the gas initially produced in a digester not

bur4ble?.

/>)

8.26A

Nr"
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The secondary tanks should be mixed frequently, preferably after
sludge has been withdrawn and' supernatant will not be returned to
the plant. Usually secondary digesters are provided with mixers or
'recirculating pumps, preferably arranged for vertical mixing.'' This
periodic mixing.preVents coning of solids on the bottom of the tank,:
and the formation of.a 'scum blanket on the top. Mixing also helps
the release of slowly produced gas' that may float 'solids orltcum.

If your plant has.only one digester, stop mixing for one day before
withdrawing digestqd sludge to drying beds.

\
8.27 Supernatant and Solids

:

Plants constructed today are typically equipped with two separate
digestion tanks or one tank with twis divided sections. One tank
is called the primary and used for heating, mixing,
'and breakdown of raw sludge. The second tank, or secondary*
digestdr, is used as a holding tank for separation of the solids
from the liquor. To accomplish such separation, the secondary
tank must be quiescent (qui-ES-sent) (4ithout mixing).

Most of the-sludge stabilization work is accomplished in the
primary digester, and 90'0 of the gas production occurs there.
It:is desirable to very thoroughly mix the primary tank, but it
is undesirable to return the, digested mixture to theplant as a
supernatant. Therefore, when raw sludge is pumped to the primary
digester, an equalvolume is transfeived to the secondary digester,
and settled supernatant from the secondary digester is returned
to the plant.

In the primary digester the binding property of the'sludge is btoken,
allowing thewater to be released. In the secondary digester the
digested sludge is allowed to settle and compact, with some digestion
continuing. When the solids settle they leave a light amber colored
liquor zone between the top of the settled sludge and the surface
of the digester. By adjusting or selecting thesupernatant tube,
the liquor with the least solids is returned to the plant.

The settled solids in the secondary digester. are allowed to compact
so that a minimal amount of water will be handled in the sludge
dewatering system. These solids are excellent seed or buffer
sludge in case the Primary digester becomes upset., A reserve of
30 to 00 thousand gallons should always,be held in the secondary
digester. This 'represents a natural enzyme reserve and.may save
the system during a shock load. Primary and secondary -

sludge digesters shoUld be operated as complement to each other.
If you need.'more seed' or buffering'capadity in the primary digester,
it should be taken from the secondary digester..

8-4 J%144 ,4-,



8.28 Rate of SludLe Withdrawal

The withdrawal rate\of sludge from either digester should be no
faster than a rate gt which the gas production from the system is
able to maintain a p sitive pressure in the digester (at leastOp,

two inches of water c lumn). If the draw-off rate is too fast,
the gas pressure drops due to volume expansion. ,

WARNING: If continued, a negative pressure develops on
tie system (vacuum). his may create an explosive hazard
by, drawing air into the digester. rf the primary digester
has a floating cover, th sludge may be drawn down to
where the cover rests on he corbels without ,danger of

losing gas pressure.

Some operators prefer to pump raw sludge or wastewater to a digester
during digested sludge drawoff to maintain a positive pressure. If

gas storage, lines permit it, return gas to the digester to maintain

pressure in .the digester.

QUESTIONS

8.27A What is the purpose of the secondary digester?

8.27B When raw sludge is pumped to the primary digester,
what' happens in the secondary digester?

8.27C How is the level of supernatant withdrawal selected?

8.28A How would you determine the rate of*sIudge withdrawal?

END OF :LESSON 3 OF 5 LESSONS'

on.

.

SLUDGE DIGESTION AND HANDLING
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CHAPTER 8. SLUDGE DIGESTION AND HANDLING

(Lesson Ll'oE 5 Lessons)

8-3 UGESTtll SLUDGE HANDLING

After sludge has passed through a digestion system, it must be
dewatered and disposed of.

--

Small treatment plants are usually. provided with sludge ,drying beds,
while larger plants utilize.mechanical dewatering and drying systems..
Discharge by, pipeline or barge to the ocean is sometimes used.

8.31) 1Sludge Dryinjg Beds, (See Fig. 8.14)

The drying process is accomplished through evaporation and percolation
of:the water from the sludge,after-it is spread on a drying bed. The
drying bed is constructed with an underdrai.p syStem 'sovered with

`--coarse crushed rock. Over the rock is a layer of grvel, and then a
layer of pea gravel covered with six to eight inches of sand.

_Before sludge is applied, loosen the compacted sand layer by using
'sludge fork with tines eight to twelve inches long. Stick the tines
of the fork into the sand.bed arld rock it back and forth several times.
This is to loosen the sand only, and, care should be taken that the
gravel and sand layer are nod mixed. After the whole surface of the
bed is loosened, rake it with a garden rake to break up the sand clods.
Then level the bed by raking-or dragging a 4" x 6" or 2" by 12" board
on ropeS to smooth the surfade.

.>

(Sludge is then drawn to the led from thg_bsttt of the secondary di- . .

gester, Draw the sludge slowly so as not to create a negative' pressure
in the digester and to prevent coning of sludge in the bottom of the
digester. A thick sludge of 8% solids travels slowly, and if the draw-
off rae is too fast, the sludge around the pipe flows out and the
thicker sludge on the bottom moves too slow to fill the void. Conse-
quently, the thinner,Sludge above the draw-off pipe moves in; and when
it does, the supernatant level is reached, thus allowing almost'nothing
but water to go to the drying bed. The thin sludge and supernatant
flowing down to the drAW-of0ipe washes pe hole (shaped like a cone) in
the bottom sludge. When this:occurs ,it sometimes may be remedied by
"bumping". This is accomplished by quickly closing and opening the
draw-off valve on a gravity flow system, which creates a minor shock wave
and sometimes washes the heavaer sludge into the cone. If the digested
,sludge is pumped to the drying bed, quickly start and stop the pump
using_1, the power switch to create the "bumping" action.

-
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To draw sludge low/y is time consuming and requires frequent
cheeks:to be,s it does not thicken and stop flowing completely,
or cone and run t o fast.

The sludge'being drawkto the bed is sampled at.the beginning of
the fill, when-the bed 'is half full, and just before the bed is
filled to the desired level. The samples may be mixed together
or analyze4teparately for total and volatile solids.

The depth to which. the sludge is applied is normally around 12
inchesbut sometimes it is as deep as 18 inches in arid tpgions.
If it is, deeper, the time required for drying is too long. A
bed filled with 20 inches of sludge would require approximately
the same time to. dry as a bed loaded with 14 inches, dried and

..._/removed and filled with another load. 14 inches deep.

WARNING I

MO, SMOKING' OR 00eN VLAAAfSSI-kouLD Be
ALLoWe0 IN .14-1e VCINIfy wi4eae SLU p6e-

}6 13.51146 DRAWN OtZ PWIN6.
-1445 4LuT56- Cb/.1.1-(0^0 1AS SOMA ME-11-10^1/414e

44.14414-; 61-koWN ON A 6e1)
1.14E Nium5eg OP 6MALL 4401-ES

ARD SU$SLE-S ON Ile E.tiZ.FACe 0E-415
14 .f2 13e-pq CASES OF ar22_oi CAS
AND P-112E-6 CA,IJS-5-1) By AN O7 Fi2A-roR
'420WINCI A L4A-k-TD AAA-Tc4-1 oQ CI C.A.12E--r-1"
ONTO A DRYINKI 13D of-4Luv&e f2OM A
t7I 61.e-

After abed of sludge is drawn, the sludge draw-off line should
be flushed and cleared with water to the solids won't cement in
the line and one end of the line left open for gas to escape, if
it forms. ',.Be sure to ,drainAthe line if freezing is a problem.

wart weather, a good sand bed will have the sludge dry enoggh.
Poi- re al within four weeks. The water separates from the
sludge 'and drains down through the sand. Evaporation also dries
the sludge and will cause it to crack.
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When the'sludge has formed cracks clear to the sand, it may then
be removed by hand with forks. The one major drawback of sand

beds is that heavy equipment, such as a skip.loader, cannot be
used because the weight could damage the underdraill system. Also,
the scraping action could mix the sand with the gravel or remove
some.of the sand with the dried sludge which will have to be

. replaced.

Some operators lay 2" x.12" boards across the sand for wheel-
.barrows or light trucks and fork'the sludge cake into them to
haul to a disposal site. The dried sludge cake is normally
three to six inches thick and is not heavy unless a.large amount
of grit was present in the, sludge.' The operator calculates the
amount of cake in cubic feet by the depth of the dry sludge cake
and surface area of the bee. The total, dry pounds is arrived at from
the total solids in the sludge samples when the sludge was drawn.

Dried sludge makes an excellent soil condition'gr and a low-grade
fertilizer. However, in many states air dried digested sludge may
only be used on lawns, shrub beds, and orchards and cannot be used
on root crop vegetables unless heat dried (at 14500F), or unless
it has been in the" ground that the crop is to be planted in for
over one year. It is alloys best to check with the state or focal
health department before dried sludge is used on a food crop.

If a bed of "green" sludge (partially digested) is accidentally
drawn, it will require special attention. The water will not drain
rapidly, odors will be produced, and the'water held provides an
excellent breeding ground for nuisance insects.' Flies, Tat-tail
maggots, psychoda flie, and mosquitoes will breed profusely in this
environment. An application off dry lime spread over the bed by
shovel, and a spraying of a peSticide, is beneficial. The sludge
from such a bed should never be used for fertilizer,

Dry sludge cake will burn at a slow smoldering pace, producing quite
an offensive odor;, therefore, don't allow it to catch fire.

WARNING. I

IP A t-U(20 Povsmea OR PliS1' c712e55.1.161
AND TICKED INTO Ne Atr2 11- WILL exPL.ors,
51MIL.A rz TO A 1PF 4T- .exPLoSio I1'.1 A LOUR

. Otqc 6/111267-, 1346.1m4131JRNING rr
t4 OXTMA*LY" PI V-F U -ro NG.L.1
WA-T1.2 '1726..Y6 2 54T tiev
A 441211)&E
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'8.31 Blacktop Drying Beds (See Fig. 8.15)

This type Of bed'has become prevalent in the past few years and
has several advantages if designed properly. It is made of black- 4e.,

top oriosphalt with both sides sloping gradually to the center to
, a one-foot wide drain channel,. The drain channel runs the full

length of t e bed with a three- or four -inch drain line on the
bottom. The drain line is covered with rock,9 gravel, and said
as in a sand ed. The drain line usually has a cleanout at-the
upper end, an a control valve on the discharge end.

When the bed /is to be used, the cleahout on the drain line is

remoVed and the line is flushed with clear water and the clean-
out cqver replaced. It i recommended that the &rai4n line valve
be cldsed and. the drain line and drain channel be filled with
water to the top of the sand, so that the sand is not sealed
with sludge. Sludge is then admitted to the bed. Some plants 4,

have operated successfully without pre-filling the collection 7140,
system with water.

1r

The depth the sludge is applied to the bed is between I8'and 24
inches.

e.

The sludge is sampled in the same Way as when usingla sand bed,
except one additional sample is taken in d glass jar or beaker
and set aside. By watching the jar of sludge, you can observe
at some time during the first 24 to 36 hours that the slufte
will risellto the top, leaving liquor on the bottom. Tills is
priNarily caused by the gas in the sludge. .(Later, the sludge
will again settle to the bottom and the liquor will be on the
surface.) The drain valve on the drying bed should be opened
when the sludge separates and rises to the top of the jar.. The
liquor collected in the sludge bid drains is normally returned
to the primary clarifiers.

After the sludge has started to crack and has a crust, drying
time may be redueed by driving a vehicle through the bed'to mix
the sludge. When the cake is dry a skip loader is used to-clean
the bed.

BlaCktop beds may be, able to handle two to three times as much,
sludge as sand beds in a given period of time.

O
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8.32 Sludge Lagoons

Sludge lagoons are deep ponds 'that,hoa 'digested sludge and, in
some instances, supernatant. Digested sludge is crrawn tQ the
lagoon periodically and may require aledr or two to When
the lagoon is full, sludge is4dischargedAnto anot4ei Lagoon
while thv,first one dries. This drying periOd .can require,a
year or-two before the sludge is removed. OTe large cities have
used lagoods for many years/ylvoicling the use of covered secondary
digestion tanks.

QUESTIONS

8.31A How would you"attempt to reduce drying time in
blacktop beds?

8.32A How does a sl6dge lagoon operate?
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8.33 Withdrawal to Land.

Wet sludge can be spread on land to rsclaim,the land or on'farm
land and ploughed in as a soil conditions-I-and fertilize-r./Used
with-lagoons thiS gives a flexible systdm. -This is an ex0ellent
method of sludge disposal wherever applicable, because it'returns
the nutrients to the land and competes the Cycle--is intended by
nature.

Transporting sludge to the disposal site is accomplished by tank
truck or pipeline. The application of wet sludge to the land
depends upon the topography and the crop to be raised on that
land. When applied to grass or low ground cover craps, appli-
cation may belby spraying from the back of the tank truck while
driving over the land, by the use of irrigation piping, or"by
shallow flooding.

The best method, but most costly, is leveling the land, constructing
ridges and fU'rTows, and then pumping the sludge down the furrows
similar to irrigation practices used in arid regions. This method,
is not only capable of- reclaiming land unsuitable for growing

plants and trees, but may yield crops equal to or greater than
those raised with commercial' fertilizers.'

Some precautions that must be practiced with this method of sludge
disposal include:

1. Never apply partially digested -( "green") sludge or. scum.

2. Residential areas must not hg-gocated near land disposal
sites. -

3. Land disposal sites must not be located on a flood plain
where the sludge may be washed into the receiving waters
during flooding.

4. Domestic water wells must.not-be located on the land
receiving the sludge.

S., Root crop vegybles must not be grown on the land.

6. Cooperation with the landowner as to application time,
. drying, and covering must be guaranteed.

7. Access to the land during wet weather mustbe provided.
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11:34 Mechanical Dewatering

In plants where large volumes of sludge are handled and drying
beds- are not feasible, mechanical dewatering may be used.
Mechanical dewatering falls into two methods: vacuum filters
and centrifugel.C"Tach is capable of reducing the moisture
content of sludge to 60% to 80%, leaving a wet, pasty cake
containing 20% to 40% solids. This cake may then beldisposed
of as land fill, barged to sea, dried in furnaces for fertilizer,
or, incinerated to ash in ,furnaces or wet' oxidation units.

. ,

A: Vacuum Filters (Fig. 8.171.

For digested sludge to be,dewaiered by this method usually requires
a conditioning of the sludgely the addition of chemicals.
Elutriation (e-L00,tree-a-shun) is the washing of the digested
sludge-in-plant effluent in a suitable ratio of sludge to effluent.
Elutriation may be "accomplished in from one to three separate tanks,
similar to small rectangular clarifiers. The sludge is pumped to
the elutriation tank and mix4with plant effluent. Next this
mixture is admitted to the defier tanks to establish a counter-
current wash., The sludge is then allowed to settle and is collected
by flights and pumped to the next elutriation tank:' After one ,to
three washings it is then pumped to the conditioning tanks. The
main purpose of the elutriation tanks is to remove the tine sludge
particles which require lane amounts-of chemicals for coagulation:
It also removes amino acids and salts which may have ,a small Coagu-
lant demand. After elutriation the sludge will react with the
chemicalsobetter andprOduce better cake. The elutriate (effluent
from elutriation tanks) is.rettirned to the primary clarifiers and
may result in a very heavy recirculating load since it. is chiefly
fine eolids.Many treatment' plants have discontinued the practice
of elutriation. Although. the process saves approximately $1 per ton
of dry solids handled on chemical costs, the costs are excessive for
treating the elutriate(wash water') inthe biological treatment
processes.

Sludge conditioning is accomplished by the addition of various
coagulants or flocculating agents such as ferric chloride, alum,
lime,_and polymers. In the conditioning tank the amount of chemical

!"solution added is normally established by laboratory testing of iludge
grab samples by adding various chemical concentrations to the grab.
samples to obtain a practic41 filtration rate by vacuum. This test
establishes the operatingrate for the chemical feed.pumps or
rotameters from the chetical head tanks, which is normally less
than00% of the dry-sludge solids rate to the conditioning-tank.
(Both rates couldbe in pounds per 24 hours.) -tnthis tank the 7

J

4
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chemical is ixed into the sludge by gentle agitation for several

itereit is c tinuously and gently agitated. After-operation
inutes. The conditioned sludge then flows to N ike filter bath

has started, emical feed is regulated according to cake...appear-
(

ance and.behavi r.

Filter-drums ay 10 to 18 feet in diameter, and 12 to 20 feet in

lenph. They ma use clbtI blankets of dacron, nylon; or wool;

or use steel coil springs in a double layer,-tO form the outer

drum covering and ilter media. The drum inside-cs a maze of

pipe work running rom a metal screen and wood surface skin, and

connecting to a ro ting valve port at each end-of the drum.

Cloth blankets are
filter drums with,sh
screen section.. The
stapled to the end o
be out. After the bl
it, is then wrapped wi
approximately 2n, apar

LA

The installation of a
lasts from 20% to
greatly'on the blanke
frequency, and acid b
,scraper blade, or acci

require its replacemen

tretcherInd caulked to the surface of the
'rt sections of 1/4" cotton rope.at every
sides of the blanket are alib sttetched,and
the druMs. The nap" of the blanket 'should
nket is stretched completely around the drum,
h two strands of 1/8" stainless steel wire,
for the full length of the drum. "

lanket may require several days, and-it

0 hours. The life of the blanket depends
material, conditioning chemical, backwash
h frequency. An improper adjustment of the
ental tear's,in the blanket, will usually

A

_Both cloth blankets an coil spring filters require a high pressure

wash after 12 to 24 h rs of operation;Jand-in some instances, an

° acid bath after 1000 5006 operating 'hours.

The filtbr drum is eq ipped with a variable speed drive to turn the

drum 'from 1/8, to 1 rp . Normally, the.lower.rpm range is used to

give the filter time o pick up sufficient sludge as it passes through

J- the conditioned slud tub under the filte'r. Normally less than 1/5

of the filter surfac is submerged in the tub and pullingsludge to .

the blanket or sprints by vacuum to form the cake mat. As that area

passes through the nditioned sludge, the vacuum holds a layer 1/8'

to 1/2 inch thick o sludge to the' media, and continues to pull the

water'from the slu e to approximately 210 degrees from the bottoM
pint of the filte after it lea'es the vat. This is the drying

cycle. At this p nt the vacuum is released and a light air pressure
(3.0,psi) is'applp4 to the ihside of the blanket, lifting the

18 Nap. .The soft, fuzzy surface of the fabric.
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so that it falls from the blanket into a hopper or conveyor belt.
The drum then rotates past a scraper blade to remove sludge that
did not fall. The applied, air is then phased out as that
section starts into the filter tub, and vacuum is applied in
order to pick up another coating of sludge.

The thickness of the sludge cake and moisture content depend,
upon the sludge, chemical feed rate, drum rotation speed, mixing,
time, and condition of the blanket or coil, springs. A filter may
blank out (lose sludie cake) for any of the above reasons or due
to the loss of vacuumor filtrate pumps. Filtrate is the liquor
separated from the sludge by the filter; it is returned to the
,primary clarifiers.

QUESTIONS

8.33A What are some of the advantages of applying sludge
to land?

a

8.34A How is sludge disposed of in many large plants or
areas where drying, beds are not feasible?

8.34B How would you prepare digested sludge for drying by
vacuum filtration?

8.34C How would you determine the chemical feed rate to
condition sludge?

8.34D What factors influence the life of a filter blanket?

8-56
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8. Centrifuge

Centrifuges are gaining in.popularity'for dewatering raw or primary
sludges for furnaces or incineration units. Their use on digested
sludge is becoming more widespread and is expected to replace vacuum
filters as the primedigested sludge dewatering device. Most
digested sludgesNare conditioned with polymers before belly fed to
a centHfuge.

Centrifuges are various sized cylinders twat rotate at high.speeds.
The sludge is pumped to the center or the bowl where centrifugal
force establishtd by the rotating unit separates the lighter liquid
from the denser'solids. The-centrate19 is returned to the primary
clarifiers, and the sludge cake is removed to a hopper or to a con-
veyor for disposal.

The ibeil rate, pool depth, centrifuge rpm, and other factors
determine the condition-of the discharge cake or slurry and the
quality, of centrate. The centrate usually contains a high amount
of suspenled solids that bec9me difficult to handle in the primary $ I

clarifiers and digesters. A large amount of grit in the sludge greatly
increases the wear rate on the centrifuge.' Similar to the,wash water
from the elutriation process, centrate from vacuum filters also exerts
a difficult load on biologicgl treatment processes.

10tSTIONS

8.34E Gentrifuges are commonly'used' to, dewater
what types of sludges?

8.34F How would you regulate the condition of
the sludge cake from a; centrifuge?

END OF LESSON 4 OF 5 LESSONS

on

SLUDGE DIGESTION AND HANDLING

44

1? Centrate. The liquor leaving the centrifuge afteir
most of the solids have been removed.

8-57
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CHAPTER 8. SLUDGE DIGESTION SAND HANDLING

(Lesson 5 of 5 Lessons)

1

8.4 DIGESTER CONTROLS AND TEST INTERPRETATION

A... Temperature

A thermometer is usually installed in the recirculated sludge line
from the digester to the heat exchanger. This thermometer wi71
accurately measure the temperature,ot the digester contents when
circulation is from bottom to top. The temperature from the*di-
gester is recorded and sh9uld be maintained between about 95 and
.98°F for mesophi/ic digestion.'.Never change the temperature molt._
than 1 0F per day.' Accurate temperature-readings also may tip taken
from the flow4ng'supernatant tube or from the heat exthanger sludge
inlet line. The same temperature should be maintained at all levels

. of the tank.

B. Volatile Acid/Alkalinity Relationship

The volatile acid / alkalinity relationship is the key to successful
digester operation. As long as the volatile acids remain low and '

the alkalinity, stays high, anaerobic sludge digestion will occur in
.a digester. Each treatment ;plant will, have its own characteristic
ratio for proper sludge digestion (-generally- less than 0.1). When
the ratio starts to increase; corrective action must be taken imme-
diately. This is the first warning that trouble .is starting in a'

a, digester. If .corrective action is'not taken immediately or is not
effective, eventually the CO2 content of the diges'te gas will in-
crease, the'pH of the sludge in the digester will drop, and the
digester will become sour.

A gbod procedure is to measure the volatile acid/alkalinity relation-
ship at,least'twice a week, plot the-volatile'acid/alkalinity
relationship against time, and watch for any adverse trends to develop.
Whenever' something unusual happens, such as an increased solids load
from increased waste discharges or a storm, the-volatile'acids/
alkalinity relatiOnship should be watched closely.

El
4.)
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The volatile acid/alkalinity relationship is an indication of
the buffer capacity of the digester contents. A high buffer
capaCity-is desirable and is achieved by a low ratio whith exists
when volatile acids are low and the alkalinity is high (120 mg/1
volatile acids/2400 mg/1 alkalinity). Excessive feedirig of raw

sludgerto the digester, removal of digested sludge, or a shock
load such as produced by a storm flUshing but the collection
system may unbalance the, volatile acid/alkalinity relationship.

A definite problet is developing when the volatile acid/alkalinity
relationship starts increasing. Once the relationship reaches the
vicinity -of 0.5/1.0 (1000 mg/1 volatile acids/2000 mg/1 alkalinity),
serious decreases in the alkalinity usually occur. At a reltion-
ship of 0.5/1:0 the concentration of CO2 in digester gas will start,
to increase. When the relationship reaches-0.8 or higher, the pH
of the digester contents will begin to drop. When the relation-
ship first starts to, in crease, ample warning is given for corrective
action to be taken before problems develop and digester control is
lost.

.1 0

Response to.an Increase in Volatile Acid/Alkalinity Ratio:

When the ratio starts to increase, extend mixing time of digester
contents, control heat more even, and decrease sludge withdrawal
rates.. Mixing should be vertical mixing from the bottom of the tank

mi to the toj of a:4y scum blanket. ,if `possible, some of the concen-

ttated slUOge in the secondary digester should be pumped back to
help correbt the ratio. In addition, the primary digester should
not be operated as a continuous overflow unit when r) aw sludge is

added, but it should be-drawn down to provide room for some Sludge
from the secondary digester too. During heavy rains when extra
solids are flushed into the plant, it may be necessary to add some
digested sludge to the primary digester. Use the volatile acid/
alkalinity ratio as a guide to determine the. amount of digested
sludge that should be returned to the primary digesIteefor control
purposes. t

C. Digester Gas (CO2 and Gas Production)
.

Th4 is a useful test to record. The change of CO2 in'the gas is
an indicator of the condition of the digester. Good digester gas
will have a CO2 content of 30-to 35%. The volatile acid /alkalinity

relationship will start-to increase before the carbon dioxide (CO2)
content begins to climb. If the CO2 content exceeds 42%, the
digester is considered in poor condition and the gas is close to the
burnable'limit (44 to 45% CO2).

f .

I
4
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Gas production in a properly operating digester should be con-

stant if feed is reasonably constant. If the volume produced
gradually starts falling, trouble of some sort is indicated..

D. pH

pH is normally run.on raw sludge, recirculated,sludge, and super-
natant. This information is strictly for the record and not for
plant pontrol.- The raw sludge, if stale, will be acid and run in

the rage of 5.5 to 6.8. Digester liquors should stay around 7.0

or higher. pH is usually the lastindicator tcrchange and gives
little( warning of approaching- trouble. It is therefore the lrast

desirable control method.

8.4A

8.4B

QUESTIONS

Where would you obtain the temperature of a digesterT, ,
.

I

Why is,the volatile acid/alkalinity relationship vaq

II
useful in digester' control? . .

Y
.

8.4C What should be done when the volatile acid/alkalinity
relationshiFstarts to increase?

8.4D Why is pH a poor indicator of approaching trouble in
a digester?

8-60
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E. Solids Test

Samples are collected of the raw sludge, recirculated sludge, and
supernatant. Each sample is, tested for total solids and volatile
solids.

The information from these tests is used to determine the poundi
of solids handled through the system, the digester loading rates,
and the percent of reduction of the organic matte destroyed by
the digester. All of these tests are necessary for the maintenance
of close digester operation.

F. Volume of Sludge

Volumes of sludge are needed to determine the pounds of solids
ahindlpd through the system. In smaller plants which use a positive
displacement pump, the volume of raw sludge is determined by the
volume the pump displaces during each revolution. For instance,a
10-inch piston pump with a 3-inch stroke will discharge oneallon
per revolution. These pumps are equipped with a counter on the end-
of the shaft and are seldom operated faster than SO gPm.

f
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Digester Supernatant

The total solids test is run on the
mine the solids ldad returned to th
the digeSter supernatant should be
5000 mg/1) . High solids content in
that too much seed-' or digested slud

digester. This kind of withdrawal
alkalinity relationship which is als

digester supernitant to deter-
plant. The total solids in

ept below 1/2 of 1% (0.005 or
the supernatant u.sually indicates
e is being withdram from the '

ould increase the volatile'Acid/
o undesirable..

Another simple method for checkifig:.supeTnatant is to draw'a sample
into 'a 1000 ml graduate and let it st-04 for four or five hours:
The sludge on the bottom of the g/:a irate shoUld be below 50 ml, with
an amber colored liquor above it. If supernatant'solids are 'allowed.
to build too high, an excessive solids.and BOD load is placed on the
secondary system and primary clarifi r. Sludge withdrak frog the
secondaty digester or supernatant re oval tubes should be changed to
a different level in the digester wh re the liquor contains the least
amount of solids when the supernatant load becomes'too heaify on Vie,
plant.

Plants should be designed to allow all sludge solids and liquids to
go to a lagoon or some such system for final or .ultimate disposal,
rather than returning them to the plant.. .

K. ComputinOigester Loadings

Digester loadings vare reported as pounds of volatile mattei peubic
' ,'foot or 1000 cubi3O feet of digester volume per day. The loading pate

should be around 0\15 to 0.35 pounds'of volatile solids per ubic foot

1
in a heated and miXed digester. For al unmixed or cold d!ge ter) the:
loading rate should knot exceed 0.05 pounds of volatile matte per
cubic foot, assuming\tLat each cubic font Contains,appiokimately 0.5
pounds of preidgested\ solids.

,\

, '

, X
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.8.6 AEROBIC SLUDGE DIGESTION

8.60 Introduction

or!111II

./Aerobic'digestion of solids occurs, whether intentional or not, in'
any of the conventional secondary treatment, processes. 'In the ex-
tended aeration process, the aerobic' digestion process is continued
almost to the maximum obtainable limit of volatile matter reduction.
A separate aerobic digester is intended mainly to insure that re--
sidual solid& from aerobic biological treatment processes are digested
to the extent that they will .-not -eause objectionable odors wring
disposal. The aerobic digester is a separate operation' fogolowing

other processes to extend' 4

ti decompositio of solids and
regrowth of organisms' to` a
point when available energy
in act --cells and storage
of wa to materialS'' e suf-
ficien low to 't the
material o be conSidered-
stable enou ot discharge
to some ultimate,disposal
operation. Neither aerobic
norahaerobie sludge' digestion
compl tes the oxidation of
vola ile materials ill the

.diges er,

O

-

Important,comparisoni between
aeilobic and anaerobXclsludge

digestion are summarized in
Ahe following sections.

ON
Anaero iciipud0

*I A

- °

1. DoeS riot use aei=atield'as,p OiSprocess.
o C arr 54

,

2. Works best n fresh. west
.

by prior stab zatao

3. Uses putrefaction

8-63
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4. Tends to concentrate sludge and improves di inability.

5. Produces methane gas that proVides.energy for'Other.

. operations.

6. Generates major digestion products consisting of solids,
carbon dioxide, water, methane, and ammonia.

7. 'Produces liquids that may be difficult to treat when

returned to the plant.

8. Generates sludges that need additional stabilization
before ultimate disposal.

A robic Slud e Di estio

Has lower equipment c4t.s...4.ut

. Tends to produce less noxious odors.

o erating costs are higher.t

duces liquids that usually are easier to treat
when returned to the plant.

4 S

4. Generates major digestion prodtctsconsistini-Of residual

solids, carbon dioxide, Water, sdlfates,,,and nitrates. -
st.of these products are close to the.Tinal stabilization

st ge.

5. May achieve'nitrAen removal by stopping.apration long
enough to allow the conversion of nitrates to nitrogen

gai. Aeration must be restarted beforelsulfates are
converted to sulfides (H2S).

-.6. 'Tends to work better on partially stabilized solids from
secondary processes that,arb difficult to treat by the

Manaer c-digestion process.

7. Prodtlpes a sludge that has a higher water content. Aerobic

sludges are difficult to concentrate higher than 4 percent ,

solids.

8, Uses oxygenation and mixing prbvided k'y aeration process

equipment.'

9. Has less haiardous cleahing and repairing tasks.

/
10. Works by aerobic decay which produces ens odors when

operated properly.

4
°.
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Process Description

Aerobic digestion tanks may be either round or rectangular, eighteen
to twenty feet deep, with or without covers, depending on geographical
location and climatic conditions.- The tanks use aeration-,equinment

...(mechanical or diffused 'air) to maintain aerobic conditions. Each
tank has a sludge feed line at mid-dppth of the tank, u sludge draw-
off lit.at the bottom of the tank, and a flexible, multilevel super-
natant dray-off line to remove liquor from .the upper half of the tank.

Covers Ura used in colder climates to help maintain the temperature
of. the waste being treated. Covers should not be used if they
reduceevaporative cooling,too much and the liquid contents ecome
too warm. When the liquid becomes too warm offensive od ay
develop and the,process e4fluent will have a very poor qua ity.

.t

Aerobic digestion. requires. the waste solids to be held at least
,twenty days in t digester. Detention time depends on the origin
of the sludge being treated. Twenty days will provide sufficient.
digestion time for sludges from an extended aeration'process where
the sludges are already well digested. Sludges fromu contact
stabilization proce require more than twenty days. _When temper-
atures are very low the sludge may have to be held until the
weather warms in, the spring.

8,62 .Operation

Aerobic, digesters are operated under the principle of extended
aeration,from theACtivatui t.ludge process, relying on the mode or
region called endogenous Z2 respiration. Aerobic digestion consists
of continuously aerating the sludge without the addition of new food,
other than the sludge itself, so the sludge is always the endogenous
region. Aeration continues until the volatile suspend solids are
reduced to -a-level mhere 'the sludge is reasonably stablt, does not
create a nuisance Or odors:-..trnd will readily dewater.

,

-22' Endo genous (en-DODGE-enytis) : A diminished level of respiration
in which materials previously stored by fhe cell are oxidized.,

.4 .
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8.64' Operational Problems

A. Scum

ION

The aerobic'digesters "ill have to be skimmed periodically tp remove
floating- grease and other material that'will not,digest. Thii
material should be disposed of by incinerat. in or burial with the
scum collected from,the primary clarifier.

1

B. Odors

Odors should not be a problem in aerobic digestion unless insufficient
oxygen is supplied or a shock load reachdk the aerobic digestion tanks.
-If an odor ptolidem does occur, a very effective cure iS to recycle
sludge fromthe bottom.of the second or third tank back'.to the first
tapk. This is also good practice in activated sludge plants that have
bulking problems because sludge from the last aerobic digester responds
very quickly when returned to an aerator.

C. Fl4katj.ng..SitIdge

,Floating sludge may become 'quite thick in the second and third tanks
when aeration is stopped during removal of the supernatant. To avoid
clogging, thPsuperngtant drp-off line should be installed so the
withdrawal point is from two to six feet, below the water surface.
floating sludge is -a:pitoblem only, during supernatant removal. cum
and solids must be removed from the supernatant to,prevent interference
with other- treatment processes and 'degradation of the plant effluent.

8.65 Maintenance ProbLlems

Usually this process rwuires very little maintenance. Routinely hose
the side wafts of open tanks for appearance and fly'control.

8 -66
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rA. Diffuser Main'tenance
A

.If diffused air is used for aeration, only openorifice or nozzle
type diffusers shoul,d.be installed because of 'the daily stopping
of air flow during supernatant removal.

B. Aeration Equipment

.Aeration equipment should b' operate continuously except when
an

-

in

settling, is needed for supe atant remoyal. Both settling and
'supernatant removal should e accomplished in 0.5 to 1.5.hours.

. %
.,

7..

QUESTIONS

I

8'.6A Why do some plants have aerobic digesters?

6

P

.

8.6B What are some of the advantages of aerobic digestion
in comparison'with anaerobic digestion?

8.6C What dissolved oxygen levels'should be maintained
in'aerobic digesters?

9 0
w

r-

O

6
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8:7' ADDITIONAL READING '

a. MOP,11, pages 39-88.

b. New York Manual, pages 85-116.

c. Texas Manual, pages 303-396 and 413-444.

d. Sewage Treatment Practices, pages 63-79.

e. Anaerobic Sludge gigestionvWPCF Manpal of Practice No. 16,
Water Pollution Control Federation, 3900 Wisconsin Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20016..0 Price $1.50 -to members; ct3.00 to

others.. Inditate your member association when orderin

f. Dague, Richard. R., Digester Control, J. Water Pollution
Cofitrol Federation, Vol. 40, No. 12, p 2021 (December 1968)

SI-Pdge Dewatering, WPCF Manual of Practice N5.-20, Water
Pollution Control Federation, 3900 Wisconsin Avenue,
Washington, D.C. .20016. Price $3:00 to members; $6.00

to others. Indicate your member association when ordering.

END OF LESSON i5 OF '5 LESSONS
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CHAPTER 9. WASTE TREATMENT PONDS

.USED FOR TREATMENT OF WASTEWATER AND OTHER WASTES

(Lesson 1 of 3 Lessons)

9.1 ANTRODUCTION

Shallow ponds (three to five feet deep) are often used to treat.
wastewater- and other wastes instead of, or in addition to, conven-
tional waste treatmeht processes. (Seegs. 9.1 and 9.2 for
typical plant layouts.) Wastes which are discharged -into ponds
are treatedor stabilized' by several, natural ,processes adting
at the same 'time. Heavy solids settle to the bottom. where they,
are decomposed by bacteria. Lighter suspended material.is broken
down by bact'griain suspension.

sc,

Dissolved nutrient materials, such as nitrogen and phosphor s,

are utilized ,hy green algae which are actuaaly microscopic plants.
floating and living in the water. the 'algae utilize carbon dioxide,
f(CO2) and biCarbonates to build body protoplasm: In so, growing .-

.

stliey need nitrogen and phosphorous in their metabolis$ much as
laft'plants do. .Like land plants, they release oxygen and some

IQ wcarbon. dioxide as waste products. .
. .

.44
.

.

In recent years,ponds have become more popular as treatment
facilities. Eitensiye studies of their performanCe have led to a 1
better uhderstandilig of the natural processes by which ponds treati-
Wastes. Informationis also av .A.;* ble Mich Can help operators to -

reFulate the pond proc4sseS foil e ficient waste treatment.

. .,*

9.2 HISTORY OF PONDS IN WASTE :FREKLMENT

Th first wastewater collection systems N-the ancient Orignt and
i ancient Europe wereitchax6d into adjacent bodies. of water.
These lisped'accom liecr their intended purpose until overloading,

.

as in modern sys.te s, made them objectionable.

.

.,

/ .

.1 Stabilized Wastes. A waste that has been treated or,decomposed
to, the extent that if discharged or released, itsrate and state
of decomposition woulete Such that the waste would not cause a

. lnuisance or odors.

tl
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In anaent times, ponds and al5 were purposefully fertilized
with organic wastes to,encourag he growth of algae which; in

. turn, greatly increased the production of fish due to the food
supply provided by the algae. This practice still persists and'
is)a recognized art in Germany.

4 -Y-
Eviciently, the first'ponds-constructed in the'Unifeld States were
built fo4he purpose of excluding waste waters from intrusion into
places where they would be objectionable. (:nce constructed!' thes

'ponds lierformed a-treatment process that f. ally became recognized
as-Such. The tendency over the years ha been to equate- pond - treat-
ment efficiency with the non- emission cf odors. Actually; the
opposite is true As the greatest organic oack destroyed per Unit
Vf area (high treatment efficiency) may be accompanied by objection -

able .oddrs.

Armed vritbfthe current sciertific knowledge of.ponding and utilizing
the experience of bOth successes and failures, engineers have designed
and constrdcted.a great number of pnds.r_erforming a variety of
funcions,since 1958. Ponds that have been designed with adequate_
engineering; baced_by the research of a.qualifieebiological con-
s'Ultan,t, aid opera5-d in a purposeful mner have produced successful
vesultso

.

Pondipg of wAstewacer as a complete process offersighe following
advantages for smaller installation% provided:land:In not costly
and the lodatiO as isolated 'from residential, commercial, and

. recreational areas:

40,

.1. Does not require expenSive equipment.

Does.not require highly trained operating personnel.,
4;

/
3. Is economical to construct.-

.",

a
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4. Provides treatmentthat is equal to or superiOr to
some conventional processes.

5. Makes a satisfactory short-term method of treating
wastewater on a temporary basis until a permanent (
plant can be constructed.

6. Is adaptable to fluctuating loads.

7. Is' probAly the most trouble-free'of any treatment
process when utilized correctly, provided a consistently
MO quality effluent is norrequired.

V

r

A QUESTIONS
,,. ,"

.

.

VI .

.. 9.2A If a:Tond is giving off objectionable odors, are the
wastes beinieffetively treated? Explain your answer.

* % '9.2B DiscuSs the advantageS of ponds.

0
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9.3 POND CLASSIFICATIONS AND, USES

Ponding of raw wastewater, as a complete treatment proce s, is
used to treat the wastes of single families as well as large
cities up to the size of the city of Melbourne, Australia, whiCh
handles 78 Million-gallons of wastewater per day. Ponds designed
to receive., wastes with no prior treatment are often ref4rred to.,
as raw wastewater (sewage) lagoons or stabilization ponds. This

IIrequires sizable areas of land.
n ,..

Ponds 'are quiteesmmonly used_inserieitane_p_ond fallowing another)
after a primary wastewater treatment plant to provideaddltional 711 1

clarification, BUD removal, and disinfection. These ponds are
sometimes called oxidation T

,I,

onds.
-. ,..

.
\

,

II°
Ponds are sometimes used in series after a trickling filter plant,
thus giving a form of "tertiaryV2 treatment: These are' sometimes

called polishing ponds.

Ponds placed in series with each other can provide, a high quality
effluent which is acceptable for discharge into most watercourses,
if stringent disinfection standards are not required.

It is possible to have a great many different variations in ponds
due to depth, operating conditions, loadint, etc.,, and a bold
line of distinction is often impossible. Current literature
generally uses three broade,pond classifications: aerobic,

anaerobic, and facultative.

Aerobic ponds are characterized by having dissolved oxygen distri-
buted th roughout their contents practically all of time. They

usually require an additional source of oxygen other than the rather
. minimal amount that can, be diffused from the atmosphere at the water
surface., The additional source of oxygen may be, supplied by algae,
by mechanical agitation of the surface, or by bubbling air through
the pond.

..,17'

2 Tertiary (TER-she-AIR-ee). Tertiary refers to the third treat-
ment prIncess or the process following a secondary treatment
process, such as a trickling filter. Some refer tp tertian-
treatment as advance, pl -waste treatment, meaning processes that

remove wastes nOtnormally removed byconventiopal (secondary)
treatment processes.

9-6
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Anaerobic ponds, as the name implies, are usually :without any dis-
solved oxygen Throughout their entire depth Treatment dependi'on -

fermentation,of the sludge at the pond bottom. This process;i, under
certain conditions, can be quite odorous, but it is highly effilient
in 'destroying organic wastes. Anaerobic ponds are mainly used'fbr
industrial processing wastes, although some domestic waste ponds
find their way into this 'category when they beZothe badly overldaded.

0
fFacultative (FACK-ul-tay-tide) ponds are the most common type in.

current ,use. The upper portion (supernatant) of these ponds
aerobic, while the bottom layer is.,;anaerobic. Algae supply Most
of the oxygen to the supernatant. Facultative ponds are most'common
because it is almost impossible to maintain completely aerobic -.or

anaerobic conditions all the time at all depths of the pond.

Pond uses may be clasg,ified according to detention time. A pond
with a detention time of less than three days will perform in ways
similar to a sedimentation or sett-ling tank. -Some algal growth,
will occur in the pond, but it will" nofhaNie a major effect on the_
treatment of the wastewater.

Prolific algal growth will be observed in bonds with detention
periods from three to around 20 days, but arge amounts' of algae
will be found in the'pond effluent. In some effluents, the
stored organic material may be greater 'ilhan'tbe aMount in the - \N
influent. Detention times in- this-range merely allow the organic
material to change form and delay problems until the algae settle
out in the receiving waters. Effluent BODs may shpw considerable
reductions from influeht BOD concentrations, but this is because
BOD is 4 rate estimate (oxygen used during a 5-day period). The 4t

rate of oxygen used is'temporarily slowed down, but will increase
when anaerobic decomposi-tion of settled dead algal cells sia,rts.

Longer detention periods .in .ponds provia time for algal sedimen-
tation, hopefully in.pOnds 0.-ffanaerobic conditions on the bottom
and aerobic conditiohs on the surface,. Combined aerobic-anaerobic
treatment provided-by'iong detention periods produces definite.
stabilization of the influent.

QUESTIONS

.
9.3A What is the difference betvieen raw wastewater (sewage)"

lagoons, .oxidation ponds, and polihing ponds?
..,

..,
a ,
9.aB What is the difference between the termsaerobic,

anaerobic, and facultative?
1 4 .

P'.3C Describe three possible, uses of ponds. .

01.
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2.1 EXPLANATION OF TREATMENT PROCESS

Waste disposal ponds are classified according to their dissolved
oxygen content. Oxygen in an aerobic pond is distributed through-
out the, entire depth practicc.. ly

most
An anaerobic pond

is predominantly devoid of oxygen most of the time because oxygen
requirements are much greater than the oxygen supply. In a
facultative pond, the upper portion is aerobic most of the time, ,

whereas the bottom layer is predominanJy anaerobic.
I

In aerobic ponds, organic matter contained in the'wastewater is
first converted to carbon dioxide and ammonia, and finally, in the
presence of sunlight, to algae. Algae are simple one-cell micro-
scopic plants which are essential to the successful operation of -

both aerobic and facultative pond
.

By utilizing sunlight through photosynthesis,3 the one-celled
plant uses the. oxygen in the water molecule to produce 'free oxygen,
making it available to the aerobic bacteria that inhabit the pond.
Each pound of algae in a healthy pond is capable of'prbducing
pounds of oxygen on a- normal summer day. Algae subs' on carbon
'dioxide and other nutrients in the wastewater: Algae occur in a
pond without seeding and multiplying greatiy_under favorable conditions.

.

In anaerobic ponds, the organic matter is first converted by a groupor_organisms .called the "acid producers" to carbon -dipxide, nitrogen,
and_rorganic acids; In an established pond, -at the same t e, a
groin) called the"methaneifermenters" breaks down the aci s and
other products of the first group to form methane gas an alkalinity.

° Water is another encl\product of organic reduction.

In a successful facultative pond, the. processes characteristic
of aerobic ponds occur in the surface layers, while those similar
to anaerobic ponds occur in its bottom layers.

te e
Wring certain periods sludge decomposition-in the anaerobiczone
is interrupteelnd it begins'to accumulate, If sludge accumulation

(
3 Photosynthesis. A process in which organisms with the-aid of
chlorophyll (g-reen plant 'enzyme) convert carbon dioxide and
inorganic substances to oxyge4 and additional plant material,
utilizing sunlight for energy. Land plants grow by the same .

process. .

9
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occurs and decomposition does not set in, it is,probably due to
lack of suitable bacteriologiCal population, low pH,`' preience
of inhibiting' substances, 'or a low temperature. Under these ,

circumstances the acid proddcti* will continue at a slower rate;
but the rate of gas (methane) production slowt' down considerably.

Sludge storage in ponds iscontinuous,with small'amounts stared
durin -g warm weather and larger amounts when it is cold. During
190W temperatures the, bacteriological. population cannot multiply
fast-enough to handle the waste: When warm weather comes, the
"acid producers" start in decomposing the_acculklated sludge deposits
built up during'the winter. If the organic acid, production is too
great,a lowered pH will occur with tilepossibilities ofan"upset
pond and resulting hydrOgen sulfide odors.

Hydrogen sulfide is ordinarily not a problem in properly designed
and operated pond because it dissociates (divides) into Hydrogen
and hydrosulfide ions at high pH and may form insolpblemetailic'
sulfides or sulfates. Itsis'because of this high degree of dis-
soCiation and.the formation of insoluble metallic sulfides that
ponds having a pH' above 8.5 do not emit, odors, even when Hydrogen
td1fide is present id relatively large amounts.

All of the organic matter that finds its way6;to the bottom of a
stabilization pond through the various processeg-iof sludge x -
decomposition is subject to methane fermentation, provided that
proper conditions exist or become established.

In order for methane fermentation to exist; an abundance of orgahic'
matter must be deposited and continually converted to organic Acids:
An abundant population of methane,bacteria.must be ,resent. They
-require a pH level within the sludge-of from6.5 to 7.5,-4lkalinity
of several hundred mg/1 torbuffer (neufrakize) the-organic acids
(volatile acid/alkalinity relationsNip), and suitable teffiPeratures.

v

4 -
pH' is an expression of the' intensity of the alkaline or

acid strength of water. Mathematically, pH is the logarithm
(base 10) of the'reciprocal of the Hydrowdon concentration,

10'

pH = Log
1

_ The pH may
/

range fram-0 to 14, where 0 is the most acid, 14
the most alkaline, and 7 is neutral. .Most natural water's
usually have aapH between 6.5 and 8.5:

9-9
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XOce methane 'fermentation is established, it accounts for a
donsfderable amount of the organic load removal.

.--. 9
..

e.

, UES IONS

9.4A How is oxygen produc by algae?
4?

9.4B Wfiere does the algae found a pond come from?
ky,7.7

.c
9'.4C What to unstable organic matter in a pond?
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9.5 POND PERFORMANCE 1
.-

4 .0

,
The treatment efficiencies that 'an be expected by ponds vary
more than most other treatment devices. .Some of the manyt
variables are:

1. c.,Rhysical FSctors

type- of..soil

b.* surface area
c. depth
d. wind ti

e. sunlight,
f. tempesedtur&---) *.

g. sport Circuiting
inflow Variations

li

mical Factors

a. organic material
b. pll ' ,
c.

d. concentratidn and nature of waste

3. Biolo,greal FattOrs
,

a. 4:13e of bacteria

bir'Type and quantity` of algae
c. activity of organisms
d. nutrient deficiencies
e. toxic concentrations

The ,performance expe.cted from a soift depends upon its clesigri.he design ,. of course, is determined by. the waste discharge
requirements cq the water quality standards to be 'met in the
receiving. wateci. Overall treatment efficiency may be *put
the same as primary treatment (Only settling -of solids) ; or
'it may ire equvalent to 'the best secondary brological treat-
ment plants. Some. pond';, Lisualry.tkose located in hot, arid
areas, have been designed to take ,advantage of percolation
and high evaporation rates sb that there is no discharge.

'44
6

Depending on design,
movals oft from 90 to
design loads with 50
remove approximately

to, 80% of the BOO

p
4

ponds can be expected to provide BOD .re-

90%. Fccultative ponds, under normal
to 60 days detention.ime, will usually
90 to 95% of the coliform Acteria and
iload approximately -811% bf the time.

' m-
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.Physical sedimentation by itself has been found,to remove
approximately 90%.of the suspended solids inthree days, and
about 800 of the dissolved organic solids in ten days. .How-
ever, in .a pond with a healthy algae and bacteria, population,

i Phenomenon known as biofiocculation6 can occur which' will
remoVe approximately, 85\ of both suspended and dissolved sokids
within hours. Biof- locculation is accelerated bytincreased-tem-
perature, wave action, and high dissolyed oxygen-content.

4

Pond detention times are sometimes specyied by regulatory
agencies to assure adequate treatment and Yemovn of bacteria.
Many agencies specify effluent or retivitg water quality
standards in terms of median and maximdm-MPN values that should
not be exceeded. In'critical water se area chlorination or
other means of disinfection can be used to furtherreduce the .

conform level. t 4

C

Ayond is generaPy regarded as not fulfilling its function
when itcreates a visual or odor nuisance, or leaves a high BOD,
solids, grease, or coliform group bacteria concentration in the
discharge.

: -QUESTIONS

9.5A What is bioflOCculation? O.

9.5B What biological factors influence the treatment
efficiency of a pond?

9.5C What factors indicate that a pond is mot'fulfilli4
its functiorioperating properly)?.

r

4. 0END OR LESSON'l OF 3 LESSONS A

WASTE TREATMENT PONDS

z5 Bioflocculation4t A condition whereby organic Materials tend
to be transferred from the dispersed form in wastewater to
settleable ateriai by mechanical entrainment and assimilation.

1

1

,

I .
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CHAPTER 9. WASTE TREATMENT PON[

(Lesson 2 of 3 Lessons)

9.6 STARTING THE POND
;104,

41Y.

One of the most critical periods of a pondos life 'is the time tliat
it-ii first placed in operation. If at aJ1lossible,-at least one
foot of wcer,Dshould 'be in the pond beforeltes are introduced.
The water should be turned into the pond iri advance to prevel t
odors developing from'waste solids'exposed to the atmosphere Thus
a source of water should be available when starting a pond.

It iva good practice to
start ponds during .1he

warmer paft of the year
because a shallow starting
depth allows the contents
of the pqndto cool too
rapidly if nights are cold,
Generally speaking,4the
warmer the pond contents,
the more efficient the
treatment processes,

Algal -loom /wi11 normally
appear from-seven to twelve
days after wastes are intro-
duced into a.pond, but it
generally takes'at least 60
days to establish a thriving

biological cpmmunity. A
Ns

definite green colox is
evidence that a flourislling

algae population has been established. After this length of time
has elapsed, bacterial decomposition of bottom solids will usually
become established. This is generally evidenced by bubbles' coming
'to the surface near the pond-inlet where most of the sludgedeposits
occur. Although the bottom -is anaerobic,. travel of.the gas through
the aerbbic surface layers generally preventS'oddr release.

p

I.
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Wastes should be discharged to the pond intermittently during
the first few weeks with constant monitoring of the pH. The

pH in the pond should be kept above 7.5 if possible. Initially.

the pH of the bottom sludge-willsbe below ..7 due to the digekion
of the sludge by acid-producing bacteria. If the.pH starts to
drpp, discharge'to the pond should be diverted to another pond
or diluted with make-up water if another pond is not available
`until,the pH recovers. A high pH is essential to encourage a'

balanced anaerobic fermentation (bacterial decomposition) of
bottom sludge. It also is indicative of high algal activity
sipce removal of thecgrbonates from the water in algal metabolism
tends to keep the pH high. A continuingalow pH indicates acid

production which will cause odors.

QUESTIONS

9.6A Why should at least one foot of fresh water cover
the pond bottom before wastes are 4ptroduced?

9.6B Why should ponds be staAted.duriutthe, warmer part
of the year if at all possible?

'9.6C What does a definite green color in a pond indicate?

9.6D When bubbles are observed coming to the pond surface
, near the inlet, what is happening in the po1d?

4

;4's.

C
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9..7 DAILY OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Because ponds are deceptively simpPe,' they are probably neglected
more than any other type ,of-VMteWateOreatment process. Many
ot:the complaints, that, arise from ponds are the result of neglect
or poor housekeeping. Following are listed the day-to-day
'operational and maintenanee duties that will help to insure peak
treatment efficiency andIo present your plant to its neighbors
as..a well-run waste ,treatment facility.

9.70 Scum Control

Scum accumulation is a common characteristic of ponds and is
usually the greatest in the spring of the year when the water
warms and vigorous biological activity resumes. Ordinarily,
wind action will dissipate scum accumulations and cause them
to settle; however, in the.absence'of wind or in sheltered areas,
other means must be used.' If scum is not broken up, it will dry
on top, and become crusted. It is not only more difficult to break'
up then, but a species of blue-green algae is apt to become
established on the scum I./Inch can give rise to disagreeable odors.
If scum is allowed to accuiulate, it can reach proportion's where
it Oats off a significant amount of sunlight from the pond.

Rafts of scum cause-a very unsightly appearAce in 'ponds and
can quite likel.become a source of botulism that will have a
devastating effect on wat6Xfowl and shore birds which1 may be °'

attracted to the *facility.
.

any methods of breaking up scum have been used, including aglitation-
w th garden .rakes from the shore, jets of water from pumps or tank

ckS,and the use of outboard motors on boats in large ponds.
is brokeh up most easily if it 'is attended to promptly.

I

9.71 Odor Control

AV.

.It probably inevitable that, at some-time,,odors Will come -from
a wastewater treatment plant no matter what kind of process is used.
Most odors are caused by overlbading (see Section 9.117 to determine

14.,,pond loading) or poor housekeeping practices and can be remedied
by taking corrective measures. However, there.tre.times,.such as
when unexpected shutdowns occur,, that plant"processes Iy be upset,
and cause odors. For these unexpected occurrences, it is strongly
adviSPd,that a careful plan for emergency odor.control be available. :11i
Odors' usually, occur during the spring warmup Ln co der climates
because biological activity is reduced during Col weather.

9-15
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For ponds, recirculation from aerobic units, the useoffloating
aerators, and'heavy chlorination should.be considered ap means
to reduce odors. Recirculation from an aerobic pond to the inlet
of an anaerobic pond (1 part recycle flow to 6 parts influent
flow) will reduce or eliminate odors. Usually floating aeration
and chlorination equipment are too expensive to have setting idle

/ waiting for an odor problem to develop. Odor masking chemicals .

also, have been promoted for this purpose and have some uses for
concentrated'specific odor sources. Hwver, in almost all cases,
process procedures of the type mentioned preViously are preferable.
In any event, waiting until the emergency arises before planning
for odor control is poor procedure. Often several days are needed
to receive delivery of materials or chemicals if'they are required.
Try to have possilile alternate methods of control ready to go if
they are needed. /'

.6 1

. In,some areas, sodium nitrate has been added to ponds as a source
of oxygen to prevent odors. To be effective, sodium nitrate must
be dispersed throughout the water in the pond. Once mixed in the

,pond it acts very'quickly because many common'organisms (faculta-
tive groups) may use the oxygen in nitl-ates instead of dissolved,
oxygen., Liquid sodium hydrochloride or chlorine 'solution is a

faster acting solution, but not necessarily the best chemical be-
cause it will interfere with biological stabilization of the wastes.

1

9.72 Weed Control

Weed control is an essential part of good housekeeping and is not -4 t

a formidable task with modern herbicides and soil sterilants.
-% Weeds around the.edge are most objectipnable because they allCm'a

sheltered area for mosquitd breeding and sum accumulation. In

Most average ponds theg has been little need for mosquito control
when edges are kept free of weed 'giowth. Aquatic weeds, such as . -
tules, will grow in depths shallower than three feet, so an operating,
pond level of at least this depth is necessary. Tules may emerge
singly or well scattered but should be removed promptly by hand as -

they will quickly multiply from the root system. Weeds alsq can
........ hinder pond circuation. I

. .

9.73 Insect Control
!

W
I/4 .

Mosqlpitoes will breed in sheltered areas,ofstanding water where

which the egg rafts of .the' female.
mosquito can become attache. These egg rafts are'fragile and 11l
there is vegetation or scum tt?

will not withstand the action of distubed water surfaces such as
caused by wind action or normal cQrrents. Keeping the water edge

t clear of vegetation and keeping any scum broke up will normally
give adequate control. ShallOw, isolatedpools'left by a receding
pond level should be drained or sprayed with a larvacide.

- 9-16 '
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Any of several minute shrimp-like animals may infest'the pond
from time to time during the warmer months of the year (March-
November). These predators live on algae and at-times will
appear in such numbers asto almost clegi: the ppnd of algae.
During thOmort severe infestations there will be a sharp drop
in the dissolved oxygen of the pond, accompanied by a lowered
pH. This is a temporary condition because the jredators will
outrun the,algae.supply, and there will be a mass die-off of
.insects which will he followed by a rapid greening up of the
pond again

Ordinarily.there should be ,no great concern about these'infe: a-
tiQns because they soon balance themselves; howeve$ in the (tse
Of a heavily loaded pond, a sustained low dissolved oxygen con-
tent may give rise to noxious odors. In that event any of several.
commercial sprays can he used with excellent control. Dila-om-8
has-been used with good results.

'Cllironomid)midges are often produced in wastewater ponds in sufficient
numbers to be serious nuisances to nearby residential areas, farm .
workers, recreation sites, and industrial plants. When emerging in
large numbers they may also create traffic hazards. Atkpresent
the only satisfactory control is through the use of insecticides,
such as parathion, Abate, Sursban, and Fenthion. Control measures
are time consuming and may he difficult, particularly ifthere is
a discharge to a receiving stream. If possible, lower the level in'
the ponds.enough to contain a ,day's inflow before applying an
insecticide. Holding the insecticide for at least one day will
kill more insects and reduce the effect of the % nsecticide on re-.

.ceiving waters. For better results, iihsrecticides" should be applied
on a'calm days and any recirculation pumps should be stopped.

d 9.74 Levee Maintenance

Levee slope erosion caused by wave action is probably the most
-s-prio-usmaibtenance'ptoblem. If allowed to continue, it will
result in-a narrowing a the levee crown which will make

(m
accessi,-

' bility with aintenance equipment most difficult::.

If the', levee slope.is composed of easily erodable material, the
only long range solution is the use_of bank protection such as
stone riprap or broken concrete rubbles -

... , . .

Levee tops should beperowned so that 'rain water will drain over the
side in-a sheet floW rather thAn flowinga considerable distance
along the levee crown anq gathering enough flow to cause erosion
when it finally spills over the side 'anddown the slope.

If the leveesare.to be used as roadways during wet weather, they
should be paVed or well graveled. tt :' .



9.75 Headworks and Screening

'It is important to clean the bar screen as frequently as possible.
The screen should be visited.at.least once or twice a day with more
frequent visits during storm periods. Screenings should be disposed
of daily in a sanitary manner, such as by 'burial, to avoid odors
and fly-breeding.

. Many pond .installations have grit chambersat the headworks to
protect 'raw "igastewaterliftpumps,or prevent plugging of the
influent are many types of grit removal equipment.

. Grit removed by th -v -ous types of mechanical equipment or by
manual means will usual contain small, amounts of organic matter
'and should therefore be disposed of -in a sanitary manner. Disposal
by burial is the most common- method.

9.76 Some Opeoratiu.Hints

1. Anaerobic ponds should be covered and isolated for odor control
sand followed by aerobic ponds. Floating polystyrene planks can ,

be used to cover anaerobic ponds and can be painted for protection.
from the sun. -.These will help to'confin odors and heat and tend
to make the anaerobic ponds more efficient.v

2. Placing ponds in series tends to'cause the first pond,to become
;overloaded and may never allow it to recover; the overload may
be carried to the next pond in series. Feedingjponds in parallel
llows you to distribute the incoming load evenly between

Whe r ponds are operated in series or in paralle16should depend
on the loading situation:

When operating ponds in series,
first pond may become a serious
Periodically the flOw should be
pond should then be. drained and

4

6

A

' 9

A
the accumulation of so lids in .the
problem afeer a long period of use.
routed around. the first pond. This
,the solidi removed and buried. -' .

7.7*
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3. It can be helpful to provide for a large amount of recircu-
lation, say. 25 to 100%. This allows the algae and other
aerobic organisms. to become .thoroughly mixed with incoming...
raw wastewater. At the same t0e, good oxy,gek transfer cad
be attained by passing the incoming water over a deck or
other type of aerator.. This procedure can cause heat loss,
however.

4. Heavy chlorination at the recirculation point can assist.in
odor control, but will probably interefere with treatment.

5. As with any treatment process, it is necessary tlp.measure the
important parameters (DO fluctuations during a 24rhour period
and solids) at frequent, regular intervals and plot them so..
thatyou have some idet of the direction the process is taking
in time to take corrective action when necessary.

6. When solids start floating to the Mace of a pond during the
spring or fall overturn, the pond s ould be taken out of service
and cleaned. Measurement of the'sludge depth on the bottom of
pond also will indicate when a pond should be cleaned.

0-

Before applying insecticides or herbicides, be sure to,checke
,with-appi:Opr,iate authorities regarding the long term effects
of the pesticide you .lan to use. Do not apply pesticides
that may be toxic t4,rgamisms' in the receiving waters. ,

QUESTIONS
4

' 9.7A Why should scum- not be alloWed to accululete on the
surface of a pond? 42.

. 9.7B How can -scum accumulations be broken up?
.

9.7C What are the causes of odors frog a pond?

9.7D What'precaution would' you take.to'be prepared for an
odor problem which might develop? '

9..7E. Why are weeds objectionable in an&around,ponds"?
Atiki

9.7F How can weeds be controlled and removed in and around
ponds?

9.7G Why should insects be controlled?

9.7H Why should a pond be lowered before an insecticide is
-applied?.

4

Alhe

9.71 Why are the contents of ponds recirculated?

4. 9-19
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.9.8 SURFACE AERATORS,

Surface aerators have been used in two types of applications:-

I. To provide additionalair for pondi.during the,night
. or during cold weather, or-for overloaded ponds.

,

24. To provide a mechanical aeration device for lionds%operated.'..
as an aerated lagoon. Aeratedlagoons'operate similar to
an activated sludge aeration tailkwithout returning, any

1
,

settled activated sludge.
. : : .

, .
. 1.

..
In 'both cases the aerators are: operated by time .clockS with estab-
lished on-off cycles. Laboratory tests o'n the dissolved oxygen in
a pond indicate the° time period for on and off.cycles.to maintain.
aerobic conditions in the surface. layers of the.pond. -Adjustments
in the on-off cycles are necessarY.When,changes occur in the
quantity and quality of the influent and seasonal weather conditions.
Some"experienced operators have correlated their lab test results to
pond appearance and regulate the on-off'.cycleS using the following
rule: ,If the pond has,foam on the surface, reduce the operating.-
time cif the .aerator.and if there is 'no evidence of foam of the pond

sarface, increase the operating time of the aerator. ,-.-;

4, , . ......:.*-

Maintenance of surfaceAtaeratots shoUld be
conducted in acOrdance:' .

with manufactuxet's recombendations. ..:.
.

.,.,

9.,9- SAMFI.Nd AND ANALYSIS,

.9(LGene al
4.

.- .

:PrObably_the:most importanesampling,that,can be accomplished easily
., -'by any_operatot is routine pH and dissolved oxygen analysis,. It is

ifiyAdtitable to make pH, temperature, and dissolved' oxygen tests
.:::56/6-rdl times'a:'week, and occasionally during the night, throughout
'''. operation of the pond. These vanes should be recorded 'because

thgy will..serve\as a valuable record of performance. The time of day., .

-...-:should.be*Varied occasionally, for the tests so that the operator be-
Comes:JaMiliar'mith-the-pbn'd/s-tharacteristics at various times of

,--
,--

the day. Usually the pHand dissolved oxygen will be lowest Just at
,

_,, sunrise. Roth will get piogressively higher as the day:goes on,
.4e-Chingtheir highest .point in

.
Tate afternoon. ,

%:.
t:

. - ,;

*..
. .

. ,
. %.

'
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It is especially important to remember tolavoid getting any
atmospheric Oxygen-into-the sample taken -to measure-dissolved
oxygen., This is most necessary when samples are taken in the
early morning or if the dissolved oxygen in the pond is low from
overloading. If poSsible, measure the dissolved'oxygen with an
electric probe, being careful not to allow the membrane on the
end of the probe to he exposed to the atmosphere.

Ponds often have clearly developed individuality each being a
biological community that is unique unto itself. Identical adjacent
ponds'receiving the same influent in the same amount often have a
different pH and 'a different dissolved oxygen content at any given
time. One-pond may generate considerable scum while its neighbor
is devoid of scum. For this reason, each pond should be given
routine testing as regards to pH andT7gOlvedoxygen. SuCh
testing may indicate an unequal loading because of the internal
clogging of influent or distribution lines that might not be
apparent from visual inspection. Testsalso may indicate differenCes
or problems that are being created by Irbuild-up of solids or solids
recycle.

As an operator becomes familiar, with operating a pond, he can soon
learn to cotrelate the results of some of the chemical tests with
visual observations. A deep,green sparkling color generally indi-
cates a high pH and a satisfactory dissolved oxygen content.' A dull
green co or lack of color generally indicates a declining p14 and
a lowered4dissolved oxygen content A grey color indidates the pond
is being overloaded.

)9.91 Frequency and ncation of Lab Samples

The frequency of testing and expeCted ranges of test results vary
considerably from pond to pond, but you shpuld establish those
ranges within which your pond functions properly. Test results will
also vary during the hours of thetday. Table 9-1 summarizes the
typical tests, locations, and frequency of. sampling.

Tests of pH; DO, and, temperature are important indicators of the
.condition of the pond, whereas BOD,-coliform; and 'solids tests
measure the efficiency of the pond in treating wastes. BOD is
also used to calculate the loading, on the pond.-

In order -to estimate the organic lading'on the pond, the operatOr
must have some knowledge of the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) of
the waste and the approximate average daily'flow. Influent BOD and
solids will vary with time of day, day of week, and season, but a

A
pond is a good equalizer if.nbt,overloaded. Recirculation will help
an overloaded pond. .

'0
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TABLE 9-,1 .

FRE WnAND ONOFLAB SAMPLES

.\

-Mt

Teat Frequency Location Common Range

pH*

Dissolved
Oxygen' (60)*.

Temperature
e

BOD

Coliform Group
Bacteria

Chlorine Re idual
,,,..

Suspended Solids
, I

Dissolved Solids

485.....

S.

Daily

Daily

Daily
.

Weekly

Weekly

Daily'

Weekly

Weekly 4.

Pond

.

Pond
Effluent,

Pond

qnfluent
Effluent

Effluent

Effluent
,,

Influent
Effluent

Influent
Effluent

7.5+

,

v

/

0;5-2.0 mg/1
.

_

t

.

.

E)

*pH values above 9.0 and DO, levels over 15 mg/1 are not uncommon.

Bi/Ds'5hould be measured on a weekly basis. Samples Shaun be taken
during the day at low -flow, medium flow, and high flow. The average
of these three tests. will give # reasonable indication or the organic
load of the wastewater being treated. If it is suspected that the
BOD-varies sharply during the-day or-from day to day, or if unusual
circumstances ekist, the sampling frequency should be increased to
obtain a clear definition Of the variations. If the pond DO level
is supersaturated

. the sample must be qeratted to
,remove the excess oxygen before the BOD test is performed;

II

"1+
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9.92 Expected Treatment EfficiencieS7

Table 9-2 is provided as a guide to indicate probable removal
efficiencies or typical ponds.'

.

TABLE 9-2.

EXRECTED RANGES OF_REMQVAL BY PONDS

Item.

40D,

Detention Timed Expected Removal

1

50 to 90%

N

BOD (facultative pond)9 50 to 60 days

Coliform Bacteria. 50 to 60 days

70 to 80%9

bo to 96%

7

jfacUltative pond)

SUgpended Solids After 3 days I 90%
4.

Dissolved Solids After 10 days
, 80%

3

7 Waste Removal, % - Out2
x'100%

s In

8 Facultative Pond (FACK- ul- tay- tive). The most common type
ofpond in current use., The upper pbrtion (supernatant) is
aerobic while the bottom layer Is anaerobic. Algae supply
Most of the oqcygen to the supernatant.

,

9 Expected removal approximately- 80% of'ihe time with poorer
removals during the remainder of the time.

4.

_° .
!. ."'. ,

'' 74
r o

§r2.3.
tti, '

.

iD
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D
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CHAPTER WASTE TREAT.? NT PONDS,-

(Lesson 3 of 3 Lessons) t

'9;11 DESIGN CRITERIA

A review of .some common design criteria will give an .insight to
the theory and gperatibn of a pond. .

Vb.

9.110 Location
- °

The general considerations for the location 'Of other types of
wastewater treatment Plants algo apply to the location ofjponds.
Isolatioh should be as great as can be economically provided.:'
Attention to the direaiok of prevailing winds with due regard
for present and projected downwind residential, commercial, and-
,:recreatiOnal development is of utmost importance. X

9.111 Chemistry of Waste
1

Y .

II-
. .

'Before the design gf -any pond is undeipaken, it should be determined
whether there \are any possible toxic effects (interfere with algal or

II( bacterial growth) from the waste. Some natural:water supplies mdy
,have a high sulfur content or other chemicals that limit the possibility
of desired sludge decompositile: ,

11
0

Certain wastes, such as dairy products and wine products, are ,

wasdifficult to treat because. of then- low PH-should

be carefully investigated before one can be ertain taitcie

pH-. Any pro essin g. waste ,

hE
can be successfully treated by ponding. Sorile process wastes/contain - ` 1 r II

powerful fungicides and disinfectants thit 'may have a greatA:nhibitive

.- II, s
effect on,the biolli.gical activity in a pond.,'

'X
. ....... '.

. 2.
....... -11.0%,__.-.-- .

9.112 Headworks And Screening f. .
41

.. I/
A heidworks

:

with a b1r screen is. desirable To remove- rags, bones and ::
.-

,other large objects that night loge sin pipes- or control structUres, -'.:

'A trash - shredder' is a luxurjrthat may not b ranted. -'Any -
,-...:,,

.....-.- .. :-

\\,mater'al that gets past an adequate bar sere will in all
, pr abilitY not harm the 117-fluent pump. Any fecal matter will

riae pulverized in going through the pump.
...4.,

'fr

0
/
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9.113 Flow Measuring Deyices

It is highly desirable that am-influent measuring device be installed
to give a direct.reading on the daily volume, of wastes that ate
introduced into the ponds. This information, along with a BOD
measurement of the influent, is required to estimate the organic

mparison of Influent and effluent flow
estimating percolation and'evatioratiolt;

loading on the pond.
rates is necessary for
losseS;.

A. measuring device pro ides basic data

plant expansion needstr for detecting
flows. Reliable, well-kept records on
budgets and greatly assist an engineer'
or new installation.

9.114 Inlet and Outlet Structures

4

Inlet structures should be simplo fool*of and should be
Standard manufactured ar isles sprt rdiplacement parts are
readily available. coping friction fit tubes (see-Fig.

llibe

9.4)
for regulating spill- discharge height,should tie avoided because
a biological growth may become. attached and 'prevent the tubes from
telescoping if they are not-cleaned regularly;

A'..

for prediction o future
unauthorized orr bnormal ,

flow volume help justify
s design of a plant expansion

4

A submerged inlet will minimize the occurrence of flqatingmaterial
and will-help conserve the heat ofAthe pond by introducing the
warmer wastewater into the de the of the pond. Warns wastewater' -4
introduced at the bottft,of eltold,water mass will channel
surface and Spreadunle it is promptly an'd vigorously mixed with ,
cold Water. Warm wastewater spi.11d onto the surface of the pond,
will spread out in a thin layer on the surface and not eontritxte
to the,warmth of the lower reeons of the pond where heat is needed
for bacterial decomposition. Inlet and outlet structures".should be
so located in relation to each other to minimize possible short.
circuiting.

6

. Valves that have stems:extending into the stream.flow should be
avoided. Strirtgy material and.rags will collect and form an
obstruction and may render the valve inoperative.

Free overfalls (Fig. 9,5) at the outlet should be avoidedto minimize -

release of odors, foaming, and gas entrapment which may hamper pipe
flows. Free overfalls should be converted'to submerged outfalls'if

tit
4

they-are,causinenlisances'and other problem&.

_

lit

,or

2'1"
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4.

SUBMERM OUTLET - -NO FOAMING PROBLEMS

Fig. 9.1 Free' overflow and submerged out let,
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(If a pond has a surface outlet, floating can be kepp
out of the effluent by building a simple baffle around theaput-
let. The baffle,can be constructed of wood or other suitable
material. It should be securely supported or anchored.

9.115 Levee Slopes
.

4

The selection of the steepness of the levee,slope must depend on
, 4

-seyeral variables.- A steep slope erodes quicker from ware wash
unless the leveT:material is of a rocky nature,or else protected.,
by riprap. However, a steep slope minimizes waterline weed,gTowth.
It A more difficult to operate equipment and to perform routine

i
maintenance on steepslopes. A. gentle slope ill erode the least
from wave wash, iseasier to opersatee4ipmen, on, an is easier

dtdperforb routine, maintenance on. However, waterline weed growth
Will 'Ave a much greater opportunity:to flourish.

,-,
9.116 Pond Depths

,

The operational depth of -ponds deserves considerable attention:
Depending upon conditions, pOnds of less than three ilbt.of depth
maybe completely, aerobic,if there are no solids or*hottom
J"unlikely).becau§e of the depth7of sunlight)oenetra iv- This

that 'the treatment of wastes is accomplished essentially by
conyer ing the wastes to algae cell material. Ponds of this
shallow depth areapt to be irregular in performance because
algae. blooms will indrease to such proportions that a Mass die-
off will occur with the result,df all algae precipitating tothe
bottom and therebS, adding to the organic load. Such conditions,
could lead' to..the creation of an anaerobic pond.. The bottoms of

'shalliow ponds wi lfl bedome anaerobic lien solid& collect on the
bottom and after- sunset.

DisCharies from shallow, aerobic ponds contain large amounts of.
algae., To operate effi,ciently these ponds should haVe some means
of removing the algae grown in the pond before the effluent is

.,dischargld to the receiving waters. ,If the algae are not 'removed
from the effluent, the organic matter in the wastewsterds not re
moved or treatedand the/Problem is merely transferred to some
downstream pool.°

An observed phenomenon of lightly loaded, shallow secondary ponds
"'and tertiary ponds is that th / are apt to begomein4ested with
filamentous, algae and mosses thaltnot only limit the'pelietration

sunlight- into the pqnd but hamper circulation of the polois
codtehts and clog up inlet and outlet structures. Alen the'loacling
is increased, this condition improves. .

0
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Pond depths of .four feet oto more sallow a greater conservation
.. of heat from the incoming wastes ,to foster biological. activity,

as the ratio between pond volume and pond area 3.s more favorable.
In 'facultative ponds, depths over four feet provide a physical '

storage fpr dissolved oxygen actumulated'ddring the day to carry
over through 'the night. when no oxygen is released by the algae,
unless floating algae and poor. circulati.pn keep all thotIoxyken
near the surface. This physical storage of DO is very important
during the colder months when nights are 'long.

.. .

A pond operating depth of at least three f4t is recommende' to . ,

. ci,...

prevent tule and cattail growth. Ponds less than three feet 'deep

1
ai

0 t

should be lined to prevent troublesome weed growth. Weeds that
merge along the shore line .can be effqctive'ly controlled by

spraying with any of several products available.
amaas.'

QUESTIONS

9.11A Why are some wastes not easily treated by ponds?

\-9,11B What is the minimum- recommended pond operating dep,th?
db.

9.1.1C Why should the inlet a pond be submerged? _

9.11D Whysshouldefhe Outlet be submerged?

. .-
t3:11E* How could problems createdsby a surface outlet bd

redu corrected'?

9.11F Why free ,overfalls be avoided?

9:11G Why are shallow pondS apt to be irregular.in performance?

41P

0 9.1H 'Why should the 'influent to a pond be metered?

. .
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9.117 Pond` Loading

The waste loading on a pond is. generally spoken of in %4tion
to its area,and may be stated in several different ways:

1. ]Lbs of BOD per day per acre = lbs BAD/day/acre'
qhfs is called organic loading.)

,2. inches (or feet).of depth added per day
'(This is-called hydraulic loading or overflow rate.)

or Z. .persons (or pOpulatiOn served).p'er Acre
-(This is called populationjoading;),

Deten ion time is' related directly to pond hydraulic loading, 0.
whi is_actually thenate of inflow bf wastewater. It may be
expressed,as million gallons per day (MGD), or as the number of
acreLinches per day or acre-feet per.day (one acre-foot cpyers
one acrwto a depth of one\foot or twelve inches and is equal,to
43,560 cUft). We must know the pond volume- in odder to determine.
detention time; this is most easily computed on an acre-foot basis.

- *

r

A. Detention Time
..,

- .. .

Detliton,(in days) =
Pond folume (ac -ft)-

. t Influent gate (icl-ft/day) .:...

. .

This equation does not take into considuation waterwhich may be
Jost through evaporation or percolation. Detention'time may vary
'from 30 to 120'days, depending on the'treatmerit requirements tb

O

be met... .

.

$41
B. Population Loading

t

lopading calculated on a population-served basis is expresgei-simp
.,

as:

Populagon, Served, persons
,.No.'oilPer i'ssons pe'Aere

Area of Pond, ac . ..
4 . i

The population ,loading may velly from 50 to 5gliversons per acre
. t .

'depending on many local factors. ,
i .

.
. r .4 .

. . r+.-
. r

ar

p
:4

,.

, .4

a
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C. iydraulic boding

The hydrauliC loading or overflow rate is expressed as:,

Inches per do,
Inflow (ac-in per day).

Pond Aiea, ac

. 6

The hydraulic loading, may vary from half )cn Inch to severa'1. inches
per day, depending on the organic road the influelt

.

NOTE: If the wastewater inflow rate is known in million
gallons per day (MGD), it cam, be converted to an
equivalent number of acre'-inches Per day as follows:

acre-InChesil per day .=

If- the pond detention time is known,
also be calculated, as follOws:

. 7
-

,. Inches per day

(Inflow, MGD) x 36.8 to

the. hydraulic loading can

Depth* of .1gond, ih

Detention time, days

,D. Organic Loading

44
4 The organic loading is expressed as: .

.,

i.Organic Load

(lbs BOD' per
(BOD, mg/1? ceow, MGD) 0.34 lbs /gal) 11

. Pond allea, acday per acre)

Typical, organic loadings may range, from 10 ,to $0 lbs BOD per
,Ilpier dcre. .

,

; Y
, . .

t, S

,. Iv A.0 mil& t, .1,006,000 gal 1 cu.ft' ik 1 ac 1.2 in
. . 1 GD ,.,, , ,

x -,.---6-- 36.i
ac -inx ...4-.._____ x

,

. 1
.4 . Z4 . ,daya y . gal 43,,560 sq ft 1 ft day- lir

..

,

.

, t!,
. '.

.. 11 Re al. 1- lbs /day 4,,= (Conc., 'mg/M mg) (M gal/day) 08%34 lbs /gal)
.

o

,

. /, ,

. . .- --t ( i , ,
, -

l 1 ,.

day

A

r

,.

7 e

:- ,

.

.1

a

4
Vft .1

1
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CHAPTER 10. DISINFECTION' AND CHLORINATION.

_ *
Lesson. 1 of 4 Lessons)

A

'10.0 PRINCIPLES OF STEWATER DISINFECTION' WITH CJORINE

10.00 Introduction
,

Wastewater_ contains organisms from both the heaithy andsiAk
people.discharging their w tes into the'collectio system.
Disease-producing organisms are potentially prese in, all .

.

wastewaters, and these organisms must be removed or .killetlbetore
treated wasfewater san be discharged to 'the rec iving'waters.
The purpose of disinfeCtion to destroy tho enic organisms'
and thili prevent the Sprearof water-borne iseases.- _

,t1'
ii, ..

The conventional waste treatment processes /
desp-ibed in previous'

.0.... chapters remove pathogens from, wastewater in varying degrees.,
The'desruction and removal of-pathogens is brOught about in,

. .

* .several ways: .

,

.
.

,, -1
1.. Phys)al removal througb.sedimentation and filtrationi''

2. Natural die -away of organisms in an-unfavorable eriviron-
i, -,-,

ment during storage L ---

.)
. r

_3. ,Destruction by chemicals introduced fOr treatment puiposes

. .

0. -. ,N, . ..

.

1Pathogenic ( ath-o-JEN-nick) Organisms Bacteria AT viruses.
which can ca se diseas (typhoid, Volera;,dysentery).. .Th:ere
are many t es of bactee a h, ich do not cause disease-and whic
are riot called.aoathogeNiC. Many beneficial badteria.are found

. in wastewater treatment processes actively Cleaning up organic,'
-,

:

wastes.
. 6

.
..

.

.

, l0 1. 2(),1L)_
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. ".:;e . ' , . '

.
GilOr . .. .

._ .....
7,--.

-: 'A.:though the nOnber of microorganisms in polluted watfxs-. i.s.. ..-
. re*.ducect-by treatment processes and natural pur.ificat4b)1-, the .:

term disinfection: is used in .ractice todescHbe."-tfeati4iiit- -
.:.;**" . proce'sse's that 'halie;as their mator,:ob jectiv.,p the` -.41. ling Of

. ..,

pathogenic organisms (Fig( 10 . 1) . Because. thloitri,e.:-.and...t oine
-v. . or. its `:coMpourids disinfect so well, ancr.iet'ause they- 'are.. .

` available at reasonable cost; they .hay-.613.eeli:us.eirilmot i to
.... th'e- exclusion of othet disinfectionpagents:, -,.,fitis chapter , on

1 :

. disinfection will be cOncerned tima:ri 1. wi:th. the .rinciples ..

and practice of chlorine dis infes;tion4.':' 7:. .. i_..,-.0- ,

; '.. ,
.- , ?

- . -.-- -:- .

..10 :0 1 Disi:nfec-ii.on ":" .. - . .../ , - -- .
,..

The' main' use of Chlorine in domes.tic" was t treatirient is -dis-. infection:. infection: Strictly defined, disinfe'p..ti .is,. -tote de-s-truction _.

of all pathogenic orgnisMsf, while ster i-_,a;t,i.on.-i's--tlie-to.tal
destruction or removal /Sof. isms .' -When was tewat-er-
effluents8'are discharged to re cv i v rs -_ WI i ch "may- be_u.sed. ,...
as a source of publia..igatejr...sup y, sli lifi_sh-grawAng.area's:

, .,, ...

. Or for recreationa.1---Purposes r-eatiiien for -ti e- destruction of
pathogenic.,organiSms is requI (f, to '0-i. Mize- -the. health hazards
of -pollutican Of these receivin ate Such Treatment is knoWn
as-' disinfection.

, .
'," , :-.

'Chlorination for disinfdc.flon.,ptirjeSes--_filauiriks _Killing eSsentially_ ,... -
.,-, 7 ,, all of the ,pathogens -in the cl9Mg-stAwis-tu :effluent,,,.. Nally-- other

- s en s.i, ti v e organisms in c o);,t4i6t w3.fLi.--6.'t4-o,r.1*-..a.re-_--,-cte'sVroi.est. t oo . _ -

.', Nor .at tempt ik made to .,spir-i").-i-7ze -writ 6,7,i.-tpr., V114Gli:,,i.s' lii3th, un- ,..- "-...-

'necessary and j:inpra.c_ii:;a1-:;-, "Iri'sOire. 5.--n.iincesis titi I i, iaiion wou-1-3:1,
be detrimental 'wfmie---,-6ther.tre-a-tment_;---7,:de_pen*P-t--4031. t:lie- activity
of the ..s..,a_prophir_t-e4.?-----f-61-i-alits:-ciA6,ijlia.tli on ,.,;(*,,ii.:fi7ri:a -" -.-a :n on,- ,- ..-. -=--, ,

selective ...-i.1 ler; _:- -t: fec:, ti organisms -an :file -_--bit-a::_oft-..snsitirri:ty '. , . . _..-- _ _ ,.--
e.ot' S groVit.' . ,a,t,-e,,.- torieentfat ion and exposure' '-ti Me ,. ,-. -- "-':". : /

, . .. - . .., -.:
,4 , .;- .......-- --- ..1. - -

'V

4 ;

:*_; . -

--- -
2y-rg-s: .. .Or-.0r-gaii-j.;.sfig_.4.i.svi-n-g on dead_ or

cleddfrposi t:i.pn of
-
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To accomplish disinfection, sufficient chlorine must be added
to satisfy the,chlorine'demand3 and leave-a residual chlorine`'

that mill destroy bacteria. The residual must be maintained
for,a sufficient "contact time" to insure killing theTath.ogeus..
For most wastewater, extending chlorine contact time can be
more effective than increasing..dosage§:

.
.

. . .
Special laboratory equipment is necessary to

.

measure the effec-

tiveness of.alorIndtion for educing the number of bacteria. ,

The tests requireIeverai days to complete.' Thus bacterial
exnminatidAi-Are not :gpnerapy practical For the' day-to-day
control of:theapplication of chlorine. For many years dis-

infection .tequirements often specified an sirthotolidi45
chlorine res.4dualyif 0.5 milligrams per liter after a chlorine

contact' time ofSthirty .minutes. Compliance with thisrequdre-
mentlenerallyoresulted in MloN56 of about 3000 coliform7 '

It
organisms per inn.ml (California, 19663. However, this result-,
ing MPH may, vary considerably (several orders of magnitude) from %

%.

plant to 44nt. _Considering dilution with water having a low coliform
content, this standard appeared suitable when public contact wirh.- t;

the waters was limit d. Today people are living more intimately

with wastivAter that ever tefore. Wastewater'egfluents arp' -. _______

..;.
...

) ,

,

.
a.

3 Chlorine DeMand. ,
.Chlorione.demand is the difference between the

' r amount of chlorine added to wastewater and the ainount of residual
chlorine remaining after a 'given contact time. Chlorine demand,

may change with dosage, time, temperature, nature and amount of

impurities 1.6, water. Chlorine Demand = Chlorine Applied -

Chlorine Resiaual :, ' - r.
.

.
.

.

4 Residual Ch1,07i0-.4 UualChlor1ine is the Amount- of thlorine
remaining afi'Or'30: 'contact time and-tin-der spe.cified conditions.

-(. \ '`.:;/. ,

i

5 Orthotolidine (ort; O YOL-i-dine). Orthotolidine is a colorimetric
indicator'of chlorilo ..tesidual in'whch a yell6W-colored compound
is produced., -,:

.

.4.

,

...' .. .

6 MPH. MPH is,the st'arobAble
'

NUMber of coliform group organisms ,

per unit volume e retTed aleiisity of-organisms per 100 mi. '-' A

, 1 I ,

-7. Coliform (COAL,i-fdr1104.::The coliform group of organism 1.4 a

'baCterial indicator of contamination. This group has as one .

i of its pridary habitats the intesIdnal tract of human beings.
CcliTp.ms,adso may.-be found in'the int stinal tract of warMA
broodedtAnimals, and in plants, soil, r, and the aquatic en-
vironment`. , d , /
vironment. '

)
-
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-used for .irriftrftitig.';
ilaWns parks, =cenie-
teries, freeway

:planting, golf
courses., college
a-Mpuses,--,,, athletic

fields,-,sand other
public -ar;eas

-.-:Recreatiitial. lakes
fdr.,10at4ng.';

fishing, and
Other watersports *;.

are 'Frequent ly made
up 'partially and,
in a few 'cases;

- treated
1Wnts:: As public:+

cbn tact'. h4S. increased
and di lifting waters
have, decreased or

00 become` -of pocii
that more .consY.de ?lion must be given*.qualit it has .become obvious

to' dis infection ,practices.,

4 *.

t

a.

10.0A, Wha

10.0B How are pathogsr. bacteria, ciestroyiol tor reindvedqictr.4y4er?
, -. ..,

.

1-.0.0C 'Why is chlorinatiqtrused for-
,
diSinfection? *"

. - e. : ''! ''7:.../
_ vilo.op Why are wastes not sterilizeu: 0

),

RuEsi,roo.s,

1.r
-putpose,.'o 4 cti-on? why is thicS 'important?

1
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: ` . :. °' . 1.0 ,p2:: Reaction of chlorine in' Wastewater

0::.., ...
,

,g.° ..;, f.,6 :*In .ox der to"determine where
to

the treatment process and how much
'1

Da .. . ' hlOrine should be applied to 'accomplish the purpose desired, it -+
: : .2< .J.'s°.necessary to; the action, of chlorine when added to waste-

water. ,

r.
-Chlorine is an extremely actc.ve. chemical that will react with many
.-compounitts-to odike may different products, If a small amotInt.of
chlorine .is addeItto wastewater, it will react rapidly with such
substances as hydrogen sulfide, ,th,iosulfaies (inchttliral wastes),

..and ferrous iron: ,Undrev these canditionst.chilorine is converted-it) .

;chloride and little or no disinfection will result. If enotigh.;.`:,,..:,
chlorine' is added to react with all of these substances,,.called,::rerf
ducin'g compounds, a littl'e more chlorine added;,will react with:,
ammonia or other nitrogenous compounds vpresent ina :form cklekramines,
which have disinfecting action. Again, iE enough chlorinels added
to-,react with-all the 'reducing compounds anda1.1; the nitrogenous
matter, this chlorine will react with org.ahic;Matte,..tb produce
chlororganic compourds8.or other combin-ed"..folin ;61'-chlorine, which
have Slight disinfecting action.' if. enough:chlorine is'
added to react with all of `the above compoOs, -any additional 4

orine will form free,-aVailable cchlorinelH0Q1) which as the
hi hest disinfecting action. (Fig. 10.2, Page 10-9)

*

The exact mechanism of this disinfection action is nit fully knolo.
In some Theories, chlorine is considered to exert adirect action
against the batteriaticell, thus destroying it. A more recent'
theory is that the toxic character of chlorine inactivates the
enzymei9 'upon which the living microorganiSms are dependent, for
utilizing their food supply. Asa result, the organisms' die of
starvation. 'From the point of view of wastewater treatment, the
Mechanism of the action of chlbrine is much less- important than
its effects as a disinfecting agent.

a'
^ 4"

g Chlororganic (clor-or-GAg-nick). Chlororganic compounds are.
or nic comppundi combined with chlorine. These compoundS
g ally originate from or lre 4ssocilfted' with living or dead

c Materials

Enzymes' (EN-zimes). Enzymes are substances pioduced by livink
organisMS that speed up chemical changes.,

/ .
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The quantity of reducing substances, both°organic and inorganic,
in wastewater varies, so the amount,s;f chlorine that has to "be
added -to wastewater for different purposes will vary; The,

( chlo4ne used by thppe organic and inorganic reducing Sufistancest'
is defined as thp chlorine demand: It i, equal to the amount
added minus that remaining As Combined chlorine after a. period ,
of time, khich is generally thirty minutes. Thus;

.

ChlOrinii Defiland =' Chlorine Dose - Chlorine ,Residual
0

*Although significant, kill of sensitive oranisms occurs while
N. the chlorine:demand is beillg satisfied, 'disinfection is caused

primarily by' that amount remaining, after the chlofine demand i
has been satisfied,. ,qhip quantity, of chlorine in tccess of the
chlorine demand' isrdefinePas residual chlorine and is expressed
as milligrams per liter (mg/lY.

. 1 -

It should be noted 'that in waste
is not-nOrmailly to the:,"break

ater 'treatment chlorination,

nt" (Fig. '10.2)- Ao that, a

3 0

4,

u

o.

free residual would exist. The point" for, good secondary , . .

.effluelltWould be a chlorine dos ge Of approxiMately 150 mg/l, k.

we are talkin2 primarily about .a combined) residual. However,
' with. some of fisie more advanced treatment processes in which a _

high degree of nitrification occurs, treatment to free chlojine' .

residuars beyond the break point is possible at:a chlorine dpse ,
. .0

of less than 25 il'h
±.

l. . .- 1

, . . .

..,

- BCfh chlorine addition and contact time are essential for organism
.

kill. Experimental determination of the bestcombination of
: combined residdal and contact time: is, necessary to insure" both-,

proper chlorination and 'minimum use .of chlorine. Changes in pH .
,

,
affect the disinfection ability of chlorinp and the' operator must ,....°,

, .

reexamine the best:combination of chlorine addition anti contact
- time when the pH fluctUates°; 4 J, c :

''' '
O .

0 13' ' AN V
I 7'

Itmust be e 4sized that wastewaters are not,ana"needliot be .

° ,carried to.a ee residual' for effecttlfe 'bactericidal action- ..
,

at the prese time in 'mom locations. With .incrpaSingly stringent,
,receiyitig 'water standards requiring' higher qurity effluents in :

the future, the, deed for disinfectibn_ to ,the free chlorine residua'
iis a distinct possibility. Complete disintectiOn ("kill"'of patho-

genic bacteria and viruses) is assured mainly' br chlorination to s
.free available chlorine residual,

0' a
;Calculation Hof the chlorine dosage and chlforin.e demand is ,illustrated

in the following \problem. ,

,
2 3

30

441,

b b

,
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EXAMPLE;

A chlorinator is set to feed 50 pounds of chlorine per 24
hours; the wastewater flow ill at a rate of 0.85 MGD, and the
chlorine as measured by the OT (orthotolidine) tests after
thirty minutes of contact is 0.5 mg/l. ,Find the chlorine
dosage and chlorine demand in mg/l.

r

Chlorine Feed 50 lbs dilorine /day 59.
or Dose, mg/1 0.85 MG/day 0.85 / 50.00,

42 5
= 59 lbs chlorine per 'MG 7 50

7 65

Chlorine
Demand, mg/1-

59 'lbs chlorine/MG

8.34 lbs/gal

7.1 lbs chlorine/million pounds water

7.1 ppm (parts per million parts)

7.1 mg/1

= Chlorine Dose, mg/1 - Chlorine Residual, mg/1

7.1 mg/1 - 0.5 mg/1

6.6 mg/1

quEsTioNs

10.0E How does chlorine react with wastewater?

10.4 H&J much chlorine must he added to waste-
water to produce disinfecting action?

lO.OG How.is the chlorine demand determined?
.

s -

10.01-I How is the chlorine dosdge determined?

10.01 Calculate the chlorine demand'of treated
domestic wastewater if:

Flow Rate = 1.2 GD

1

Chlorinator = 70 lbs of chlorine per 24 hours

Residual = 0.4 mg/1 after thirty minutes

10-8
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10.03 Rules of Disinfection

The State, of California presently (1969) specifies(tRe conform
MPNin the effluent as a primary standard for effectiveness of
disinfection. It has been established that the bacteria causing
enteric", diseasesare less resistant to the chlorine than the
non-pathogenic .intestinal bacteria, designated as, the coliform--Th
group. For this reason the destruction' of the coliform group
of bacteria generally provides an effective criterion of waste-
water disinfection. However, certain viruses, spores, and

. pathogenic bacteria inside solids may be more resistant than
coliform group bacteria to chlorine. When a Chlorine residual
criterion is also set, it is considered to be a secondary
standard and is valid only if, and as long as, bacieri-Al kill
meets the MPN standard.',Cne sample is not as meaningful as a
series: of samples indicating trends.

,

Studies have shown great variation in MPNs in chlorinated waste-
'water samples even under apparently similar conditions. These
variations occur for numeroqsreasons, some of which are ag
follows:'

1. MPN,does not directly measure the true number of coli-
form bacteria present, 'buYt rather is an expected or
probable number. based.on analysis of samples from a

large population fall,of-the'waSteWater flowing by
the sampling pointY.

I ,

)
2. Small samples'from large amounts of a source are not

representtative unless*the'source is' uniform, and cer-
tainly wastewater is Tar from:uniform.

3: Many variables affect the number of coliform bacteria
present in a chlorinated waste: numbers and charac-
teristics of bacteria prior to chlorination, cpncen-
tration and nature of the specific agent accomplishing
the disinfection, accessibility,of the disinfectant
to the microorganisms, and various environmental factors.

4. The test is, not always performed under ideal conditions.
For example, culture media dilutions or other factors
may be unfavorable for valid coliform counts.

10 Enteric: Intestinal
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Several different methods including MPNs, membrane filters, and
fiCal coliforms may be specified for defininellequate disinfection.
The format used is geared to fit the specific discharge and the
,'downstream uses of the receiving Waters. Check withlgour state
.regulatory agency for the requirements applicable to your plant.

Because of limited labbratory-facilities available at most waste-

. water-treatment plants; the following statement has been included
in disinfectionirequirements-iAued in California:

" Methods otherother than bacterial testing for the dem4,gstra-
tidn of effectiveness of disinfection willkbe,accepted
after the dischargeraEls provided sufficient labora-'
tory data showing that statistically sound correlation11
exists at all times between.bacterial results and . .

measurements produced by the alterOte proposed method."

Many of thesmaller-discliargers inoCaliforlia have asked the
StAte for assistance in corielatilig chlorine residual
form MPN. The State has' conducted studies at several plahts.
The studies have not been'of a research nature; but were con-
ductedfor the puLfpose of determining Whether disinfection as
being practiced at the specific plants was adequate to protect
the public health: Followiog are some of the findingsfrom
these studies:

1. It is difficult to maintain a consistently high
degree of disinfectioll at most wastewater tteat-,':
ment plants. 'Chlor4pation is. apparently

.effective in a -well- clarified effluent than;one
in which significant suspended solids are present.
A lump of solids may consuMb available chlorine .

before the Fhlorinelenetrates the partigle.
Organisms imbedded within the particle are thu.
protected from the chlorine and are not disin-
fected. . - a

2

2. Thorough mixing of chlorine solution with the waste-
- water is essential to achieve maxincum efficiency of
coliform kill for a given chlorine dosag.:

1

3. Higher chlorine residuals eafter.a given contatt'time)
are required for primary treated Wastei than for
secondary treated wastes to effect a comparable coli-
form quality. '- .4

4. Two-stage' chlorination.(pre---and,pAst-ghlorinatien)
provides more consistent production oflew do.liform
density than postchlorination alone.

11 Correlation: Re atio ship ,..

291
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S. Gener speaking, a correlation. exists between -chlorine
res al and coliform density.' (Coliform densities de-
.cre#se with increased chlorine residuals.) The individu-
alities Of wastewater treatment plants and their'effluent
conditions, as well as sampling and analysis techniques,
make it difficult to apply a. correlation determined from
one plant to other plants.

6. Chlorine residuals,.and corresponding feed rates, required
to.afford,a desired disinfection level vary from day to
day and from morning to afternoon at most treatment plants.

7. Increases in chlorine residuals above a certain point do
.not appear to reduce coliform densities significantly.

8. Increases in detention time above a certaiiiPoint do not
appear to reduce coliform densities significantly.

I

Q. The actual contact time in most chlorine contact chambers
is considerably less than 'the theoretical contact time.

/ .

10. Samples of wastewater chlorinated in a laboratory do not
IIgive results comparable to those obtaiped in chlorine

.

contact chambers. ,.. ..

11. The better the treatment the.mMre effective the disinfection I
at a given. ,chloxine dosage.

10.04' Chlorine Requirement 4 O

The object of disinfection, is the destruction of pathogenic bacteria,
and the ultimate measure of the effectiveriess is the bacteriological
result:' The measurement of residual chlorine does supply a tool foT
practical control. If 'the residual chlorine,valuecommonly effecT

tive in most wastewater treat-
t merit plants does, not yield

'satisfactory bacteriological
killsin a particular plant,

.the residual chlorine that
doeslnust be det rmined and
used. as a,contro in that

_ plants I.nOther words,- the
0.5 mg/1 residual chlorine,

., while generally e Octive, isvg" ) not a rigid stand d but a
guide that may be hanged'to..
meet. local' require ents.

pt. One special case would be the use. of chlorine in the efflu nt, from
aplanf serving a tuberculosis hospital. St4dies have sho that a
residuai,of at least 2.0 mg/1 should be maintained. ins the t ffluent
from this type of institution, anthat detention time shou d be

10-12, '
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at leatt, two hours'et the average rate of flow instead pf the

thirty minutes which is normally used for basis of design.
Twb-stage chlorination max be particularly effective in this
case.

It will generally be found that in a domestic waste'the
following dosages of chlorine are a reasonable guideline, to:
produce chlorine residual adequate for disinfection. ndAri-
dual plants may require higher or lower.dosages, depending upon
type band amount of susprraed and dissolved organic compounds
in the chlorinatepsample.

TYPE OF TREATMENT

1
..

Primary plant effluent

Trickling filybr plaht effluent.

Activated sludge plant effluent

Sand filter effluent

DOSAGE :

(Basdld,on Average Flow)

';0 25 Mg/1 1

. 15 mg / -1

&mg /I.

, 6 mg/l,

QUESTIONS

10.0j Which'is more resistant to chlorindtion, bacteria
,.causing enterid diseases or,ntn-pathogen4CinteStinal
bacteria, designated as he.coliformlgrbup?

4

:10.0K Why does one find great variation in MPNs in
nated wastewater samples even under apparently similar
conditions? ,

o

6 .

lO.OL What are some of the findings-16f studies attempting to,

correlate dhlorine-r6sisdual and conform MPN?'
:

10.0M How is the effectiveneis of the chlorine residual For.a particuiar.plant'determine9.

END C F LESSON 1 OF 4 LESSONS
40

on

DISINFT4CTION ANC CHLORNAT!ON a

-

S.
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CHAPTER 10. DISINFECTION AND-CHLORINATION

(Lesson 2,of 41Lessons)

6,10.1' PCINTS OF CHLORINE APPLICATION

10.10 Collection System Chlorination

One of the primary benefits of up-sewer chlorination is to prevent
0 the deterioration of structures. Other benefits include odor and

septicity control, and possibly BOD reduction to decrease the load
imposed on the,wastewater treatmeneprocesses. In some instanceg-,
the maximum benefit may'result from a single application of chlorine
at a point on the maiTinterceptingseer the junction'of
all feeder .sewer linde. In others, several pplications at. more
than one point on the main intercepting sewer or at the upper ends
of the feeder lines may prove mosteffective Chlorination should
be considered as a temporary or emergency measure in most cases;
with emphasis being placed on proper design. Aeration also is
effective-. in controlling septic conditions in,- collection systems.

Although many problems result from.improper design or design for
futures capacity requirements, the need for hydrogen sulfide pro-
tection exists under the best of coilditfOns

10.11 Prechlorination

Prechlorination-is"defined as the addition of chlorine to wastewater
at thp entrance to the treatment plant, ahead of settling units and
prior to the Addition of other chemia'ads

In-addition'to its_applicati6n for aiding disinfection and odor
control at this point, prechlorination is applied to' reduce 'plant
BOD load, as'an ,aid.t'o settling, to control foaming in Imhoff
units, and to help remove oil. Current trends are away 'from p
chlorinatien to up-sewer aeration for control of odors.

a

10.12' Plant Chlorination,

Chlorine is added to wastewater d6ring treatment by other processes,
and the specific point of application isrelgted to the result$ A

-desired.- The purpose of plant chlorinatioft may be for control%nd,
'prevention of odOrs, corrosion, sludge bulking, digester foaming,
finer ponding, 'filter flies, and as an aid in sludge thickening.
Here again, chlorination should be an emergency measure.

t-

10-14 2 ( A
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10.13 Postchlorination

Postchlorination is defined as the addition of chlorine to municipal
or industrial wastewater following other treatment processes,. This
point of application should be before a chlorine.contact unit12 and
after the final settling unit in the treatment plant. This;is the
most effective place for chlorin% application after treatment and
on a well clarified effluent. Postchlorination is employed primarily
for &infection. As a result of chlorination for disinfection, some
re etion in BOD may be observed; however, chlorination is rarely
practiced solely for the purpose of BOD reduction. *

QUESTIONS

10.1A What is the purpose of up-sewer chlorinatioh?

10.1B Where should chlorine be applied in sewers?

10.1C 'What are the reasons for prechlorination?

10.1D Why might'dhlorine be added to wastewater,during
treatment by other processes?

10.1E What is the objective of postchlorination?

.11

12 Chlorine Contact Unit. A-baffled basin that provides.
,sufficient detention time for disinfection to occur.

O
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10.2 1CHLORINAtION PROCESS CONTROL

10.20 Chlorinator Control

'The control of chlorine flow to points of application is accom-
plished by six basic methods and a seventh method wJiich combines
two of the basic six.

10.200' Manual Control.

Feed Tate adjustment and Starting and stopping of equilment is
done by hand. L.
10.201 Start -Stop Control

Feed rate :adju;tment.6y handilrstarting and stopping (by inter-/

rupting injector'water supply) controlleA by starting ofmwasti-
water pump, flow switch, level switch, etc.

10.202 Step-Rate Control

'Chlorinator feed rate is varied accotding
do.
to the number 'of waste-

water pumps in service: As each pump starts,,a pre-set quantity
of chlorine is added to the flowof chlorine existing at starting.
time. This system can be applied conveniently with installations

f %employing up to eight pumpd.

P.

10.203 Timed Program'Control

Chlorine feed rate is varied on a timed step-rate basislregulated
to correspond to the times 'of flqw changes or by using a tiire-
*pattern Iransmitter which employs a revoaving cam cut to match a
flow pattern: (r

10.204 Flow Proportional Control+

Chlorinator feed rate is controlled by.a system which converts
wastewater flow infotmation into a chlorinator control value.
This can be accomplished by a variety of flow metering equipment,
including alrprocesvzontrol.instrumentatioqpresehtly available
and nearly all metering equipment now in use oh wastewater systems.

.
10-16
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10.205 ,Chlorine Residual Control

Chlorine, feed rate is controlled to ades red chlorine residual
(usually combined chlorine) level. After ixing and reaction
time (abost five minutes maximum) , a west ater sample is
titrated by an ampeibmetricr3 aplyzer-recorder- (or indicator)
As the residual chlorine level varies above-or below the
desireed (setpoint) level, the chlorinatOr is caused t6 change
its feed rate to bring the chlorine residual back to, the
desirethievel. .

16.206 Compound Loop Control

Any "automatic" control system (step-rate, timed program, flow
proportional, or residual) canbe employed in tip ways:
(1) by positioning the feed rate valve, or (2) by varying the.
vacuum differential across the feed rate valve. Compound loop
control employs both controls simultaneously. For instance,
a flow proportional (or step-rate, or timed program) control
system may Position the feed rate valve, and a residual control
Slistem may-Vav the vacuum 4fferential across the feed rate
valve: Thus, changes in floll cause changes in: feed rate valve
position;. but changes in chlorine demand may occur without any
flow change. When this happens the residual analyzer detects
a change in ohlOrineresidual.and by vatying the vacuum differ-
ential across the feed rat&valve causes the Chlorinator to
change rates to meet the desired chlorine residual

Various combinations of dompou loop control can beemploked.
Generally 'Speaking, the part -o the system requiring.the,fastest
response should be, applied to valve 'positioning (since it
responds faster): flow changes are staVid, flow control
Should be by vq.lve position. If flow and demand -change rates
are nearly the same, the magnitude of changemay dictate
the, selection Of control.

1'

13 Amperometric (am-PURR-oL-MET-rick). A method of measurement
that records electric current flowing or generated, rather
than recording voltage. Amperometric titrationis-an elec-. ,

ttometric means of measuring concentrations of substances _
in water.. . .

. ,

a
.
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The selection of control - methods should be based on treatment
costs. anal treatment results (required or'desired) .. A waste ,

discharger must normally meet,a disinfection standard. A small

treatment plapt might do this with a compound loop"control
system cost)Ing several thousand dollars, but may save less than

one hundred dollars, a year in chlorine consumed. In this case

the expense would not.bejUstified. A mantial system might be

° employed wIich Would meet the maximum requirements and over-

/ chlorinate at a minimum requirement periods. leis not unheard

. of for a. plant to have'maximum chlorine residual requirements
because of irrigation and/or marinetlife tolerances. In these

cases the uncontrolled or promiscuous application of chlorine
cannot be aonsidered', no matter howlarge the added cost.

A chlorine residual level may be required at some point down-
'stream from the beSt residual control sample point. In'this

case a residual analyzer-should be used'tO monitor and record
rtSiddals at this'point. It may also be employed toochange
the control set point of the controlling residual analyzer,

Ultimate control of dosage for disinfection rests on the results
deired, that is°,..the bacterial level or concentration acceptable

or permissible at the point of'discharge. Determination of .

chlorine requirements according to the current, edition of
Standard Nethods for the ExaNination of Water and Wastewater is

the best method of control. You must'remember that the chlorine
requirement or chlorine dose.wili vary with wastewater flow, time
of.cOntact, temperature, p11, and major waste constituents such as
hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, and-amount,of de'ad and living organic

matter.

QUESTIONS

10.2A **How can chlorine gas feed be'controIled?

10.-28 'Control of chlorine.dosage'depends on the batrial.
desdred. -

10 . 2C Define\ amperometri

a

40110
.

"
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10.23 Chlorine Solution Discharge, Lines- Diffusors, and Miin

10.230 Solution Discharge Lines'

Solution dischaYge lines are made from a variety of materials
,

depending upon the requirements of service-. Two primary requisites

are that it must'be resistant to the co'rrosiveeffects of chlorine
solution and of adequate size to carry,theyequired flows. Addi-

, -tional consideraticins erg pressure conditions, flexibility OP'
required), resistance to external corrosion and stresses when,
underitound or ,passing through structures, eas'e and tightness of
connections, and the adaptability to field fabrication or .a reration.

Development of plastics .in the past several yearS haS contributed
greatly to chemicarsolution trbpsmission Polyvinyl oh oride (PVC)
pipe and black polyethylene fleXible tubing have all but e iminaied',
the use of rybber.shoset Both ate generally less,expensiv and both

`ex-clusivelyrubber in normal service. Ttle,t+Se ofhose 1.s a ost ex-
clusively limited to.apprications where flexp*iiit required of
where extremelyhigh,back pressures.exist.'

. _

PVC and polyethylene on be field fabricated and altered. _PVC

11
paqialfy coll'apse under vacuum conditions, or'for higher Oessupe

should he Schedule 80 to limit its tendency to cold flow and.
,

it
. ,ratangs }.f' require; Schedule, 80 PVC may be threaded and assembled
,with ordinary pipe tools or may be,installed using solvent welded

'I
,,

fittings.
,

! -

.

,

-''Rubber lined,steel pipe has

.

been used-for many years where resistance
`to external stresses is., required. It cannot befield fabricated or
altexed and is tbus somewhgt restricted in application. PVC lining

..of steel pipe has-not yet become economically competitive, but
. other plastics, have -been developed which can readily compdte with

robber lining and are adaptable to field fabrication'and alteratibn.

,

Never use'neorrene hose to carry chlorine solutioris because it.ilj
becbme hafd and brittle'in a sho41 time. ,

.4

'10..231 Chlorine Solufion"Diffusors
f

These di4usors are normally constructed of the same materials used
1 .for sblOkon lines. Theix:desi is an extremely important part of

a chlorination prOgram. This. ortance tA'almost completely related
to the mi/ing of the chlorine solution with the wastewater being
treated; hOwever,strength, flexibility', etc.', also must be given

3
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consideration, In most circular, filled conduits flowing at
0.2S ft/sec (or; greater) a solution injected at the center .of
the pipeline will mix with the entire flow in ten pipe diameters.
Mixing in open cYlannels can be accomplished by the use of a

hydraulic jump'(Fig. 10.4) or by sizing diffusor orifices
that a high velocity .(about-16,ft/sec) is attained at the ,
diffusor, scharge. This accomplishes two things: (1) intro-
ducing a pressure drop to got equal discharge from each orifice,
and (2) imparting sufficient energy tothe surrounding waste-
*ater to complete the - mixing. -Generally, speaking, a diffusor

should be supplied for each two to three feet of channel depth.

HIGH FLOW HYDRAULIC.jr-HYDRAULIC
'VELDCITY JUMP

4.

LOW FLOW

VELOCITY'

. .

Fig. 10.4, Hydraulic jump

-,10A32
. .

Mixing is extremely important ahead ,of a chlorine contact tank
or,a residual sampling point. Since af...contct tank is usually

designed for low ,velocity; little mixinoccurs after waste-
water enters it. It is therefore necessary to achieve mixing

. before the contact tank is entered. The same is true for a
chlorine residual sampling point; otherwise erratic results will
be obtained'bYlthe residual analyzing system.

QUESTIONS

10,2{ Why does little mixing of the chlbrine solution
, .

with wastewater occur in chlorine contact,basifts?

10.21 Chlorine solution discharge lines may be made of
Or

t.)1,.j"1
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CHAPTER 10. DISINFECTION. AND CHLORINATION

(Lesson,3.of 4 Lessons)

10.3 SAFETY AND FIRST AID

All persons handling chlorine should be thoroughly aware of its
-hazardous properties. Personnel should know the, locati"and use
of the various pieces of protective equipment and be instructed
in safety procedur4s. For additional information on this topic; see

. the Water, Pollution Control Federation's Maival of Practice o. 1,

Safety' in Wastewater WOrks; and the Chlorine Institute's Cla ne
Manual, Ath.editiop. 19.

10.30 Chlorine Hazards'

dilorinp iStlegas,'heavier than air, 'extremely toxic and corrosive
inmoist atmOspheres. Dry chlorine gas'2an be safely handled in,
steel:dontainers and piping, but with moisture must be Andled in
corrosion-resisting materials such as silver, glass, teflon, and
certain other plastics. 'Chlorine gas at container pressure should
never be piped in silverii glass, teflon, or any other plastic material:
The gas is very irritating to the mucous membraned of the'nose, to the
throat, and to the lungs; a very small percentage in'the air causes
severe coughing. Heavy exposure call be fatal. (See Table 16-1.1

WARNING 14,

a

V41-\11 t1-1-1211\ta A 700M-P4A-CMAY CoNITNN
a\ LORI N 6Az,, O17 1i-\E Doc:0 kmt-e
AN17 C-14E-C K-Fa? -1-1E SMALL OP C4-11_0121N-5-.
tieVeR 60 it.ro A 1200M CON'T'AINING:

wyrk -1-4Al2AA-1), CONCERIVATONc
IN 111-1e- AI W1n-10/JT A SEL-CONTAI.ND
61i Pay, , cLoTIALN6 AND 41-E-LP
1-At\lt? I NC-7 'F.Y. AA L-17 MAY 5 01?7TA1 t\.I 1.7

5120M YOLI12 c-1--14_012i me u-PPLIE.1? AN17 4)oin2
LOcAL FIRE DEPAI,..)TM NT:

19' Write to: Water Pollution Control Federation, 3900 Wisconsin
o Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20016;'price to WPCF members; $0.75;

others .$1.50. The Chlorine Institute, Ii c:; 342 Madison Avenue,
New York, New York 10017; price $0475.

4,
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TABLE 10-1
4

PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO CONCENTRATIONS OF CHLORINE GAS"

,Effect
Parts of Chlorine Gap ,

Per Million Parts of Air
By Volume (ppm)

Slight symptoms after several
'hours' exposure

DeteCtable, odor

60-minute inhalation without
serious effects

Noxiousness

Throat irritation J

Coughing

Effects: dangerous to one-half
to one hour

Death after a few deep'bieaths

1

3

4

40

1000

'20 Adapted from data in U.S. Bureau clef Mines Technical Paper

248 (1955).
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10.31 Mhy Chlorine Must Be MandledMith Care

You must always remember that chlorine,is a hazardous chemical
and must be handled with respect. Concentrations of chlorine
gas in excess of 1000 ppm may be fatal after a few breaths.

Because the charatteriOtic sharp odor of chlorine is.notice-
able even when the amount in the air is small, it is usually
possible to get out of the gas area before serious harm is
suffered. This feature makes chlorine less hazardous than
ga4es such as carbon monoxidt, which is odorless, and hydrogen
sulfide, which impairs'your sense of smell in a short time.

Inhaling chlorine causes general "restlessness_panic, severe
irritation of the throat, sheezing,,andproduction of much

11
saliva. These symptoM are ollowed by coughing, retching
and vomiting, and difficul in breathifig. Chlorine is par-
ticularly irritating toe p sons suffering from asthma and
certain types of chronic bronchitis. Liquid chlorine causes

.

severe irritation and blistering on contact with the skin.

. 10.32 Protect Yourself From Chlorine
-c

, Every person working,witli'chlorine should know the proper ways
to handle it,' should be trained in. the use of self-contained
brieathing apparatus, and should know what to' do in case of
emergencies.

WARNING I

cANNI412 TYI2- '4M MA5145%AIZ' E USUALLY
INA,PeQuAre AN DI INeFfecnvE IN 41TDA-rioN

d-ki_CiC21 N A ICS oce L112 AND Al2.
-1-44-12e-Fope NUF 12GONINIE-14171)-0"12 De

25-12 &4S4V G112CUMTANCE6-
. CONTAl Net, Ala Qi2 oxy611 1.1f)PL-Y' ICYP
'Frz5A-ri-kiN& APPACA-ra5 ATE RICO MOM

a

'Here are some items you ihould always remember in order to
protect yourself and others from possible injury:

3 U
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a.' In an emergency, only authorized'persons with adequate
safety equipment should be in the danger area. Have
your fire department examine Your chlorine handlin
facilities And safety equipment so they will be aware.

..of what you, have and the possible dangers. They are .

Well trainedin the use of breathing apparatus and
may be able to help you in an emergency, especially if

. they are, familiar with chlorine hazards.
.

. b. Ln any hlorine atmosphere, short shallowbreathing is
safer an deep breathing. Recovery from exposure depends

,'on the 'amount of chlorine inhaled, so it is important to
keep that amount as small as possible.

c. Clothing contaminated with liquid or gaseous chlorine
continUes to give off chlorine gas and irritate the'body
even after leaving a contaminated area. Therefore; con-
taminated clothing should be removed immediately and the
exposed parts ofithe body'wahed%ith a large amount of
cool water.

1'

The use of a breathing, apparatus is advisable. during these
operations. All caution should be taken to prevent any
liquid from coming in contact with clothing not designed
for protection, because the liquid can penetrate the cloth
and cause skin problems.

d. Learn the correct way'of using the breathing apparatus,
practice using it regularly, and take safety drills
seriously. What you learn may save your life. The fire
department igwell trained in the use of breathing,apparatus
and can be very helpfut-in training.

4
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e. If you have found a chlorine leak and 16ft the Area before'
the leak was stopped, youshould use an. apparatus` with 'a

separate air supply when'you return and repair the leak,,
Never rely on a cannister type mask for protectipn in
repairing chlorine leaks. Canniter masks are notyecom-,

mended because they do not supply oxygen. They only remove
chlorine, if they are effective. Some agenciesallow Ihe
use of cannister type masks; however, most operators. who
have had experience repairing chlorine'leaks do not use
cannister masks because of their shoft,shelf life (ap-
proximately three to four months) and Inability to provide
adequate protection against high concentrations of-chlr,--ine.
Extensive ventilation is recommended.

f. tooperatein taking care,of all safety equipment, handling
it carefully, and returning it to its proper storage place
after use. Defective equipment, or equipment which you
can't find wiien you need it, will not protect you.

g. Always be sure that you know the location of first aid

'cabinets, breathing apparatus, showers, and other safety
equipment. Review emergency instructions regularly to '

be sure you know them.

h. Notify your pollcedepartment that you need help if it
becomes necessary to stop traffic on roads and to evacuate
persons in the vicinity of a chlorine leak.

10.33 First Aid-Measures

a. Be sure ydu knoW the location of breathing aPpaatus, first
did kits, and other safety equipment at all times.

be Remove clothing contaminated with liquid chlorine at once.
Carly patient away from gas area--if possible to a room
with a temperature of 70°F. Keep patient warm, with
blankets if necessary. Kcep'hiA quiet.

c. Pli-de patient on his back with his head higher than the
rest of his body.

Call a doctor and fire de artment immediatelL Immediately
begin appropriate treatment.

e. Eyes'. If even small quantities of chlorine have entered
the-eyes, hold the eyelids apart and flush copiously with
lukewarm running water. Continue flushing for about fifteen
minutes. Do not attempt any medication except under specific
instructions from a physician.

10-25
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, f. Skin. Get patient under a shower immediately, clothes
and all. Remove clothing while the shower is running.
Wash the skin with large quantities of soap and water.
Do not attempt to neutralize chlorine with chemicals.
Do not apply salves or ointments except as directed by
a physician.

g. Inhalation. If the patient is breathing, place him in a
comfortable po'sition; keep him warm and at rest until^a
physician arrimes.

If breathing' seems to have stopped, begin artificial
respiration immediately. Mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
or any of the approved methods may be used. Oxygen
should be administered if equipment and trained.personnel
are available.

Autothatic artificial r ira i is considered 'preferable
to manual, but only w en admini tered by an experienced
operator.

Rest is re mmended after severe chlorine exposure.

h. Throat Irritation. Drinking milk will relievethe dis-
comforts of throat irritation from chlorine exposure.
Chewing gum or drinking spirits of peppermint' also will
help reduce throat irritation. Follow emergency rules
given by your physician. In the absence of such rules,
the first aid steps above are suggested.

Taken in part from Chlorine Safe Handling Pamphlet, published by
The Chemical Division of PPG Industries, Inc.

QUESTIONS

10.3A What are the hazards of chlorine gas?

10.3B-What type of breathing apparatus is recommendedwhen
repairing a chlorine leak?

10.3C What-jirst aid measures should be taken if a person
comes in contact with chlorine?

q)
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10.4 CHLORINE .HANDLING

0.40 Ch1oriile' Containers

1 0 400, Cylinders
I .

'Cylin ets co ning 100 to A441 pounds of chlorine are convenient
for t e average sm Iconsumer-7. These cylinders are usually of

. seamle s steel construction

A fusible plug is placed in the valve, below the valve seat.
This plug is a safety device. The fusible metal

softens o melts ,at 158° to 165°F, to prevent building up of
excessive ressuvs. and the .possibility of rupture due to a fixe
or high su rounding temperatures.

Cylinders will' not explode and can be handled safely.

TheCiallqwing are procedures for handling chlorine cylinders.

1,r Move cylinders nitll a properly5balanced hand truck with

II
clamp supports that fasten at least two-thirds of 'the
way up the \cylinder.

A ,

It
2. 100- and 150%rpound cylinders can be rolled in a vertical

position. Li ting of these cylinders should be avoided
except with a roved' equipment. Never lift with chains,

II

_rope slings, o magnetic hoistS.

r",..
3. Protective cap s ould always be replaced when moving a

. - cylinder. ,

II (

.

4. Cylinde7s should b kept away from direct heat (steam
- pipes, radiators, e c.).'

5. / Cylinders should be stored in an uprigheposition.

441*.

....... ,,,,,
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Chlorine Cyynder

(

Prote ctet:
Hood.

Valve

Neck Ring

Cylinder
Body'

ap

Foot Ring

Net
Cylinder
Contents

Approx.
'Tare,
LbsI

Dimensions,
.

Inches,
a

A =' B

100Lbs. 73.
.

81/2
tk.

.541/

'150 Lbs. 92 101/2 541/2

Stamped a weight on cylinder shoulde
does not inPude valve protection 'hood

Fig. 0.5 dhloxine cy lir/der

5'

5/

S.

(Courtesy of PPG4 Industries, Inc., Chemical Division)

(.
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10.4o.1 Ton Tanks
a.

.$'Ton tanks are of welded construction ndAlaye a loaded weight,.
of as much)as 3700 pounds. They, are ut'80 inches in length
aid 30 inchesfin outside diameter. The nds of the tanks are
crimped inward to proyide a substantia rip for lifting clamps

. '(Fig. 1011).
.

+.

A

'The following are some characteristics of and procedures for
handling ton tanks.

ilosf ton tanks have eight openings fof fUsiblesplugs and valves
'7[Fig. 10.7]. Generally, two ope4ating valves are
located on_one end near thecentef and six -or eight fusible
metal safety'plugs, thiee or" :hour on each. end. These are
designed to melt within; the sainteaperatUre range as the
safety plug in the cylinder valve,..

k_

'WARNING 1

^1

1T' 1S VCZ'Y IM P'OC2T*1417 -r".+A;k-r p:1J41 5ue
PL UPS 44-1otILD NOT 15-0-1-41/4AAPS.121? W117-1-1
LIAPV12..ANy Ct(2,0/46'r-ANICE.6`AN17,0-kA-K1-1-
1rAt4K spaiLD NOTSE ATED. ()Nice -1-1414
PLUCK 017Et\6; A/rt.- OP .11.AV CIAL0PIN-51- 1N THe
'T-AN114

Ton tank are shipped by rail in multi-unit tank cars. Single
units May be transported, by truckkoi semi- trailer. _

Ton tanks should be handltd.with a;suitable lift clamp in con-
junction with a hoist oecrane7.'ofat least two=ton capacity
(Fig: 10.7)\

Ton tanks.should, 13% stored ane used-on'their sides, above the
floor-or'ground, on steel or aoncrete iapports. -They should
not be stacked more than one high.

r

.1

r.)
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AO.

Net Weight-of Chlorine .2000 lbs.
Tare Wt. of Tank (average) 1550 lbs.
Gross Weight Full (average)

3550 lbs.4 11/2"

Chlorine Gas

Valve
Protectio

. Hood

Chlorine
Liguid

0 4

.2-Ton Mininnirn 13/46"
Capacity Hoist

23/4"

.-\

Spacer
each end

1W E-°.431

6'4"
3%" R

1W Bolt
Eduction Pipe

See
Detail "A"

21/4 " R , R

Detail "A"

31/4"

Fusible Plugs,
(at least 3 each end)

Fig.)0.7 /on tank lifting beam
.

j.(Vourtesy of PPG Industries, Inc., Chemical Dtvision)
. .
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Ton tanks should be placed On trunnions which ale equipped
with rollers so that the withclaw ri. valves may be positioned,
one above the other. The upper valve,will discharge chlorine
gas, and the.lower valve will discharge,Adquid chlorine (see
Fig. 10%7). Trunnion rolle'rs should not ekceed 3-1/2 inches
in diameter so that the containers will not rotate too easily ,
and tuivd out of position. Roller shafts should be equipped
with a zerE'type lubrication fittirig and slotted for even 4
lubrication. Roller bearings are not advised-because'of the
ease with which they rotate. Locking devices are not required
When'these reles_are observed.

I4.
.

10.402 Chlorine Tank Cars,

Chlorine tank cars are of 16-, 30-, 55-, 45 -,'or 90-ton capacity.
All have-four -inch cork board insulation protectedty a steel
jacket. The.dome of the standard car contains four angle valves
plus a.satety valve. The two angle.valves located on the axis
line 'of the tank are equippect.for discharging liquid chlorine.
The two angle valves at right angles tc the a>is 'of the tank
deliver liquid chlorine.

A

The folloir,Fing are some procedures for unloading chlorine tank cars.

vv.
Unloading-of tank cars should be-pefbrmed by trained personnel
in accordance, with Interstate Commerce Comii,..ssial (ICC) regulations.,

'.In most situations chlorine is withdrawn from tank cars as a
liquid and then passed through chlorine evaporators. Sometimes
da. air is passed into the tank car through one of the gas valiies
to assist in liquid withdrawal.. This practice is'referred to as
"air padding ".

QUESTIONS

10.4A How may chlorine be delivered to a plant4

10.4B What is the purpose of the fusible plug?

*10-.31
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CHAPTER 10. ,DISINFECTION AND CHLORINATION

(Lesson 4 of clessons)

10t5 CHLORINATION EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE (by Beals)
.

. 4

10.50 Chlorinators

Chlorine may be deliveie&from a feeder by one of two methods:,

1.
1'

Solution feed, commonly practiced, in which the chlorine
gas is Controlled, metered, introduced info a stream of
injector water, and then conducted as a solution to the
point of apptitation.

2. Direct feed, sometimes called dry feed, in which the gas
is introduced directly through esuifable diffuser at'
the of application. This method is used only when
a source of injector water at adequate pressUre, or power
for an inject* pump, is not available. Operating diffi-
culties experienced in metering ay chlorine as directly
to the point of application make this type of equipment
a "last resort".

r.
. - .

Following are the common types of
,

feefders used in-Wastewater treat- '4,

ment plants. - '
tf

11,

r'\.

10500 Vacuum-Solution Feed Chlorinators

This type of,equipineint(Fig. 10.10) codPrises in excess of 90% of 11

all gas chlorination equipment iri:service today,in water and waste-
water treatm6nt operattOns,. The primary advantage.of vacuum
operation-is safety. If a failure or ,breakage occurs in the II
vacuumlsystem, the chlorinator either stops the flow of'-chlorine
into the equipment or allows air to enter the vacuum system rather
than allowing chlorine toelcape into the surrounding atmosphere.
In case the chlorine inlpt shut-off fails, avent valve diScharges
the incoming gas to the outside of the chlorinator building. -.,

The operating vacuum is provided by,a hydraulic injector. The k
II

injector operating water absorbs the chlorine gas, and the resultant
chlorine solution-is conveyed to a chlorine .diffusor through Cerro-
sion' resistant conduit. , -I

10=32
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.A vacuum chlorinator also includes a vacuum regulating valve
tce-dampen,fluctuations angive:smooth operation. A vacuum
relief prevents excessive vacuum within the equipMent.

A typical vacuum control Chlorinator is shown in Fig. 10.10.
tChlorine gas flowS from a chlorine contain r td the gas inlet

,

(located above the circled Y in the midd right of the figure).
After entering the chlorinato the gas Asses through'a spring
oaded.pressure regulating lve whi maintains the proper
operating pr ure. A rotameter...is used to indicate the rate .

of gas flo . Therate is `controlled Sy a V -notch variaitte
orifice. The gas then moyes to the injectoi where itis dis-
solyed in water and leavei the chlorinator as a chlorine soluti
(HOC1).ready for application.' ¢'

10..501 Partial Vacuum, Pressure Type, and Pulsating Type
Chlorinators

Aside from the prdssure type which has been described previously,
these types 6f equipment are liinited,in application and few remain
in service. Pulsating and partial vacuum chlorinators 4Ke primarily
designed for extremely low feed rates., Vacuum-solution Feed equip-
ment can feed less than ..01.25 lbs/day. The reduced cost of hypo-
alorindtion has almost el,iminated their use.'

10:51 Hypochlorinatprs

,HypOchlorinators
-'form of cAlcium,

tare available as
and in a variety

are devices that are used to feed chlorine in the
sodium, or lithiumihypochlorite: Hypochlorites
liquids or various forms of solids (povider, pelgttlir
of containers of in bulk.

4 QUESTION.

10,5A How is chlorine delivered (fed) to the
- point of application?

3 1J
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. 10.6 OTHER USES OF CHLORINE

10.60 Odor'Control

Chlorination of wastewater for odor control is used to inhibit
the growth of odor-prqducini bacteria and to destroy'hydrogen
sulfide (H2S), the most common odor nuisance, which has the
smell of rotten eggs. Hydrogen sulfide in addition to creating
an odor nuisance, can be an explosion hazard when mixed with air
in certain concentrations. Breathing H2S can impair your ability
to smell, and too much willparalyze your respiratory center,
causing death in severe cases. It also can cause corrosion of
metals and.concrete, being particularly damaging to electrical

inequipment even n low concentrations.

The presence of hydrogen sulfide may be detected in significant
quantities in any collection and treatment system where sufficient
time is allowed for its development. 'It may be expected to be
present most often in new systems where flows are extremely low
in comparison with design capacity, and particularly in lift
stations where pump operating cycles may be it a,low frequency.
Collection systems which serve large areas often allow time for
H2S development even when operating at design capacity.

The purpose of this'section is not to discuss the reasons for
odor production, but rather their elimination'or control by
chlorination; however,'the correction of an odor problem will
usually require a decision being made between system modification
and treatment. ,Sometimes'both'may be required. Choices of this
type often hinge on the costs involved, and it will frequently
be found that modifications to major system components are far
more costly than. treatment. When this is the case, chlorination
is usually the most economical solution. Other solutions include
the use of air or ovine.

Sulfides develop wheriever given'time-to do.so. The rate of
sulfide production increases with temperature (about 7% on the.
ave age with each 1°C increase in wastewater temperatur0.

The odors which are controllable with chlorine are specifically
hydrogen sulfide which can be inactivated by chlorination at
levels well below the chlorine demand point. This is commonly
referred to as "sub- residual chlorination". The reason that
this is true is based on the fact that the C12 + H2S reaction
precedes most other chlorine-Consuming reactionsf Since it is
known that bacterial ki1.16.occur at sub-residual levels, it is
logical that odor-producinglbacteria can be reduced in numbers
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without satisfying the chlorine demand. This can be accomplished
withantignificantly interfering with organisms beneficial to
the treatment processes..

The/quantities of chlorine reqiiired to accomplish control of
--odors vary widely from plant to plant and at any given Orint
fluctuate over a broad range. Hydrogen sulfide'is generally
found in higher concentrations when flows .are low. For this
reason it ip usually not economical to'chlorinate for odor
control in direct proportion td flow. Tests should be run.over
periods which include all the various conditions which could
possibly affect odoi production in order that a basis for
treatment may be established.

When the requirements are known, theprimary concern is to
apply chlorine at the proper location. The best locations are
generally up-sewer ahead of the plant influent structures,
and up-sewer ahead Of lift stations. This is done to allow

. mixing and reaction time before the waste reaches a point of
agitation.

Sometimes force mains empty into the gravity sections of a
collection system several hoursmifter pumping. if odor problems
result, a treatment point should be placed upstream at a point
where the sewer is still'under pressure and flowing full; thus
treatment can becompleted before odors are released to the
atmosphere.

Hydrogen sulfide shopld not be considered merely an odor nuisance.
La must, always be kept in mind that it can create an explosio
hazard, it can paralyze your respiratory center, and it sh
always be considered a source of corrosion. For these reasons,
odor masking agents should noebe.used except possibly as addi-
tional treatment for odors not eliminated by chlorination.
Excessive use of masking_agents-couia prevent detection of a
serious problem condition.

10.61 Protection OfStructuresf

The destruction of hydrogen sulfide in wastewater also -reduces
the production 'of sulfuric acid that is highly corrosive to
sewer systems and structures. This is particularly significant
where terperatures are'high and.time of travel in the sewer
system is unusually long. The treatment is similar to that for
odor control: chleripation sufficient to prevent hydrogen sulfide

O a
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formation or to destroy hydrogen sulfide that has been produced
(ahout 2 mg/1 chlorine per mg /i of hydtogen sulfide).. Sulfide
problems also may be corrected by oxygenation in sewers. The
choice between oxygenation and chlorination will usually depend'
on the costs involved.

.

10.62 Aid to Treatment c

Afilong its many uses, chlorine improve -treatment efficiency in
the followihg. ways..

-.)

-#.

,10.620 Sedimentation
i

,.. :,,, Prechlorinationat the influent of a settling tank improves
i

J
clarification by improving settling rate, reducing septicity23

. of raw wastewater, and increasing grease removal. ',Maximum
grease removal s achieved when Chlorination is combined with
aeration ("aero-chlorination"). It is an expensive procedure,
and some studies have indicated that benefits are minimal.
Generally grease removal' in this manner is .considered a bene-
fici4 side effect or "bonus" reaction to chlorine which is
essentially applied'for other reasons. Excess chlorination
IIaheadof secondary processes can inhibit the bacterial action

',, (- . critical to the process and decrease sedimentation efficiency.

4

10.621 Trickling Filters

Continuous chlorination at the filter influent controls slime
growth's and destroys filter fly larvae (Psychoda). Generally
the chlorine is applied to proddce a residual of 0.5 mg /,1

(continuous) at the orifices or noizles. Caution should he used
because some filter growth may be severely damaged by excessive
chlorination. Suspended solids will increase in a trickling
filter effluent after chlorination for filter fly control. Also,
it will be difficult to evaluate filter performance on 'the basis.
of BOD removals because chlorine can interfere with the BOD test.
As a general statement, it would be *11 to look closely at

23,,Septicity (sep-TIS-it-tee) is the conditien in which organic
matter decomposes to form foul-smelling products-associated
with the absence of free oxygen.

4
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loadings, ope7=apon, and general adequacy of the process when

'filter hlOrination is continuously necessary, because
continuous ch orination may be an expensive alternative for-

, adequate desi and operation.

1
)

10.622 Activated Sludge

Chlorination of return sludge reduces bulking of activated sludge

that is caused by overloading. The point of application should

be where the return sludge will be i contact with, the chlofine

solution for- about one minute before e sludge is mixbd Oith-
I

the incoming settled wastewater. Chlori e is also_commonly

used to control filamentous organisms. A in, chlorine used in,-

this manner is an expensive. alternative for dequate design and
operation. The main effort should be directed toward process
improvement, considering chlorination mainly as an emergency
solution.' Never forget that chlorine is toxic to organisms that

are needed to treat the incoming wastes.

10.623 _Reduction of BO K X

Chlorination Of raw wastewater to produce residual of 0.5 mg /J.

after 15 minutbs of contact may causa reduction of 15 to 30%
in the BOD of the wastewater (Baity, 1929). Generally:a reduction

of at least 2 mg/1 of BOD is obtained fdr each mg/1 d&chlorine
absorbed up to the point at which the residual is produced.
Snow (1952) has shown that the BOD reduction also depends on the
condition of the wastewater. He reported a 10% reduction in
fresh wastewater and a 25 to 40% 'reduction in stale wastewater.
Both real and apparent effects of chlorination are evident }n the
wastewater and in- the tes0,bottle.

QUESTIONS

10.6A How can odors be controlled? Why?,

10.6B How can sulfuric acid damage to structures be mini-
,

mized or eliminated? Why?
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CHAPTER 11 MAINTENANCE
'.../

1 t,

(Lesson 6 of -6 LeilsOns) '

11.2 FLOW MEASUREMENTS -- METERS AND MAINTENANCE

.

, .... 11.20 Flow Measurements, Use and Maintenance,
.....

Flaw me_asurement is the determination of the quantity of a mass in ,
movement within a known length" of time (Fig. 11.19). Usually the
mass" -which may be solid, liquid, or gas is contained ,within physiial
boundaries such as tank%,. pipelines, and open chantadis or flumes.,,
The limits of- such physical or mechanical boundarilk provide a

measurable dimensional area that -the mass is passing through. The.
speed at which the-mass Irsses through- these boundaries is related
to dimensional distance and units of time; it is ref rred to as
velocity. Therefore, .we have the (basic how formula:

-Quantity = Area x Velocity

or

Q = AV

P
cu ft/sec = (Area, 'sq ft) (V, ft/sec)

The perfOrmance of a treatment facility cannot be evaluated of
compared with other plants without flow measurement. IndiVidual
treatment units` or processes' in a treatment p14,t mutt be observed
in terms of flow to determine their effitiency and loadings. Plow.
measurement is important cite plant operation as well'asto records --of
operation. It is essential that devices used for such measurement
be understood, be used properly., and most important, .be, maintained so _

that information obtained is accurate and dependable.

Fig. 11.1,9 FlOw mass.*
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11.2.1 Manufacturers' and Operators'',22212nsibilities

Equipment and instrument,manufactArs Should be required to, 9

furnish instruction manuals and parts lists. .In the parts list

it should be required thatothe manufacturer designate recommended

spare parts, and such parts shdIild beobtainedjand be available

for use.
1

Instrumentation and flow..leas4rement devices should considered

as fragile mechanisms. Rough handling will damage'the units in

as serious a manner as does neglect., Treat tlip devices with care,

keep them clean, and they will perform theirdesignated functions

with accuracy and dependability

- :

11.22 Various Devices for Flow Measurement,

The selectfOn-of a type of flow Metering device, and its location,

a- is made by the deSigner in th9 case of new' plant construction. It

is also possible. that a metering device will have.t6 be added-to

an existing facility. In bothcases thetvariouS typei available,

their limitations, and criteria for installation should be known.,

Often the criteria for instal/ation must:be understood for 'the
proper use and maintenance of.a fluid flow meter. 'Metering devices

commonly used in treatment facilities include:

IEEE

Constant
Differential

Head Area

Velocity
Meter

Common Name

Rotameter

Weirs
Rectangular:-

. Cipoletti
V-Notch
Proportional

Flumes Ao.

Parshall
Palmer-Bowlus
Nozzles

r-Propeller

A

U-2

AppiliCationd

Liquids andGases
a. ,Chlorination

chjnnels, Insins,,or clari-

, -

o

a. Influent"
b:. Basin Control
C. _Effluent
d'. 'Distribution

Liquids--:pattially fillet

pipes andchennels
a. Influent.
b. -Basin control ;

c. Effluent
d. 'Distribution

Liquid -channel flow,

clp water piped flow
'.

eo.

d

.3 0,
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Type

Velocity
Meter

t .

Common Name Application

'Magnetic Liquids and sludge in
closed pipe
a. Influent

Shuntflo

Differe 1 Venturi Tube
Head Flow Nozzle

Orifice .

b. Basin control
c. Sludge recirculation
d. Distrib4tion

Gases--closed pipe
a. Digester gas

N
gesessnd liquids
in closed pipes
a. Influent
b. - Basin control
c. Effluent
c. Digester gas

Distribution

Displacement Piston Gases and liquids in
Diaphragm closed pipes

a. Plant water.-

b. Digester gas

'A descriptioh of how each device works is in reality a definition
of the meter type.

...,

Constant Differential--A mechanical device c led the-"float" is
piaced-in a tapered tube-inthe flow line. e differeqp in pressures -

above and below the float causes the float o move with flow variations.
Instantaneous rate, of flow is_read'out directly on a calibrated scale.
attached to the tube.

"Head Area - -A mechanical constriction or barrier is placed in the open
flow line causing an upstream rise in liquid level. Jhe'rise or "head"

r."` (H) is a function of velocity of flow and when referenced to empirical
flow formula provides an'indicateh of the flow fate. When first
starting to pump sludge in a long line, the pressure may increase 'con-
'siderably*fore the sludge starts flowing.

Velocity MetersThe velocity of the liquid flowing past the measure-,
ment point through a aiven area gives a direct relation to flow rate.
Thepropeller type is turned by fluid 'flow past propeller vanes which
move gear trains. These gear trains are used to indicate the fluid
velocity or flow rate. The velocity of liquid flow past the probes of
a magnetic meter is,related.to electrical formula and.read out as the

flow rate through secondary instrumentation. (See Section 11.24.) Pitot
tubes are used to measure the velocity head (H) in flowing water to
give the flow velocity (V = 2gH'). (Fig. 11.20)

11-3 3')
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H where 05T

Fig. 11.20 Pitot tube

Differential Producers--A mechanical constriction (Fig. 11.21)
in pipe diameter (reduction in pipe diameter) is, placed in the
flow line shaped to cause the velocity of.flow to increase 42.

through the restriction. When the velocity increases, a pressure,
drop is created at the restriction. The difference between. line
pressure at the meteiOhlet and reduced pressure at the throat
section is used to determine the flow rate which is indicattd by
a'secoAtlary instrument.

41

a

I
, DIEFERENT4L,

' PRESSURE
)

004

1

y ,CONSTRICTION

Fig. 11.21 Differential producer'

Displacement Units-- Liquids or gas enters, fills a tank or
chamber of known dimensions, activates a mechanical counter;
and empties the tank in readiness for another filling. Mech-
anical gearing activated by chamb fill and evacuation actuates
a counter which is referenced td time and thus flow hate is

kLjetermined.
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11.23 Meter Location

The selection of a particular type of meter or measuring device
and its location in a particular flow line or treatment facility
is usually a 'decision made by the plant deigner. Ideally the

-flow should be in a straight section before the meter. In open
channels the flow should not be changing directions, nor should
waves be present in the metering section above the measuring

- device. Valves, elbows, and other items that chould disrupt the
flow ahead of a meter can upset the-accuracy and reliability ot
a flow meter.. Most flow miters are calibrated (checked for
accuracy) in the factory, but they also should be checked in
their actual field installation. When a properly installed and
field calibrated meter starts to give strange results, check for ,

obstructions in the flow channel and the flow metering device.

0

,QUESTIONS

11.2A What is flow measurement?

11.2B Write the fundamental flow formula.

11.2C Why should flow be measured?

t11.2D List several types of flow ,measuring devices.

11.2E If a flow meter does nbt read properly, what items
should be checked as potential causes of error?

4

4.

%

4
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11.24 Conversion anceReadpit Instruments andControls

Conversion and readout instrumentation is used to convert the initial
measurement (for example,.depth of water) to a more commonly used-
number or. value (depth 'of Water in avParSh.all flume to fi0 of water

43 in MGD)._ The type of device depends upon what the sensorfdevice)
measures and what kind of results are desiled. Often the conversion
device only will transmit the signal (depth of water) to another
meter which will interpfet the signal and convert it to a usable
number (flow in MGD). Instruments used with flow measurement equip-
ment are CrIS'sified as transmitters, receivers, recorders, controllers;
and summators or totalizers. All of thedifferent devices'available
are toe numerous to List. Most devices used today will fali into the
classifications outlined in the following paragraphs.'

a

lr.240 Mechanical Meters 16p r
A

MechaniCal meters are those devices which measure the variable
flow indicator and convert this value into a usable number. Con-
version of the flow Vaiiable to a scale or meter giving the usable
number mariTi by,gear trainshydraulic connections, magnetic
sensing,,electrical connections, and many other dexcices,

_11.241 Transmitters'

transmitters srnd the flow variable,'as measured by_thjOmeasuring
device, to another-device for conversion to a usable number.
Variables are-transmitted mechanically, elettrically, and pneu-
matically. ,

11.242, ReceiVers ,
. .

Receivers pick-up the transmitted signal and convert it to a usable
--. numbeib. ReceIvers may present the measurement as,an instantaneous '.. .

flow, rate, record the flow on a chart against time, and total or sum
the flow during a time period, Regeiverw may,have one, two, or all

\,.. three of these features.

tie

11.243 Controllers',

dantroll4IrS re similar to, receivers exc pt they are cap le of
. ,comparing received signals with other values'and sendi corrective

or adjusting signals when necessary. The compa4red value may be
manually set or it may be based on another received signal. The, ,

.. -
----

't
Il

3 ''1
No
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correction or adjustment may 1e proportional to the size of the
deviation of the comparelivalues, may be a gradual adjustment,

Allit .or may provide a predetermined correction based on the size of
the deviation and your objectives.

r ,
.

SeltetT;nrid adjustment of controllers should be doneby a
.specialist in the field or-the manufacturer's representative.
Maintenance must be 'done according to manufacturer's instructions,

.

,11.25 Sensor Maintenance

.
.

,
.

.
Each-individual sensing meter Will have its own maintenance resuire-
ments'. In any instrument, the sensor is the most common source of
Fglens. Fortunately, the electronics or drive are easy to check.

. The important and;common maintenance requirements are tabulated ,- 6
below in relation to meter types. Not all the maintenance problems
can be listed. It is a proven fact that if preventive maintenence,-

, is regularly applied the uncommon problem is a rare occurrence.
,,.

.

The most important single item to be considered in maintenance is
good housekeeping. , This must take many forms since it is applied
t'd various devices. Gbod housekeeping, the act of providing pre-
ve 'ave. maintenance for each of the various sensors, includes _being
sure that foreign bodies are not interfering with the measuring
device. 'Check for and remove deposits which will accumulate from
normal use. Repair the sensor or measuring device whenever it is
damaged.

.
,

.

Common preventive maintenance suggestions:

Motor'Tyloe Suggested Maintenance

Constant Diffe'rential
Rotameters

,

Head Area

Weirs:

Rectangular
Cipoletti
V-Notch

Proportional

4

Qisassemble and clean tube and float
when deposits are observed.

Flow formula-is based on square
. clean edges to the meter shape with
free fall over the weir. Clean and
brush off deposits ,as- accumulated.

Keep clear of foreign bodies and
interference.-

yo.
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. -

S. Motor Type
.

Suggested Maintenance

li s), A
Head trek

Flumes,:

arshall '.

, 'Normally used with float wells, keep
,-
-. sensor line between well and flume .

II
-----4almer-RowrUs cleah; clean off deposits.

* Nozzles

. .i.,'

,1
.

Velocity Meter. %

° *

. Propeller 'Should not be usedon,anything but

I' clear water. Grease and chebk yearly.

. .

Shuntflo Keep dampening chamber fluid level to
. line; periodically'drainto remove I

collected Sediment.

Magnetic Manufacturers are providing various:
II. , cleaning mechanisms to clean the

. internal parts regularly. If you as

to perform maintenance on schedule.;
an operator manually operate, be sure °

II4

1
if automatically, check action fre-

.10 quently. -Provide for periodic meter
removal from line and physically

II
clean meter. t

Differential
Producers

c...--

`` Venturi, nozzle, and orifice hydraulic
II'connections should be back-flushed

regularly. Irptallationshould be
arranged for internal surface cleaning
on a reasonable schedule. II

Displacement Periodically dain and flush. Keep
greased as necessary; check frequently .

IIon operation.'

External connections between the sensing and conversion and readout
devices should be Checked to ensure such-Connections are clean in
appearance and connections are firm. Be sure no foreign obstruction
will interfere or promote wear. Oh mechanical connections, grease
as directed; on hydraulic or pneumatic connections, disconnect and
ensure free flow ih the internal passage.

32,9
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11.26 Conversion and Readout Instrument I.,aintenance

Both the methanically actuated unit and the transmitters will have
direct sensor connections. Cleaning and checking on a tegular
schedule is essential to avoid problems'with the usual accumulation
of foreign material. Maintenance for the intermal parts to either
device is. minimized when the sensor connections Are clean and
operably. Normal wear will occur and is increased'when sediments
and depotits are not removed regularly as directed. Lubricate
mechanical components asdirected by the-equipment manufacturers'
instrument manuals. Do not over-lubricate, because it causes

other difficulties equally
'as troublesfte as undq--
lubrication.

Receiver maintenance is
limited to periodic check-
ing of mechanical parts,

properilubrication, and
good housekeeping within
the unit. Moisture
should be eliminated.by
heat if required. Pneumatic
instruments shotad be watched
carefully to ensure that
foreign particles which
might be introduced by the
air supply do not cause
clogging in the actuating
elements. Pneumatic systems
are usually protected by air
filters or traps qt the

supply source and-individual units at the instrument. Filters should
be cleaned and blown down on a regular schedule to ensure their efficient
operation in cleaning the air supply. In, the case of clogging of
small orifices and devices of the pneumattic system, do not attempt to
pressurize.the system at higher than normal operating pressure for
leaning. Such action will damage internal. parts. -Follow procedures
TE-FAIThed by the manufacturer and as shown in the instruction manuals.

Most reputable manufacturers are equipped to provide repair service
in the. case of'worn parts, or mechanical failure. It is 'recommended
that ma or service be left to trained em lo ees, of the manufacturer.
It is preferred t at manufacturers have,field service available for
repair on the plant premisp; however, if such service is not avail-
able, the device should be returned to the factory.

11 -9
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Many manufacturers have a maintenance oontract service available
wherein a trained service employee petiodically, on a prescribed
schedule, checks t6 instrument in all ways including accuracy
and wear factors. Such periodic checking allows for replacement
of parts prior.to a complete breakdown. Parts which would normally
wear over a:time period are replaced by this serviceman who will
anticipate such need from an experience factor.

Do not attempt instrument service, parts replacement, or
repair work unlegs you have read the instruction manual
thoroughly and you understand what you are doing. Follow
the procedures as set forth in the instruction manual care-
fully.

All instruments are connected-to a power supply of some source.'
That power supply is potentially dangerous unless handled properly.
Be sure all electrical power ,is shut off and secured so that
others cannot unintentionally switch"the source on. On electrical
and electronic devices the electrical power used and/or generated

`within the device is exceptionally dangerous, both to the man
and to the other component equipment. Do not attempt service
unless you are qualified to do so.

Recording charts often seem to, accumulate at a rapid rate, and a
decision must be made-whether to store or destroy old records.,
Inconvenient asit.pay be,' recordS' should be retained: They are
the backbone of reference information needed for future planning
and plant expansion-when necessary. Above all, if properly used,
they are an index for efficiency flecks unparalleled-in valuer *

Storage space may be minimized by preparing summary records, ilicro-
film photocopy, orplective sampling and storage of the usual and
unusual.

QUESTIONS

11.2F What is the purpose of transmitting instruments?

11.2G What is the 4most important item in maintaining flow
meters?

11.21it What should you do with'old recording chart records?

I
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CHAPTER 12. PLANT SAFETY AND GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

(Lesson 1 of 3 Lessons)

12.0 INTRODUCTION--WHY SAFETY?

A cat may,have nine lives, but you have only one! Protect it!
Others may try, but only your efforts in thinking and acting
safely can ensure you the opportunity of continuing to live your
single life!.

You are working at an occupation that has an accident frequency rate
second only to that of the mining iTi0 duTtry! Not a very desirable
record.-

YOur employer has the responsibility of providing you with a safe
place to-work. But you; the operator who has overall responsibility
for your tre ment plant, must accept the task of seeing to it that
your plant maintained in such a manner as to continually provide
a safe pl e to work. This can only be done by constantly thinking
safety.

You have the responsibility of protecting yourself and other plant
personnel or visitors by establishing safety procedures for your
plant and then by seeing that they are followed. Train yourself to
analyze jobs, work areasf and procedures from a safety Standpoint.
Learn to recognize potentially hazardous actions or conditions. When
you do recognize a hazard, take immediate steps to eliminate it by

corrective action. If correction
is not possible, guard against

the'hazard by proper use of warn-
ing signs and devices and by the
establishing and maintaining of
_safety procedures. As an indi-
vidual, 'you can be held liable
gol'injuries or property damage
as a result of an accident caused
by your negligence.

RD(11MBER: "ACCIDENTS DON'T JUST
HAPPEN--THEY ARE CAUSEb"!1 HO4
true it is! Behind every accident
there is a chain of events which

.

lead to an unsafe act, unsafe
'condition, or a'comhination'of both.
THINK SAFETY!
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Accidents may be prevented by using good common sense, applying
a few basic rules,- and particularly by acquiring a good knowledge
of the hazards peculiar to your job as a plant operator.

The Bell syi'tem has ono of the best safety records of. any

industry. A-variation of their successfuPolicy statement
is: a

"There is no job so important
nor - emergency so great

that we cannot take time -
to do our-work safely."

Although this chapters intended primarily for the wastewater
treatment plant operatOr, the operators of many small plants
have the responsibility of sewer maintenance also. Therefore
the safety aspects of both sewer maintenance and plant operation
'willbe discussed, (-

q

12.1 KINDS OF HAZARDS

You are equally exposeePto accidents whether working on the
..collection system or working in a treatment plant. As a worker,

you may be exposed to:

1. `Physical injuries'
2. Infections and infectious, diseases

3. Oxygen deficiency i

4. Toxic or suffocating gases or vapors
S. 'Radiological hazards
6. Explosive gas mixtures
7. Fire

8. Electrical shock
9. Noise

y

12.10 Physical Injuries

The most common of physical injuries are cults, bruises, scrapes,

?° and broken bones. Injuries can be caused by moving machinery.
Falls from or into tanks, deep wells; catwalks, or conveyors 'can
be disabling. Most of these can be avoided by the proper use,of
ladders, hand tools, and safety equipment, and by following estab-
lished safety procedures.

V
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12.11 Infections and Infectious Diseases1

Although treatment plants and plant personnel are certainly not
expected to be "pristine pure", personal cleanliness is a great
deterrent to infections and infectious diseases. Immunization
shots for protection against typhoid and tetanus are 'essential.

Make it a habit to thoroughly wash your.hands before eating or
smoking, br going to the lavatory. If you have any cuts or
other broken.skin areas on your hands, wear prOper protective
gloves when incontaot with wastewater or sludge in any form.
Bandages coverinikwounds should be changedsfrequently.

Do not wear yo6r work clothes home, because diseases may be .

transmitted to your family. Provisions should be made in your
plant for a locker room where eachemployee has a locker. Work

clothes should be placed
or hung in lockers and pot
thrown on the floor. Your
work clothes should be
cleaned at least weekly or
more often if necessary.

4

If your employer does not
supply you"%ith uniforms, and
laundry service and you must
take your work clothes home,
.launder them separately from
your regular faiiily wash.

All of these,precautions will'
reduce the possibility of you
and your family becoming ill
because of your contact with
wastewater.

N
a

1 You must att pt toavoid skin infections and infectious.
`diseases such as 'typhoid fever, dysentery, hepatitis% and
tetanus.
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12.12 Oxygen Deficiency

Oxygen deficiency may exist in any enclosed, and particularly

below grade (ground level),Aunventilated structure where d'gas-
heavier than air, such as carbon monoxide, hasdisplaced the' air.

NIVVer2 111 -12 AN V R1C7,

Gizi47s, DIiv5N-riL-A-r-er7 CTI1V2-t,
W1-1-1k12 A MAN 9LIMP POMP, OR
afi-keg L-T-TZU CT LIRE W
C-4-;CKIt\l& 01Z oxyci-E4 ANci)

Pt2OVIPiNG-

Ventilation may be provided by fans .or blowers. Equipment is

available to measure oxygen deficiency and must be used whenever
you enter a potentially hazardous area. Try your local fire
department for, sources of this type of equipment in your area.

12.13 Toxic or Suffocating Gases or Vapors

Toxic or suffocating gases may dome from industrial waste dis-
charges or froni the decomposition of domestic wastewater. You

must become familiar with the waste discharges into your system.

0

On pages 174 and 175-of, The New York Manual,
Dangerous Gaseg Encountered in Sewers and at
Plants, contains .,information on the -simplest

method of testing for gaset.

12;14 Radiological Hazards

Table 10, Common
Sewage Ti%atment
and cheap st safe

The newest of hazardi to plant operators is,a result o;
creasing use of radioactive isotopes in hospitals, res
and various industries. Check your sewer service area
possible use of these materials. If you are receiving

,
that may contain a radioactive substance, contact the
of the discharge. He will usually cooperate with monit
type of waste.

f-

Os.
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12.15 Explosive Ghs Mixtures

Explosive gas mixtures may develop in confined areas in treatment
plants from mixtures of air and methane, natural gas, manufactured.
fael gas, or gasoline vapors. Explosive ranges canbe detected by
Using a combustible gas indicator. Avoid explosions by keeping
open flaees away from areas potentially capable of developing ex-
plosive mixtures' by providing adequate ventilation with .fans or.-
blowers. ..

12.16 Fire

Burns from fires can cause very
of flammable material and store
containers at proper locations.

4 equipment and the proper use'of

12.17 Electrical Shock

serious injury. AVbid the accumulation
any material of this type in approved
Know the,lbcation of fire fighting
the equipment.

Electrical silOck,freqiiently causes serious injury. Do'not attempt
to repair electrical equipment unless you know what you are doing.,

12.18 Noise

.Loud noises from gas engines and gas or electricblowers can cause
permanent ear damage. Operators and4 maintenance men Ast wear the
proper ear, protecting devices whenever working in noisy Areas for
any length of time.

QUESTIONS

12.1A How can you prevent the spread of infectious
diseases from your job:to you and your family?

12.1B.-W4tShould you do before entering, an unventilated,
....

...., :enclosed structure? '
. . .

-21.1::. .

,
, .

12.1C What are potential sources df.toxic or.;suffocatine,

gases or vapors?

.3
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CHAPTER 12. PLANT SAFETY AND GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

(Lesson 2 Of 3, Lesions)

12.21 Treatment Plants and Pumping Stations

Because hazards found in pumping stations are identical to those
found in treatment plants, the items discussed hereafter may be
applied to both situations:

7."

12.210 Headworks

to

Structures' and equipment, in this category may .nsist of bar screens,
racks, comminuting or grinding equipment, pu rooms,,,wet pits, and
chlorination facilities.' . J

1. Bar Screens or Rack's. These may be .eit r manuall dr auto-
matically seared. When manually cleanin screens tor racks, be
celtain that, you. have a clean, firm surface and upon. .Re-
move all slimes, rags, gieases, or other material that may cause
you to slip. GOOD HOUSEKEEPING IN THESE AREAS IS MANDATORY.

. 0

When raking screenq, leave plenty o room for the .length of your
": rake handle so as not to be thrown q f balance by striking a

wafl,,!railing, pr light fixture. Wear gloves to:avoid slivers
from the rake handle or scraping yoUr knuckles' on concrete.

.

N '4 Injury May allow -an infection to enter your body. r,
Td..-

<\'' iy, , ,
," -

7 *7
.

.

N ' j 1 ate g1 :14.mate al .in:,a container that may be easily removed
from. thAr,Sti5ifc iie4 :-stb not al,low-ngterial to build' up- on tille.

,9rking surf ,1: .

,
c'e, ..

.

.. ,

If your- reek Vre9.fis vpvided wiWrailings,.- check to see .that

removable safety thaln are.wo d; never use these' to lean

they' are properl Anclorei'peftt4qtz Than against them, ,If

against or as a means . -ding extra leverage, for removing
large amounts of-mat4',i
A hanging or moun
hold the rake w
deck.

ng bracket of:.'Some type should be used to.
t in uses. Do .riot leave it lying on the

4' t.

If mechanically raked scrien# OD racks are installed, never
work on the electrical or mechanical part of this equipment

.1
-

r)
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4.

without first turning-the unit offby means of a push-
button lockout for momentary stoppagen*and by turning,
off, locking out; and tagging the main C1 4CUit breaker
if it is necessary to 'remove or make a major adjustment
or repdir to the unit.

,
1i -14.6 S4 -1011L17 s..cuizEty

512-,1\14.-1Z
44AN17 )...e- ANT) 4-kOLIL-r2 &E' A.

-VerviA 110Lo6y Sl1GN A4
VANGe-12., Vo NOT 45rAl2-1:::

MAN W01:2141146- 014 -E-OLIIPMENT"
12.2 08NOIZ

VIL

The time and date) tlie unit was turned of should be noted
on the tag, as well as the reason it was turned off. The
tag should be signed by the, man who turned the unit'off.
No one should then turn on the mainbreaker and start the
unit until the tag has been removed by the person who placed
it there, or until'he has specific instructions-from the
person who tagged the breaker. Your local safety equipment
supplier can obtain these tags far you.

2. Comminute or Grinding_Equipment. This equipment may consist
ofbarmin ors,.comminutors, grind s, or disintegrators.

NEVER work on the mechanical or electrical parts of.the unit
.without firsflocking out the unit,at either a push-button
lockout or the main circuit breaker of the Control panel.
Be certainithe breaker is properly tagged as-explained in the
previous section.

) Good housekeeping is essential in the are, of comminuting
equipment. Keep all walkingareas clean and free of slimes,
oils, greases, or other materials. .Hoge down all spills
immediately. Provide a proper place for equipment and tools
used in this area.

See that proper guards are installed and kept in place around
cables, cutters, hoists, revolving gears, andhigh-speed
equipment suchas grinders. If it is necessary to remove the

',guards prior to making adjustments on equipment, be certain
that they are reinstalledlefor restarting the unit.

12 -7
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DO NOT CLOSE THIS

. %,, : SWITCH WHILE THIS '.

TAG IS DISPLAYED

N

SIGNATURE:

This is the ONLY person authorized to remove this tag.

r

r

_,sl

INDUSTRIAL INDEMNITY/INOUSTRIAL UNDERWRITERS/

lb INSURANCE COMPANIES

4E210R66

.

1

es

r

r

'

o

Fig. 12.3--Typical Wpining Tag (Con't).

Source: Industrial Indemnity/Industrial Underwriters/Insurance Cos.
4
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Pump Rooms. The same basic pregautions apply here as they
ao to,-any type of,enclosecl-roomhor pit where wastewater or

gases may enter and accumulate.
. .k

Always provide' adequate ventilation to remove gases and supply

.oxygen. If the room is below round level and provided with.-

. only forced air'ventil o , be certain the fan is on before

entering the area. Wear a harne with a safety line (as

for manhole work) when'enterin pits', wet wells, tanks, and,

lielow-ground putp ot-
T he tops of alN1-itairwells or ladders should be protected by

a removable sa1ety chain. Keep this chain in place when the

stairwell or ladder is not being-used.

4

'Never retove guards frbm pumps, motors, or other equipment
without first locking out or-turning aflequipment at main: .r4,

breaker and properly tagging. Always replace all guards "
A4P- before startiog,unitsr

'Guard's shou ld be installed around all rotating shaft couplings,

belt drives, or other moving parts normally accessible.

Maintain goodhousekeeping in pump room, Remove all oil and

grease, an&clean up spills immediately.

If you have a multi-level pump building, never remove and
leave off equipment removal hatthesunless you are actually
removing or .replacing equipment. Be sure to provide barricades

or-opesaround the openiApto,preyent falls. Be extremely

cautious When working around openings that have raised edges.
These%are hazardous because you can stumble over them easily.

Never start a positive displacement Pump against a closed valve.;
On piston pumps, the yoke over the ball check could break and ,

endanger personnel in the vicinity.

All emergency lights used in these areas should be explosion

proof. Be sure to keep light shields inivplace and replace

immediately When broken. Permanent lights should be of an
approved explosion-proof type.. Until the area'has been checked
for'an explosive atmosphere, NO OPEN FLAMES (such as a welding

torch) OR SMOKING SHOULD BE ALLOWED.
4

a
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' 4. Wet` Pits -- Sumps. Covered wet pits or sumps are potential
deafraps. Never enter one by yourself. Use a safety
harness and have suffi,cientiersonnel available to lift
you out. .Always use forced air to ventilate the area, and
check for explosive gases and oxygen deficiency before
entering. Also, be particularly alert for hydrogen sulfide
gas. Use your nose initially, but do not continue to depend
upon it as you will become insensitive to the odor. ,A
small, reasonably priced hydrogen sulfide detection unit
maybe purchased. .Check With'your local°safety equipment
supplier.

After you have determined the atmosphere is safe, use extreme.
care in climbing up ald down access ladders to pit areas. The 7

N application of a nonslip type.coating'on ladder rungs is '
helpful. If available, a trUck'hoist is safer than a ladder
for entering pit areas.

Watch' your footing on the floor of pits and sumps. They are
very slippery.

1

Never attempt to carry tools or equipment up or down ladders
into pits or sumps. Always use bucket-and handline or sling
for this purpose.

explosion -proof lightsand equipment should be used in
these areas.

A good safety practice is to turn off all chlorination, whether
located upstream or directly in sump, and allow ample time
before entering thearea. This, with forced ventilation, will
give time for the /rea to be'cleared of chlorine fumes.

aJ
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.12.211 Grit Chambers
i

Grit chambefs may be of various designs, .siies, and shapes;

but they all have one thing in common: they get dirty. Goy
housekeeping is needed! Keep malkingsurfaces freeof grit,
grease, oil, slimes, or other material thit will make a slippery,-.

surface. 4.
.

. \.

Before working on.mechanical or electrical equipment, be ce rtain
that it is turned off and.properly tagged (Figs. 12.2 and 12.3).
Install and maintain guards on gears, sproqketsi chains.or other .

moving parts that are normally access 'le.

If it becomes necessary to enter the chanber,,,pit; or tank for
cleaninglor other work, do so with extreme.caution. If this is

a covered area, provide and maintain adequate.ventilation to
remdVe gases from tht area and to supply oxygen.to the workers.
Use only explosion-proof lights,- Always ck ior.e3(piosive

gases and oxygen deficigicy before enerin .

1

4W7:141W-,07.140r:

4

Be sure of your footing when working in thesestructurei.
Rubber Moots with.a'nonskid-cleat type sole should,,be worn.
Step slowly and cautiously as there is usuallyan accumulation
of,slippery material or slimes on

install
Use handholds

and railings; if none are available, nst'all them now. ,

.
,' , k , , .

. Use ladders, whAhet vertical or ships./addexs, cautiously.
If possible,oapply'nonslip material or coatingsto ladder rungs.
Keep handrails free of grease and o0e'r slippery, substances.., I

---.... . \ -. 1,

.,g,

If it is necessary to take tools or
i
equipment -into the-bottom

. area, lower these in a bucket or sling by handline. Never
attempt, to carry, items up or down a/Adder. l` . ,

Chlorination safety is discussed in Chapter 10"..

bi-
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-12.212 Clarifiers Sedimentation Basins

The greatest hazard involved in wOrking on or in a clarifier
is the danger of slipping. If possible, maintain a good non-
skid surface on all stairs; ladders, and catwalks. This may
be done by using nonskid trips or-coating. Be extremely
cautious during, freezinglreather. A small amount of ice can be
very dangerous.

Your housekeeping program should include the brushing or clean-
ing of effluent weirs and, _launders (effluent troughs). When
itis necessary to actually climb down intothe launder, always
wear a harness with a safety line.and'.havesomeone with you. A'
fall may result in a very serious.

,--

Be' cautious when working on the bOttom of a clarifier.' When
' hosing down, always hose 'a clean path to, walk upon. Avoid
,walking on. the, remaining slddge whenever possible.'

ON.
4--

Always turn off 'and lock' out or turn oEP-and tag .clarifier
hreaker before working on drive unit. If necesury,adjustments

may be made on flights or scrapers while the unit is..in operation;
.., but keep inmind that,.although hese are moving quite slowly
there is tremendous power beh d their movement. Stay clear of
any,situation whereyour body r- the toots you 'are, using may get
caughtunder one of the flight or scrapers.

.
.

Guards` should be installed over or around ,all,gears,4hainti
sprocketbjbelts, or other Moving parts. Keep these in place
iwheneverThe unit is in operation.

,/

Railing should bey installed along-the tank side of all normal
',walkways. If the unit it elevated above, ground, railings should
be installed along the outside ofall walkways,also. Check with
your State Safety Offia-nrTequirements.on railing installation.

1;1213 Qigesters and Digestion EquipmeW

bigqAirs and their related equipment inClude.many hazardous areas
and potential dangert.

,

4 Also see."Safe Work Procedure No 2., Entering and Working in
Digesters", Jour. Water,Poll. Control'Fed., Vol, 42, No. 3,
,Part 1, p 466 (March 1970).

.. . .I .
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No smoking and no open flames should be allowed in the vicinity
a digesters, in digestion contra). buildings, or in any,other
areas or structures-used in the, sludge digestion system. This

includes pipe gallefies, compressor or heat exchanger rooms,
and others. AlliEhese areas shipuldloeposted with signs in a
conspicuous place which forbid smoking and open flames. Methane
gas produced by anaerobic conditions is explosive when mixed with
the proper. proportion of air.

All enclosed rooms or'galleries in this,sySte4 should be well
ventilated, with forded air ventilatibn. Before entering any
enclosed area or pits which is not ventilated, a check should be
made for explosieve gases, and hydrogen sulfide.' Do not depend
upon your nose for hydrogen sulfide (H2S) detection these
areas-. A small amount of H2S in, the air will make your sense
of smell immune to the odorein a Shortperied of time. Use an
H2S detector. a

When ybu are worl4ng in these areas, forced air ventilation with
a portable blowerNshould be proVided. Again, do not go into an
area byjourself where H2S is, present. Have someone watch 'you.

Never. enter a. partially empty or completely empty digester with-
out fi'rst thoroughly ventilating the itructure and then Checking
for an explosive Atmosphere and the bresence of hydrogen sulfide

-gas. Explosion-proof lights-anU noksparking tools5 and shoes
should always be used when working around, on top of, or in a
digesier,unloss'it has been completely cleaned and emptied,
eontinudusly ventilated by a Mower, and'constailt checks are
made of the-atmosphere in the tank.

A 600t7 6A1 .1,'Y 'PRA ClizcV, .erb :
Ntev*2 ALLOW 6MOVINIC.1 OQ OPEN- ,etAme6

r(44 IN A'N IvW y PI 6T-E-1z-
r .

Be certain,that guardrails are installed along the edges Of the
digester roof or cover in areas wherd'it is necessary to work
close to tire-edge.% A fall filqm the 'top of A digester could be
fatal.

-

5 Nonsparking.tools are especially manufactured for use in areas'
where potentially explosivemixtpres:of gases may beloresent.

12-14
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Explosion blew off top of digester .

1111.11.164W- 4

and banded on top opickup truck

. Fig. 12.4 Blown,-up'digester
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When working on equipment such as draft tube mixers, compressors,
diffusers, etc., be certain that the unit which operateS or
supplies gas to these types of equipment is-properly locked out
and appropriately tagged (Figs. 12.2 and 12.3).

If you hive a heated digester, read and heed the manufacturer's
instructions before working on the boiler or heat exchanger.
Know Mat:the gas valve is turned off before attempting to
light the pilot. Be certain that thefirehox has been venti-
lated according to the manufacturer's instr4ctions before
'lighting the pilot.

4

WACI GAS BL I2 N SRS AVE No- p CDR 13i.6WIN6
do-r IN A `MODCZA"r -E W I N V. aRC-olcz f YO

AMP RE-CI GAT -r4-k UNIT, N
',/tr-14 MAIN, VALV. -1-1Az-7 Fit\i.:1"11rztID
ANP: 1 F4 STS 14 414.;OW-T2 -ro vsN-r

Pori :SEW MIND -I' S. MANY
ovelz^..-rotz 1-1Al2 AMP

Pczom A BAC IC LA k
-114140 61 zt

When it becomes necassarytoclean tubes or coils in a heat
exchanger, turn the.uniV.supplying hot water off fax enough in
advance'to allow the heat exchanger to cool.' Never open the
unit without doubly checking the water sludge temperatures.
Be certain that they have cooled down to ody temperature or
lower.

Before working on any sludge pump, whether it is centrifugal

or'positive.diulaaement,-be :cerXain that the unit is turned off
and properly tagged .(Figs. 12.2 and 12.3)

TO"
Positive displacement pumps shodld be equipped with an air,
chamber and d,pressure switch to shut the unit off at a pre-
Iset pressure. Never start a-positive displacement pump against
a closed discharge valve because pressure could build up and
burst a line or damage the pupp. If you have closed this valye
in order to inspect or clean the pump, double check to be sure
that it is open before starting the unit,

12-16
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Sludge pump rooms should be well ventilated to remove any
gases that might accumulate from leakage, spillage, or from
a normal pump cleaning. Iryou spill digesting 'sludge, clean
it up immediately to prevent the possible accumulation of gases.

Provide thorough, regularly scheduled inspection and maintenance
of your gas collection system. Inspect drip traps regularly.
The so-called "automatic" drip trap is known to iam open fre-
quently, allowing gas to escape. .

Good maintenance of flame arrestors will ensure that they will
be able to perform their job of preventing a backflash of ,the
flame.

QUESTIONS

12.2J How can the danger of slipping be reduced on
slippery surfaces?

12.2K Why should no smoking or open flames be allowed
in the vicinity of digesters?

r

2,.2L What safety precautions woulgltyou take, before,
4

_entering' a'recently.emptied digegter?

12.2M What would you do before relighting a waste gas
burner?

12.2N1

1

hould you never start a positive displacement
puMp a: s sta closed discharge valve?

12-17 3 k,
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12.214 Trickling Filters

,When it becomes necesgary.to inspect or.service a rOtaiini --
distributor, stop the flow of wastewater to. the unit and allow'
it to come to rest;

NeV12.6-1ANIP OP WALK ON 41-j-1e.
MEP IA Wiltt-e. -11AR 12drAlit.16- 1314M1131frog

iN MOTION.°
Provide an approved ladder or stairway for access to themedia
surface. Be positive this is free from obstructions sith as
hose bibs, valve'stems, etc.

Extreme caution sliould beused when walking on the filter Media.
The biological slimes eke the media veryslippery. Move
cautiously and be certain of your footing.

NeveR AL_Low Atwor JE TO Ruis-
lZatesi- I DizfrIZI&LIT012.

Although a rotating distributor -moves *fairly slowly, he f ree
behind it is powerful. An operator who has fallen off and e n
dragged by a distributor is fortunate if he can walk away guider
flit An power.

WARNING 1,

?6,

MeRGLIRY *IN 14ew 4v41... :

-12141 ai5uTOR i ex-rue/wet,'tom

mercury, follow the manufacturer's recommendations. Do so only 1111.

Always wear rubber gloves when handling mercury. When cleaning

in the open, in a well-ventilated room. Be sure to have a tray
under the working -area during mercury clean-up. It is extremely
difficult to Tecovermercury from the floor. Dry mercury vaporizes
slowly, and mercury vapors also are toxic.

I/

ts.
0 '
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Refrain from smoking and eating when handling mercury. Always
wash your hands thoroughly when finished.

When inspecting underdrains, check to determine that the
channels or conduits are adequately ventilated.' Gases are not .

normally a problem here, but may be if there is a build-up'of .

solids which have become septic.

If it becomes necessary to jack up a distributor mechanism
for inspection or repair, always provide a firm base off!the
media or drainage system forte jack plate. A firm base may
beprovided by wooden planks which will spread the weight ov'r
a large area. However, sometimes the only way to obtain firm
support is to rem6 hemedia and use the drainage system as

e. Remember you are lifting a heavy weight. Do not
attempt inspection or repair work until the distributor hasbeen
adequately and properly blocked in its raised position.

12.215 Aerators

Guardrails should be installed on the tank side of usual work
areas or walkways. If the tank is elevated above ground, guard-
rails should also be installed on the ground side of the tank.
An'operator should.neVer go into Unguarded areas by himself.

1'

When working on Y-w lls, or other unguarded areas where work
is done infrequent at least a two-man team should do the wgrk.
Approved life pre3ervers with permanently attached han4lines
should be Accessible at strategiC locations around the aerator.
You should wear a safety harness with a life line when servicing
aerator spray nozzles and-other items around an aerator.

An experiment in England found that if an operatdr fell into a
diffused aeration' tank, he should be able ,to survive because, air

will collect in the clothing and tend to help keep him afloat.6
Drownings apparently occur when a person-is overcdme by the .

initial shock or there is nothing to grab hold of to keep afloat
or to. pull oneself out of .the, aerator.

When removing or installing diffusers, be aware of the limitations
of your working area. Inspect and properly positiOn hoists and
other equipment used in servicing swing 4iffusers.

I

6 Kershaw, M.A., "Buoyancy of Aeration Tank Liquid"; Jour.
-Water.Po11. Control Fed., Vol. 33, No. p 1151 (Nov. 1961).

I
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When it is necessary towork in an-empty aerator, lower your-
self into the aerator with a :truck hoist one is available.
Ladders are awkward and dangerous; but ;if portable,ladders must

'be used, properly position them so that they will not slip or
twist. A good practice is to-tie,the to of the ladder so that'

cannot slip. Be extremely;careful4when using fixed laddeTs
as they become very slippery. Thefloorof,the.aerator also
is likely to be extremely slippery.

If your plant is' in an area subject to freezing. weather, be
awake of possible ice conditipis around these units and.use
caution accordingly.

12.216, Ponds

Ponds of any kind present basically the same hazards. Therefore,
the following safety, measures will apply to'ponds in general; ,""

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
If it is necessary to drive a vehicle on top of the pond levees,
maintain the roadway in good driving condition by surfacing it
with gravel of,asphalt. Do not allow chuck holes or the formation
of ruts. 'Be extremely cautious in wq weather. The material
used in the construction of most levees 3xecomes very slippery
when met. , Slippery conditions shouldbe corrected using crusted
rock or other suitable Material.

,r -

Never go out on the pond for sampling or other purposes when b)/J
yourself. Someone should be standing by on the bank in case you
gep into .trouble. Always wear an approired life jacket when t=

working from a boat,or raft on the surface of the pond. And,

as in any boating activity, do'not stand up in the boat while.
performing worls.

1
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12.217 Chlorine

CIAL-01211.1 4 A k C.1 217. rAT N CT
F Atigy C01212 C.-) iveti8As.

WITH CAUTION!'

The most common causes of accidents iniolving chlorine gas are,
leaking pipe connections and over-chlorinating.

Chlorine bottles or cylinders should be stored in a cool, dry
pace, away from directisunlight or from heatingAunits. Some
heat is needed to causfdesired evaporationand -to control
moisture condensation on tanks: Chlorine bottles or cylinders,
should never be, dropped or allowed to strike each other with
any force. Cylinders should be stored in an upright positron
and secured with a chain, wiYe rope,..of clamp. They should '

be moved only by hand truck and should be well secured during
moving. One -ton' tanks should be blocked so that they cannot
roll. They should be lifted only by an approved lifting bar
with hooks over the ends of the containers. Never lift'a
bottle or cylinder with an improvised sling.

Connections to cylinders and,t1n0' should be ma e only with
approved clamp,adaptors or Unions. Always ins ect all surfaces
and threads oil the connector before making,co nection. If you
are in oubt as to their conditions, do not u e the connector.

.

Always iise a new approved type-gasket when making a Connection.
The reuse of gaskets %wry often will result in a leak. Check
for leaks as soon as the connection is completed. Never wait
until you smell chlorine. If you discoVer even the slightest
leak, correct it imihediately, as leaks tend to get worse rather
than better. Like accidents, chlorine leaks generally are caused
by ulty procedure or carelessness.

Obtain from your chlorine supplier and post in a conspicuous
place (outside the chlorinat' n room) the name and telephone
number 7TErnearest emerge cy service in case of severe leak.

Cylinder storage and chlorins or room should be provided with
means of ventilating the room. As chlorine is approximately two
and a half timesheavier than air, vents or an exhaust fan should
be. provided at floor level. Ideal installations have a blower
mounted, on the roof to blow air into the room and are vented at
the floor level to allow escaped chlorine to be blown out of the
building.

12-21 3
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Always enter enclosed cylinder storage -or chlorinator rooms/
with caution, Ifyou smell chlorine when openingthe door to
the area, immediately close the door, turn on ventilation,

,
st

and seek assistance.

.0 .

Never attempt to enter an atmosphere of chlorine when by
yourself or without an approved air supply and. protective

clothing. Aid can usually be obtained from your local fire .

contained breathing apparatus Which will allow a person to
department, which will normally have available a-self- ..

il

enter safely into an atmosphere of-ch4or4c.

An'excellent booklet may be' obtained from PPG Industries, Inc.;

ChlorineSafe Handling. 7. Safety . information on chlorine, .

i

handling i also contained in Chapter 10, Disinfection and,.
Chlorinatio . Your local chlorine supplier will probably pro-

. -- 1
vide ,you.wi h all the information you need to hAndle and use
chlorine safely. It is your responsibility to obtain, read,

.
and understand safety information and to practice safeiy.

4-44-I 44

12.218, Applying Protective Coatings

CAUTION! When applying protective coatings in a clarifier
or any other tank or pit, whether enclO'sed or open topped, use

protectiiie equipment to prevent skin burns from vapors4from.
asphaltiC or bitumastic coatings .j This may in,61vethe use of
protective clothing as well as protective creams to be applied
to exposed skin areas: An air supply mustbe used.when,paintr
ing inside closed, vessels or in an open,sleep tank. Many paint
fumes are heavier than air; therefore; ventilation mutt.be from
the bottom upward.

.
v--

Check with your.4paint supplier for any hazarasinVOlved in
using hisoproducts.

a

I

e.

3
O

)

4.W1.44

4 1

7 PPG Industries, Inc., Chemical Division, One Gateway Center,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222.
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( 4 CHAPTER 12. PLANT SAFETY AND GOOD4HOUSEKEEPfNG

(Lesson 3 of 3 Lessons)

012.3 SAFETY IN THE LABORATORY8

In additiOn to all safety practices and procedures mentioned in
the,previous sections of this chapter, the collecting of samples

/and the performance of laboratory tests require that ou be aware
of the specific hazards involved in this type of work)

Laboratories use many hazardous chemicals. These chemicals,shOuld
be-kept in limited amounts and used with respect. Your Chemical
Supplier may be-able to supply you With a safety manual,

12,-30 Collecting SampleS

Whenever possible, rubber gloves4shoul1 be=worn when your hands
may come in direct contact with wastewater` or sludge. When you
have finished sampling, always"wash the gloves thoroughly before
removing them. After removing the gloves, wash your hands
thoroughly, using a-disinfectant type soap,

CoLLG-1; Amy ITH
YOUR SAizt RtstN-Pe.? IP YOU VV.: ANY

1312.01ZNI S V I N02 .

Do,not climb over or go beyond guardrails pr chains when collecting-
saliples. Use Sample poles, ropes, etc., as'necessary to collect

. samples. .. ,
..

°g .

. i .

.1`

0o

° ,o

°

°
'0

o.

D 0

8 Also see "CRC'Handbook of Laboratpry Safety", by Norman V.

-Steere, Chemical Rubber Publishing Compariy, 18901 Cranwood
Parkway, Cleveland, Ohio 44128. Price $24.50.
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12.31, Eqt.q.pmeni.5et-Up' and Performance of Tests
0

AFollowing are same basic procedures to follow Ywhen working in
theorlabort6ry,:

I

1. Ilse proper safety goggles or face shield in all tests where
there is clanger to the eyes,'

14-Everz LOO It\r-ra 1 E OPEri\I ENP 4c)c:
A e0NvrA1 MER 12e4c.-rio N CAZ

..A.-T1 6 1-1----CON-rA1 NOt .

2. Use* care in making Fibber- lass connections. Lengths of
glass tithitt should be"supported while they are being ifiserted
into rubber."fite ends 'of the glass should be 'flame -polished9

ooth them out, and a lubricant such as water should be
Never ye grease or oil. Gloves or some other Rim of

or the hands shOuld e used when making such

to
used.
protacti
connections. The tubing should b be held as close to the end
being inserted as possible'toprevent befitting or breaking. ,
Never try to force rubber tubing or stoppers from glassware.

'tut ,the rubber as necessary' to remove it.

Always check labels on betfles to make sure that the proper
chemical is selected. Never permit unlabeled or undated con-
tainers to accumulate' around or in the laboratory. Keep
storage areas organized to facilVtate chemical selection for
use. Clean out old or excess chemicals. Separate flammable,
explOsive, or special hazard items for' storage in an approved
nianner. See Section 12.9, Additional Redding, Reference 10.

ALL.C44 CAL. CcittrAligetz ,640LILII7 BE
clAN2 LABetev cxri N6 CoNlitt04
AtN17,- PPAT, OTZ

'1401.010N PPePAPED, All"' 44; AA U41-4
113 WiTh "SKii4.010 CRO56(304e.4

9 Flame Polished. Sharp or broken edges
of agtass tube) are flame polished by
and rotating it. By allowing the edge
become smooth.,

a a

0 .
o ,

`) 4- -4,12-24 u

of glass (such es the encl..,
placing the edge in a flame
to melt slightly, it will' is

A

0

\
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' -4. Never handle chemicals with the bare hand. Use a spoon or
. spatula for this purpose.

5. Be sure that your laboratory is adequately ventilated.

414k/kNY WORD IN A /11-A Vt1o6/0 1 VeZVINd
W ITO eAA t GAL-e--7 OR .e.AAPL.e.e- HA,VIN. Toxicz._

I
Even mild concentaatiam-',of fumes'or gases can be dangerous.

-.
6. Never use laboratory glaSsware fOr a'coffee cup 0r.food dish.

This is particularly dangerous when dealThg with wastewaters.
.

. A7. When handling hot pquipment'of any, kind, always use tongs, as-
bestos gfovesor other suitable tools. Burns can be painful
and can cause more problems (encourage spills, fire, and shock).

,
.

(
f8. When worring in, the lab; avoid smoking%and eating ex,cept at Y9

prescribed coffee breaks or at the' lunch period.

Ai.viN.- 1 n401261.16-4-ILY wi\z-AA yd:u12. 4-4ANI136
$ ,E...012.67kAoll N 6 CM2 eATIII a.

' 1

9. Do not pipette chemicals or wastewater samples
use a suction bulb on an automatic burette.

.10. Handle ail chemicals
and reagents with

. care. Read and be-
come familiar with
a14--precauttonsor'
warnings on labels.
Know and have avail- ,

able the antidote
for all poisonous
chemicals inyour
lab.

11., A short section of
rubber tube on eacil
water outlet ;is an
excellent water
flusher to wash
away harmful

$

by,r mouth. Always

12-25,
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chemicals from the eyes and skin. It tAeasy-io reach and
can quickly be directed on the exposed area. Eyes and
skin can. be saved if dangercius materials are.waslied away
quickly.

12. ,Qispose of all broken or cracked glasswAe immediately.
Chipped glassware may still be used if is.possible to
fire ,polish the ch'W in order to eliminate the slier') edges.
This'may be done by slowly heating the chipped area until
it reaches a temperature at which the glass will begin to
melt. At this'point remove from flame and allow to cool.

4

NUR *OLD' ,A 31Ce OF- 6L-Ass'44WAIZe.
OR eouli2mewr 1-N-YOUCZ 13k: 4476#.1\lt

WI-11L ATi1sVG.

Always use a Suitable glove or tool.

1

125-Me1A 10 4.47 D Ac- i 17 "TO WATh12,
, g1.11- 14elS12 -14-5-1ZeVEize.

14. Wear a' protectiveismock or Apronwhen working in the lab.
This may save you the cost of replacing your. work clothes
or uniform. Protective eye shields shoulebeyorn too.

TESTIONS

12.3A What safety precautions would you take when collecting
laboratory samples from a plant influent?

42.3B Why should°you always wash your hands before eating?

12.3C Why should chemicals and reagents be handled with tare?
h..

"1!
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12.5 WATER SUPPLIES

Inspect-your plant-to see if there-ire-any-cross-connections'

between .your potable (drinking) mater and items such as water

II .

seals on pumps, feed water tOboilers, hose bibs below grade
wherethey may be subject"to flooding with wastewater or sludges,

I/
or any location where wastewater could contaminate a

I

,

,..,

domestic water supply:
. .

...

.

Ifany of these or other existing or potential cross-connections

II
properly protected by the installation of an approVed back -flow

are found,.be certain that your drinking water supply source is

prevention device.

II -

It is a good practice to have .your drinking water tested at
least monthly for coliform grodp'organisms. Sometimes the best
of back-flow prevention devices do fail.

You may find inirour plant that it will be more economical to
use bottled drinking water. If so,.be sure to tack up con-
spicuout signs that your water is not drinkable. This also
applies to all hose'bibs in the plant from'which you may obtain
water other than a potable source. This is a must in order to
inform visitors or absent-minded or thirsty employees that the
water from each marked location is not for drinking purposes.

1"-

UESTION

12.5A Why do,some wastewater treatment plants use bottled
water for drinking purposes?

12-27
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12.6 SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND INFORMATION

dst conspicuously on your bulletin board the location and types
of safety equipment available at your plant (such as first aid
kit, breathing apparatus; explosiometers, etc.). You, as the
plant operator, should.be thoroughly familiar with the operation
and maintenance of each piece of equipment. You should review
these at fixed intervals to be certain that you can safely use
the piece of equipment as well as-to be sure that'it is in

. operating condition.

Contacts should be made with -your local fire and police depart-
ments to acquaint them with.hazards at your plant as well as to'
inform them of the safety equipment that is necessary-to cope
With problems that may arise. Quite often it is possible to
arrange a joint training session with these people in the use
of-safety equipmtnt and the handling of emergencies. They also.

, should- know access routes to and around the treatment plant.

O

If you have any specific problems of a safety nature, do not
hesitate to ,contact officials .in your state safety agency. They
,can be of great lassistance'td-you. And do not forget your equip-
ment manufhcturers; their familiarity with your equipment will
be of great value to .you. .

Also posted in conspicuous places in your plant should be such
information as the phone numbers of ydur fire and police depart=
ments, ambulance service, chlotine supplier or.repairman,, and
the nearest doctor who has agreed to be available on call.
Having these immediatelY available at telephone e-iites may save
your or a fellow worker's life. Check and make sure these
numbers are listed at your plant. If they are not listed,
ADD THEM NOW..

4 QUESTION
1

12.6A Whit' emergency phone nuhbers'should be listed in a
conspicuous place in your plant? '

4.
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14.3 SAMPLING, by Joe Nagano, krOm California Water Pollution,
Laboratory Manual

ft

14.30 Importance

Beforecany laboratory tests are performed, it is highly iNportant
to obtain'a proper, representative sample. Without a representative
sample, a test should not even be attempted because'the test result
will be incorrect and meaningless. A laboratory. test without a good
sample will most likely lead to erroneous conclus1ons and confusion.
The largest errors producedan laboratory teats are usually caused
by improper sampling, poor preservation or Ya.ci of enough., mixing
during comusitine and testing.

14.31 Accuracy of Laboratory Equipment '

Laboratory equipment, in itself, is generally quite accurate.
Analytical balances weigh to 0.1 milligram. Graduated cylinders, .

pipettes, and.burettes usually measure to 1% accuracy, so that the
errors introduced by these items should total leg's than 5%, and
under the worst'possible conditions 'only 10 %.. Under idear conditions
let us assure that a test of raw wastewater for suspended solids,
should run about 300 mg/l. Because of the previously mentioned
equipment or apparatus ,variables, the value may actually range

from 270 to 330 mg/l. _Results in,this range'are reasonable for
operation. Other less obvious factors are usually present which
make it quite Possible to obtaiiesultshich are 25, 50, or even
100%.Lyerror, unless certain precautions are taken. Some examples

will MluStrate how thes errors are produced.

The City of Los Angeles Terminal Island Treatment Plant is4-a ,

primary treatment facility with a flow.of 8 million gallons per
day. It has an aerated grit chamber, two circular 85-foot clari-
fiers of 750,000 .. wo digesters I09-and-75-feet--
in-difteter. ..

k
A --

.5 ComposiWProportiona])SaMples (com-POZ-it). Samples collected
at regular intervals in proportionito the existing flow and then
'combined to form a sample representative of the entire period of
flow over a given period of time.

0
44, 3
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Monthly summary calculations based upon the suspended solids test

captured per day during sedimentation assuming 200 mg/1 for the Ashowed that about 8,000 pounds of suspended solids were being
., .

influent and 100 mg/1 for the effluent. However, it also appeared
that 12,000 pounds per day of raw slUdge solids were being pumped
out of the clarifier and to the digester. Obviously, if sampling
and analyses had beenperfect, these heights would have balanced.
The Capture should equal the removal of solids. A study was made
to determine why the-variance in these values was so great. It

would seem logical to expect that the problem could be due to
incorrect testing protedurel, (2) poor sampling,. (3) incorrect

6.f the th e o all of them.

petering e wastewater or sludge flow, or (4) any combination

Id the first case, the.equiPment was in excellent condition..
'The 'operator was°acOnscientious and able employee who was
,found to have carried out.the laboratory procedures carefully
and who had previously run successful tests on comparative
samples. It was concluded that the equipment'and test.proce-
duresowere completely satisfactory.

0

0

14.32 SelectiOn of a. Good Sampling Point to Obtain
' ? II

. .

a Representative Sample

A survey was then made to deterMine if sampling stations were in Ineed of relocation. By using Imhoff copes and runningseoleable
solids tests along the, influent channel and the" aerated grit ..

I.
Chamber, one could quickly recognize that -the best mixed and

IImost representative samples were to be taken from the aerated
a

.

grit chamber rather than-the influent channel..
Et

The settleable solids ran 13 m1/1 in the aerated grit chamber
% I/

against 10 m1/ in the channel, By the simple process of .

determining the best sampling station, the suspended solids . .

value in the influent was corrected frog 200 mg/1 to the more -
IIrepresentative- 300- mg /1-. Calculations,- using the correct

figures, changed the solids capture froM 8,000 pounds'-to 12;000
pounds per day aild,a balance, was obtained.

..

,

This study clearly illustrates the iipbrtancet of selecting a

II

good sampling point in securing a truly repreSentativa sample., f

It emphdsizes the point that even though- a test is accurately
perfRimedj the result' may be entirely erroneous and meaningless
insofar as use for process control is' concerned, unless a good

'.. representative- sample is taken. Furthermore, a good sample is
IIhighly dependent upon the-sampling station. Whenever possible, ,r

I .
.

,

II

,
.. k
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select a place where mixing is thorough and the wastewater quality
is uniform. As the solids concentrationreases, above about
200 mg/1, mixing_becomes eve ignificant because the waste-
water solids -will tend to sep te rapidly' with the heavier solids
settling toward the bottom, the lighter solids in the middle, and
the floatables rising toward the surface. If, as is usual, a
one-gallon portion is taken as representative of a million-gallon
flow, the job of sample location and sampling must be taken
seriously,

14;33 Time of Sampling

Let us consider next the time and frequency of sampling. Ib
carrying out a testing program, particularly where personnel
and time are limiteddue to the press of operational responsi-
bilities, testing may necessarily be restricted to about one
test day per week. If the operat should decide to start his
tests early in the week, by taking samples early on Monday
morning he may wind up with some verodd results,

.,
. !

One such incident will be cited. During,a,test for ABS (alkyl"...
i.

benzene:sulfonate), samples were taken'early on Monday morning
. and rughed into the laboratory for testing. Due to the detentiO4

,

time in the sewers,
, hese wastewater samples actually represented :.

,Sunday flow on th-,41 aveyard shift, the weakest wastewater obtain
able. The ABS content was only 1 mg/1, whereas it would iiOrmally
run 8 to 10 mg/1-. So the time and da?oyampling is quite important ,

and the samples should be taken to reptesent typical weekdays or
even varied from day to day within the reek for a good cross-section

.

of the characteristics of the wastewater. ,

j.
-

14.34 Compositiu and Preservation of Samples

.

.

.. _ ....

Since the wastewater quality_chanfes-from moment to moment and . - .

hour to hour, the best results would be obtained by using some
..;-L.sort of continuous sampler-analyzer. However, since operators *---.

are usually the sampler - analyzer, continuous analysis would

leave little timefor anything but sampling and testing. Except'f51.-. -.,
. ..,.. - .tests which cannot wait due to rapid chemical or biological change y.

0 air Of the sample, such as tests for dissolved oxygen and sulfides, a
fair Compromise may be reached by taking samples throughout the

"day at hourly.or two-hour intervals.

When the( samples are taken, they should be immed'iat refrigerated
to preserve them flip continued bacterial decoMposition. When all
of tfie samples haverbeen collected for a 24-hour period, the samples
from a specific location Should be ,combined or composited together
according to, flow to form a single 24-hour composite saltine.

4-
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To prepare a composite sample01) the rate of. w4teWater. flow
must be metered and (2) each grab sample must then be. thien.::'
and measured out in direCt proportion to the volume of flow
4:t_ that time. For example, Table I illustrates the hourly:flow
and sample volume to. be measured out for a 12-hour proportional
composite sample. .

: '
TABLE

.

DATA COLLE TED TO PPEPA*PROPORTIONAL cOmPo$iyE SAMPLE

;

'

Flow
Time MGD

.
Factor Sample. Val

:

-

Time
Flow.
MGD Factor Sample ,Vol

6 AM
7 AM
8 AM
9 AM

10 AM
11 AM

0.2
a.4
04
1.0

1.2
14)

100
100_
100
100
100

,100

20
:40 -
60

100
120
140

12 N
1 PM
2 PM3 PM ...
4 P1

5 PM

1.5
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9

100
100
100
100
100
10'0

150
. 120

---4 100
100
100
90

1140
A sample composited in this manner.. would total 1140 ,ml.

4

Large wastewater solids should be excluded. ftom a satple, Orticu-
larly tboe greater than one-Cittarter**tich.ih

ltt' t
;.1:.... ' ' A very important point should be:einPhalized.' Durihr.Compositing 6

.and ;at the exact moment of testing i the samples must -be 'vigorously
retixecr so teat they..will be of 6e same composition ancf es well

-. mafecome-lax, so that all the Isolidt are not uniformly Suspended.
-111i as when they were orilinalry sampled. Sometimes su0 retnixing

-.. '-'' : Lack of mixing can cause low results an saniples of 'solids that
-:, ;'. settle.out rapidly, such as those ..in'activated sludg4 dr raw waste-:

. . water:.:- -Samples must therefOre'bemixed thoroughly.and poured
".7:'''' Ahiekly.before any settling °call's'. If this-is- nOt done, errors

-" -.--..'....::-of 25. t0 50% may easily occur. Far example, on the same mixed
liquor smile, one person_aay find 3,000 mg/1 suspended solids
While another person may determ- ine that there are only 2,000 mg/1

.':: -,41fe:topoo`r mixin,g. When such 4, composite sample is tested; a
;eitsonably accurate. measurement of the quality of the day's flow
-dan be made. .. ...
1f!.4.-24-itour sampling program is not possible, perhaps due to s.' ' .:'--- insufficient personnel or ther absence of a'nitht shift;. single

-,:a0egresentative samples should be taken at a tineighen typical
.- cli., iracteristic qualities axle presentiin,the wastewate:r. . The

..sainples' should be taken in accordaric.e, with the 'detention time

3
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required for treatment. For example, this period may exist
between 10 AM and 5 PM for the sampling of raw influent. If

al sample, is taken at 12 Noon, other samples should be taken
in accordance, with the detention periods of the serial processes,,
of treatment in order to follow this -slug of wastewater or plug
flow. Iri primary sqtling, if the detention time in the pri-
maries is two hours, the primary effluent should be sampled at'
2 PM. If the detention time in the succeeding secondary treat-
ment process required three hours, this sample should be taken
at 5 PM.

14.35 Sludge Sampling

.

In sampling raw sludge and feeaing.a dipster, a few important
points should be kept in mind as showh in the folloWing illus-
trative table.

For raw sludge from a primary clarifier at Los Angeles' Terminal
Island Plant, the sludge solids,varied considerablywith pumping
time as shown by samples withdrawn every one-half minute.

TABLE II

DECREASE IN PERCENT TOTAL SOLIDS DURING PUMPING

,

Pumping Time
In Mertes

Total Solids
percent

Cumulative
.Solids

Average

0.5 7.0. 7.0
1.0 7:1 7.1

1.5 7.4 7.2
2.0 7.3 7.2

2.5 6,7 7r1
3.0 .5.3 6.8

3.5 4.0 6.4
4.0 2.3 5.9 4

4.5 2.0 5 . 5

1.5
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a. Table -shows that the solids were heavy during the first
2.5 minutes, and thereafter rapidly be-dame- thinner and
watery. Since sludge solid should be fed toea digester
with solids as heavy as possible and a minimum of water,
the pumping should probably\have been stopped at about
3 minutes. After 3 minutes, the water content did become
greater that desirable.

b. In sampling this sludge, the sample should be taken as a
composite by mixing small equal portions taken every 0.5
Minutes during pumping. If only a single portion'of sludge
is taken for the sample, there is a chance that the sludge
samplelay be too thick'or too thin, deperging upon the
moment the sample is taken.. A composite sa4le will pre-
vent' -this possibility.

q. It should also be emphasized again tha as a sludge sample
stands, the-solids and liquid separate ue to gasification
and flotation or settling of the solids and that it is
absolutely necessary to thoroughly rem 'x the sample back
into its original form as a mixture before pouring it for
a test.

P

r

When individual,samples.are taken at regular intervals
in this manner, they should be carefully preserved to
prevent sample deterioration by bacterial action. Re-

frigeratIon is aA °excellent method of preservation and
is generally preferable to ,chemicals since chemicals may
interfere with tests such as BOD and COD.

r.
14.36 Sampling Devices

Automatic sampling devices are wonderful timesaveTs.and should be
"employe.1- where possibldl. .However, like anything automatic,
problems of which the operator should be aware do arise in their
use Sample lines to auto-samplers may build up growths which

, may periodically slough- off and contaminate the saMple_with,a"
high solids content. Very regular cleanout of the intake 1irie

. is required. Another problem occurred at Los Angeles' .Hyperi6n
Plant when the reservoir for the automatic sampler was attacked
by sulfides. Metal sulfides flaked off and entered the sample,
container producing misleading high solids results. The
reservoir was cleaned and coated with coal -tar epoxy and little
fUrther difficulty has been experienced.

-c
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Manual sampling equipment includes dippers, wei ghted bottles',
hand-operated,ppmps,-,end 'cross-sdction Samplers. Dippers con-
sist of siide-mouth corrosion resistant containers (such es
canscans or jars) on long handles that collect a sample, for testing.
A weighted bottle is a collection container which is lowered
to a desired depthl At thi,S- location a cord or wire removes
the bottle stopper so the bottle_cari be filled. Sampling pumps
allow the inletstathe suction hose to be lowered to the sampling
depth. Cross-sectional samplers are used to sample where the
wastewaterand sludge may be in layers, such as in a digester or
clarifier. The sampler consists of a.lube, open at both ends, .

that is lowered at th6 sampling location.,, When the tube is at,.
the groper depth, the ends of the tube are closed and a sample..
is obtained ft-OM different layers. -°

, Many operators build their own sampler (Rig, 1'4.1). using the
material described below:

1. Sampling Bucket. A coffee can attacted to an eight-fdot
length of 1/2-inch electrical conduit.or a wooden broom.
handle with a 1/4-inch diameter spring in a`four-dnch loop.

2. Sampling Bottle. Plastic bottle with rubber stOpper equipped ,

with two 3/8-inch glass tubes, one ending near\bottom of
bottle to allow sample to enter and the other ending at the

ibottom of the stopper to allow the air in the bottle to
escape while the sample is filling the bottle.

For sample Containers, wide-mouth plastid bottles are recommended.
Plastic bottles, though somewhat expensive initially, not only
greatbr reduce'the problem of breakage and metal contamination,
but are much safer to use. The'wide-mouth ,bottles ease the
washing problem. for regular 'samples', sets of plastic bottles
bearing identification labels should be used.
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'Representative samples must be taken before any,tests are
made.

Select a- good samplinglocation:.

Collect samples and preserve them by refrigeration.
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. 3`Abok- . .-:
Ifpossible, prepare 24-hour composite saMplest Mix samples
thoroughly before compositing'and at the timeOf the' test.
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